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Introduction: The morphology of creole languages

INGO PLAG

This special section of Yearbook of Morphology 2002 is dedicated to the mor-
phology of a set of languages which are generally believed to have no or very
little morphology. The papers presented here1 tell, however, an entirely dif-
ferent story, and one of the aims of this special section is to spread the news that
widely-shared and long-cherished beliefs about creole morphology need to be
given up or considerably revised. Creole languages hold in store problems for
morphological theory that are as intriguing as those we find in other languages.

The articles also address the most fascinating question about creole lan-
guages, namely that of how they come about, a question with relevance far
beyond creolist circles. Creole languages emerge in situations of extreme lan-
guage contact and hence are of crucial importance for a more general audience
interested in language contact phenomena, including morphologists. The contri-
butions to this special section show that the investigation of creole morphology
can add significantly to our still poor understanding of what can happen to
morphology in language contact.

One of the supposed traits of creole languages is that they have no inflec-
tional morphology. In his article ‘Pidgin inflectional morphology and its implica-
tions for creole morphology’ Peter Bakker investigates the relation between
inflectional morphology in creole languages on the one hand and in the varieties
that are assumed to be the sources of the creoles, pidgin languages, on the other
hand. Based on a broad cross-linguistic investigation, Bakker, quite surprisingly,
finds more inflection attested in pidgins than in creoles. This seems to question
common beliefs about the nature of pidgin languages vs. creole languages.
However, Bakker argues that this result could also be an artefact of the avail-
able data and language samples on which common generalizations about pidgin
and creole languages are based.

In her article ‘The emergence of productive morphology in creole lan-
guages: The case of Haitian Creole’, Claire Lefebvre first addresses method-
ological questions that are crucial for a thorough study of morphology in contact
languages. She then provides a detailed analysis of the derivational affixes of
French-based Haitian creole and proposes relexification as the major mecha-
nism that is responsible for the emergence of the Haitian affix inventory. The
Haitian facts can also be interpreted as evidence against the wide-spread
assumption that creole derivational morphology is generally semantically
transparent.

This so-called ‘semantic transparency hypothesis’ is in the focus of Maria
Braun and Ingo Plag’s contribution ‘How Transparent is Creole Morphology?
A study of Early Sranan Word-Formation’. Using data from the 18th century, in
which the English-based creole language Sranan was just a century old, the

Geert Booij and Jaap van Marle (eds), Yearbook of Morphology 2002, 1–2.
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in Great Britain.



2 Ingo Plag

authors present a survey of the many different word-formation processes found
in this language, and bring to light many cases of semantic opacity. Their analysis
shows that opacity in Early Sranan is quite common, and that it arises already
in very early stages of the language, primarily as the natural consequence of
contact. The semantic transparency hypothesis must therefore be discarded.

Finally, Jeff Good’s paper ‘Tonal morphology in a creole: High-tone raising
in Saramaccan serial verb constructions’ deals with a phenomenon that was
formerly thought to be non-existent in creoles: tonal morphology. The author
presents intriguing data and a subtle analysis of certain tone sandhi phenomena
in the English/Portuguese-based creole Saramaccan (spoken, like Sranan, in
Suriname), arguing that these phenomena constitute a case of tonal inflectional
marking. What is particularly striking from a developmental point of view is the
fact that supposedly none of the languages involved in the emergence of
Saramaccan has tonal morphology. Good suggests that tonal morphology must
have come about under these circumstances through a reinterpretation of pho-
nological tone (inherited from the substrate languages) as a kind of tonal mark-
ing for certain morpho-syntactic distinctions.

Overall, this collection of articles provides new and unexpected perspec-
tives on creole morphology, showing that ‘creole morphology’ is not a contradic-
tion in terms, but a fascinating field of research.

NOTE

1 All papers were presented at the ‘International Workshop on the Phonology and
Morphology of Creole Languages’, held in August 2001 at the University of Siegen, organized
by the editor of this special section. I am grateful to the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
and the University of Siegen for financial support, and to the editors of Yearbook of
Morphology for the opportunity to act as guest editor. Special thanks go to the anonymous
and non-anonymous reviewers of the papers contained in this volume, who provided meticu-
lous comments and numerous useful suggestions for improving the quality of the papers.



Pidgin inflectional morphology and its implications for
creole morphology

PETER BAKKER

0. INTRODUCTION1

This paper goes against a number of widespread assumptions about pidgins and
creoles. It is often stated that creoles have little or no morphology and that
pidgins have no morphology, e.g. Seuren (1998: 292–293): “If a language has a
Creole origin it is SVO, has TMA [tense-mood-aspect] particles, has virtually no
morphology, etc.” (cf. also Hjelmslev 1938 on pidgins). Others can be found
in DeGraff (2001). Pidgins are maximally reduced, it is often said, and when
they become native languages or when they become the main language of a
community, they also expand structurally into languages called creoles.

This absence or paucity of morphology has long been accepted as the truth
in creole studies, but the empirical facts about pidgins and creoles contradict
those statements and assumptions. In fact, there is some derivational and inflec-
tional morphology in a number of creoles and pidgins. Surprisingly, however, it
appears that pidgins are in fact in some respects morphologically richer than
creoles, even though the latter are supposed to be expansions of pidgins.

Pidgins, creoles and pidgincreoles2 (the last of which we consider a separate
category) have two important traits in common with each other: they are all
recognizably derived from one or more other languages, but they are more or
less drastically reduced. The lexicon is (much) smaller than that of the lan-
guage(s) from which the lexicon is derived. In addition, very few of the gram-
matical traits of the lexifier languages are actually preserved in the pidgin or
creole. This reduction is quite clear also in the morphology: very little of the
inflectional and derivational possibilities from the contributing languages are
preserved.

This paper will focus on pidgin morphology, for which I have perused a
large database of as many pidgins as possible, using mostly primary documen-
tary sources. Information regarding creoles is more superficial in that I rely
often on secondary sources.

In section 1 I will define what I mean by pidgins, defined from a social
rather than a structural perspective. In section 2 I briefly argue why we need a
third, in-between, class, of pidgincreoles, beside pidgins and creoles. In section 3
I discuss the concept of morphology, in order to make a number of distinctions
that are often not clearly made. Thereafter I discuss the possible sources of
morphological markers in pidgins and creoles in section 4. Section 5 presents a
survey of inflectional marking in pidgins and creoles. Some generalizations are
provided in section 6, and explanations for the results are discussed in the
concluding section 7.

Geert Booij and Jaap van Marle (eds), Yearbook of Morphology 2002, 3–33.
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in Great Britain.



4 Peter Bakker

1. WHAT ARE PIDGINS?

This study will show that documented pidgins are inflectionally more complex
than creoles. Pidgins are a set of languages that share a number of social and
perhaps also structural properties that set them apart from other languages.
Individual pidgins, or individual speakers, may deviate from one or more of the
social parameters to be discussed. This is partly so because of the dynamics of
pidgins, partly because of the impossibility to define a pidgin in a way that all
linguists would agree on and that covers all cases.

First, pidgins are typically not mother tongues. Of course a few individuals
may learn a pidgin beside one or more other languages, but in general pidgins
are not native languages. Second, there must be at least two socially and/or
ethnically distinct groups of speakers of different languages that use the pidgin,
who have no other language in common. In other words, pidgins are typically
used in interethnic contacts where the groups preserve their own languages for
everyday communication. If these groups have no language in common, pidgins
may develop. Note that I state that two groups is enough; after Whinnom
(1971), many students of pidgins and creoles assumed that at least three lan-
guage groups were necessary, but this has appeared to be untenable in the face
of the existence of pidgins like Trio-Ndyuka Pidgin of Suriname (Huttar &
Velantie 1997), Yimas-Arafundi Pidgin of Papua New Guinea (Foley 1988) and
to some extent Russenorsk of Northern Europe (Broch & Jahr 1981, 1984). This
also means that pidgins can never be the only language spoken by groups or
individuals. Pidgins are always second languages. Third, pidgins have norms.
These norms have to be learned. A pidgin can be a target language in a learning
process. An individual can therefore be a good speaker or a bad speaker of a
pidgin. In this way forms of speech such as Gastarbeiterdeutsch are excluded
from this definition of a pidgin: such forms of immigrant speech cover a range
of approximations of German that do not constitute a goal of learning in itself.
Even though there have been studies comparing such forms of speech with
pidgins, or even claiming them to be pidgins (e.g. Heidelberger Forschungs
projekt ‘Pidgin-Deutsch’ 1977, 1978), these forms of imperfectly learned
German must not be considered pidgins, because of their lack of norms. One
cannot be a competent speaker of Gastarbeiterdeutsch. Normativity also
excludes jargon stages preceding pidgins, in which people experiment with
forms and structure, before any norms establish. The kind of English as
recorded by Bickerton in Hawaii, called pidgin by him, would fall under the
category of jargon rather than pidgin, because there are no apparent norms.
Fourth, pidgins are typically not general languages of a speech community or of
some ethnic group or political entity (pidgincreoles can be; see below): pidgins
are indeed used to bridge communication gaps between different groups.
Creoles on the other hand can be associated with one political group (e.g. the
inhabitants of Mauritius or Suriname), or one ethnic group (e.g. the
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Saramaccans). Finally, pidgins rarely if ever fulfill an expressive function, for
example in verbal art or oral or written creative expression. An exception here
would be Chinook Jargon, which was used for songs. The communicative func-
tion is the only important function of pidgins. Pidgins are used to get a message
across and not for purely esthetical reasons.

In short, a pidgin is in principle not a native language, and not the language
of one specific community or ethnic group. Pidgins are used between people
who have no other, full-fledged language in common and they are always second
(or third, etc.) languages for those who use them. We will see below that these
social differences with non-pidgins correlate with a number of structural proper-
ties in which the types of languages differ. In the next section I will distinguish
pidgins and creoles more clearly by introducing the intermediate category of
pidgincreoles.

2. PIDGINS VERSUS PIDGINCREOLES (EXPANDED PIDGINS)
AND CREOLES

In pidgin and creole studies, most attention has traditionally been given to
creole languages. It is only recently that non-expanded pidgins have become the
focus of comparative research (Bakker 1994, Roberts ms, Bresnan 2000).
Particular ‘pidgins’ were usually given as examples. Often Tok Pisin, the
English-lexifier pidgincreole of Papua New Guinea, and sometimes English-
lexifier pidgins of West Africa (e.g. Nigeria) were presented as sample pidgins.
These Pacific and Atlantic contact languages, however, have been the main
languages of their respective communities for such a long time that they belong
to the category of pidgincreoles and cannot be taken to be representative of
pidgins under our definition. In fact these pidgincreoles appear to share a
number of social and structural traits with creoles. The habit of taking these as
representatives of pidgins may be partly responsible for many generalizations
over pidgins and creoles that appear not to hold for non-expanded pidgins.

Some people have used the term ‘expanded pidgins’ to distinguish them
from non-expanded pidgins. I use the term pidgincreoles instead (see note 2).
The term ‘expanded pidgin’ is ill-defined and not completely compatible with
the new term ‘pidgincreole’, which is defined on the basis of the social criteria
discussed below and summarized in Table 1.

I will give a sentence each in a pidgin, a pidgincreole and a creole, in order
to point out some structural differences. Three brief examples are of course not
enough to show the range of variation and the intricacies of these languages.

(1) (Icelandic Pidgin Basque; Bakker et al. 1991)

presenta for mi berrua usnia eta berria bura
present for me hot milk and new butter

(pidgin)
(pidgin gloss)
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The pidgin in (1) shows none of the morphological complexities of Basque
(e.g. subject and object agreement), and word order is also different, probably
under Icelandic influence. The pidgincreole in (2) shows the possibility of
more complex structures (here an object clause). Quite a few English mor-
phemes are used in functions different from English (e.g. bai < by and by for
FUTURE, and all as a plural marker), and we see also a few morphologically
complex words. The creole in (3) shows no morphology. Tense and aspect are
expressed with preverbal particles derived from the English words been and
probably there.

If one wants to isolate properties of pidgins in order to contrast this class
of languages with other classes, it leads to better insights if we use three
categories instead of the more common dichotomy of pidgin versus creole.
Throughout this paper I will use three categories: pidgins, pidgincreoles and
creoles. Only in this way do social and structural differences between creoles
and pidgins become clearer. It will appear that non-expanded pidgins almost
always deviate from both other categories, and that pidgincreoles, demar-
cated on the basis of social features, show more structural similarities with
creoles than with pidgins.

Let us compare these three categories of restructured contact languages
along the lines of the social characteristics enumerated for pidgins in the preced-
ing section. Norms are not mentioned here because all three classes (but not
varieties like Gastarbeiterdeutsch or pre-pidgin jargon) have (lexical and struc-
tural) norms. Pidgins differ in all the other features from creoles. We can sum-
marize the differences and similarities as in Table 1. Table 1 lists pidgins, creoles
and pidgincreoles, distinguished on the basis of social features. Pidgincreoles

6

eman eza-ida-zu esne bero-a eta gurin berri-a (Basque)
give aspect-to.me-you milk hot-the and butter warm-the (Basque gloss)
“Give me hot milk and new butter”

(Tok Pisin, English lexifier pidgincreole of New Guinea)

Em i bilip olsem dispela bai help-im tru
he SM believe that this FUTURE help-TM true
ol provins
the.PLURAL province
“He believes that this will really help the provinces”
(SM = subject marker; TM = transitivity marker)

(Sranan, English lexifier Creole of Suriname)

mi papa no ben e taki tori
1SG father NEGATION PAST NONPUNCTUAL tell story
“My father usually did not tell stories/did not like shoptalk”

(2)

(3)
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appear to fall in the middle between pidgins and creoles. ‘No/yes’ means ‘more
often no than yes’.

These sociolinguistic parameters appear to be paralleled by structural dif-
ferences, where pidgincreoles show structural similarities with pidgins or with
creoles, but more so with creoles.

At least since Schuchardt, creolists have identified a life cycle for pidgins
and creoles (Holm 1988: 32). An unsystematic and unstable jargon would
become, via a pidgin that may stabilize, a creole. These evolutionary models,
distinguishing several chronological stages, have been increasingly criticized
in recent years, for instance because in come cases certain stages seem to have
been skipped. Nevertheless, sometimes, especially in the history of most pid-
gincreoles, a pidgin stage is documented and uncontroversial. These dia-
chronic dimensions should not be ignored. Even though a pidgin may evolve
into a creole, I have not taken these earlier data for pidgincreoles into
account, partly because of lack of space and time, partly because of the
problem of drawing a boundary between the stages. It could also be argued
that the early stages of creoles, perhaps too early to have been documented,
would also count as examples of pidgins, but I have not pursued this line of
research here.

The set of pidgins considered in the following is relatively large, but they
are often only partly documented. The pidgins and my main sources, if not
explicitly indicated in the text, are: Bilkiire/Pidgin Fula (Noss 1979), Broome
Pearling Pidgin (Hosokawa 1987), Chinese Pidgin English (Baker 1989, Shi
1991), Chinese Pidgin Russian/Harbin (Jablónska 1957), Chinese Pidgin
Russian/Ussuri dialect (Nichols 1980, 1986), Chinook Jargon (Grant 1996,
Jacobs 1936, Hymes and Zenk 1987, Zenk 1988), English-Japanese Pidgin
(Goodman 1967), Eskimo Jargon (Stefánsson 1909), Ethiopian simplified
Italian (Marcos 1976), Fanakalo (Mesthrie 1989, Bold 1958), Fiji Pidgin



Hindustani (Siegel 1987, 1990), Français Tirailleur (Gadelii 2001), Hiri Motu
(Dutton 1997), Hiri Trading Language (Dutton 1983), Icelandic Pidgin Basque
(Bakker et al. 1991), Icelandic Pidgin Scandinavian (Bakker 1989), Kenya
Pidgin Swahili (Heine 1973, 1991), Lingua Franca (Coates 1971, Schuchardt
1909), Mobilian Jargon (Drechsel 1997, Crawford 1978), Panare Trade Spanish
(Riley 1952), Pidgin A-70 (Alexandre 1963, Heine 1973), Pidgin Carib (De
Goeje 1946, Taylor & Hoff 1980), Pidgin Delaware (Goddard 1971, 1995, 1997),
Pidgin Dutch (Den Besten 1988), Pidgin Fijian (Siegel 1987, 1992), Pidgin
Hawaiian (Roberts 1995a, 1995b), Pidgin Ngarluma (Dench 1998), Pidgin
Ojibwe (Nichols 1993, 1995), Pidgin West Greenlandic (Van der Voort 1996,
1997), Russenorsk (Broch & Jahr 1981, 1984), Russian pidgins (Stern 2002),
Sango (Samarin 1982, Pasch 1997), Tây Bôi (Reinecke 1971, Nguyen 1979,
Gadelii 1996), Taymir Pidgin Russian (Wurm 1992, 1996), Trio-Ndyuka Pidgin
(Huttar 1982, Huttar & Velantie 1997), Turku Pidgin Arabic (Tosco & Owens
1993), Yimas Pidgins (Foley 1988, Williams 1995, 2000). Some pidgins for which
insufficient material is available are not taken into consideration here.

There are also a great number of creoles, although they have a limited
number of lexifiers: Arabic, Dutch, English, French, Malay, Portuguese and
Spanish. I will not attempt to list either pidgins or creoles (see Smith 1994 for
the most complete overview).

The main problem is found in the set of pidgincreoles. In order to avoid
confusion, I will list those languages, or groupings of languages, that I consider
pidgincreoles, in Table 2. McWhorter (1999) has proposed the term semi-pidgin
for some of those, partly as an alternative to terms like expanded pidgin. I
assume that it will be clear for other languages whether they are pidgin or
creoles.

Even though most of these languages in Table 2 have been classified as
pidgins, they differ from pidgins in at least one of the social parameters of
Table 1. In other words, a pidgin only qualifies as a pidgin if it follows these

Peter Bakker8
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social factors as elaborated in section 1 and Table 1. If there is at least one of
these properties in which a language deviates from these social properties, it
will be relegated to the category of pidgincreoles. Only in this way structural
properties of nonnative, non-community languages can be isolated – which is
one of the purposes of this paper.

Most of the pidgincreoles are main languages of communication in certain
areas. Some have a fair number of native speakers. Grand Ronde Chinook
Jargon is included because it is one of the languages spoken as a mother tongue
in this multilingual Indian reserve called Grand Ronde in Oregon. It appears to
differ also structurally from ‘ordinary’, non-native Chinook Jargon. Chinook
Jargon has been structurally stable throughout most of its history, only the
Grand Ronde speakers stand out. All of them, except perhaps one person at
the Siletz reservation, spoke other languages beside the pidgin.

It appears that the socially distinct class of pidgincreoles often differ struc-
turally from both other types of contact languages. Some of these, in the mor-
phological domain, will be discussed below.

3. MORPHOLOGY: TYPOLOGY, PROCESSES AND FORMAL TYPES

When discussing morphology in pidgins, we need to make clear what we mean
by the term morphology. The term is used in the literature for at least three
conceptually distinct aspects of language. First, the term is sometimes used for a
typological dimension. The classical holistic typological classifications of lan-
guages into isolational, inflectional and agglutinative languages (to which one
can reasonably add polysynthetic and infixing languages) constitute the typolog-
ical dimensions of morphology. As for pidgins and creoles, we can safely claim
that most of them are closest to the type of isolational languages (with very little
or no morphology). No pidgins or creoles are typologically inflectional. Some,
however, could be seen as agglutinative, in the sense that the morphemes tend
to be transparent, regular and with clear boundaries, even though they do not
show long strings of morphemes. A word like dem-buk ‘books’ is strictly spoken
agglutinative. In other words, they score high on the segmentability scale but
low on the scale marking the number of consecutive morphemes (cf. Comrie
1989). These probably would not count as agglutinative in the view of holistic
typologists.

Second, the term morphology is used for a number of morphological pro-
cesses. Here it is the morphemes themselves that have distinct functions. Three
processes are commonly distinguished: compounding, derivation and inflection.
Compounding is the combination of two roots to form or create a new word
with a new meaning. Derivation and inflection are combinations of roots with
affixes. Derivational morphemes create new words, either of the same class
or of a different class, whereas inflectional morphemes are those that refer to



other elements in the sentence. Inflectional morphemes but not derivational
morphemes are relevant for syntax (cf. Anderson 1982). Pidgins and creoles
generally make less extensive use of both derivation and inflection than their
lexifiers, and also less than non-creole languages.

The third set of terms relating to morphology refers to the actual position
and form of the bound morphemes with respect to a root. Bound morphemes
(affixes) can take the form of reduplication, a prefix, a suffix, an infix, a circum-
fix, a suprafix, a suppletive form or conversion (zero-derivation). Most of
these terms are clear, but I will give brief characterizations of each. Prefixes
precede a stem, suffixes follow a stem, and infixes are inserted into a stem.
Reduplications double a stem or root, or they copy a part of the stem. In cases
of suppletion, two different stems are used in different parts of the paradigm.
Circumfixes are fixed combinations of prefixes and suffixes that are wrapped
around the stem. Suprafixes are modifications of stems, for example by means
of lengthening or a change in vowel quality (Ablaut/Umlaut), stress or tone.
Conversion or zero-derivation is the use of the same root for different grammat-
ical classes. For example nouns can be used as verbs, or adjectives as nouns
and verbs.

These three uses of morphology are conceptually different, and especially
the latter two (the processes and the form) are not always clearly distinguished.
In principle, derivational and inflectional morphemes can take the form of any
of the formal types, but there seem to be significant differences in frequency of
the types themselves. It appears also that some forms are used more frequently
for certain processes than for others.

Pidgins and creoles tend to use the most transparent morphological forms.
Reduplication in pidgins (as far as existing, see Bakker in press) or creoles
shows almost always a repetition of full roots, very rarely partial reduplication.
Philip Baker (p.c.) pointed to a number of exceptions in the Gulf of Guinea
creoles: be-beega (Maurer 1995: 153), si-sisima (Günther 1973: 62). There are
also some non-productive ones in the Surinamese creoles (see Bakker, in press,
for examples). Prefixes and suffixes are the most commonly used forms. There
is very little suppletion, and there are hardly any pidgins and creoles that make
use of suprafixes, infixes or circumfixes. Good (this volume) argues for the use
of morphological tone in Saramaccan. In pidgins, even when spoken by people
whose first or original languages included tones, there appears to be no trace of
tone. Only Pidgin A-70 seems to make use of tone to mark imperatives, and
plurality is indicated by vowel length in a Papuan pidgin. Pidgincreoles and
creoles make more extensive use of tone, but still only a little (cf. McWhorter
1998).

In this paper I will not deal with the morphological process of conversion
or zero-derivation, even though it is common in pidgins and creoles. Conversion
can be a solution in the situation of pidgins and creoles that have limited
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morphological means and a reduced lexicon. This morphological process, how-
ever, displays no overt marker and it is difficult to establish where the process
originates.

In contrast to other languages, pidgins and creoles can be dated more or less in
time. Pidgins and creoles are relatively young languages compared to other
languages, and that may be one of the reasons why it is generally easier in those
languages than in older languages (non-creole languages) to see where morpho-
logical elements originate. Many morphological markers in the lexifier lan-
guages are not used in the pidgins and creoles derived from them, as part of the
reduction process (see Braun & Plag, this volume).

In principle, there are four different sources of morphological markers in
pidgins and creoles (or in fact, in all languages). Morphological markers can be
inherited from the lexifier language, they can be borrowed from a language
other than the lexifier, they can be grammaticalized by having developed from
lexical words into grammatical elements, and they can have been modelled on
the functions of morphological markers in other languages, without taking over
the form of the morpheme itself. This can be called convergence or metatypy
(Ross 1996). I will give some examples of each.

An example of a possibly inherited morpheme is the gerund ending -ndo in
Papiamentu Creole Spanish/Portuguese, or the past tense marker -ato in the
Italian-based pidgin Lingua Franca pidgin of the Mediterranean. The form and
the meaning of the item in the pidgin is of course not necessarily 100% identical
to the use in the lexifier language.

Examples of borrowed morphemes are the habitual marker -anga in Kenya
Pidgin Swahili, borrowed from a local Bantu language (Heine 1973:100, Heine
1991: 37) or the plural prefix ma- in Palenquero Creole Spanish borrowed from
Kikongo, a Bantu language (Parkvall 2000:100, and sources given there). It may
not always be clear, however, whether a morpheme is inherited or borrowed. In
Berbice Dutch Creole the nominal plural suffix -ap is clearly derived from the
plural suffix -apu of the West African language Eastern Ijo, In the creole, the
suffix is used both with Ijo roots, where it could be considered inherited, and
with Dutch roots, where it could be considered borrowed. Despite the name
Berbice Dutch, there are so many Ijo words in the every day lexicon of the
language, that one could say that it has two lexifiers (see Kouwenberg 1994 for
Berbice Dutch). This would make a term ‘borrowed’ vacuous here. Some creol-
ists have argued that -ndo in Papiamentu is not inherited but a later borrowing
from Spanish (Wood 1972, Holm 1988–1989: 315).

Further, creole languages frequently exhibit recognizable lexical roots that
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4. SOURCES OF MORPHOLOGICAL MARKERS IN PIDGINS
AND CREOLES



have been grammaticalized as morphological markers. If one considers the
preverbal tense–mood–aspect markers as bound morphemes (and there are good
reasons to do so for at least some creoles), then we find grammaticalized (mor–
phologized) TMA morphemes in these creoles. In French creoles, été, va and
après grammaticalized to anterior marker te, irrealis marker va and nonpunctual
marker ap. In the nominal realm, we may point to the third person plural
pronouns that are used as plural markers in some creoles, where one could
argue that these plural markers are affixes in creoles like Haitian (liv–yo ‘the
books’).

Metatypization is found especially, but not exclusively in areas of
convergence.

For example several languages in the Balkans use a reduced form of the
verb ‘to want’ before the main verb in order to indicate future tense (e.g.
Romani me ka dikhav ‘I will see’, from kamav ‘I want’).

Metatypized morphemes are found only in a few creoles. In those creoles,
the forms of lexical or grammatical elements from the lexifier language are used
for functions they do not have in the lexifier, but for a function that a different
morpheme has in another language. An example would be the use of reduplica-
tion to form plurals in the Portuguese creole of Djakarta, which is modelled on
the same pattern in Malay. Another example would be that the dative case
marker -pa in Sri Lanka Creole Portuguese was derived from the Portuguese
preposition para ‘for’. This language uses the same set of case markers as local
Tamil and Singhalese by means of Portuguese elements, but they are used with
a purely Tamil function, and usually also in a Tamil position (Bakker 2000). This
is an areal trait, since other Indo-Portuguese creoles show similar patterns,
probably under influence of other local Dravidian or Aryan languages. Another
example is the use of reduplicated nouns for plurality in some Asian creoles,
that is modelled on Malay.

The process of relexification as discussed by Lefebvre (this volume and
elsewhere) is a related phenomenon. I avoid the term ‘relexification’ here since
that is also used for other processes such as ‘intertwining’. Lefebvre could be
said to argue that Haitian creole is an across-the-board metatypization of Fon-
Gbe.

In the next section I will provide an inventory of morphological elements in
pidgins and creoles.

When going through morphological elements, I will only summarize the situa-
tion for creoles briefly, while I will give a more detailed discussion of pidgins.
The generalizations over creoles may not be completely correct in all detail for
each creole, but the main observations are broadly valid. These generalizations
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5. INVENTORY OF MORPHOLOGICAL MARKING IN PIDGINS



Some pidgins systematically distinguish certain parts of speech formally. A
certain morpheme is added to each member of a grammatical class (even though
they are never applied completely consistently). This marking of word classes, it
must be said, is not found in the majority of pidgins, but it is a striking and
recurring feature, especially because of the absence of anything like it in creole
languages and the rareness of the phenomenon in the languages of the world. It
has been described for Turku (Chad Pidgin Arabic) as follows:

“There are no consistent formal markers of any word classes, though
final vowels are often suggestive of one class or another. In particular, –
u is frequently, though hardly always, a verb ending, -a  a noun. Many
verbs, and even a greater percentage of nouns, lack these endings,
however.” (Tosco & Owens 1993: 212).

In Table 3 I list the pidgins according to the lexical category that they distinguish
overtly by means of a marker of parts of speech.

In some (expanded) English lexifier pidgins transitive verbs have an ending
-im. This can be considered either a verbal marker, or a marker of the subset of
transitive verbs. It is found in pidgins as geographically widespread as the Arctic
Pidgin Russenorsk, and the expanded English pidgins of the Pacific. Here,
pidgincreoles may side with pidgins. At least some varieties of Pacific English
show such markers (Tok Pisin adjectives), but it is not very common.

Philip Baker (p.c.) points out that Mauritian Creole French, and to a lesser
extent other French creoles, show this too: -e  is a generalized verb ending, also
applied to borrowed verbs and French verb stems not ending in < er >.

Marking of word classes seems to be more frequent in pidgins than in
creoles or other, non-creole, natural languages. One could contrast this with
zero-derivation in creoles, which is the lack of marking of different parts of
speech. Alain Kihm (p.c.) pointed out that such formal marking is found in
some artificial languages such as Esperanto. Formal marking of word classes
seems very rare in the languages of the world, even though I am not aware of a
study substantiating this impression.

5.1. Parts of speech formally distinguished in some pidgins
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are often based on statements by others, whereas the generalizations made over
pidgins are my own. I will discuss a number of morphological phenomena here.

5.2. Inflectional morphology: nouns

Nominal inflection is a more complex matter than the preceding one. I will
therefore first briefly discuss inflectional morphology in the lexifiers of creoles,
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then what kinds of noun inflection are expressed in creoles, and finally in more
detail nominal inflection in a range of pidgins. I will first deal with number, then
with gender, case and topic.

5.2.1. Inflectional nominal morphology: number

Most creole lexifiers express number morphologically, distinguishing singular
from plural with a plurality suffix (like -s, -en, -in, -at) and to a limited extent
also with Umlaut/Ablaut and other forms of vowel mutation (English foot-feet,
Dutch schip-schepen ‘ship-ships’; Arabic bit-byut ‘house-houses’ beside nhaR-
nhaRat ‘day-days’). Only in French is plurality expressed in the prenominal
article (les/des versus le/la/un/une) and not on the noun, and in (standard) Malay
plurality is expressed by full reduplication.

There are a few creoles with inherited plural suffixes. Some Asian and
African Portuguese Creoles inherited the Portuguese plural marker  -s  (Sri
Lanka, Capeverdian; see Thiele 1991). Philippine Creoles inherited Spanish -s,



but it is not a distinctive marker of plurality in the creoles, which use e.g. manga
from Central Philippine languages. There seem to be almost no creoles with
irregular or suppletive plurals, neither as a set nor in individual cases of supple–
tion. There are no creoles that express plurality completely or partly by means
of Umlaut (suprafix).

There are a few creoles with borrowed plural morphology: the Papiamentu
suffix -nan, derived from the third person plural pronoun, is sometimes sup-
posed to be of African origin (Parkvall 2000: 100). Berbice Dutch Creole uses
the plural marker -ap from the Nigerian language Eastern Ijo -apu and the
Colombian Spanish Creole Palenquero uses the Bantu prefix ma-. There are, by
the way, also a fair amount of non-contact languages that borrowed morphologi-
cal plural markers, for example Vlax Romani dialects borrowed the Rumanian
plural marker (Matras 2002).

Quite a few creoles display newly developed inflectional nominal morphol-
ogy. Many other creoles use the third person plural pronouns as plural markers.
If one analyzes these as an affix, then these creoles show innovative number
morphology as in dem-buk ‘the books’ (Atlantic Creole English, e.g. Jamaican),
or hus-sender ‘houses’ (in Negerhollands Creole Dutch). See Parkvall (2000:
93–96) for an overview of the Atlantic creoles.

Metatypical inflectional morphology is found in creoles in Asia. Some
Portuguese creoles express plural marking, or perhaps the distributive, by
reduplication, e.g. Korlai Creole Portuguese of India (Clements 1996), Papia
Kristang of Indonesia (Thiele 1991:184), Hong Kong Creole Portuguese, Macao
Creole Portuguese, and the Spanish creoles of the Philippines (Holm 1988: 291,
320). These reduplicated plurals/distributives would have been modelled on
Malay, even though it is unclear how the pattern would have spread from the
Malay speaking area to e.g. Hong Kong and India. The wide–spread pidgin
Bazaar Malay, however, does not use reduplication to express plurality, but
separate words with meanings like ‘many’ or ‘pile’. Baba Malay creole does not
use reduplication either. All this suggests that this form of pluralization could
be an innovation, e.g. in Daman and Cochin Creole Portuguese (even though it
is not certain, on the basis of Schuchardt’s notes, that this is the general way to
mark plurality; Philip Baker, p. c.).

In pidgins, number marking is often absent, or it is optionally expressed
with free morphemes such as ‘many’. It seems to be marked more often with
animate nouns or humans (as in creoles, or languages in general).

We encounter inherited morphological number marking in a number of
pidgins, such as Turku (Chad Pidgin Arabic) with its (generalized) plural suffix
-in/-en and also some suppletive plurals from Arabic. Bilkiire (Pidgin Fula) has
preserved some suppletive plurals from Fula, even though the system of nomi-
nal agreement of the lexifier has been eliminated. Morphological plural marking
is preserved (Noss 1979: 177). Bantu–based pidgins appear to have preserved
several ways of morphological plural marking, as in Kenya Pidgin Swahili (two
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prefixes) and Fanakalo (South African Pidgin Nguni) with four prefixes. The
sources of the Mediterranean Lingua Franca also display several forms with
plural marking, e.g. ovos ‘eggs’, etc.

Arafundi-Enga Pidgin of the Sepik area in Papua New Guinea (Williams
1995) has a very rare way of marking plurality, which is apparently not found in
the contact languages. It uses a suprafix in the form of distinctive vowel length
to indicate plurality. This is the only innovative way of marking plural that I am
aware of in pidgins.

As far as I know there is no metatypical plural formation in pidgins.
Pidgincreoles seem to have some number marking, for example Sango has

a plural prefix (mostly for humans and animates) that is inherited from Ngbandi
(Pasch 1997: 241).

In short, both pidgins and creoles sometimes have inherited and innovated
plural markers. Suppletive plurals are only reported from pidgins, not from
creoles. Plural marking in pidgins seems to display a wider range of formal
patterns than creoles.

5.2.2. Inflectional nominal morphology: gender

To a limited extent, gender is expressed morphologically in the lexifier lan-
guages of creoles. It is more commonly expressed in adjectival inflection
(Arabic, French, Portuguese, Spanish, and to a limited extent Dutch) than
in nominal marking. In Spanish and Portuguese, gender is expressed with a
morpheme in some nouns, for example in hij-o, hij-a (‘son, daughter’).

In contrast to the lexifier, there is no trace of grammatical gender in creole
nominal inflection or adjectival inflection, or anywhere else in creoles for that
matter. There is only very rarely a gender difference in the personal pronouns,
and that only in starkly decreolized languages.

Pidgins based on non-European languages either lose the gender system, or
they show a reduced number of genders. The two-gender systems of Hausa and
Fula disappeared in Pidgin Hausa (Hodge 1958, cited in Heine 1973: 189) and
in Bilkiire (Pidgin Fula) – in the latter language only plural marking was pre-
served. It seems that Pidgin Ojibwe (also called Broken Oghibbeway) lost its
distinction between animate and inanimate in the nouns but not completely in
the verb (Nichols 1993, 1995). Animate third person subjects are marked in the
verb with an prefix, and inanimate subjects have none.

In other non-European pidgins the gender system was reduced (sometimes
only number-marking was preserved). Bantu languages have notoriously elabo-
rate gender systems. Strikingly, all pidgins that show reduced rather than elimi-
nated genders have Bantu lexifiers. Kenya Pidgin Swahili (Heine 1973: 185)
reduced the number of genders from 15 classes (with 12 forms) in Swahili to six
(three pairs, four forms). Fanakalo (South African Pidgin Nguni) reduced 15
classes to six (Heine 1973: 186), and Pidgin A-70 reduced the Bantu system to
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eight forms. The pidgincreole Kituba reduced the local system to four plural
class markers. It may be significant that two-gender systems have disappeared,
whereas languages with more elaborate expression of gender just reduced the
number of distinct classes.

5.2.3. Inflectional nominal morphology: case

As far as nominal case is concerned, none of the lexifier languages of creoles
has nominal case marking, except as remnants in personal pronouns. Not sur-
prisingly, creoles display no overt case marking at all, and even the case mark-
ings of the pronouns have not been inherited from the lexifier. The only
exceptions are the Malay and Portuguese creoles of Sri Lanka, which have
metatypized case paradigms modelled on Tamil (Bakker 2000), and
Zamboangueno Spanish creoles, with singular forms from Spanish and plural
forms from the local language Ilongo.

In pidgins, case marking is either dropped or reduced. It has disappeared in
Australian Aboriginal Pidgin Ngarluma (Dench 1998) and Pidgin Ojibwe, in
which obviative marking was eliminated (Nichols 1993, 1995). Other pidgins
have retained a limited number of cases from the lexifier. Pidgin Hawaiian
retained one Hawaiian case, the locative/ablative. Bilkiire (Pidgin Fula) pre-
served only the dative case (most often as a preposition). Trio-Ndyuka Pidgin
preserved a translative suffix from Trio (Huttar & Velantie 1997). Naga Pidgin
is the richest (expanded) pidgin with two cases (locative and dative), whereas
the lexifier Assamese has six (Sreedhar 1974).

There do not seem to be pidgins or creoles with newly developed or
metatypized gender markers.

5.2.4. Other inflectional nominal morphology: topic

Categories other than gender, number or case are rarely expressed inflectionally
in pidgins. For one Papuan pidgin, however, Hauna Trade Language, a topic
suffix is reported (Williams 1993: 360), but its source is not made clear. Broome
Lugger Pidgin, a Malay-based pidgin of Northwestern Australia, has a topic
marker -nga, probably derived from the Japanese nominative marker -ga
(Hosokawa 1987: 291).

In short, it appears that pidgins display not only a richer variety of nominal
categories than creoles, but it appears also that more case markers and genders
are preserved in pidgins than in creoles.

5.3. Inflectional morphology: adjectives and prepositions

Adjectives in creole lexifiers display gender, number and/or definiteness. In the
Romance languages almost all adjectives have distinct forms depending whether
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they modify masculine or feminine nouns, and they may have different singular
or plural forms. Dutch attributive adjectives have a final inflectional schwa,
except with neutral gender singular adjectives in indefinite NPs.

None of this is found in creoles. Valdman (1978: 149–152), however, dis-
cusses a few gender-distinct nouns and adjectives in French creoles, adding that
this is exceptional in creoles. In pidgins, however, gender is sometimes marked
on nouns. Pidgins based on European languages drop the gender marker
(despite claims to the contrary for the Lingua Franca, where it was in fact either
inconsistently applied, or absent).3 For example, the African pidgin Français
Tirailleur (Gadelii 2001) and Vietnamese Pidgin French (Reinecke 1971) show
no trace of French gender.

Some pidgins, in contrast, do have adjectival inflection. As discussed above
(5.1), some pidgins have parts-of-speech morphology in adjectives: Pidgin
Hindustani, Tok Pisin and Icelandic Pidgin Basque.

The Bantu concord systems are lost in adjectives in the Bantu-lexifier pid-
gins (Kenya Pidgin Swahili, Fanagalo, and the pidgincreole Kituba), but not
completely in pidgincreole Lingala (Heine 1973:189–195). The concord markers
are lost in adjectives more than in nouns.

Inflected prepositions are encountered in two creoles. It is marginally found
in Saramaccan Creole English, where the preposition (f)u ‘for, of’ is merged
with the personal pronouns mi, i and èn to become umi, fii, fèèn, etc. (‘of/for
me/you/him’, etc.). This is even the case when fu is used as a complementizer
and introduces sentences that start with a pronoun. The form is not predictable
on phonological grounds. In Mindanao Creole Spanish the Spanish preposition
de is agglutinated to pronouns from Philippine languages, e.g. di’ila ‘of them’. In
both cases these mergers seem to be later developments, either internal or
under influence of other languages.

In short, adjectival inflection is completely lost and absent in creoles, but
some pidgins show inflectional morphology. Inflected prepositions are not
reported from pidgins, and they are very rare in creoles.

5.4. Inflectional morphology – verbs

In verbs, a wide range of semantic categories may be expressed morphologically.
Cross-linguistically, the categories of valence, aspect, mood, number, voice,
person (subject), tense and gender are most often found, in this order of
decreasing frequency (Bybee 1985, chapter 2). If we do not count derivational
expression and focus on just inflectional expression, we find this order of fre-
quency: mood, person (subject), number, aspect, tense, voice, gender, valence.

Only some of these categories are encountered as inflectional categories in
the verb in the lexifier languages of creoles. TMA (tense, mood, aspect), person
and number are often expressed in one port–manteau morpheme. Passive is the
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only valence category found in the lexifier languages, be it expressed both
morphologically and syntactically. Gender is not a verbal category in the
lexifiers.

A number of categories that are present in the lexifiers are absent in creoles,
both as inherited and as newly developed morphological categories: creoles
have no passive morphology (with the possible exception of Saramaccan
reduplicated adjectives) and no person or number inflection. I will deal with
TMA, person, and the other categories in pidgins.

5.4.1. Tense, mood, aspect

Some TMA categories were inherited from the lexifiers in creoles. A number of
Portuguese creoles display several inherited categories, e.g. Korlai Portuguese
(Clements 1996: 27) which has four different forms of the verb:

(4) base form -V kat-a ‘sing’ Port. cant-ar
gerund -Vn kat-an ‘singing’ Port. cant-ando
simple past -o/-Vw kat-o ‘sang’ Port.  cant-ou
perfect -Vd kat-ad ‘sung’ Port. cant-ado

Other TMA categories in this language are expressed with preverbal markers,
which is the more common creole way.

Other Portuguese creoles also inherited some other categories: past -ba in
for example Capeverdian creole Portuguese and the Upper Guinea Portuguese
creoles, passive -du (e.g. Principense CP, Fa d’Ambu CP), gerund -ndo (e.g.
Papiamentu Creole Spanish/Portuguese). These elements are generally attrib-
uted to decreolizing influence, for example with respect to the gerund in
Columbian Creole Spanish Palenquero -ndo, and Papiamentu -ndo, and some
Spanish elements in Philippine Spanish Creoles, e.g. Zamboangueño -ba (past
tense, which is, however, limited to a small number of verbs). If we take the
Korlai facts into account, this hypothesis of decreolization may be wrong,
because there were virtually no speakers of the superstrate language
(Portuguese) present in several centuries, so these inflections must have been in
the language since many centuries. Because of the large Eastern Ijo contribution
to the Berbice Dutch Creole lexicon, one could argue that the verbal suffixes of
Ijo origin marking tense-aspect are inherited in this creole. All productive
inflectional elements are from Eastern Ijo, but there are many more inflectional
elements in Ijo so that their number is reduced.

We may also mention the long and short forms in Indian Ocean French
creoles here (marš – marše) as examples of inherited morphology, even though
the two forms have the same functions as in French only in the creole of
Réunion. In that sense it may be an innovation.

Pidgins show much less uniform marking of tense, mood and aspects. Most
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commonly TMA is expressed with free morphemes such as ‘tomorrow’ or ‘long-
time-ago’. Quite a few pidgins use occasional morphological marking such as
-ato for past in Ethiopian simplified Italian and Lingua Franca, or nga- for past
in Pidgin A-70. Other pidgins such as Fanagalo and Pidgin Ojibwe have a more
elaborate set of forms. See section 5.4.3 for examples.

5.4.2. Verbal inflection: person

Person inflection, as mentioned above, is absent from creoles, but it can be
found in several pidgins and pidgincreoles. Several pidgins preserved morpho-
logical subject marking.

If we look at pidgins based on languages that express both subject and
object morphologically in the verb, we find that most pidgins do not show any
person inflection at in the verb (Fanagalo or Pidgin Nguni/Zulu, Kenya Pidgin
Swahili, Pidgin Eskimo, Mobilian Jargon, Delaware Jargon). However, some
pidgins show morphological subject inflection – which is a simplification
because the lexifiers also have object inflection. Subject inflection is found in
Pidgin Ojibwe, Pidgin A-70, Central Hiri Motu (Roberts ms.), and Arafundi-
Enga Pidgin (where Arafundi suffixes are used on Enga verbs; Williams 1993,
1995).

Pidgincreoles seem to side mostly with pidgins rather than creoles. Lingala
pidgincreole has subject inflection (the lexifier both subject and object),
whereas Kituba dropped both. Nagamese dropped subject inflection. Sango has
a subject marker for nominal subjects, inherited from its lexifier Ngbandi (Pasch
1997: 232–234). Grand Ronde Chinook Jargon developed new person inflection
from pronouns.

5.4.3. Verbal inflection: other categories

Most commonly, pidgins express tense/aspect/mood by means of adverbs or
other free morphemes, but nevertheless, many pidgins appear to display some
verbal inflection, as listed in Table 4. TMA affixes are most common. We find a
wide range of further inherited verbal inflectional morphemes in pidgins. We
also find valence suffixes: reflexive in Harbin Chinese Pidgin Russian and
Taymir Pidgin Russian, causative in Kenya Pidgin Swahili and Fanakalo. The
Malay-based pidgin of Broome, Northwestern Australia, uses a number of
verbal suffixes: a predicative formation particle -ya from Japanese and a sort of
question marker -ka, based on similar forms in both Japanese and Malay (which
attaches not only to verbs).

In Table 4 an overview is given of inflectional verbal affixes in pidgins. Note
that some cross-linguistically uncommon inflectional affixes can also be found,
such as reciprocal, and negative past.
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Inherited verb inflection can also be found in a number of expanded pid-
gins. In pidgincreoles like Sango, Nagamese and Grand Ronde Chinook Jargon
we can find two to four different inflectional morphemes, marking e.g. durative
aspect, person and tense.

In short, in pidgins and creoles, inherited verbal morphology is not wide-
spread, but not exceptional either, as shown in Table 4. In pidgins, inflectional
morphology is more common than in creoles, and also a wider range of cate-
gories is found. Person inflection is only found in pidgins, not in creoles.
Pidgincreoles seem to range between creoles and pidgins.

5.4.4. Non-inherited inflectional morphology: borrowed and innovated verbal
markers

Borrowed inflectional morphology is not at all uncommon in creoles. Berbice
Dutch Creole aroused attention after the discovery that it inherited a number
of inflectional TMA morphemes from Eastern Ijo, such as past tense . In
5.4.1 I suggested that these could also be considered inherited. Berbice Dutch is
by no means unique. Papiamentu borrowed a passive prefix ge- from Dutch,
assumed, however, to be a rather late borrowing in its development.

In general, the TMA systems in Creoles are the result of new developments.
The preverbal markers are not always considered morphological markers, but
for some (such as Saramaccan) there are good arguments to consider them
proclitics or even prefixes (cf. Veenstra 1996). In Nubi Creole Arabic some
preverbal TMA markers display vowel harmony with the verbal root, so that
they should be considered bound morphemes. We may also mention the transi-
tivity markers (e.g. -im from ‘him’) in several varieties of expanded Pidgin
English in the Pacific as a morphological innovation.

We mentioned above that nominal inflection in Sri Lanka Malay and Sri
Lanka Portuguese was metatypized. As for TMA expression, however, it
appears that these categories are expressed preverbally, like in other creoles,
but the existing categories took over related meanings from Tamil, and some
new elements developed on the model of Tamil. Although the meanings are
semantically close to Tamil, there is no convincing example of across-the-board
metatypy in creoles in the verbal domain.

There are a few examples of borrowed verbal inflection in pidgins. Kenya
Pidgin Swahili borrowed the habitual suffix -ang- from the local Bantu language
Luhya. Harbin Pidgin Russian borrowed an emphatic suffix -la from Chinese
(Golovko, to appear). One could argue that it is an inherited morpheme because
this pidgin is lexically mixed Russian and Chinese. The suffix is reportedly used
with Russian roots. Perhaps the Russenorsk verbal suffix -om is also a borrow-
ing, even though it is unclear from where.

Newly developed verbal inflection in pidgincreoles can be exemplified with
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Grand Ronde Chinook Jargon, which innovated person agreement from inde-
pendent pronouns, and continuative-frequentative and negative prefixes by
grammaticalization. It also displays innovative aspectual reduplication of the
verb.

It seems again that pidgins have a wider range of borrowed or innovated
categories. For example transitivity markers are only found in pidgins and
pidgincreoles, not in creoles.

6. SOME GENERALIZATIONS

We can formulate some preliminary hierarchies regarding a number of inflec-
tional categories in pidgins. For nominal morphology the following implicational
hierarchy would reflect the preservation of inflection in nouns:

(5) number > case > gender
(P + C) (P) (P)

In other words: number inflection is more common than case is more common
than gender. Preservation of number marking is attested in (some) creoles and
pidgins. Case and gender are only found in pidgins, case being less rare since
gender is only found in Bantu pidgins.

As for verbal morphology, we can state the following hierarchy of preserva-
tion of inflectional categories in verbs:

(6) TMA > valence > number > person > gender
(P + C) (P + PC) (P) (P) (P)

Tense, mood and aspect morphemes have been inherited in (some) pidgins and
creoles, even though creoles more frequently innovated the category. Tense and
aspect are expressed more frequently with morphological means than mood.
Valence morphemes are encountered both in pidgins and pidgincreoles, but not
in creoles, and the categories of number, person and gender only in pidgins.
Whether these hierarchies reflect some kind of higher universal or are a coinci-
dental consequence of the nature of the lexifiers, cannot as yet be established.

It is clear that, overall, pidgins preserve more inflectional morphology than
creoles do. Pidgins also appear to preserve more suppletive forms than creoles
do – even though these remain marginal. Most of the pidgin inflectional mor-
phology is inherited, but there are also examples of innovated inflection.
Pidgincreoles generally behave (almost) the same as creoles, not as pidgins.
Only pidgins and no creoles show parts-of-speech morphology – a phenomenon
that also seems rare among the languages of the world.

What are the theoretical implications of these observations for pidgin and
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creole studies? Several conclusions may invite themselves regarding the discrep-
ancy between pidgins and creoles. For example, when pidgins become
creolized/nativized/expanded, they lose more morphological marking. Or, alter-
natively, creoles are not necessarily derived from pidgins. However, there may
be other factors in play.

7. POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

It is a myth that creoles, or prototypical creoles, do not have inflectional or
derivational morphology (cf. DeGraff 2001). In fact, creoles do display inflec-
tional morphology, both inherited, borrowed, newly developed and metatyp-
ized, even though most inflection from the lexifier is indeed dropped. All
pidgins and creoles show morphological reduction – in fact, this may be part of
the definitions of the categories – and the extent of this reduction appears to
differ from case to case.

In the preceding sections I have shown that the set of pidgins displays more
inflectional morphological marking than creoles. Pidgins appear to have inher-
ited more inflection from the lexifiers than creoles did. This was most clearly
the case with nominal inflection (e.g. remnants of case marking), and verbal
inflection (e.g. person marking, valence, and even some cross-linguistically rare
categories). I have not studied it empirically, but derivational morphology also
seems to be more common in pidgins than in creoles (except reduplication;
Bakker, in press), where pidgins inherited more than creoles. That needs to be
verified in a future study. This seems to go against the common assumption in
creole studies that pidginization means reduction and creolization expansion. If
the pidgin expands grammatically to become a creole, then one would expect a
creole to be morphologically richer than the pidgin, and this appears not to be
the case.

Would this mean that we have to reject the notion of reduction and expan-
sion in respectively pidgins and creoles? Or would this mean that the process
of creolization (either by nativization or by more extensive use of the pidgin
in a wider range of domains) leads to further structural and morphological
reduction?

Here I want to discuss a number of possible explanations for the unexpected
fact that pidgins are morphologically more elaborate than creoles. The explana-
tions have to do with typological dimensions, both of the lexifiers and of the
languages spoken by the ‘creators’ of the contact languages, with the social
dimensions of the historical situations of genesis, with the process of nativiza-
tion, and with a more methodological problem involving data and sampling.

In the first place, the typological properties of the lexifiers play a role.
Creoles are based on a much more limited set of lexifier languages than pidgins.
There are only creoles with Arabic, Dutch, English, French, Malay, Portuguese
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and Spanish as lexifiers. All but Arabic and Malay belong to the Indo-European
family, and all of these are spoken in Western Europe in an area that can be
considered a Sprachbund (cf. the publications of the Eurotyp project, such as
Van den Auwera & Ó Baoill 1998) and all these languages can be justifiably
called “Standard Average European”. Arabic and Malay belong to other fami-
lies, but these two share a number of typological traits with the other lexifiers.
All creole lexifiers are typologically inflectional (mildly to considerably). All
these languages make use of all three morphological processes discussed in
section 3, composition, derivation and inflection. All of them are predominantly
suffixing (especially for inflection), but also prefixing (especially for derivation)
and infixing – the latter process of vowel modification being clearly limited in
all languages except Arabic. Nominal suffixation is mostly limited to (sometimes
gender-distinct) plural inflection, and person marking on the verb is limited to
subjects, not objects, and even that not in all languages. Even though these
languages show some variation in word order patterns, SVO word order is
prominent in all lexifiers but (classical) Arabic. In other words, creole lexifiers
belong to a limited subset of the world’s languages and they are typologically
fairly similar. This may mean that creoles therefore show less inflectional
morphology than pidgins: pidgins are simply based on morphologically more
complex languages than creoles are.

Several Spanish and Portuguese creoles display verbal morphology from its
lexifier, and these lexifiers are also morphologically richer than the others.
Other lexifiers do not express many categories morphologically, so that it is not
surprising that so little is found in the creoles based on these languages (French,
English). Basically, if one drops one bound inflectional morpheme from English
or French adjectives, nouns, or verbs, there is no inflection left at all. Would
creoles based on other, non-European, lexifiers with elaborate morphology
show more inflection? There is no empirical proof for that, by lack of existence
of such creoles.

In the second place, the typological properties spoken alongside the newly
emerging pidgin or creole may play a role. If the creators of pidgins speak other
morphologically complex languages as their first or second languages, it may be
easier for them to cope with a morphologically complex pidgin. For instance,
Pidgin Ojibwe was spoken in an area where Ojibwe was a lingua franca (cf.
Rhodes 1982, Bakker & Grant 1996), and where all people involved knew
morphologically complex languages, many of which were furthermore geneti-
cally related to Ojibwe. Similarly, the extended Bantu-based pidgins developed
in areas of widespread Bantu multilingualism. Speakers of the pidgin would all
be familiar with person inflection or gender marking by means of class prefixes.
This, however, is not a sufficient explanation, since some morphologically
simple pidgins came about in situations where morphologically complex
languages were spoken.

This brings us to social explanations. Those pidgins that preserve (part of)
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the person inflection of the lexifiers are all spoken in areas of widespread
multilingualism, and where the pidgin speakers tend to know a language closely
related with the lexifier. Multilinguals may be better equipped to deal with the
acquisition of new languages. If they are familiar with morphologically complex
languages, the pidgin may show some more inflection too.

Closely related to this is the role of outsiders (such as Europeans) in the
genesis and spread of some of these pidgins. Could it be that pidgins tend to
show less inflection if outsiders, such as Europeans, are involved? The role of
Europeans in the genesis and spread of Chinook Jargon and Mobilian Jargon is
a matter of controversy. These pidgins at any rate display fewer morphological
categories than the lexifier languages. The same is true for Eskimo Jargon. In
fact Stefánsson (1909) remarks that the Eskimo pidgin speakers use a more
complex pidgin in contacts with other Native groups than with the Europeans.
The presence or arrival of outsiders may have a simplifying effect on a contact
language. Pidgins that developed locally among speakers of more complex
languages may show more complexity.

Another possible factor involved may be the creolization process itself,
through nativization of a pidgin or through becoming a community language.
Older sources of creoles (perhaps recorded at a time when it was still a second
language for many of its speakers) tend to show more irregularity and less
transparency than creoles in later stages (cf. Braun & Plag, this volume).
Jourdan (1991) has shown that in contexts of urbanization, most of the changes
are introduced into the pidgin by urban adults. Children appear to continue the
streamlining process of the adults, and to add a regularizing dimension. The
effect of systematicity and efficiency may account for the lower frequency of
irregularities and suppletion in creoles as compared to pidgins.

Finally there are methodological problems. First, there is a data problem.
There are no cases where we have adequate documentation of a (non-extended)
pidgin and a creole in the same area. We may have quite a few data for the
Pacific (e.g. Baker 1993, or Crowley 1990 for Vanuatu) and Hawaii (Roberts
1995a; b), but only in the Hawaiian case does there seem to be a reasonably
abrupt transition between a form of reduced English and the creole English
spoken by native speakers (Roberts 1998).

More severe is the sampling problem. Most creoles are based on European
languages (and Malay and Arabic), whereas most non-expanded pidgins have a
non-European lexifier. The creole lexifiers appear to be typologically similar,
and relatively poor in affixal inflectional morphology. Most non-expanded pid-
gins, however (and quite a few pidgincreoles as well), are based on very dif-
ferent languages, including agglutinative languages such as Bantu languages and
polysynthetic languages such as Eskimo, Delaware and Ojibwe. It appears that
the pidgins based on these languages show most morphological complexity. On
the other hand, some pidgins based on morphologically complex lexifiers still
display virtually no inflection, such as Chinook Jargon, Mobilian Jargon and
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Eskimo pidgins (Van der Voort 1997). This suggests that reduction of morphol-
ogy could still leave quite a bit of the inflectional system intact, whereas this
would lead to morphologically very poor pidgins or creoles when these are
based on morphologically poor languages. All this boils down to a sampling
problem, because the pidgins are based on a typologically more diverse range
of languages than the creoles.

In this paper I have presented the rather sensational finding that pidgins
tend to show more inflectional morphology than creoles. I have proposed sev-
eral explanations for these findings. Several social and typological factors may
play a role. Further data on pidgins and their social histories have to be collected
and analyzed in order to assess the relative weight of the factors.

NOTES

1 I am grateful for the more or less anonymous comments by Philip Baker, Anthony Grant,
Ingo Plag, Hein van der Voort and the anonymous reviewers, whose suggestions lead to
significant improvements of the quality of this paper. It was Philip Baker who suggested the
term pidgincreoles that I use in this paper. I also want to express my gratitude to Danmarks
Humanistisk Forsknings Center in Copenhagen, where this paper was written.
2 The term ‘pidgincreoles’ was suggested by Philip Baker in a comment on an earlier
version of this paper, instead of ‘expanded pidgins’. The term ‘expanded pidgin’ is ambiguous
as it may relate both to social and structural expansion. I define ‘pidgincreole’ in social terms,
roughly as a pidgin with some native speaker and/or with a dominant role in a society (see
Table 2 for a more precise characterization). The social features appear to have structural
correlates. Pidgincreoles display features of creoles. In contrast to Baker, I do not think that
nativization is the only relevant distinction between a pidgin and a creole, as will become clear
in the paper.
3 The fact that the gender of the adjective is statistically often correct cannot be taken as
proof that gender is used in the Lingua Franca. Briefly, because the genders are not distributed
evenly in any language, some adjectives may be expected to recur with certain nouns (for
more detailed reasoning in a comparable situation, see Bakker 2002). In Italian or Spanish
almost all adjectives have obligatory gender marking, and they are taken over with the
gender marking.
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The emergence of productive morphology in creole
languages: the case of Haitian Creole*

CLAIRE LEFEBVRE

0. INTRODUCTION

The most intriguing question about creole languages is without doubt that of
how they come about. This paper addresses the problem of the emergence of
productive morphology in these languages on the basis of the case study of
Haitian Creole (henceforth HC). The aim of this paper is threefold: 1) propose
methodologies that need to be developed in order to study the morphology of
creole languages; 2) present a scenario of the emergence of productive morphol-
ogy in these languages within the framework of what has come to be known as
the relexification account of creole genesis (Lefebvre 1998 and the references
therein);1 and 3), address the current issues bearing on the study of the deriva-
tional morphology of creole languages on the basis of the data discussed in
this paper.

The paper is organised in the following way. Section 1 addresses the prob-
lem of identifying affixes that are potentionally native (that is productive) to a
given creole and proposes tests designed to identify this potentially productive
morphology. Section 2 addresses the issue of the productivity of the affixes
identified as potentionally native to a given creole, since some forms that can be
identified as potentially native to a creole on the basis of specific criteria may
turn out to be unproductive when tokens of occurrence are taken into account.
Section 3 is dedicated to developing methodologies for evaluating the produc-
tivity of forms that have been proposed to be productive affixes in the literature.
The analyses presented in sections 2 and 3 provide us with a fairly accurate
inventory of the productive morphology of HC. Section 4 addresses the question
of the emergence of this morphology within the relexification account of creole
genesis. Section 5 concludes the paper in addressing the issues that are currently
at stake regarding the morphology of creole languages on the basis of the data
discussed in the first four sections of the paper.

The research underlying this paper was conducted within the theoretical
framework of generative grammar. Accordingly, affixes are assumed to have
syntactic features, selectional properties and semantic features. Following di
Sciullo and Williams (1987), the morphological head is assumed to determine
the syntactic category of a derived word; this head can either be its base or an
affix that it contains. Other theoretical assumptions will be introduced in the
text whenever necessary.

Geert Booij and Jaap van Marle (eds), Yearbook of Morphology 2002, 35–80.
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in Great Britain.
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1. IDENTIFYING AFFIXES THAT ARE POTENTIALLY NATIVE TO A
CREOLE LANGUAGE

The discrepancy in the numbers of productive derivational affixes proposed by
different authors for HC reflects the problem posed by the study of the mor-
phology of creole languages. For example, while d’Ans (1968) claims no deriva-
tional affixes at all, Hall (1953) presents a list of over 70. Other authors present
an inventory of about ten productive affixes (e.g. Filipovich 1987; Tinelli 1970;
Valdman 1978; etc.), and still others an inventory of a lot more affixes (e.g.
DeGraff 2001). It is a well known fact that creole languages derive the bulk of
their vocabulary from their superstratum language. A word having internal
structure in this language may, however, not have internal structure in the creole
corresponding word. Consequently, an affix that is native to the superstratum
language of a given creole may not have a similar status in the creole. Several
authors point out the problem of treating the internal structure of Haitian words
on a par with that of French ones (e.g. Brousseau, Filipovich and Lefebvre
(henceforth BFL) 1989; Filipovich 1987; Tinelli 1970; Valdman 1978; etc.).
Furthermore, how do we know whether the following Haitian words have
internal structure: wangatè ‘magician’, chichadò ‘stingy person’, avidèyman ‘visi-
bly’, batisman ‘boat, ship’, bòlèt ‘lotery’, poulèt ‘pullet’, etc.? Given this situa-
tion, tests are needed in order to determine whether a creole word has internal
structure and what affixes are potentially native to a creole. In the paragraphs
that follow, I review the tests that have been proposed by BFL (1989) on the
basis of HC to identify affixes that are potentially native to a given creole.

First, a form is a potential native affix in HC if it is found affixed to a base
that is foreign to French. For example, the verbalising suffix -e is such an affix,
since it attaches to the noun djòb ‘job’ (borrowed from English) forming the
verb djòb-e ‘to work’. The attributive affix -è is also an affix of this type since it
attaches to the noun wanga ‘fetish’ (of West African origin) to derive wanga-t-è
‘magician’ (where -t- is an epenthetic consonant).

Second, a form is a potential native affix in HC if it is used with a base that
is derived from a French word that does not take the equivalent affix. For
example, while the French inversive prefix dé- only attaches to transitive
dynamic verbs, HC de- can attach to both transitive and intransitive verbs,
whether dynamic or stative. Thus, HC has de-pasyante ‘to get impatient’ derived
from pasyante ‘to be patient’, whereas French has im-patienter ‘to get impatient’.
Similarly, the HC nominalising affix -ay attaches to the base kontre ‘to oppose’
to form the noun kontr-ay ‘opposition’. In French, there is no nominal derived
from the verb contrer. Furthermore, the suffixes -wa and -yen in HC, which
derive nouns referring to one’s place of origin, are used on bases where we do
not find them in French. For example, while in Haitian we find Soudan-n-wa
‘Sudanese’ and Ougand-yen ‘Ugandan’, in French we find Soudan-ais and
Ougand-ais, respectively. Similarly, the attributive suffix -è (from French -eur)
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derives langaj-è ‘chatterbox’ from langaj ‘language’. There is no French word
derived from langage ‘language’ using -eur. Finally, the adverbial suffix -man
(from French -ment) can attach to a base that is not a word in French; for
example, it attaches to the adjective alekout (<French à l’écoute) ‘attentive’ to
derive the adverb alekout-man ‘attentively’, or to avidèy (<French à vue d’oeil)
‘visible’ to derive the adverb avidèy-man ‘visibly’.

Third, a form is a potential native affix in HC if it appears in a different
position from the corresponding affix in French. For example, the diminutive
affix in HC is the prefix ti- (e.g. ti-moun ‘child’), whereas all diminutive affixes
in French are suffixes (e.g. garçon-n-et ‘little boy’).

Fourth, a form is a potential native affix in HC if the semantic and syntactic
properties of a word that it derives are different from those of the corresponding
word in French. For example, the Haitian verb bwa-z-e ‘to take to the woods’
(where -z- is an epenthetic consonant) is derived from the noun bwa ‘wood(s)’
by means of the verbalising suffix -e. The corresponding verb in French, derived
from bois ‘wood(s)’, is bois-er. The meaning of this verb, however, is ‘to plant a
forest’, not ‘to take to the woods’.

Fifth, if a morphological process in HC has no French counterpart, this
argues that the process is potentially native to HC. The process of morphologi-
cal conversion which derives nouns from verbal bases (e.g. ale ‘to go’ > ale
‘action or result of going’) and adjectives from verbal bases (e.g. chire ‘to tear,
rip’ > chire ‘torn, ripped’) is one such example. As will be shown in 4.1, while
this process is very productive in HC, it had ceased to be productive in French
by the 16th/17th centuries in favor of overt affixes (e.g. Haase 1975).

These tests help identify affixes that are potentially native to a given creole.
They do not provide absolute results, however, for it could be the case that an
affix has to be identified as being native to a given creole without any test
identifying it. As will be shown in section 2.10, this is the case of the Haitian
ordinal suffix.

The affixes identified as potentially native to a given creole further need to
be argued to be productive, for two words that appear to be morphologically
related may turn out to be the sole example of its kind. For example, as has
been pointed by Crowley (ms: 11), in rural Bislama, the existence of the pair
flot ‘to float’ and flota ‘flotation device on fishing net’ could suggest that
Bislama has a suffix -a phonologically derived from English -er. Crowley
remarks that in Bislama “this affix is still only marginal, as any number of
logically possible nouns derived on the same pattern are simply not attested.”

2. EVALUATING THE PRODUCTIVITY OF THE HC AFFIXES

Although there is no consensus in the literature as to how to define and measure
morphological productivity (e.g. Aronoff 1976, 1980, 1983; Aronoff and
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Schvaneveldt 1978; Bauer 2001; Corbin 1987; Hay 2001; Plag 1999), the most
important and rather uncontroversial criterion is that, for a process to be called
productive, it must be available to speakers to form new words with sufficient
frequency in a predictable manner. The frequency problem has received much
attention in the recent literature (e.g. Bauer 2001, Hay 2001, Plag 1999), and a
number of methodological tools have been proposed to solve and objectivise it,
such as counting neologisms, counting hapaxes in large corpora, etc. At the time
the research on HC morphology was conducted (between 1985 and 1993), large
corpora were not available.2 So we had to resort to counting, on the basis of
data drawn from dictionaries and from elicitation sessions with native speakers,
the number of morphological types supplemented by the number of neologisms
involving a given form. A few tokens of a given morphological rule were consid-
ered not to be enough for it to qualify as productive. Furthermore, since we
were interested in the mental lexicon, that is in the speaker’s competence in
using the lexical entries of his/her lexicon (including affixes) and of combining
them to form words, we wanted to make sure that affixes that were identified as
productive were in fact available to speakers to form new words. As for predict-
ability, the following set of criteria were used. First, particular instances of a
given form must share meaning and syntactic features. Second, particular
instances of a given form must share a coherent set of selectional properties.
Third, the output resulting from the concatenation of a given form with a
particular base must be predictable.

In this section, each affix identified as potentially native to HC in section 1
will be discussed in light of these criteria. The discussion builds mainly on work by
Brousseau (1994), BFL (1989), Filipovich (1987) and Lefebvre (1998). The data
are basically drawn from these author’s fieldwork, from Valdman et al.’ (1981) HC
dictionary, from Védrine’s (1992) dictionary of HC verbs, and from Freeman’s
(1988) inverse dictionary of HC.3 Due to space limitation, only a few examples of
words derived by means of the affixes discussed in this section will be provided.
Additional data are easily accessible in the references cited for each affix.

2.1. The agentive suffix -è

The suffix -è derives agentive nouns from dynamic verbs. The output of this
concatenation is a noun with the meaning ‘one who VERBs’.

(1) Agentive suffix -è:

dechouk-è
konsey-è
rans-è
vant-è

‘insurgent’
‘counsellor’
‘joker’
‘braggart’

dechouke
konseye
ranse
vante

‘to uproot’
‘to counsel’
‘to  joke’
‘to brag’

( = (2) in BFL 1989)
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A sample of Haitian words derived by means of the agentive suffix -è, for which
the corresponding French word has a different meaning from the Haitian, or for
which there is no corresponding French word, is provided in Lefebvre (1998:
403). Words derived by means of this affix are numerous (e.g. Freeman 1988,
Valdman et al. 1981).

2.2. The attributive suffix -è

There is another suffix -è which is attributive. As is pointed out in BFL (1989),
this affix is distinct from the preceding one not only in meaning but also because
it attaches to a nominal rather than a verbal base. The derived meaning is ‘one
who possesses or uses NOUN’.

(2) Attributive suffix -è:

odyans-è   ‘joker’
langaj-è ‘chatterbox’
tafya-t-è ‘alcoholic’
wanga-t-è ‘magician’

odyans ‘joke’
langaj ‘language’
tafya ‘alcoholic beverage’
wanga ‘charm’

( = (3) in BFL 1989)

A sample of Haitian words derived by means of the attributive suffix -è for
which there is no French counterpart is available in Lefebvre (1998: 403–4) and
in Valdman (1978: 140). There are numerous Haitian words that are derived by
means of this affix (e.g. Freeman 1988; Valdman et al. 1981).

2.3. The verbalising suffix -e

The suffix -e derives verbs from nominal bases, as shown in (3).

(3) Verbalising suffix -e:

betiz-e
kle-t-e
madison-n-e
makak-e

‘to talk nonsense’
‘to lock up’
‘to cast a spell’
‘to hit with a stick’

betiz ‘nonsense’
kle ‘key’
madison ‘spell’
makak ‘stick’

(from Brousseau 1994; BFL 1989)

A large sample of Haitian verbs derived by means of the verbalising suffix -e for
which there is no French counterpart or for which the French counterpart has a
different meaning may be found in Lefebvre (1998: 404) and in Valdman (1978:
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132). Again, several words derived by means of this affix are listed in Freeman
(1988) and in Valdman et al. (1981).

2.4. Inversive and privative de-

The prefix de- is very productive in HC. It may derive new verbs that have a
meaning opposite to that of the base form. A few examples are provided in (4).

(4) The prefix de-: [de-V]v: inversive meaning

deboutonnen
dechaje
defèt

defòme
degonfle

derespekte

‘to unbutton’
‘to unload, to ejaculate’
‘to undo, to disconcert,

to get rid of’
‘to deform’
‘to deflate, to scatter,

to make room for’
‘to be disrespectful’

boutonnen
chaje
fè

fòme
gonfle

respekte

‘to button’
‘to load’
‘to do, to make,
‘to produce’
‘to form’
‘to blow up’

‘to respect’
(from Valdman et al. 1981)

Note that, as is pointed out by Damoiseau (1991: 33), affixation of de- to a verbal
base may modify the aspectual properties of the verbal base. For example, while
respekte ‘to respect’ is stative, de-respekte is dynamic. The prefix de- may also
derive new verbs that are semantically ambiguous between an inversive and a
privative interpretation. For example, debare in (5) can be interpreted either as
having an inversive ‘to unblock’ or a privative ‘to remove the blocking material’
interpretation. Likewise, debouche ‘to open’ can be assigned an inversive inter-
pretation with respect to bouche ‘to stop up’, or it can be assigned a privative
interpretation: ‘to uncork’ versus bouche ‘to cork’. In a similar way, and as is
discussed in Chaudenson (1996: 27), the verb degrese is ambiguous between an
inversive reading ‘to lose weight’, and a privative one ‘to remove fat’.

(5) The prefix de-:                                            : inversive/privative meaning

debare

debouche

degrese
dekloure

‘to clean (remove obstacles)’

‘to uncork, to open (bottle)’

‘to loose weight, to remove fat’
‘to remove nails’

bare

bouche

grese
kloure

‘to block off, to
fence in’

‘to stop up,
to cork’

‘to grease, to oil’
‘to nail’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

The prefix de- may also participate in the derivation of new verbs that have a
privative meaning. These cases involve a nominal base and the verbalising suffix
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-e, discussed above. The examples in (6) show the verb containing de-, the
corresponding nominal base; they also show that the denominal verb (without
de–) formed by affixation of -e is unattested.

(6) The prefix de-: privative meaning

debagaje

dechouke

degagannen

degouse
dekreta
dekwennen
demachwele
demwèle
depaye

deplancheye

devantre

dezose

‘to move
(change residence)’

‘to uproot, to get
someone fired,
to remove from office,
to plow’

‘to cut the throat of,
to overcharge’

‘to shell, to husk’
‘to remove the crest’
‘to skin’
‘to smash one’s face in’
‘to remove the marrow’
‘to take apart a woven

straw object’
‘to remove the floor

boards’
‘to disembowel’

‘to debone’

bagay

chouk

gagann

gous
krèt
kwenn
machwè
mwèl
pay

planche

vant

zo

‘thing’

‘stump’

‘throat’

‘pod, clove’
‘cockcomb’
‘rind’
‘jaw’
‘marrow’
‘straw, chaff’

‘wooden
floor’

‘belly,
stomach’

‘bone’

*bagaje

*chouke

*gaganne

*gouse
*kreta4

*kwennen
*machwèle
*mwèle
*paye

*plancheye

*vantre

*zose

Derived words of the type of those in (6) are known as parasynthetics.5 With
Brousseau (1994), I assume that the inversive or privative interpretation of
words containing the prefix de- follows from the semantics of the verbs it
attaches to.

2.5. The diminutive prefix ti-

The Haitian noun pitit ‘child’ (Valdman et al. 1981) has a reduced form ti ‘kid’
(Valdman 1996). The adjective piti ‘small’ has a reduced form ti ‘small, little’
(Valdman et al. 1981). The short form of both words serves as a prefix that
attaches to nominal bases. Its meaning with animate bases is ‘a young NOUN’,
as is illustrated in (8) and (9).

ti-chat
ti-chen
ti-towo

‘kitten’
‘puppy’
‘calf’

chat
chen
towo

‘cat’
‘dog’
‘bull’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

(7)
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ti-nèg
ti-moun
ti-bèt
ti-gason
ti-medam

‘young man’
‘child’
‘insect, bug’
‘boy’
‘young ladies, girls’

nèg
moun
bet
gason
medam

‘man’
‘person’
‘animal’
‘male (man, boy), waiter’
‘women, ladies’

(from Valdman 1996; Valdman et al. 1981)

With inanimate nominal bases, the prefix ti- has the meaning ‘a small NOUN’
(e.g. Filipovich 1987: 34–5; Sylvain 1936: 32; Valdman et al. 1981). This is
illustrated in (10).

b.

c.

ti-flè
ti-chante

ti-wòch
ti-pyebwa

ti-kiyè
ti-van

‘small flower’
‘small song’

‘pebble’
‘bush’

‘teaspoon’
‘breeze’

flè
chante

wòch
pyebwa

kiyè
van

‘flower’
‘song’

‘stone’
‘tree’

‘spoon’
‘wind’

(from Sylvain 1936: 32)

(from Filipovich 1987: 34–5)

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

Many Haitian words that are derived by means of the prefix ti- have no corre-
sponding French words. A sample of these can be found in Lefebvre (1998:
403–4).

Since the prefix ti- is homophonous with the noun ti and the reduced form
of the adjective ti, are there arguments in favor of the affixal status of ti- in the
above examples? Filipovich (1987: 33–4) argues against an Adj + N analysis of
the forms in (10) on the following grounds. First, the position of ti- contrasts
with that of piti. While ti- always precedes the noun (a fact also mentioned in
Valdman et al. 1981), piti never occurs in this position, as is shown in (11a).
While piti always occurs as a stative predicate, ti never occurs with this function,
as is shown in (l1b).

(10) a. *piti machin yo
small  car PL

[Lit.: ‘the small cars’]

b. Machin yo piti/*ti
car          PL be-small
‘The cars are small.’

(from Filipovich 1987: 33–4)

The complementary distribution of ti and piti argues against the adjectival status
of ti in the examples in (10). Second, the nouns in (10) may be modified by the
adjective gran ‘big’, as in Se youn gran ti-wòch ‘It is a big pebble’. If ti were an

(8)

(9) a.
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adjective in the examples in (10), we would not expect the modifier gran to
occur with it. If ti is an affix, however, the word that contains it can be modified
by an adjective meaning ‘big’ yielding the interpretation ‘for a small x, it is big’,
without there being any semantic contradiction. This argues in favor of the
affixal status of ti- in (10). As for the nouns in (8), they can also be modified by
an adjective meaning ‘big’, as in yon gran ti-moun ‘a big child’, thus arguing
against an adjectival analysis of ti- in these cases as well.

Furthermore, on the basis of tests that distinguish between derivation and
compounding, ti- can be argued to be an affix rather than part of a compound.
First, in contrast to compound words, affixed words show more productivity and
more semantic regularity (e.g. Allen 1978; Aronoff 1976; di Sciullo and Williams
1987). Whereas the meaning of a compound cannot always be derived from its
compositional meaning, the meaning of a productively derived word is predicta-
ble from the meaning of its affix. As is shown in (8) and (9), the meaning of the
words containing ti- is predictable from the meaning of the affix. Although there
are words containing ti- that manifest idiosyncrasies, as will be seen in sec-
tion 5.4, the properties of ti- in (8) and (9) are those of a productive affix.
Second, while it is not always possible to predict the actual combinations of
words into compounds, an affix systematically attaches to all words that meet
its subcategorization requirements. As we saw above, ti- attaches in a regular
way to nominal bases. I thus conclude that words containing ti- result from
morphological derivation rather than from compounding.6

2.6. The nominalising suffix -ay

The suffix -ay derives nouns from two-place verbal predicates. The nouns so
derived refer either to the action or to the result of the action denoted by
the verbs.

(11) Nominalising suffix -ay:

kontr-ay
bwòt-ay
dechouk-ay
kapon-ay

‘opposition’
‘moving’
‘overthrow’
‘intimidation’

kontre
bwòte
dechouke
kapone

‘to oppose’
‘to move’
‘to uproot’
‘to intimidate’

( = (6) in BFL 1989)

Although there is variation between speakers as to the properties of -ay (see
Lefebvre 1998: 306–7), none of the speakers consulted accept a nominal struc-
ture where both arguments are realised in the syntax. Hence *dechoukay presi-
dan pèp ayisyen an with the reading ‘the overthrow of the president by the
Haitian population’ is ruled out by both groups of speakers. The following two
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structures are found: dechouk-ay presidan an ‘the overthrow of the president’
or dechouk-ay pèp ayisyen an ‘the overthrow by the Haitian population’.

A sample of Haitian words derived by means of the suffix -ay for which
there are no French corresponding words is provided in Lefebvre (1998: 406)
and in Valdman (1978: 136). Numerous Haitian words containing the nominalis-
ing suffix -ay are found in the inverse dictionary (Freeman 1988), and in
Valdman et al. (1981).

2.7. Morphological conversion

Morphological conversion, a process that has been extensively discussed in the
literature on Haitian (see Fauchois 1983; Filipovich 1987; Hall 1966; Sylvain
1936; Tinelli 1970), derives nouns and adjectives/participles from verbs.

Nouns that are derived from verbs by conversion refer either to the action
or to the result of the action denoted by the verbal base. Some examples are
provided in (13).

(12) Nominalising conversion:

ale
sòti
vini
rive
tonbe
desann

‘action or result of going’
‘action or result of going out’
‘action or result of coming’
‘action or result of arriving’
‘action or result of falling’
‘action or result of descending’

ale
sòti
vini
rive
tonbe
desan

‘to go’
‘to exit’
‘to come’
‘to arrive’
‘to fall’
‘to descend’

(from BFL 1989)

As is shown in BFL (1989), this process applies only to verbal bases having only
one argument: unaccusative verbs (e.g. ale ‘to go’), unergative verbs (e.g. krache
‘to spit’) and the intransitive versions of verbs which show a transitive/intransi-
tive alternation (e.g. bwòte ‘to move’). The derived noun has the predicate
argument structure of the verbal base. In all cases, the single argument of the
verb may be expressed in the syntax, as is illustrated in (14).

(13) a. ale Jan an
DETdeparture John

‘John’s leaving’

b. bwòte Mari a
moving Mary DET
‘Mary’s moving’

(= (8a) in Lefebvre 1998: 308)

Nominal conversion is very productive in Haitian. Lefebvre (1998: 406) provides
a sample of nouns derived by conversion and shows that only a few of them
have a corresponding French noun derived by this process, even when 17th/18th
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century French data are considered. Védrine (1992) lists no less than sixty verbs
that may be nominalised by means of this process. This process is in complemen-
tary distribution with the derivational process involving the suffix -ay (see (12)).
(For a discussion of the pertinent facts, see BFL 1989: 15).7

Morphological conversion also derives adjectival and participial forms from
a verbal base.8 Védrine (1992: 167–8) lists 254 verbs that can be used as attribu-
tives. A few examples are reproduced in (15).

(14) Adjectival/participial conversion:

abandonnen
chire
boure
kwit

‘abandoned’
‘torn/ripped’
‘stuffed’
‘cooked’

abandonnen
chire
boure
kwit

‘to abandon’
‘to tear/rip’
‘to stuff
‘to cook’

These derived forms are found in verbal and adjectival passive clauses, as
illustrated in (16a), or in noun phrases, as in (16b).

(15) a. Vyann nan kwit
meat DET cooked
‘The meat is cooked.’ or
‘The meat has been cooked.’

b. vyann kwit la
meat cooked DET
‘the cooked meat’

( = (9) in Brousseau l994)

This derivational process applies to all verbs involving a change of state (e.g.
(15)). It does not apply to verbs involving a change of location such as ale ‘go’,
pouse ‘push’, tire ‘pull’, nor to verbs of movement such as tonbe ‘fall’, sote
‘jump’, naje ‘swim’.

I will assume without further discussion that both cases of morphological
conversion can be represented in a unified way as

2.8. The adverbial suffix -man

The adverbial suffix -man selects adjectival bases as is examplified in (17).

(16) Adverbial suffix -man:

a. mal-man
menm-man
fini-man

‘not as well, rather badly’
‘equally, the same’
‘completely, quite’

mal
menm
fini

‘badly’
‘same’
‘completed’

(from Freeman and Laguerre 1996)

b. angran-man ‘haughtily, imperiously’ angran ‘arrogant,
haughty’
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mal-man
menm-man

‘not so well, rather badly’
‘equally, the same’

banda-man
fin-man

‘elegantly’
‘completely’

mal ‘badly’
menm ‘same’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)
banda ‘elegant’
fin ‘complete’

(from Valdman 1978: 142)

c. avidèy-man
alekout-man
bosal-man
alez-man
bozo-man

‘visibly’
‘attentively’
‘wildly’
‘comfortably’
‘elegantly’

avidèy
alekout
bosal
alèz
bòzò

‘visible’
‘attentive’
‘wild’
‘comfortable’
‘elegant’

(A.-M. Brousseau’s field notes)

There are no French adverbs corresponding to the Haitian examples in (17).9

2.9. The place of origin/residence suffixes -wa and -yen

The suffixes -wa and -yen derive nouns from nouns. The input noun is the name
of a place and the output noun refers to a person who comes from that place, as
in (18).

Place of origin/residence suffix -wa:(17) a.

Kap-wa
Petyonvil-wa
Senmak-wa
Soudan-n-wa
Tchad-wa

‘from the Cape’
‘from Pétionville’
‘from Saint-Marc’
‘from Sudan’
‘from Chad’

Kap
Petyonvil
Senmak
Soudan
Tchad

‘Cape’
‘Pétionville’
‘Saint-Marc’
‘Sudan’
‘Chad’

(A.-M. Brousseau’s field notes)

b. Place of origin/residence suffix -yen:
Jakmèl-yen
Tibè-yen
Can-yen
Ougand-yen
Pakistan-n-yen
Ka-yen

‘from Jacmel’
‘from Tibet’
‘from Ghana’
‘from Uganda’
‘from Pakistan’
‘from Les Cailles’

Jakmèl
Tibè
Gana
Ouganda
Pakistan
Okay

‘Jacmel’
‘Tibet’
‘Ghana’
‘Uganda’
‘Pakistan’
‘Les Cailles’

(A.-M. Brousseau’s field notes)

The principles governing the choice between the two affixes -wa and -yen
appear to be as obscure as those governing the choice between the French
affixes which perform the same function. The question of how stable these
derivations are across Haitian speakers is also a question for future research.
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2.10. The ordinal suffix -yèm

This affix -yèm derives ordinal numbers from cardinal ones.

(18) santyèm
katriyèm
twazyèm

‘hundredth’
‘fourth’
‘third’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

Although the morphophonemics of the Haitian examples in (19) is parallel to
that of the corresponding French forms (/santyèm/, /katriyèm/, /trazyèm/),
Brousseau (p.c.) remarks that it is unlikely that the creators of Haitian learned
the ordinal numbers of French one by one. Brousseau thus proposes that, by
virtue of its productivity, -yèm should be analysed as part of the inventory of
Haitian affixes, even though it has not been identified as potentially native to
Haitian on the basis of the criteria discussed in section 1. An argument support-
ing her claim is provided by data that she collected, which bear on the morpho-
phonemics of the formation of cardinal numbers out of ordinal ones for some
Haitian speakers. Brousseau’s informants have the forms in (20), where the
morphophonemics of the Haitian derived forms differs from that of the French
corresponding ones. Compare the forms in (20) with those in (19).

(19) Ordinal suffix -yèm: [cardinal number -yèm]

san-yèm
mil-yèm
kat-yèm
twa-yèm

‘hundredth’
‘thousandth’
‘fourth’
‘third’

san
mil
kat
twa

‘hundred’
‘thousand’
‘four’
‘three’

(A.-M. Brousseau’s field notes)

2.11. Summary

All the forms discussed in this section have the properties of productive affixes.
Particular instances of each form share meaning, syntactic features and selec-
tional restrictions. The outputs resulting from the morphological rules are pre-
dictable. The forms discussed in this section all occur with some frequency.
Finally, a careful examination of Valdman et al.’s (1981) dictionary provides
quite a large number of Haitian derived words which do not correspond to
French derived ones, as well as Haitian derived words which have a different
meaning than their French counterparts. On all these criteria, the affixes iden-
tified in section 1 as potentially native to HC turn out to indeed be genuine
productive affixes in this language. The inventory of the productive affixes of
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Haitian, based on the analyses presented in this section, comprises eleven
affixes. These are listed in Table 1.

The morphological forms discussed in this section exhaust the list of deriva-
tional affixes identified as native to, and productive in, HC within the context of
the UQAM HC projects.

3. EVALUATING OTHER PROPOSALS IN THE LITERATURE

DeGraff (2001) claims that there are at least eight additional derivational affixes
that are productive in HC. He identifies the prefix en-, and the suffixes -ab,
-adò, -èt, -man, -syon, -es and -te. In this section, I discuss in detail the properties
and the distribution of three of these forms: en-, -èt, and -man. (Given space
limitations, the remaining five forms will be discussed elsewhere.10) It is shown
that these forms do not present the characteristics of productive affixes.
Therefore, the words that these forms are part of are best analysed as being
listed in the mental lexicon rather than as being productively derived.

3.1. The hypothesised inversive prefix en-

On the basis of the existence of the word enkoutab ‘foolhardy’ that he relates to
koute ‘to listen’, DeGraff (2001: 59) concludes that en- is a productive prefix in
HC. The properties of en- are not specified. Furthermore, according to the
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principles of morphological analysis, en-koutab cannot be claimed to be derived
directly from koute. It should be derived from the unattested form *koutab,
itself derived from koute. So, the sole example presented by DeGraff to support
his proposal that en- is a productive affix in Haitian is not well chosen.

In order to test the productivity of this hypothesised affix, a corpus of words
containing en- was constituted. In a first step, all the words beginning with en-
in Valdman et al. (1981) were considered. From this preliminary list, words in
which en- is clearly not separable from the rest, such as endistri ‘industry’ or
endyen ‘indian’, were removed. This left us with the 20 lexical items that are
listed in (21)–(23). Possible bases from which the words beginning in en- could
be derived from are provided in the right column. Unless otherwise specified,
the data in (21)–(23) are from Valdman et al. (1981). Other authors were con-
sulted when the possible base word was not listed in Valdman et al. Potential
bases that are not listed anywhere in available sources are identified by an
asterisk. Lexical items cited from Freeman (1988) in (21) appear without glosses
because this dictionary does not provide translations.

Out of the 20 pairs of en- derivatives and their bases, 13 correspond to pairs
that are also found in French (e.g. H. depandans/endepandans; Fr. dèpendance/
indépendance). These pairs, listed in (21), do not argue for or against the produc-
tivity of the form en- in HC.

(20) endepandans

endesan
endijesyon

enjis
enjistis
enkapab
enkonsyan

‘independence’

‘immodest, lewd’
‘indigestion’

‘unfair’
‘unjust action’
‘incompetent’
‘unprincipled’

depandans

desan
dijesyon

jis
jistis
kapab
konsyan

(Freeman 1988)
‘decent’
‘digestion’

(Faine 1974)
‘fair’
‘justice’
‘to be able, can’

(Freeman 1988)
enkredil ‘incredulous (sceptical) kredil ‘credulous’

(Faine 1974)
enkwayan
enposib
enpridan
enpridans
enpasyans

‘unbeliever’
‘impossible’
‘imprudent’
‘imprudence’
‘impatience’

kwayan
posib
pridan
pridans
pasyans

‘believer’
‘possible’
‘prudent’
‘prudence’
‘patience’

In three cases the semantic relationship between the hypothesized derived word
and its possible base is not straightforward, as is shown in (22).

(21) endispoze ‘to faint,
to make nauseous’

dispoze ‘disposed (inclined)’
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endispozisyon

envizib

‘fainting spell,
nausea’

‘celestial beings
(voodoo), invisible’

dispozisyon

vizib

‘disposition
(temperament)’

‘visible’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

As we saw earlier, productive affixes derive words whose semantics is predicta-
ble from the meaning of its parts. This is not the case of the words in (22). In the
last four cases, there is no base onto which the hypothesized affix en- can be
shown to attach to. These are listed in (23).

(22) enkoutab

enkwayab
ensipotab
ensiyifyan

‘stubborn, headstrong’ (attributive)
‘stubbornness’ (noun)

*koutab

‘unbelievable’
‘unbearable’
‘stupid, foolish’

*kwayab
*sipotab
*siyifyan

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

Moreover, note that enkoutab in (23) is not semantically related to koute ‘to
listen’ since, as an attributive, Haitian enkoutab means ‘stubborn, headstrong’,
and as a nominal, ‘stubbornness’. This contrasts with its French countepart
inécoutable which means ‘impossible to listen to’. It thus appears that en- is not
a productive affix of HC.

3.2. The hypothesised suffix -èt

On the basis of the pair of words bòl/bòlèt, DeGraff (2001: 59–61) concludes
that there is a derivational process in HC that involves a suffix -èt. No other
examples are provided. The selectional properties of this alleged suffix are not
specified, nor are its semantic properties.

Let us look at the Haitian words ending in -èt on the basis of a corpus
constituted in the following way. As a first step, all the words ending in -èt were
pulled out of the inverse Haitian dictionary (Freeman 1988). From this list, all
the words that are not in Valdman et al.’s dictionary were eliminated, due to the
fact that the inverse dictionary does not provide translations. Hypothesised
derived words for which no possible bases could be found in Valdman et al.’s
(1981) were removed from the remaining list. The verbal idiosyncrasy chatouyet
‘to tickle’, and the nominal sirèt ‘hard candy’ both examplify this situation. The
remaining list of lexical items ending in -èt was then divided in terms of the
syntactic features of the base: nominal and verbal. I begin the discussion with
words ending in -èt that have a potential nominal base.

Consider the nouns in (24). There is no semantic relationship between the
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potential bases and the presumed derived words. This indicates that the form -èt
in the words in (24) does not have a meaning of its own.

(23) bichèt
klochèt
kouchèt
kwochèt

‘winnowing tray’
‘kind of flower’
‘diaper’
‘hook’, ‘tripping’

bich
kloch
kouch
kwoche

‘chunk’
‘bell’
‘layer’
‘coachman’/kòche ‘scratch’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

Since -èt does not appear to have a meaning of its own in the words in (24), it
cannot be claimed to be a productive affix on the basis of these words. In (25),
there is some semantic relationship between the base and the hypothesised
derived word. This relationship is, however, not straightforward nor regular.

(24) tèt bòchèt ‘thin short hair’
[hair cut in form of a brush]
choukèt ‘short section of tree

(used as stool),
short person’

bòlèt ‘lotery’

bwòs

chouk

‘brush’

‘stump’

bòl ‘lotery number
formed by two
identical digits
(DeGraff, 2001: 60,
and Peleman
1986: 45)

poulèt
kamyonèt

chemizet
boulèt

‘pullet’
‘pick-up truck, van,
station wagon (used
for public transportation’
‘undershirt, t-shirt’
‘ball’ (meatball,
fishball, cannonball)
‘slovenly woman’

poul
kamyon

‘chicken’
‘truck’

chemiz
boul

‘shirt’
‘ball (sphere, toy)’

salòp ‘immoral person,
coward, slovenly’
‘throat’
‘scrub’
‘hardhat, helmet’
‘trousers’
‘woman’

salopèt

gòjèt
rakèt
kaskèt
pantalèt
fiyèt (lalo)

‘swallow (sip)’
‘type of cactus’
‘cap’
‘(women’s) underpants’
‘folk character
(witch/powerful armed
Duvalier partisan
(female))

gòj
rak
kas
pantalon
fi
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malèt
langèt
grandèt

‘suitcase’
‘clitoris’
‘adolescent’

mal
lang
grand

‘trunck’
‘tongue’
‘old’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

Recall from the introduction to section 2 that the output resulting from the
concatenation of a given form with a particular base must be predictable. This
is because productive affixes have a specific meaning that manifests itself in
most instances where they occur. So, the question arises as to whether a meaning
can be identified for -èt in the words listed in (25). On the basis of a pair like
poul/poulèt, one can hypothesise that -èt would have a ‘diminutive’ interpreta-
tion. However, tèt bòchèt is not a small bwòs, choukèt is not a small chouk, bòlèt
is not a small bòl, etc. Even poulèt is not just a small or baby poul; rather it is a
‘FEMALE baby poul’. Likewise, kamyonèt means more than ‘a small kamyon’.
The hypothesised derived words chemizèt and boulèt also have more meaning
than the combination of their base and -èt would predict. The word salopèt
refers to a woman that has the property of the hypothesised base. A gòjèt is not
a small gòj, nor a type of gòj. The remaining examples in (25) all present some
idiosyncrasy. On the basis of this discussion, I conclude that the form -èt in the
words in (25) is not a diminutive suffix. It does not seem possible to associate to
it any other meaning that would predict the meaning of the words it is part of,
either. I thus conclude that the form -èt occurring in (25) does not qualify as a
productive affix. The examples in (26) consist of pairs where the words ending
with -èt and those without -èt are synonymous.

(25) gòdèt
kòlèt

‘mug, cup’
‘collar’

gòde
kòl(e)

‘mug, cup’
‘collar’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

Thus, again, the form -èt occurring in (26) does not qualify as a productive affix.
The words in (27) present cases where the hypothesised morphological deriva-
tion is either morphologically or phonologically not straighforward. For exam-
ple, in the first example, affixation of -èt to kòk yields the unattested word *kòk-
èt. Likewise, affixation of -èt to kokoye yields the unattested word *kokoyèt.
Instead, we find kokonèt, possibly derived from koko ‘genitals (female)/cocoon’
(see Valdman et al. 1981) and -èt, (and the epenthetic consonant -n–). If this
derivation were the correct one, the semantics of koko ‘female genitals, cocoon’
and that of kokonèt ‘coconut cookie’ would be related. From their translation,
these two words do not appear to be semantically related. As for the second
example, affixation of -èt predicts the unattested form *kasèt. The observed
form is kaskèt If this word has simply been incorporated into HC
directly from French casquette (pronounced ), the observed Haitian
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phonological form follows in a straightforward way. Finally, the last word, panta-
lèt is idiosyncratic for, if it were derived from pantalon, it would have the
unattested form *pantalonèt, rather than the attested one pantalèt.

(26) kokonèt

kaskèt
pantalèt

‘coconut cookie’

‘cap’
‘(women’s) underpants’

kòk

kas
pantalon

‘coconut’ short form
of kokoye ‘coconut’

‘hardhat, helmet’
‘trousers’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

The form -èt occurring in (27) thus does not qualify as a productive affix. Finally,
chofrèt in (28a) is not derived from the unattested base *chofr- plus -èt. Rather,
it consists of a combination of cho ‘hot’ + frèt ‘cold’, yielding chofrèt ‘chill’.
Likewise, bwatèt ‘skull’ in (28b) is a frozen compound comprised of bwat ‘box’
and tèt ‘head’ (A.-M. Brousseau p. c.).

(27) a. chofrèt ‘chill’  *chofr-èt
b. bwatèt ‘skull’ *bwat-èt

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

It thus appears that the form -èt occurring with nominal bases does not have the
properties of a productive affix in HC.

I now turn to the discussion of words ending in -èt, for which the hypothes-
ised base is verbal. These are presented in (29) and (30). In (29), there is no
semantic relationship between the available verbal base and the hypothesised
derived noun.

(28) k(w)ochèt 1. ‘hook’
2. ‘tripping’

kòche 1.
2.
3.
4.

‘to butcher’
‘to scratch’
‘to cut oneself’
‘to beat (in a game)’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

This piece of data does not argue in favor of the morphological productivity of
the form -èt. In (30), there is a semantic relationship between the verbal base
and the corresponding noun ending in -èt. In all cases, the noun containing -èt is
a cognate object of the verbal base.

(29) digèt
devinèt
sousèt
pikèt
souflèt

‘stick/goad’
‘riddle’
‘sucking, pacifier’
‘peg, stake’
‘whistle’

dige
devine
souse
pike
soufle

‘to goad’
‘to guess’
‘to suck’
‘to sting, to prick, to stab’
‘to whistle’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)
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Except for the pair digèt/dige, the pairs of words in (30) all correspond to pairs
that are also found in French. This state of affairs raises the question of whether
the nouns ending in -èt in (30) are productively derived by means of -èt or
whether they have been incorporated as such into the Haitian lexicon. If the
Haitian words in (30) do have internal structure, it should be possible to find
other words so formed that meet at least one of the criteria discussed in sec-
tion 1. Having gone through all the Haitian words ending in -èt in Freeman’s
(1988) inverse dictionary, I did not find any such pairs, except for the pair
digèt/dige. Finally, for -èt to be analysable as a productive affix of Haitian, it
should be possible to identify the type of verbs that are selected by this affix.
Since the nouns in (30) are all cognate objects, a possible class of verbs to look
for would be cognate object verbs. However, verbs that typically take a cognate
object in related languages are intransitive in HC. These are listed in (31).

(30) tete
pise
touse

‘to suckle’
‘to pee’
‘to cough’

kwè
sifle
genyen

‘to believe’
‘to whistle’
‘to win’

(from Lefebvre 1998: 281)

It thus appears that the form -èt occurring in (30) does not have the properties
of a productive affix.

On the basis of the above discussion, I conclude that the proof has not been
made yet that -èt is a productive affix of Haitian.

3.3. The hypothesised nominalising suffix -man

On the basis of the pair of words koze ‘to talk’ and kozman ‘talk, gossip’,
DeGraff (2001: 60) concludes that there is a productive nominalising suffix
-man in HC that derives nouns from verbs. The content of this section further
investigates this claim.

The Haitian form -man (from French -ment) is found in a number of nouns
that can be related to verbs. For example, the noun rannman or randman ‘yield’
can be related to the verb rann ‘to produce, to give off’ (from Valdman et al.
1981). The form -man thus appears to combine with verbs to form deverbal
nouns. There are Haitian nouns containing -man that have no counterpart in
French. Two examples are provided in (32).

(31) HAITIAN FRENCH

pledman
kozman

‘discussion, quarrel, competition’
‘chat’

*plèdement/OK  plaidoirie
*causement/OK causette

As is shown in (33), there is an available verbal base for each of these nouns.
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(32) pledman
kozman

‘discussion, quarrel, competition’
‘chat’

plede ‘to argue (a case)’
koze ‘to chat’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

As per the tests in section 1, data of the type of those in (32) and (33) suggest
that nominalising -man is a potential affix of HC, deriving nouns from verbal
bases. What about its productivity?

The list of words ending in -man (with the exception of those involving
adverbial -man, discussed in section 2.8) was copied from Freeman’s inverse
dictionary. Since Freeman’s does not provide translations, words that are not
listed in Valdman et al.’s (1981) were eliminated from the list. Words ending in
nominal -man for which no base could be found were also excluded from the
list. A sample of such nouns is provided in (34).

(33)
Noun
tanperaman
atachman
dezagreman

‘temperament’
‘attachment’
‘unpleasantness’

Base
*
*
*

ekoulman
abònman
anplasman

‘gonorrhea’
‘subscription’
‘building site’
(Fr:
emplacement)
‘haste’
‘treatment’
‘dissatisfaction’
‘salary, wages’
‘funeral, burial’

Base
*
*
*

etoufman
abiman
chatiman
alejman
aranjman

‘suffocation’
‘dress clothes’
‘punishment’
‘alleviation’
1. ‘agreement’
2. ‘border,

trimming’
‘itch’

*
*
*
*
*

anpresman
trètman
mekontantman
apwentman
antèman

*
*
*
*
*

pikotman * ransèyman ‘information’ *
(from Valdman et al. 1981)

At this point, there remained 46 nouns in the list. Each noun was paired
with a potential base. From this list, all the idiosyncrasies were eliminated.
Idiosyncrasies are of various types. A first type involves lexical items ending in
-man, where -man attaches to a base that is not verbal (recall that -man is
claimed to derive nouns from verbs). The lexical items removed from the list on
the basis of this criterion are listed in (35). In afreman, -man is presumably
attached to a nominal base that can also be used as an adjective. In fèman, -man
is presumably attached to a nominal base. In balonnman and anbarasman, -man
is presumably attached to attributive adjectives.

(34) afreman
fèman
balonnman

‘gluttony’
‘machete’
‘bloated stomach’

afre
fè
balonnen

‘gluttonous’ (N/A)
‘iron’
‘bloated’
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anbarasman ‘financial difficulties’ ambarase ‘broke, without
money’

‘bloated’
‘dumbfourded’

gonfleman
egareman

‘indigestion’
‘foolishness’

gonfle
egare

Even though there are no French words corresponding to the alleged derived
Haitian ones in the first two cases in (35), the latter must be analysed as
idiosyncrasies. For example, in the case of fèman, it is difficult to construct the
meaning ‘machete’ from the hypothesised internal structure of this word.
Furthermore, the available base for the nouns in (35) is either nominal or
adjectival. If the nouns in (35) were analysed as morphologically derived, they
would be the only lexical items containing -man that would be derived from a
non-verbal base. I thus conclude that the few lexical items in (35) do not argue
in favor of the productivity of -man. Having removed these lexical items from
the list, we are left only with lexical items made up of a potential verbal base
and -man. In these cases, there is no or only partial semantic relationship
between the potential verbal base and the presumed derived words. Such cases
are listed in (36). For example, there is no semantic relationship between
anpeche ‘to prevent’ and anpèchman ‘financial difficulties’. In the case of
deranje ‘to disturb’ and deranjman ‘aching, intestinal desorder’, there is only but
a remote semantic relationship (as one can see deranjman as involving a ‘dis-
turbed digestive system’), but no direct one, where deranjman would refer to
any kind of disturbance.

(35) anpèchman
sakreman
angajman

‘financial difficulties’
‘sacrament’
‘pact with the devil’

anpeche
sakre
angaje

‘to prevent’
‘tonsured’
‘to commit

(oneself)’
‘to disturb’
‘to build’
‘to renounce

voodoo’

deranjman
batisman
rejetman

‘aching, intestinal disorder’
‘mansion’
‘vomiting’

deranje
bati
rejete

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

Since the meaning of the hypothesised derived words cannot be (fully) pre-
dicted from the meaning of their parts, the form -man in (36) cannot be argued
to be productive. Another type of idiosyncrasies involves cases where the mor-
phophonemics of the hypothesized derived words is not straightforward.
Regular cases proceed as in (37).

(36) koz-man
antann-man

<
<

koze
antann

On the basis of this model, we would expect -man to regularly attach to verb
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stems. As is shown in (38), however, the resulting structures are not always
attested.

(37) *anbel-man < anbeli ‘to grow more beautiful’
*avil-man < avili ‘to degrade, to debase’

Instead, in such cases, the hypothesised derived words contain the sequence -is-
between the base and the suffix -man, as is shown in (39).

(38) anbelisman
avilisman
vomisman
rafrechisman
refwadisman
toudisman

avètisman
sezisman

‘beautification’
‘debasement’
‘vomiting’
‘refreshment’
‘chill’
‘dizziness’

‘warning’
‘shock (emotional)’

anbeli
avili
vomi
rafrechi
refwadi
toudi

avèti
sezi

‘to grow more beautiful’
‘to degrade, to debase’
‘to vomit’
‘to refresh’
‘to cool, cool’
‘to stun, to daze,

stunned, dazed’
‘to warn, to notify’
‘astonished, surprized’

The data show that the hypothesised derived nouns in (39) are not morphologi-
cally derivable in a straightforward way from the corresponding Haitian verbs.
When we look at the nouns in (39) in light of the superstratum data, we find
that these Haitian nouns correspond exactly to French nouns. These pairs of
Haitian and French nouns are listed in (40). Note that the pronunciation of the
Haitian and French words in (40) is almost identical; this fact may be obscured
by the different orthographic conventions.

(39) HAITIAN

anbelisman
avilisman
vomisman
rafrechisman
refwadisman
toudisman
avètisman
sezisman

FRENCH

embellissement
avilissement
vomissement
rafraichissement
refroidissement
étourdissement
avertissement
saisissement

Given the straightforward correspondances between the HC and the French
nouns in (40), in addition to the fact that the HC nouns are not derivable in a
straightforward way from their corresponding HC verbal bases, it is likely that
the nouns in (40) have been incorporated into HC wholesale from French. In
any case, they do not argue for the productivity of -man.

Consider the Haitian nouns and their potential verbal bases in (41).
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(40) bailsman
finisman
remèsisman

‘construction (action)’
‘end’
‘thank’

bati
fini
remèsi/remèsye

‘to build’
‘to finish’
‘to thank’

The nouns in (41) cannot be claimed to be derived by means of the addition of
-man to the verbal base. Such a rule would yield the unattested forms in (42).

(41) *bati-man
*fini-man
*remèsi-man

Unlike the nouns in (40), however, the nouns in (41) are not like the French
corresponding ones, as is shown in (43).

(42) HAITIAN

batisman

FRENCH

finisman
remèsisman

‘construction (action)’
‘mansion’
‘end’
‘giving of thanks’

*batissement/OK bâtiment

*finissement/OK  fin
*remercissement/OK  remerciement

The Haitian nouns in (43) have thus not been imported wholesale from French.
As was pointed out in Orjala (1970: 154), these Haitian nouns appear to have
been formed by analogy with the words in (40).11 Thus, they too have to be
considered as idiosyncratic simplexes, and as such, they must be listed in the
lexicon.

When all the idiosyncrasies discussed so far have been removed from the
list of 46 nouns, we are left with 23 nouns involving the nominalising form -man.
These naturally divide into two groups which I will discuss in turn. The first
group contains 18 nouns that appear to be made up of a verbal base and of
-man. The hypothesised deverbal nouns denote the action referred to by the
verb or the result of this action. In all cases, the hypothesised derivation appears
to be straightforward from a semantic, a morphological and a phonological
point of view. These words are listed in (44).

(43) randman ‘yield’ rann ‘to produce, to give
off’

ankadreman
santiman
chajman
soulaj(a)man
ankourajman

‘frame’
‘feeling’
‘cargo, load’
‘relief’
‘encouragement’

ankadre
santi
chaje
soulaje
ankouraje

‘to frame’
‘to feel’
‘to load, loaded’
‘to relieve’
‘to encourage,

encouraged’
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jijman
chanjman
gouvè(n)man
kòmansman

pansman
konsantman
derayman
anmizman
regleman
debòdman
tranbleman
pèman
antrènman
antannman

‘judgement’
‘change’
‘gouvernment’
‘beginning’

‘bandage’
‘approval, consent’
‘derailment’
‘entertainment’
‘settlement’
‘overflowing’
‘trembling’
‘payment’
‘practice’
‘understanding’

jije
chanje
gouvènen
kòmanse

panse
konsanti
deraye
anmize
regie
debòde
tranble
peye
antrene
antann

‘to judge’
‘to change’
‘to govern’
‘to begin, begun,

started’
‘to bandage’
‘to consent’
‘to derail’
‘to entertain’
‘to settle, settled’
‘to overflow’
‘to tremble’
‘to pay’
‘to practice, to train’
‘to get along’

Strikingly enough, however, all the pairs of nouns and verbs in (44) are also
found in French (e.g. rendement ‘productivity/yield’, rendre ‘to produce/to
yield’; etc.). The Haitian data in (44) thus have nothing to contribute to the
question of whether -man is native to HC. We are now left with the second
group of nouns which contains 5 items that are listed in (45). These appear to
be derived in a straightforward way from a verbal base by means of -man.

(44) ankonbreman
frapman

‘crowd, throng’
‘knocking’

ankonbre
frape

vesman
pledman
kozman

‘vomit’
‘discussion, quarrel’
‘chat’

vese
plede
koze

‘to crowd, crowded’
‘to hit, to bump, to

strike’
‘to vomit’
‘to argue (a case)’
‘to chat’

Unlike the pairs of deverbal nouns and verbs in (44), the pairs of deverbal
nouns and verbs in (45) all have something that distinguish them from French.
The first pair in (45) differs semantically from the French corresponding one. In
French, the verb encombrer means ‘to congest, to encumber’ and the deverbal
noun encombrement means ‘litter, congestion, traffic jam’. The second pair in
(45) also differs from the corresponding French one. The French verb frapper
‘to knock’ cannot be nominalised, as *frappement is not attested. The third pair
in (45) has a corresponding one in French, but both the deverbal noun and the
verb have a meaning that differs from the Haitian words. The French verb verser
means ‘to pour’, and the French noun versement means ‘pouring out’. The same
observation carries over to the fourth pair in (45). The French deverbal nouns
of the verb plaider ‘to argue (a case)’ are playdoyer ‘speech for the defense’ or
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plaidoirie ‘pleading’ rather than *plaidement. Finally, the French word corre-
sponding to Haitian kozman ‘chat’ is causette ‘chat’, rather than the non-attested
*causement. So, the five deverbal nouns in (45) can be argued to have internal
structure and to be derived by means of -man. Two additional deverbal nouns
found in Sylvain (1936: 32) can be added to this short list. They figure in (46).12

(45) degrès-man ‘removing fat’ degrese ‘to remove fat, to
loose weight’

defrip-man ‘action of smoothing out’ defripe ‘to smooth out’

The conclusion to this exercise is that there are seven lexical items that appear
to be derived by affixation of -man. Does this argue for the productivity of
-man?

Recall from section 2 that deverbal nouns can be created by means of
morphological conversion and of suffixation with -ay. Morphological conversion
was shown to apply to verbal bases that have only one argument, whereas
affixation with -ay was shown to apply to verbal bases that have two arguments
(where -ay absorbs one of the two). On the hypothesis that -man selects verbal
bases, what are the properties of these bases in terms of their argument struc-
ture. The verbs that combine with -man are listed in (47) with their respective
argument structure (based on Valdman et al. 1981).

(46)
ankonbre

frape

vese

plede

‘to crowd’

‘to hit’

‘to vomit’

‘to argue’

two
arguments

two
arguments

one
argument

one
argument

koze

degrese

defripe

‘to chat’

‘to loose
weight’

‘to smooth
out’

one
argument

one
argument

two
arguments

It appears that the hypothesised suffix -man selects bases that have either one
or two arguments. In contrast to the two other nominalising processes, it is thus
not possible to characterise in a predictable way which verbal bases will be
selected by -man. This sheds doubt on the productivity of this potential affix.

Another dimension that can be examined is the interaction between the
hypothesised deverbal nouns ending in -man and those that occur as a result of
conversion or of affixation with -ay. In Valdman et al. (1981), the verb koze ‘to
chat’ in (47) can be nominalised by means of either conversion or affixation of
-man, yielding koze ‘chat’ and kozman ‘chat’, respectively. According to
Valdman et al. (1981), these two nouns are synonymous. There is yet another
similar pair: tranbleman/tranble ‘trembling’, both derived from the verb tranble
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‘to tremble’, and also specified as being synonymous in Valdman et al. (1981).
In the literature on morphology, ‘blocking’ has been proposed to explain the
non-existence of a complex form due to the existence of a synonymous compet-
ing one. Hence, in English, *gloriosity is not part of the lexicon because glory
already exists. The fact that we find koze/kozman as synonyms in Haitian sug-
gests that the two morphological processes, that is nominal conversion and -man
affixation may have been competing at some point. Clearly, conversion has won
the competition in terms of the number of tokens (see Lefebvre 1998). The
three other one-argument verbs in (47), that is vese, plede and degrese can only
be nominalised by -man. Possibly, blocking prevents nominal conversion in
these cases because of the existence of vesman, pledman and degrèsman.

In this case again, my conclusion is that the proof has not been made that
-man should be analysed as a productive affix of HC.

3.4. Summary

The detailed investigation of the properties and distribution of the forms en-, -èt
and -man sheds doubt on their affixal status. On the one hand, in many cases,
the words they are part of do not present the characteristics of words that have
an internal structure. On the other hand, these forms are involved in a variety
of idiosyncrasies including the category of the base, the semantics of the hypo-
thesised base or of the hypothesised affix itself, and the properties of the words
that they are part of. The forms en- and -èt were shown to not be productive at
all. As for -man, our conclusion was that it has not as yet been demonstrated to
be productive. For reasons of space, I have not discussed five other affixes that
were claimed to be productive (i.e. -ado, -ab, -syon, -es and -te). An investigation
of these affixes shows, however, that similar arguments can be made: -ado, -ab,
-es and -te are unproductive, while the status of -syon is still under investigation
(Denis, in preparation). My conclusion is thus that, modulo a clear conclusion
on -syon, the size of the inventory of the productive affixes in HC is limited to
the affixes argued for in section 2.13

4. THE EMERGENCE OF THE MORPHOLOGICAL INVENTORY
OF HAITIAN CREOLE

The inventory of the productive derivational affixes of HC in Table 1 comprises
eleven affixes. Why is the morphological inventory of this particular size? Why
does the inventory comprise this particular set of morphemes? How can the
emergence of the HC morphological system be explained? This section
addresses these questions within the framework of the relexification account of
creole genesis. It summarises the scenario extensively discussed in Lefebvre
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(1998: 303–33). In section 4.1, a comparison of the HC morphological inventory
with those of its source languages shows that, although the forms of the HC
affixes are derived from French, the size of the inventory as well as the proper-
ties of its affixes parallel those of its West African substratum languages. In
section 4.2 the question of how this situation must have come about is
addressed.

4.1. The inventory of the productive derivational affixes of HC as compared
with those of its contributing languages

As is shown in Lefebvre (1998), the Haitian derivational affixes all derive their
phonological representations from French forms. The agentive suffix -è is
derived from the phonetic matrix of the French agentive suffix -eur, as in
travaill-eur ‘worker’.14 The attributive suffix -è is derived from the French attrib-
utive suffix -eur, as in farc-eur ‘someone who makes jokes’. The verbalising
suffix -e derives its phonological representation from the French suffix -er (pro-
nounced [e]) as in fêt-er ‘to celebrate’. The Haitian inversive/privative prefix de-
is phonologically identical to the French inversive prefix dé- occurring in verbs
such as de-placer ‘to displace’. The Haitian prefix ti- is derived from Haitian pitit
itself derived from the French prenominal adjective petit (pronounced

). The nominalising suffix -ay derives its phonological representa-
tion from the French suffix -age occurring in words such as chauff-age ‘heating’.
The adverbial suffix -man is derived from the French suffix -ment (pronounced
[mã]): as in admirable-ment ‘admirably’.  Similarly, the Haitian suffixes -wa and
-yen derive their phonological representations from the French suffixes -ois
pronounced [-wa], as in village-ois ‘from the village’, and -ien as in paris-ien
‘from Paris’, respectively. Finally, the ordinal suffix -yèm derives its phonological
representation from the corresponding French suffix -ième. When we compare
the Haitian affixes with their French counterparts, however, a more complex
picture arises.

The productive Haitian affixes with their closest French corresponding
forms are presented in Table 2 (along the lines of Brousseau 1994). The French
forms that are not in parentheses are those hypothesised to have provided the
phonetic matrices from which the phonological representations of the Haitian
affixes were assigned; those in parentheses are forms that are synonymous
(though they may differ as to subcategorisation and morphophonemic
properties).

The data in Table 2 show that the derivational affixes of HC all have at least
one phonetically similar corresponding affix in French. The most striking fact
about the distribution in Table 2 is that, in all cases, except for the agentive
suffix, there are several French affixes corresponding to a single Haitian form
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(see BFL1989:18). For example, while French has several overt affixes convert-
ing verbs into nouns, Haitian has only one. Likewise, while French has several
affixes designating a place of origin, Haitian has only two. Furthermore, it is
notable that, as we saw in section 2.7, while Haitian has adjectival conversion,
French does not. As is noted in Levin and Rappaport (1986), French derives
adjectives from the past participial form of verbs rather than from the verbs
themselves (e.g. La viande est cuite ‘the meat is cooked’; la viande cuite ‘the
cooked meat’).

Lefebvre (1998: 314–8) provides a detailed comparison of the properties of
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the HC affixes and of their French corresponding forms showing discrepancies
of various kinds between them: selectional properties, semantics of the derived
words, relative productivity, position of the affix with respect to the base, etc.
The conclusion of the comparison is that, while the phonological forms of the
HC derivational affixes are derived from French forms, the properties of these
affixes do not match those of the French. Finally, a most striking difference
between the two inventories is their size. While the inventory of HC affixes in
Table 2 exhausts the list of derivational affixes in this language, the inventory of
French affixes in Table 2 is far from complete. For example, according to Dubois
(1962), French has over 80 derivational suffixes (excluding Greek and Latin
affixes involved in the vocabulary of the natural sciences, as well as all prefixes).
Some authors claim an inventory of French productive affixes that is smaller
than Dubois’. For example, Brousseau and Nikiema (2001: 289) estimate this
inventory to comprise between 61 and 75 affixes, depending on one’s analysis
(see also Thiele 1987). Even on these analyses, however, the inventory of French
affixes far outnumbers that of HC. A comparison of the list of HC affixes in
Table 2 with any list of French affixes immediately leads to the conclusion that
the majority of the derivational affixes of French have no counterpart in HC.

Lefebvre (1998: 317) addresses the issue of whether this discrepancy could
be attributable to the possibility that the inventory of French affixes was smaller
at the time HC was formed, that is in 17th/18th century? A survey of the
literature available on derivational affixes in 17th and 18th century French (see
Julliand 1965, Nyrop 1936, Rey 1992)15 and additional work by Tardif (ms)
reveal that most of the affixes listed by Dubois were already in use at the time
HC was formed. According to Tardif’s survey, the major difference between
classical and modern French lies in the productivity of specific affixes rather
than in the size of the inventory of productive affixes. Thus, whatever the exact
number of French productive affixes at the time HC was formed, we can safely
conclude that they far outnumbered Haitian affixes. In the case of nominal
conversion, 17th/18th century French still presented a few cases of deverbal
nouns formed by this process. But, as is shown in Lefebvre (1998: 314) this
process is far more productive in HC than in the variety of French of the time.
This is because, while nominal conversion was very productive in Middle
French, its productivity had started to decline during the 16th and 17th centuries
in favour of the use of overt affixes, as is stated by Haase (1975: 197–8) (our
translation):

“The old language made frequent use of the infinitive with the sense of
a noun, but this usage became rarer in the 17th century. ... in this period
the nouns formed from infinitives were essentially the same as those
still used in the language today: in addition to the very frequently used
ones like le souvenir [‘memory’], le lever [‘rising’], le coucher [‘bed’ or
‘setting’], le boire [‘drink’ or ‘drinking’], le manger [‘food’], etc., there
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are some rarer ones such as le marcher [‘walking’], le pleurer [‘crying’],
le vivre [‘living’ or ‘food’], le vouloir [‘will’], etc.”

So, although French contributed the phonetic matrices of the Haitian affixes
and, in most cases, their position with respect to the base they attach to, the
comparison between the derivational affixes of Haitian and French leaves us
with a number of questions: Why has Haitian developed this particular set of
affixes? Why is the inventory so small compared with that of French? Why has
Haitian developed adjectival conversion from verbs while French does it
another way? Should the discrepancies between a significant number of Haitian
and French derived words be considered as independent developments in
Haitian? With these questions in mind, I now turn to the comparison of the
inventory of Haitian affixes with that of one of its substratum language:
Fongbe.16

Detailed descriptions of the productive derivational affixes of Fongbe can
be found in Lefebvre (1998: 312–8) and in Lefebvre and Brousseau (2002).17

Here, I only provide the comparison of the Haitian and Fongbe inventories
based on these detailed descriptions. The comparative data are presented in
Table 3. Note that the inventories in Table 3 are exhaustive for both languages.
In the table, the term ‘copy prefix’ stands for the affix formed by partial redupli-
cation of the base in Fongbe.18

The Haitian and Fongbe derivational affixes in Table 3 differ in their phono-
logical representation and they may also differ in their position with respect to
the base they attach to. As we saw above, these properties of the Haitian affixes
appear to have been largely provided by the superstratum language. In spite of
these differences, however, there is a striking resemblance between the two
inventories: in most cases, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
Haitian and Fongbe affixes. In both languages, there is one agentive, one attrib-
utive, one inversive, one diminutive and one ordinal affix. It is a remarkable fact
that, in both Haitian and Fongbe, there are exactly two suffixes referring to a
place of origin/residence. Furthermore, conversion in HC results in either nouns
or adjectives; this corresponds to the output of the Fongbe derivations achieved
by means of the copy prefix. The rather regular correspondence between the
Haitian/Fongbe affixes contrasts with the rather irregular correspondence
between the Haitian/French affixes in Table 2.

In spite of these similarities between the two inventories there are some
differences between them. While the formation of deverbal nouns in HC
involves two morphological processes, affixation of -ay and conversion, which
are in complementary distribution, the formation of deverbal nouns in Fongbe
involves only one affix: the copy prefix. This mismatch is explained in the
following way in Lefebvre (1998, section 10.4). While reduplication is widely
used among Kwa languages to derive adjectives from verbs (see Westerman and
Bryan 1970), its use to derive nouns from verbs is restricted to a subset of the
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Kwa languages. Fongbe is part of this subset. Other Kwa languages such as Twi,
Ewe, Yoruba and Nupe use another affix. This is illustrated in (48).

(47) a.
b.
c.
d.

a-dow
o-gblo
-da

i-bi

‘hoeing’
‘breadth’
‘creature’
‘wickedness’

<dow
<gblo
<da
<bi

‘hoe’
‘be broad’
‘create’
‘be bad’

TWI

EWE

YORUBA

NUPE

(from Westerman and Bryan 1970: 91)
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So, in this case, HC would reflect the morphological division of a subset of its
substratum languages that excludes some Gbe languages such as Fongbe. A
second mismatch concerns the verbalising affix -e and the adverbial affix -man,
which have no counterparts in Fongbe. In Lefebvre (1998, section 10.4) these
mismatches are considered as cases of innovations from within the creole, made
possible by the availability of French forms.

Derived words in Haitian and Fongbe can also be contrasted from the point
of view of their semantics. As is shown in Lefebvre (1998, section 10.2 and
Appendix 3), there is quite a large number of Haitian derived words which do
not correspond to derived words in French. Lefebvre (1998, section 10.3) further
shows that, in most such cases, there is a Fongbe counterpart to the Haitian
word. For example, while there is no French derived word corresponding to
Haitian eskandal-è ‘loud, rowdy’, there is a corresponding Fongbe word derived
by means of the attributive suffix ‘loud, rowdy’. Likewise, while
cases of nominal conversion in Haitian do not all have a corresponding lexical
item so derived in 17th/18th century French (see Lefebvre 1998, section 10.2),
all the Haitian deverbal nouns have a corresponding Fongbe deverbal noun
derived by means of the copy prefix, showing that nominal conversion in
Haitian and the ‘copy prefix’ in Fongbe have a similar function. Likewise, while
Haitian nouns derived by means of the nominalising suffix -ay often do not have
a French corresponding noun derived in this way, in most cases, there is a
Fongbe deverbal noun derived by means of the copy prefix that corresponds to
the Haitian noun with -ay (see Lefebvre 1998 for a detailed discussion of these
facts and for data illustrating each case). These facts strongly support the claim
that the concatenation of particular affixes with particular bases in Haitian
follows the pattern of the substratum languages, and that the mismatches
between Haitian and French can, to a large extent, be explained by the claim
that the creators of Haitian used the properties of their own lexicons in concate-
nating affixes and bases in the language that they were creating.

Finally, although the correspondences between the two inventories in
Table 3 are not perfect, the striking fact about them is that they are of compara-
ble size. Indeed, the lists of productive affixes in Table 3 exhausts the number of
productive affixes in both Haitian and Fongbe. This strongly suggests that the
size of the HC inventory of productive derivational affixes has, to a large extent,
been determined by that of the substratum lexicons.

From the discussion in this section, it appears that, while French has contrib-
uted the forms, and in most cases the position, of the HC productive derivational
affixes, the substratum languages have, to a large extent, contributed the seman-
tics of these Haitian affixes, the principles which govern their concatenation
with their bases and the extent of the inventory. How can such a division of
properties be accounted for?
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4.2. The relexification account of the emergence of the HC
morphological inventory

Relexification is a cognitive process that consists in the relabelling of a lexical
entry of a given language on the basis of a phonetic string taken from another
language.20 In Lefebvre (1998 and the references therein), it is extensively
argued that the bulk of the HC lexicon has been created by this process. On this
view, the creators of HC, speakers of West African languages, relabelled the
lexical entries of their respective lexicons on the basis of French phonetic matri-
ces. The relexified lexicons constituted the incipient creole. This theory of creole
genesis, supported by a large body of HC data, explains why the creole lexicon
manifests the properties of its contributing languages in the way it does: while
the phonological representations of the creole lexical entries are derived from
phonetic matrices in its superstratum language, the bulk of its other properties
are derived from its substratum languages.

Since derivational affixes are lexical categories that are listed in the lexicon,
they are assumed to undergo relexification in the same way as other lexical
categories do. In Lefebvre (1998, chapter 10), it is thus argued that the creators
of HC have relabelled the affixes of their own lexicons on the basis of French
phonetic matrices. On this scenario, the creators of Haitian would have iden-
tified phonetic matrices of French which had an appropriate meaning to relabel
the derivational affixes’ lexical entries of their own lexicons on the basis of pairs
of French words such as faire ‘to do’ and dé-faire ‘to undo’, or travaill-er ‘to
work’ and travaill-eur ‘worker’. Hence, a Fongbe speaker relexifying his/her
lexicon on the basis of data from French would have identified French dé- as
sharing with mà- the meaning ‘inversive’ and (s)he would have assigned the
Haitian lexical entry corresponding to mà- the phonological form dé-. Similarly,
the agentive affix would have been relabelled as -è on the basis of the French
agentive affix -eur, and so on.

This scenario accounts for the fact that there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the HC and Fongbe agentive, attributive, inversive, diminutive,
ordinal and place of origin affixes. Since by definition, the copy prefix does not
have an independent phonological representation, it cannot be claimed to have
been relexified. The word formation rule involving the copy prefix in Fongbe,
however, systematically corresponds to cases of morphological conversion in
HC. In both cases the morphological process produces nouns and adjectives.
The fact that morphological conversion in HC produces adjectives as well as
nouns thus finds a straightforward explanation in the substratum languages.
Finally, the relexification account explains in a simple way why the extra French
affixes, a subset of which being listed in Table 2, did not make their way into
HC: there were no such lexical entries in the original lexicon to be relexified.
(The two Haitian innovations -man and -e and the presence of the additional
suffix -ay were discussed in section 4.1.)
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As has been pointed out in Lefebvre and Lumsden (1989), the relexification
account of creole genesis constitutes a further development of the second
language acquisition theory of creole genesis (e.g. Alleyne 1980, Andersen
1980, Schumann 1978, Thomason and Kaufman 1991, Valdman 1980, etc.).
Relexification is seen as a tool for acquiring a second language in a context
where there is reduced access to the second language. The role of relexification
in the formation of Creoles was hypothesised to be central on the basis of the
fact that, in situations where Creoles emerge, there is reduced access to the
superstratum language. In the case of HC, the hypothesis was supported by both
linguistic and historical data. On the one hand, Lefebvre (1998, 1999 and the
references therein) extensively shows that the bulk of the HC vocabulary can
be argued to have been created by means of relexification. On the other hand,
Singler (1996) establishes that HC was formed between 1680 and 1740; he shows
that the beginning of this period was marked by a shift from a tobacco and
cotton to a sugar economy, and that this shift provoked a radical change in the
configuration of the early Haitian population: “the large land owners drove the
small ones, the practive of importing engagés ceased, and the number of slaves
exploded” (Singler 1996:193). As is observed by Singler (1996), this shift in the
composition of the early Haitian population had the effect of modifying the
slave population’s exposure to French. Indeed, under the first type of economy,
the slave population was in frequent contact with French through the landown-
ers, engagés and people of mixed race. In the shift to a sugar economy, the
engagés disappeared from the Haitian population and the enslaved population
increased dramatically such that day-to-day contacts between French speakers
and the bulk of the Haitian African population were greatly reduced.

In view of this historical information, the reason why only a small portion
of the French morphology made its way into HC finds further explanation. It is
hypothesised that, because they did not have enough access to French, the
creators of HC generally did not have access to the internal structure of French
words. By hypothesis, in the French material that they were presented with,
they were looking for phonetic matrices that corresponded to the productive
morphemes that they had in their own lexicons. Thus, on the basis of a few pairs
of words, they could identify morphemes that corresponded to the productive
ones in their respective lexicons. The great majority of the French affixes had
no corresponding ones in the West African lexicons and thus they were not
identified as such. The French words containing affixes that had no equivalents
in the substratum languages, were incorporated wholesale in the new lexicon.

A final point needs to be considered for this scenario to be complete. Recall
from section 3 that there are morphological forms that could be identified as
potentially native to Haitian but that turned out to be unproductive. How do
these data fit into the relexification account summarised above? In section 4.1,
we saw that the superstratum may offer several forms corresponding to only
one or two in the substratum languages. For example, while French has various
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inversive prefixes such as dé-, é-, in-, ir-, there is only one such prefix in Fongbe,
mà- (see Table 3). Likewise, while French has several nominalising affixes: -age,
-ion, -ment, -ance, -ure, Fongbe has only one, used to nominalise all the verbs,
and Ewe has two (see the above discussion and the example in (48)). In the
same fashion, Fongbe has two suffixes encoding the place of origin/residence,
but French has many more: -ois, -ien, -ais, -al, -and, -ain, -an, and so on and so
forth. Thus, at the time relexification took place, there were several available
forms in the superstratum language to relexify each substratum form. The com-
parisons of Haitian and French forms in Table 2 and of Haitian and Fongbe
ones in Table 3 show, however, that, out of the available French forms, the
creators of Haitian selected the number of forms that they already had in their
own inventory. I suggest to explain these facts in the following way. Before the
Creole’s inventory got to be the way it is, there has probably been an unstable
period where there were more forms that were potentially native to Haitian
than those that can be argued to be productive in the contemporary language.
The existence of forms identified in section 3 as potentially native to HC on the
basis of one of the tests in section 1, but that turned out to be unproductive on
closer scrutiny, supports the hypothesis of an early unstable period in the devel-
opment of the morphology of the creole. This period would be characterised by
the presence, in the creole, of several forms competing for the same lexical
(morphological) entry. For example, in section 3.3 we saw that the form -man
was competing with -ay and with morphological conversion. The few words
ending in -man that appear to have internal structure in (45) and (46) are
possibly leftovers from this period. Furthermore, pairs such as those in (49)
probably also reflect the intermediate unstable period hypothesised here. In
(49), the pairs of deverbal nouns have two different derivations but exactly the
same meaning (they are considered as synonyms in Valdman et al. 1981). The
first deverbal nouns in (a) and (b) are derived by conversion yielding nouns that
have the same form as the corresponding verbs; the second deverbal nouns in
(a) and (b) are apparently derived by affixation of -man.

(48) a.
b.

koze
trenble

‘chat’
‘trambling’

kozman
trenbleman

‘chat’
‘trambling’

The hypothesis according to which the apparent derivations in -man in (49)
would constitute leftovers from the hypothesised unstable period under discus-
sion is congruent with the fact that blocking precludes the derivation of kozman
and of tranbleman because of the existence of the deverbal nouns koze and
tremble produced by morphological conversion.

4.3. Summary

The comparison of the derivational affixes of Haitian, French and Fongbe pre-
sented in this section shows that, while the Haitian derivational affixes derive
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their phonological representations from French phonetic matrices, they derive
most of their other properties from their substratum languages. The principled
division of properties of the HC affixes between its source languages was shown
to follow from the relexification account of creole genesis, as formulated and
argued for in Lefebvre (1998 and the references therein).

5. CONCLUSION: THE MORPHOLOGY OF CREOLE LANGUAGES

There is a long standing belief that pidgin and Creole languages have poor
morphology, if at all. For example, d’Ans (1968: 26) writes: “One of the salient
characteristics of the creole is precisely to not present processes of derivation,
and even to logically not be able to present such processes” (our translation).
Hall (1953: 34) remarks that “the three processes of derivation (prefixation,
suffixation, and compounding) are for the most part rare and are found but
scatteringly in Creole, and to a large extent only in learned words borrowed
from standard French”. While it seems to be the case that pidgin and creole
languages generally manifest little inflectional morphology (e.g. Mufwene 1986,
1990,1991), it is not the case that these languages lack morphology all together.
On the one hand, compounding appears to be quite productive in these lan-
guages (for Sranan, e.g. Adamson and Smith 1995; Braun and Plag this volume;
for Saramaccan, e.g. Bakker, Smith and Veenstra 1995; for Papiamentu, e.g.
Dijkhoff 1993; for HC, e.g. Brousseau 1989; Valdman 1978; for Berbice Dutch,
e.g. Kouwenberg 1994; for Fa d’Ambu, e.g. Post 1995; for French-based Creoles
of the Indian Ocean, Papen 1978; etc.). On the other hand, Creoles do exhibit
derivational morphology to varying degrees. For example, as was shown in this
paper, there are at least eleven affixes that can be argued to be productive
in HC.

Even in more recent literature, it has been claimed that creole languages
are morphologically poor. For example, Seuren and Wekker (1986: 62) have
proposed the Semantic Transparency Hypothesis which “stipulates a strict one-
to-one correlation between semantic elements and structural surface units (mor-
phemes)”; in their view, semantic transparency “limits learning and computing
efforts to a minimum” (p. 68). According to the authors, this hypothesis predicts
that, among other things, creole languages will lack morphology, where lack of
morphology is considered as a means of “maximizing semantic transparency”
(p. 62). The HC data constitute a direct counterexample to this claim in mani-
festing a significant number of productive derivational affixes. Indeed, the size
of the HC inventory is impressive in view of the fact that some languages, not
known to be Creoles e.g. Vietnamese, do not even have one derivational affix.

The HC data constitute a counterexample to the Semantic Transparency
Hypothesis from yet another point of view. In the HC inventory, there is not
necessarily a “one-to-one correlation between semantic elements and structural
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surface units”. For example, the agentive and the attributive suffixes are
homophonous. The form de- is either inversive or privative. Furthermore,
Haitian has two suffixes used to form nouns that refer to a place of origin, and
the principles governing the choice between the two affixes -wa and -yen –
either semantic or phonological – if any, are not known. The Semantic
Transparency Hypothesis would predict that there should be only one (if at all)
affix deriving nouns that refer to a place of origin in HC. The Semantic
Transparency Hypothesis also predicts a lack of semantic extensions and idio-
syncrasies in the lexicon of Creoles. As we saw in section 3, and as will be further
discussed below, semantic extensions and idiosyncrasies abound in HC.

In contrast to Seuren and Wekker (1986), McWhorter (1998) allows for the
presence of derivational affixes in creole languages. He claims, however, that
“in languages known as Creoles, derivation is generally semantically transpar-
ent” (McWhorter 1998: 797). In the theoretical approach adopted in this paper,
productive morphology is, by definition, semantically transparent since affixes
have categorial features, meaning, selectional properties, etc. In this view, the
productive morphology of a Creole language cannot be claimed to be more
transparent than the productive morphology of a non-creole language.

In line with the Bickertonian view that creole languages would reflect
Universal Grammar in its unmarked form (e.g. Bickerton 1984), it has been
proposed that the size of a Creole’s morphological inventory is determined by
universal principles (e.g. Mühlhäusler 1980: 36). The relexification account of
creole genesis presented in section 4 rather shows that the morphological inven-
tory of a given creole is, to a large extent, determined by that of its substratum
languages, provided that suitable forms can be found in its superstratum lan-
guage. Furthermore, the comparison of the morphological inventory of HC with
those of its contributing languages shows that if HC has less productive affixes
than French, its lexifier language, it has more productive affixes than Fongbe,
one of its substratum languages (see Table 3). The claim by Thomason (2001:
168), according to which pidgins and Creoles “have very limited morphological
resources compared with those of the lexifier and other input languages”, is
thus not borne out by the HC data.

McWhorter (1998) holds that semantic drift creates endless lexicalisations
over time. According to him, since languages that are known to be Creoles are
relatively young languages, there has not been time for idiosyncratic lexicalis-
ations to be formed in these languages. McWhorter’s view thus predicts a lack
of semantic extensions and idiosyncrasies in the lexicon of creole languages.
This prediction is far from being borne out by HC data. Indeed the Haitian
lexicon is full of idiosyncrasies of all kinds, as was already shown in section 3.
The following paragraphs add further examples.

In section 2.4, we saw that de- productively derives new verbs that have
either an inversive/privative meaning with respect to the base it attaches to.
There are several Haitian words beginning with the form de-, which at first
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glance, may look like the prefix de-. Closer examination of these words, how-
ever, shows that in these cases, de- cannot be associated with the productive
affix de- be it inversive or privative. For example, consider the word debaba ‘to
mow (a lawn), to weed’ (from Valdman et al. 1981). Not only is there no verb
*baba, but there is no noun *baba with a related meaning. The lexical entry
baba in Valdman et al. (1981) is glossed as ‘idiot’. It thus appears that baba and
debaba are not morphologically related. (See also DeGraff 2001 for discussion
of this pair.) Debaba must thus be listed in the lexicon. The Haitian verb demele
constitutes another idiosyncrasy. According to Valdman et al. (1981), the verb
demele means ‘to untangle’, ‘to get along (manage)’ and ‘to shuffle (cards)’. The
action of shuffling cards has the effect of mixing the cards rather than that of
untangling them. This meaning is thus closer to that of mele ‘to mix, to blend’.
This is a rare type of idiosyncrasy. Another set of data concerning de- is pre-
sented in (50). In this case, de- occurs with a verbal base, derived from a noun.
For example, the noun plim ‘feather, body hair, fur’ is converted into a verb by
means of the verbalising suffix -e yielding plimen ‘to pluck’. This verb may occur
with de-, yielding de-plimen which also means ‘to pluck’. Thus, with or without
de-, the verb has the same privative interpretation. In Valdman et al. (1981), the
pairs of verbs in (50) are given the same definition.

(49) degrennen
‘to shell’
dekale
‘to chip off, to peel off’

grennen
‘to shell’
kale
‘to shell, to peel’

< grenn
‘seed’

< kal
‘covering (bark, skin,

shell)’
< plim

‘feather, body hair, fur’
< refi(z)

‘refusal’
< vire

‘turn’

deplimen
‘to pluck’
derefize
‘to refuse’
devire
‘to turn’

plimen
‘to pluck’
refize
‘to refuse’
vire
‘to turn’

The data in (51) present a similar pattern of pairs of verbs. In this case, however,
there are no nouns involved in the derivation of the verbs.

(50) dechire, chire
dechifonnen, chifonnen
degengole, gengole

‘to tear, to rip’
‘to wrinkle, to rumple’
‘to rush down’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

Some pairs of adjectives also follow this pattern, as is examplified in (52).

(51) demefyan, mefyan ‘mistrustful’ (from Valdman et al. 1981)
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In (50)–(52), the form de- is simply semantically vacuous.21 The existence of
pairs of synonyms, such as those in (50)-(52), is certainly not compatible with
the view that there are no idiosyncrasies in a Creole’s lexicon. Furthermore,
from the learner’s point of view, the above data cannot be considered as being
semantically transparent.

Another type of idiosyncrasies involving the form de- consists in the seman-
tic extensions found with verbs containing the productive prefix de-. Examples
are given in (53).

(52) degwosi
dechouke

dechaje
degagannen
degonfle
degrade

degrennen
dekoupe
dekreta
demanbre

detripe

‘to loose weight, to smooth out, to rough-hew’
‘to get someone fired, to remove from office, to uproot,

to plow’
‘to unload, to ejaculate’
‘to cut the throat of, to overcharge’
‘to deflate, to scatter, to make room for’
‘to demote, to damage, to take away the supernatural

power of a dead person’
‘to shell, to break a bill, to knock out, to thin out (forest)’
‘to eat copiously, to cut up, to interrupt’
‘to cut of the comb of a rooster, to mistreat’
‘to batter (a person), to ravage, to weaken, voodoo

dwelling left by the ancestors’
‘to gut, to defame’

(from Valdman et al. 1981)

The semantic extensions of the kind found in (53) are idiosyncratic and they
must be listed in the lexicon (see also DeGraff 2001 ).22

In section 2.5, we saw that the prefix ti- productively derives denominal
nouns having the meaning ‘a young NOUN’ or ‘a small NOUN’. There are semantic
extensions of words containing the form ti-. These words have to be listed as
such in the lexicon because, in contrast to words that have internal structure, in
these cases, the whole is not predictable from its parts. These semantic exten-
sions are manifested in euphemisms such as those in (54), or in expressions such
as those in (55).

(53) ti-bezwen
ti-devan
ti-wòz
ti-gigit
ti-pijon

(bezwen ‘need’)
(devan ‘front’)
(wòz ‘rose’)
(gigit ‘penis’)
(pijon ‘pigeon’)

‘genitals (of a small boy)’
‘genitals’
‘menstrual period’
‘penis’
‘penis’
(from Valdman 1996; Valdman et al. 1981)
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(54) ti-bourik
ti-fi
ti-gran moun
ti-grann
ti-malis

ti-nouris
ti-tèt

(bourik ‘donkey’)
(fi ‘woman’)
(gran moun ‘adult, old person’)
(grann ‘grandmother’)
(mails ‘folk character
known for his cleverness’)
(nouris ‘wet nurse, nursing mother’)
(tèt ‘head’)

‘rude person’
‘virgin’
‘precocious child’
‘precocious little girl’
‘canny person’

‘new mother’
‘birdbrain’

(from Valdman 1996; Valdman et al. 1981)

Morphological conversion in section 2.7 was shown to derive nouns from
verbs in a very productive way. Similar cases, whose properties are not predicta-
ble, were considered to be relisted in the mental lexicon. Likewise, the data
discussed in section 3 constitute idiosyncrasies that need to be listed in the
mental lexicon.

In addition to the data in section 3, the above data demonstrate in an
unequivocal way the existence of various types of idiosyncrasies in the HC
lexicon. They show that idiosyncrasies are no ‘exceptions’ in this lexicon.
McWhorter’s (1998) prediction that there has not been time for idiosyncratic
lexicalisations to be formed in creole languages is most certainly not borne out
by the HC data. This conclusion is even more striking considering the fact that
HC has only 200 years of independent existence.23 This conclusion is congruent
with that in Braun and Plag (this volume) who found good evidence for idiosyn-
cracies at a stage where Sranan was only one hundred years old.

NOTES

* The content of this paper was presented at the Siegen International Workshop on the
Phonology and Morphology of Creole Languages, August 2001, under the title “On develop-
ing methodologies for studying the morphology of creole languages”. I would like to thank
the participants to the workshop for their most useful comments and questions. I am greatful
to Anne-Marie Brousseau, Marijo Denis, Virginie Loranger, Ingo Plag, Albert Valdman and
an anonymous reviewer for their comments on an earlier version of this paper. Thanks to
Marijo Denis, Renée Lambert and Olivier Tardif, for assisting me in the documentation of the
data discussed in this paper, and to Andrée Bélanger for formating the manuscript. The
research underlying this paper is part of the project “Research builds on research” financed
by SSHRCC.
1 This account of creole genesis is based on 25 years of funded (mainly by SSHRCC and
FCAR) research that I conducted at UQAM and that involved various teams including
colleagues and graduate students. For a history of this research, see the Preface to Lefebvre
(1998).
2 Note that Jeff Allen is currently creating Haitian corpora that could eventually constitute
basic tools for morphological frequency analyses.
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3 More recent dictionaries such as Freeman and Laguerre (1996). were not available at the
time the morphological data were gathered. Although no dictionary will ever be absolutely
complete, Valdman et al. (1981). is an extremely reliable source of data. Using this source as our
main source has no consequence on the global results of this research. For the sake of complete-
ness, however, more dictionaries could be consulted. I leave this task for future research.
4 *kreta is also discussed in DeGraff (2001: 80).
5 Various analyses of parasynthetics have been proposed in the literature. Due to limitation
of space, the possible derivations are not discussed here.
6 For a compounding analysis of the data in (8) and (9), see Valdman (1978:155).
7 Conversion is a process that manifests the properties of affixes. It is different from lexical
entries created by relisting where each relisted entry needs to be specified for semantic and
morphosyntactic properties because these are not always predictable (for discussion see
Lieber 1992). In HC there are a few nouns that are created by relisting, antre (<Fr. entrée
‘entrance’) (as in ‘the entrance to the house’), homophonous with the verb antre ‘to enter’.
8 Adjectival conversion in English is assumed to derive adjectives from the participial form
of the verbs (e.g. Levin and Rappaport 1986). Brousseau (1994). argues that in HC deverbal
adjectives and participial forms are both derived from the base form of verbs.
9 Orjala (1970: 155) also notes what he refers to as ‘hypercorrected’ forms, where the
adverbial suffix -man is attached to bases that are already adverbial:
(i) toujou-man (<Fr. toujours ‘still, always’) ‘still, always’

davans-man (<Fr. d ’avance ‘in advance’) ‘in advance’
10 Denis (in preparation) discusses -syon, -es and -te, and Lefebvre (in preparation)
discusses -ado and -ab.
11 Orjala (1970: 154) considers the forms in (43). as Gallicisms. He notes: “In morphology,
Gallicism seldom involves the adding of French inflection; but it does involve the employment
of French derivational patterns in the creation by analogy of new words [...].”
12 Sylvain (1936: 32) mentions that -man, as well as other potential affixal forms that she
discusses, have very limited use.
13 Valdman (1978) also considers the form -mann (<English man ‘man’) as a productive
suffix of Haitian. I do not consider this form productive for the same reasons that I do not
consider en-, -èt and -man productive. Due to space limitations, the discussion supporting my
claim will be presented elsewhere.
14 Albert Valdman points out that additional support of -è as a reflex of French -eur is
provided by the existence of the variant -ò as in mantè and mantò (e.g. Freeman and
Laguerre 1996).
15 Variation in the pronunciation of some derivational affixes between classical and modern
French is discussed in Juneau (1972).
16 Although there were several African languages spoken in Haiti in the late 17th century,
the Gbe languages, among which Fongbe, have been identified as being predominent in Haiti
at the time the creole was formed, that is at the end of the 17th century and beginning of the
18th century (see Singler 1996). See Lefebvre (1998: 58–62) for a discussion of the typological
features of the source languages of Haitian.
17 This description presents in a unified way information scattered in the literature on the
morphology of Fongbe. Major sources cited are Brousseau (1990,1993,1994).
18 With Marantz (1982), we assume that reduplication is a kind of affixation and that the
affix involved in reduplication is different from other affixes only in that it is phonologically
underspecified, that is, it is only specified for a skeletal template. The segmental content of
the template is determined by the phonological form of the base.
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19 Note that the suffixes and can also attach to synthetic compounds (see Lefebvre
and Brousseau 2002: 230–1).
20 From the point of view of second language acquisition, the process of relexification thus
constitutes an extreme case of interference.
21 DeGraff (2001). considers as emphatic the verb derefize as opposed refize in (50). He
also considers as emphatic demegri, as opposed to megri, both meaning ‘to lose weight’. To
my knowledge, no other author provides these emphatic interpretations for words containing
the prefix de-. Furthermore, an emphatic interpretation of the other verbs in (50). (e.g. dekale
‘to chip off, to peel off’, deplime ‘to pluck’, etc.), is hard to imagine. Albert Valdman remarks,
however, that “the emphatic connotation is suggested by the artful manner in which, in his
novel Dezafi, the writer Franketienne piles up derivatives with de-”. This remark suggests that
the emphatic connotation associated with de- could come from the succession of words
beginning with de-. The question at stake here is whether the emphatic interpretation claimed
to be associated with de- is part of the meaning of de-, or a stylistic effect.
22 The discussion of the source of these idiosyncrasies is far beyond the scope of this paper.
This topic, however, is a goldmine for future debates on creole genesis.
23 Singler (1996) establishes the creation of HC between 1680 and 1740. According to
Hilaire (1993), African languages were spoken in Haiti up until the beginning of the nine-
teenth century. At the time of the Revolution, in 1791, the by-then well established creole
took over. Assuming this to be correct, HC would be 200 years old. (For further discussion,
see Singler 1996 and Lefebvre 1998: 52–8).
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How transparent is creole morphology? A study of
Early Sranan word-formation

MARIA BRAUN and INGO PLAG

1. INTRODUCTION1

The morphology of creole languages has long been a neglected area of study.
One reason for this state of affairs may well have been the wide-spread belief
among linguists that creole languages are characterized (among other things)
by little or no morphology. Evidence for this belief can be found in many
publications, two of which may suffice to illustrate the point. For example,
Seuren and Wekker (1986: 66) claim that “morphology [is] essentially alien to
creole languages”, and in a recently published textbook on contact languages,
we read that “[m]ost pidgins and creoles either lack morphology entirely or
have very limited morphological resources compared with those of the lexifier
and other input languages.” (Thomason 2001:168).

In a similar line of argument, it has been claimed that the derivational
morphemes of the input languages are lost in creolization and are not recon-
stituted later (Mühlhäusler 1997: 169, Bickerton 1988: 278, Jones 1995: 121,
McWhorter 1998: 798).

It is also a wide-spread belief that, if a creole has morphology at all, it will
be characterized by regular and semantically transparent morphology. This
hypothesis is explicitly argued for by Seuren and Wekker (1986) and, in con-
siderable detail, more recently by McWhorter (1998, 2000). In Thomason’s
words (2001: 168), “[m]orphology also tends to be extremely regular when it
does exist in pidgins and creoles, without the widespread irregularities that are
so very common (to the distress of students of foreign languages) in other
languages’ morphological systems.” In what follows, we will call this ‘the
semantic transparency hypothesis’.

There is, however, a growing literature on the morphology of creole lan-
guages in which it is argued that the above claims are wrong or need further
qualification. For example, several authors have shown that affixation, com-
pounding, reduplication and transposition are major word-formation processes
in creoles (DeGraff 2001, Wekker 1996, Dijkhoff 1993, Sebba 1981), and have
argued that semantic opacity is not generally absent from creoles (DeGraff
2001, Plag 2001).

In this paper, we will investigate these issues in more detail to shed new
light on the nature of creole morphology and the role of morphology in creoliza-
tion, using data from Early Sranan, an English-based creole language spoken in
Suriname in the 18th and 19th centuries.

We will show that a large proportion of the lexical stock of Early Sranan
consists of complex words, and that affixation, compounding and reduplication

Geert Booij and Jaap van Marle (eds), Yearbook of Morphology 2002, 81–104.
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in Great Britain.
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are major word-formation processes in Early Sranan. It will become clear that
the derivational morphemes of the input languages (English, Gbe, Kikongo and
Twi) are completely lost in the creolization of Sranan, which stands in remark-
able contrast to other creole languages like French-based Haitian Creole or
Spanish/Portuguese-based Papiamentu, which have preserved (or reconstitu-
ted) bound morphemes of their input languages.

Furthermore, we will show that the semantic transparency hypothesis is
untenable, both on theoretical and on empirical grounds. Semantic opacity in
creoles is inevitable and comes about through the borrowing of complex words
from the input languages. Creoles and non-creoles are therefore synchronically
indistinguishable with regard to their derivational morphology.

The article is structured as follows. In the next section, we explain our data
sources and methodology. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of the complex
words we find in Early Sranan, before we investigate in section 4 the problem
of semantic transparency. Our results are summarized in section 5, the
conclusion.

2. DATA AND PROCEDURE

The roots of Sranan go back to the second half of the 17th century when a group
of English planters and their slaves settled in the colony of Suriname on the
Caribbean coast of South America. The influence of the English in Suriname
lasted for only approximately 30 years, because in 1667 the colony came under
the Dutch rule, and by c. 1680 the English had practically all left the colony.
Thus, Sranan stands apart from many other creole languages because of a
relatively short period of contact with its superstratum English, and a relatively
long contact with another European language – Dutch, whose influence is
traceable in a considerable layer of today’s Sranan vocabulary. Moreover, the
massive import of African slaves until the 1850s led to the fact that the native
West African languages of the Surinamese slaves, Gbe and Kikongo (Arends
1995: 248), played a considerable role in the development of Sranan.

The present paper deals with Sranan as it was documented in roughly the
first one hundred years of its existence. We have chosen Early Sranan as an
object of investigation for two reasons. First, as shown in the growing body of
diachronic research, the study of early stages of a creole language can give us
new and valuable insights into the nature of creolization. Second, the data from
early stages of a creole can serve as a good test of the semantic transparency
hypothesis: if we prove that Sranan displayed instances of opaque derivation
already in or shortly after its formative years, this would constitute a strong
counterargument to McWhorter’s (1998: 798) assertion that semantic opacity of
non-creole languages (if existent at all) is the result of a long-term semantic
drift.
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The main source of data used for the present paper is Christian Ludwig
Schumann’s Neger-Englisches Wörterbuch of 1783, which contains 2391 types
and 17731 tokens.2 Schumann’s dictionary was chosen mainly because it is the
largest and the most reliable source of Early Sranan (Kramp 1983: 3, Arends
1989: 19, Bruyn 1995: 154-155). Schumann worked with informants who were
native speakers of Sranan and it is most likely that he was a proficient speaker
of the creole himself. His dictionary provides accurate and abundant informa-
tion, both linguistic and cultural (cf. e.g. Bruyn 1995:154–155, Arends 1989:19).

Additionally, six other sources of Early Sranan were consulted in the course
of the analysis: Van den Berg’s (2000) study of Early Sranan in court records of
1667-1767, Van Dyk’s (c1765) language manual, Herlein’s (1718) Sranan frag-
ment in his Description of the Colony of Suriname, Nepveu’s Annotations to
Herlein’s (1718) Description of Suriname (1770), Focke’s Neger-Engelsch
Woordenboek (1855) and Wullschlägel’s Deutsch-Negerenglisches Wörterbuch
(1856). These sources were used for verification and falsification of specific
analyses, as well as for translations or etymology of certain words, for which
Schumann’s dictionary provided only insufficient information.

We computerized all 18th century sources and extracted word lists from the
resulting files. From Schumann’s word-list we then extracted manually all words
that were putatively complex. In a further step, the entire dictionary was scruti-
nized manually for putatively complex words that had not made it into the
word-list for orthographical reasons, spotting complex words that were neither
spelled with a hyphen, nor as a single orthographic word, but as two ortho-
graphic words. As shown by the examples in section 3, all three types of
orthographic representation of complex words occur in the sources.

Our idea was to apply a rather generous policy of what might count as
‘putatively complex’ in these initial steps of data gathering in order not to miss
any potentially pertinent items. Hence we arrived at a long list of words that
was then subjected to a thorough morphological analysis, the first step of which
was to exclude all non-complex words. As is well-known among morphologists,
the determination of what may count as a complex word is not a trivial matter
(cf. e.g. Bauer 1988: 109ff, Katamba 1993: 19ff), and often the topic of theoretical
debates, as for example the discussion of compounds being either morphological
objects, i.e. complex words, or syntactic objects, i.e. phrases. We have regarded
as complex those items that consist of two and more elements where at least
one element was attested elsewhere. Of these items, only those were considered
complex words which, firstly, appear to be items with a syntactic category speci-
fication of the X°-level (i.e. N, V, A,3 etc.) and, secondly, are syntactically
inseparable. Thus, e.g. the Early Sranan word tinnatu – ‘twelve’ was regarded as
complex because it possesses a syntactic category specification of the X°-level
(it is a numeral) and cannot be syntactically separated without a fundamental
change in meaning. As is quite common in such classification exercises, there
are often borderline cases, where firm evidence for or against a certain decision
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is lacking. In the majority of cases, however, matters were rather clear and none
of the crucial arguments presented in section 4 hinges on the potentially contro-
versial status of an item as a complex word.

In our overview of Early Sranan word-formation patterns given in section 3
below, we have classified the patterns as either affixation, compounding or
reduplication. This is a somewhat simplified picture, since a strict boundary
between affixation and compounding is notoriously hard to draw. Some theo-
rists (e.g. Höhle 1982 for German) even deny such a distinction. In a detailed
analysis of the Early Sranan patterns, Braun (2001) breaks up the distinction
between affixation and compounding into four properties:4 boundness (affixes
are bound, compound elements are not bound), selectivity (affixes are highly
selective, compound elements are not), specificity (affixes have a less specific,
i.e. more abstract meaning), and serialness (affixes occur on larger series of
words). In this approach the properties cluster in different ways with different
morphemes, with prototypical affixes at one end of a scale, and prototypical
bases at the other end. For the purposes of the present paper, such a fine-
grained analysis is not necessary and we therefore confine ourselves to the more
traditional classification into affixation and compounding.

3. WORD-FORMATION INVENTORY OF EARLY SRANAN

The most remarkable quantitative finding about Early Sranan word-formation
is perhaps the sheer number of complex words available in Schumann’s diction-
ary. Of the 1644 words, 676 (i.e. 41%) are complex. These words instantiate 32
different word-formation patterns, of which 11 are apparently productive. These
findings demonstrate that earlier claims about the absence or marginality of
creole morphology are incorrect.

In the following sub-sections, we illustrate some patterns of affixation, com-
pounding and reduplication as found in Schumann (1783) in order to show the
richness of word-formation in Early Sranan (see also Koefoed and Tarenskeen
1996 for some discussion of the Early and Modern Sranan lexicon). For full
documentation and discussion of individual patterns the reader is referred to
Braun (2001).

3.1. Affixation

Affixation is a common word-formation device in Early Sranan: 177 out of 676
complex words in Schumann’s dictionary are formed by means of affixation.
The data from Schumann’s dictionary demonstrate that Early Sranan developed
a number of affixes already during the initial stages of its existence.

Early Sranan makes use of two deictic markers -weh ( < E. away/?way) and
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-dom(m)/-dum(m)/don (<E. down). The affix -weh can be attached to verbal
or adjectival bases, as is shown in (1a, b and c). When attached to verbal bases,
it serves to indicate the direction of the action away from the point of reference.
With adjectives, it may either mark spatial deixis, as in (1b), or temporal deixis
(temporal distance away from the point of reference), as in (1c).

a.

b.

c.

giwèh5

gowèh
hitiwèh

‘give  away’
‘go  away’
‘throwaway’

gi (V)
go (V)
hiti (V)

derivative meaning base meaning of base

‘give’
‘go’
‘throw’

langaweh

grandeweh ‘long ago’

‘far/far away’ langa (A)

grande (A)

‘long (spat. & temp.)’

‘big, great’

The affix -dom(m)/-dum(m)/don can occur with verbs, as in (2a) or with bound
roots, as in (2b) and, similarly to the affix -weh, denotes spatial deixis (it indi-
cates the direction down from the point of reference):

a.

b.

bukkudumm ‘to bend (down)’ bukku (V) ‘bend (down)’

fadom
liddom
siddom

‘to fall (down)’
‘to lie/to lay (down)’
‘to sit (down)’

fa-  (bound root)
li-   (bound root)
si-   (bound root)

‘?fall’
‘?lie’
‘?sit’

The patterns – in (1) and in (2) seem to be unproductive in Early Sranan.
Another affix is -tentîn (< E. time + D. tien ‘ten’) that is attached to cardinal

numerals from two to nine to form tens from twenty to ninety, as it is shown
in (3):

tutentîn
dritentîn
fotentîn
feifitentîn
siksitentîn
sebententîn
aititentîn
nenitentîn

‘twenty’
‘thirty’
‘forty’
‘fifty’
‘sixty’
‘seventy’
‘eighty’
‘ninety’

tu (Num)
dri (Num)
fo (Num)
feifi (Num)
siksi (Num)
seben (Num)
aiti (Num)
neni (Num)

‘two’
‘three’
‘four’
‘five’
‘six’
‘seven’
‘eight’
‘nine’

Early Sranan also makes use of the person-forming affix -man ( < E. man) which
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can be attached to nominal bases, as in (4a), to adjectival bases, as in (4b), and
to verbal bases, as in (4c). The meaning of the output nouns is always ‘person
having to do with X’, where X may be N, A or V.

a. asêhman
djariman
sussuman

‘magician/witch’
‘gardener’
‘shoemaker/cobbler’

asêh (N)
djari (N)
sussu (N)

‘magic/witchcraft’
‘garden’
‘shoes’

b.

c.

doofuman
grangman
lesiman

‘a deaf person’
‘governor/ruler’
‘lazybone’

doofu (A)
grang (A)
lesi (A)

‘deaf’
‘old/great’
‘lazy’

helpiman
naiman
tofreman

‘helper/midwife’
‘tailor/seamstress’
‘magician/witch’

helpi (V)
nai (V)
tofre (V)

‘to help’
‘to sew’
‘to do magic’

The pattern introduced in (4) is the most productive affixation pattern attested
in Schumann’s dictionary – 67 words out of the total 177 words produced by
affixation belong to the pattern in (4). Out of the three subpatterns, V + man is
the most productive.

Another two affixes attested are the gender markers man(n)- (< E. man)
and uman- (< E. woman) which can be preposed to nouns denoting animals,
human beings or a person’s occupation with the purpose of indicating natural
gender:

a.

b.

man-doksi
mann-futuboi
mannpikin

‘drake’
‘male servant’
‘boy/son’

doksi (N)
futuboi (N)
pikin (N)

‘duck’
‘servant’
‘child’

uman-doksi
uman-futuboi
umanpikin

‘duck’
‘maid’
‘daughter’

doksi (N)
futuboi (N)
pikin (N)

‘duck’
‘servant’
‘child’

There are two abstract-noun forming affixes in Early Sranan, -sanni (< E. some-
thing) and -fast (< E. fashion), which attach to adjectives and verbs:

krukuttusanni
lausanni
prefurusanni

‘injustice’
‘folly/stupidity’
‘prank/tomfoolery’

krukuttu (V)6

lau (V)
prefuru (V)

‘be wrong’
‘be mad/foolish’
‘to play fool’
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kondrefasi
laufasi
porifasi

‘worldliness’
‘folly/stupidity’
‘depravity’

kondre (A)
lau (V)
pori (V)

‘worldly’
‘to be stupid’
‘spoil/ruin/do harm’

There was no evidence in the early sources (nor in later ones) that any of the
superstratum affixes has survived in Early Sranan. The creole has developed its
own inventory of affixes in the course of creolization, and all English affixation
is lost.

3.2. Compounding

Compounding is the most common word-formation process in Early Sranan:
the majority of complex words from Schumann’s dictionary (378 out of a total
of 676) are compounds. This fact confirms claims (as e.g. by Holm 2000: 130)
that creole languages favor new combinations of free morphemes rather than
new combinations of bound morphemes. Early Sranan makes use of quite a
number of different compounding patterns, which we will illustrate in the
following  paragraphs.

The most productive pattern is the combination of two nouns. Different
structural subpatterns can be singled out within this group, depending on
whether the constituents are simplex, complex, or reduplications. As can be
inferred from (7), N + N compounds in Early Sranan can consist of two simplex
nouns, as in (7a), or of a complex noun and a simplex noun, as in (7b) and (7c),
or of a simplex noun and a reduplicated noun, as in (7d and e), or of two
complex nouns, one of which is reduplicated, as in (7f).

a. honi-kakka
‘wax’

muffe neti
‘dusk’

sorro watra
‘pus’

honi (N)

muffe (N)

sorro (N)

‘honey’

‘mouth’

‘sore’

kakka (N)

neti (N)

watra (N)

‘droppings’

‘night’

‘water’

b.

c.

potimanjakketi
‘salt fish of
special kind’

muffe sabbatem
‘dusk’

potiman (N)

muffe (N)

‘poor
man’

‘mouth’

jakketi (N)

sabbatem (N) ‘evening’

‘coat’
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d.

e.

f.

smeri-wirriwirri
‘basil’ smeri (N)

jamjam -sakka
‘stomach’ jamjam (N)

sakkasakka-snekki
‘rattle-snake’ sakkasakka (N)

Bakkrakondre-jamjam
‘European Bakkra-kondre

fruits and (N)
plants’

‘smell’

‘food’

‘rattle’

‘Europe’

wirriwirri (N)

sakka (N)

snekki (N)

jamjam (N)

‘grass’

‘sack/bag’

‘snake’

‘food’

Early Sranan N + N compounds can be both endocentric (e.g. (7e)) and exocen-
tric (e.g. (7b)). However, endocentric compounds with heads in the rightmost
position prevail.

Another productive pattern in Early Sranan is
which also consists of several subpatterns: simplex A + simplex N, as in (8a), or
simplex A + complex N, as in (8b), or simplex A + reduplicated N, as in (8c), or
a reduplicated A + reduplicated N, as in (8d). Of these patterns, the simplex
A + simplex N pattern seems to prevail: 70 words out of 75 words formed
according to the A + N pattern are combinations of a simplex adjective and a
simplex noun.

a.

b.

c.

d.

dungruhosso
‘prison’

ougri meti
‘tiger’

tarraissredeh
‘day before

yesterday’

drewirriwirri
‘hay’

soso-takkitakki
‘prattle’

dungru (A)

ougri (A)

tarra (A)

dre (A)

soso (A)

‘dark’

‘evil’

‘another’

‘dry’

‘useless’

hosso (N)

meti (N)

issredeh (N)

wirriwirri (N)

takkitakki (N)

‘house’

‘animal’

‘yesterday’

‘grass’

‘talk,
gossip’

Early Sranan A+N compounds often have a non-compositional meaning (e.g.
tranga heddi, literally ‘strong head’, means ‘stubborness’, and drewirriwirri does
not simply mean ‘dry grass’, but ‘hay’), and are characterized by syntactic
atomicity, e.g. the elements of the A + N compound dungruhosso – ‘prison’
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cannot be separated by any other element: if we inserted the adjective biggi –
‘big’ in between the components of the compound dungruhosso it would no
longer bear the meaning ‘prison’.

A+N compounds can be both endocentric (as in 8a), which are predomi-
nantly right-headed, and exocentric (as, for example, krukuttu tereh ‘scorpion’,
literally ‘crooked tail’).

Verb-noun compounds are also attested in Schumann’s dictionary. Within
this pattern two subpatterns can be singled out: simplex V + simplex N, as in
(9a), and reduplicated V + simplex N, as in (9b).

a.

b.

tingi oli
‘rape oil’

wippi-snekki
‘very thin

snake’

tingi (V)

wippi (V)

‘to stink’

‘to whip’

oli (N)

snekki (N)

‘oil’

‘snake’

‘ants’müra (N)‘to walk to
and fro’

wakkawakka-müra
‘ants of wakkawakka (V)

special kind’

With respect to headedness, two groups of V + N compounds can be distin-
guished in Early Sranan: exocentric compounds where the noun can be the
direct object of the verb, e.g. kakkawatra ‘diarrhea’ (lit. ‘to excrete water’), and
endocentric compounds where the noun is not the direct object of the verb, as it
is the case in all examples in (9).

The pattern with the least number of examples (only 8) and no subpatterns
is the one in which apparently verbs occur as the right element:

belle-hati
vool-kweki
grunn sheki
hattibronn
tappobari

‘stomach-ache’
‘chicken-breeding’
‘earthquake’
‘anger/wrath’
‘thunder’

belle (N)
vool (N)
grunn (N)
hatti (N)
tappo (N)

‘belly’
‘chicken’
‘earth’
‘heart’
‘heaven’

hati (V)
kweki (V)
sheki (V)
bronn (V)
bari (V)

‘to hurt’
‘to breed’
‘to shake’
‘to burn’
‘to cry’

However, such an analysis creates problems with regard to the headedness of
these compounds. If the final elements of the compounds are verbs and Sranan
compounds are standardly right-headed,7 it is unclear how the compounds in
(10) can be nouns. This problem is avoided if we take into account the multi-
functionality of members of different word-classes in Early Sranan (Voorhoeve
1981). Thus, one can easily argue that the second constituents of the compounds
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in (10) are not verbs, but deverbal nouns, and that these compounds are regular
endocentric, right-headed compounds. Thus, e.g. the words belle-hati could
be paraphrased as ‘belly-hurting’, boon-jam as ‘bones-eating’, tappobari as
‘heaven-crying’, etc. Under this interpretation two groups of N + V/N com-
pounds can be singled out in Early Sranan. The first group would include the
words of the type belle-hati, where the first element can be the subject, but not
the object of the verb. These words resemble English root compounds of the
type nosebleed and sunshine, where the first element also can be the subject, but
not the object of the verb (see Bauer 1983: 205 for discussion). The second
group then would include words of the type vool-kweki ‘chicken-breeding’,
where the first element can be the object of the second element, and the
semantic interpretation of the whole complex word can be derived from the
argument structure of the head. In the latter cases one can draw a parallel
to English synthetic compounds of the type snow removal, truck-driving, fox-
hunting etc.

Besides the patterns discussed above, which appear to be rather common
word-formation devices, there are a number of other compounding patterns
which are more marginal in Early Sranan word-formation, but are nonethe-
less worth mentioning here because they demonstrate the wide variety of
compounding patterns available in Sranan already at the initial stages of its
development.

(11) a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

pisifo ‘piece (of money)-four’ ‘one guilder/four shillings’

Gado dri-wan ‘God-three-one’ ‘Trinity’

‘sole of the foot’

‘same/indifferent’
‘several/various’

‘almost/nearly’

‘continually/incessantly/
eternally’

‘completely/utterly/
through and through’

teh dorro ‘till-through’

ondro-futu

allawan ‘all/every-one’
morro menni ‘more-many’

pikin morro ‘small-more’

tehgo ‘till-go’

‘under-foot’
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h.

i.

j.

To summarize, we have shown in this subsection that Early Sranan makes
extensive use of compounding as a word-formation device. We will now turn to
reduplication.

3.3. Reduplication

Reduplication is said to be a much more common type of word-formation
among the languages of the world than different types of affixation (Bauer 1988:
25; see also Moravcsik 1978 for an overview of reduplication types in the lan-
guages of the world). Moreover, reduplication is considered to be a mechanism
largely favored by creole languages (Holm 2000: 121, Huttar and Huttar 1997:
395, see also Sebba 1981 for brief discussion). Early Sranan also makes use of
reduplication as a word-formation device. However, in comparison to affixation
and compounding, it is less common: only 88 words out of the total of 676
complex words from Schumann’s dictionary are produced by reduplication.
Moreover, many of the reduplicated words are combinations of bound
morphemes, and thus unproductive.

The most productive type of reduplication attested in Schumann’s diction-
ary is reduplication of verbal bases with nominalizing effect, as is shown in (12).
The meanings of nominalizing reduplication in Early Sranan may be of different
kinds: ‘instrument for Ving’, as in (12a); ‘act of Ving’, as in (12b), ‘result of
Ving’, as in (12c), and ‘someone who Vs/something that Vs’, as in (12d).

a.

b.
c.
d.

kamkamm
krabbokrabbo
nainai
sibisibi
fumfum
takkitakki
djompo djompo

‘comb’
‘rake’
‘needle’
‘broom’
‘beating’
‘prattle’
‘grasshopper’

kamm (V)
krabbo (V)
nai (V)
sibi (V)
fumm (V)
takki (V)
djompo (V)

‘to comb’
‘to scratch’
‘to sew’
‘to sweep’
‘to beat’
‘to talk’
‘to jump’

kommoppo ‘come-up’

tu deh worko ‘two-day-work’

tînnatu ‘ten-and-two’

‘to go out/to stand up’

‘Tuesday’

‘twelve’

Nominalizing reduplication is also common in other creole languages, e.g. in
Saramaccan (Bakker 1987: 30) and Berbice Dutch (Kouwenberg 1994: 248f).

(12)
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Intensifying reduplication is another reduplication process found in
Schumann’s dictionary. Here, two major types can be distinguished: reduplica-
tion of adjectives with the resultant meaning ‘very A’, as in (13a), and reduplica-
tion of members of other word-classes, such as adverbs, nouns or determiners,
also with intensifying effect, as in (13b).

(13) a.

b.

bun-bun
krinkrin
moimoi

‘very good’
‘very clear, very clean’
‘very beautiful’

bun (A)
krin (A)
moi (A)

‘good’
‘clear, clean’
‘beautiful’

non-adjectival types

horro-horro
kwetikweti
wanwàn
nono

‘to make many holes’
‘completely’
‘alone’
‘not at all’

horro (N)
kweti (Adv)
wan (Det)
no (Adv)

‘hole’
‘quite’
‘one’
‘no, not’

Intensifying reduplication is also wide-spread in other creole languages (e.g.
Bakker 1987: 25, Steffensen 1979: 124).

One more interesting type of reduplication attested in Schumann’s diction-
ary is the so-called resultative reduplication where verbal bases are reduplicated
with the purpose of creating adjectives with the meaning ‘result of Ving’, as
shown in (14):

(14)
brokko-broko ‘broken’ brokko (V) ‘to break’

This type, though productive in some other creole languages and Gbe (e.g. see
Lefebvre 1998: 319–320 for Haitian, Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002: 202ff for
Gbe), seems to be marginal in Early Sranan; there is only one example of this
type attested in Schumann’s dictionary.

3.4. Conclusion

The discussion of complex words in Early Sranan presented above has shown
that, contrary to earlier claims, creole morphology is neither marginal nor non-
existent. During the first one hundred years of its existence Early Sranan has
developed a large word-formation inventory which consists of a variety of deri-
vational patterns and allows lexical expansion out of its own resources. Another
significant finding emerging from the analysis of the early Sranan sources is that
there is no trace left of English bound morphemes, apart from unanalyzed
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borrowings such as paiman (< E. payment). Superstrate morphology is com-
pletely lost.

We may now turn to a more detailed discussion of some of the Early Sranan
data to shed new light on the problem of semantic transparency.

4. SEMANTIC TRANSPARENCY IN CREOLE MORPHOLOGY

4.1. The semantic transparency hypothesis

As already mentioned in the introduction, there is the wide-spread opinion that
creoles are characterized by semantically transparent and regular derivational
morphology (e.g. Seuren and Wekker 1986: 65, McWhorter 1998, 2000). The
main rationale for this hypothesis is that creoles are fairly young languages, so
that one chief factor responsible for morphological opacity in older languages is
inactive, i.e. long-term semantic drift. McWhorter (1998: 798) writes that the
“semantic irregularity of derivation arises from the inevitable process of seman-
tic drift and metaphorical inference”.

However, apart from long-term semantic drift, opacity can also arise
through various other mechanisms, borrowing chiefly among them. Opacity is
therefore to be expected in a language arising through language contact, such
as a creole.

Before we will look at the Early Sranan data to see whether this prediction
is borne out by the facts, some basic theoretical points concerning semantic
transparency need to be clarified, in order to make an informed discussion
possible. For example, what exactly is meant by the term ‘semantic
transparency’?

In order to clarify what we mean by ‘semantic transparency’ (or its opposite,
opacity) we should perhaps first state what we do not mean by that term. This is
important because psycholinguistic studies have shown that semantically totally
opaque derivatives are not treated as complex words in the mental lexicon (e.g.
McQueen and Cutler 1998). In other words, total non-transparency is non-
morphology and neither in creoles nor in non-creoles do we find totally opaque
morphology. The semantic transparency hypothesis can thus only be sensibly
interpreted as referring to non-total opacity. This entails that semantic transpar-
ency is basically a gradient concept, with total transparency and total opacity
being the endpoint on a scale of transparency. That such a scale is psychologi-
cally real has been shown by psycholinguists such as Gonnermann and
Andersen (2001), Hay (2000,2001). It is therefore not entirely clear on the basis
of which data the semantic transparency hypothesis can be considered falsified.
We will return to this question shortly.

How can semantic transparency in morphology be defined? In his morphol-
ogy textbook, Bauer introduces the term as follows:
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“Transparency is the extent to which there is a clear match of meaning
and form. To the extent that the relationship between the two is
obscured, the construction is said to be opaque.” (Bauer 1988:189)

In a more detailed recent study of morphological transparency, Ronneberger-
Sibold gives the following definition:

“[t]ransparency of complex words ... means the possibility of inferring
a meaning from the parts of such a word ... and the way they are
combined. The term therefore comprises not only morphological seg-
mentability, but also the possibility of a semantic interpretation of the
morphs combined.” (Ronneberger-Sibold 2001: 98)

According to both definitions, the relation of form and meaning is the central
issue. Phonological and semantic similarity to other forms must coincide to
make a complex word transparent. Segmentability and interpretability are
functions of this similarity, and thus central ingredients of transparency.

There are several ways, in which segmentability and interpretability can be
disturbed and opacity be created. As mentioned above, one very common way
of marring transparency is metaphorical extension. If the meaning of complex
words is metaphorically extended, the individual morphemes may still be seg-
mentable, but the correct interpretation of the complex word will not be pos-
sible due to the change of meaning. As an example of such an extension
consider the word curiosity, whose segmentability is not disturbed, but whose
interpretation as ‘curious thing’ is to some extent obscure. DeGraff (2001) and
Plag (2001) cite a number of examples that show that opacity resulting from
metaphorical extension is undeniably present in creoles, and some of the com-
pounds discussed in section 3 above further support this point. In his later
paper, even McWhorter (2000: 91) allows metaphorical extensions to be present
in creoles, but disallows “cases in which the metaphorical connection between
the synchronic interpretation and the original compositional one has become
either completely unrecoverable, or only gleanable to the etymologist or histori-
cal semanticist”.

However, and crucially, partial or complete unrecoverability can be
observed not only with words that are extreme cases of metaphorical extensions.
Ronneberger-Sibold (2001: 99) observes that “[i]t is common lore of historical
linguistics that, by different kinds of diachronic change and borrowing, transpar-
ency of complex words can be lost.” (emphasis added). Apart from borrowing,
“loss of transparency typically results from an interaction of sound change,
semantic change (idiomatization), lexical change (the dying out of lexemes) and
cultural change in various proportions” (Ronneberger-Sibold 2001: 103). Some
of these mechanisms are illustrated by the following examples from English and
German:
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(15) a.
b.

c.

loss of morphemes: obsolete hap in hapless
phonological change: English heal – health,
German hintbeere lit. ‘hind-berry’ > Himbeere ‘raspberry’
accidental phonological similarity:
latent – lately – late, hearse – rehearse, accord – accordion

(15a) presents an example of the dying out of a morpheme. While hapless and
happy are still in use, the original stem hap is obsolete, turning hapless and
happy into opaque formations. A different source of opacity, phonological
change, was at work with the examples in (15b). In the case of heal – health the
segmentability and relatedness is disturbed by the non-identity of the (in Old
English times still identical) vowels. The German word for raspberry is another
classical case in point. Here the phonological form of the first part of the former
compound hintbeere, literally ‘hind-berry’, has made Him- a morph that does
not occur outside this combination. Such morphs are often called cranberry
morphs, and they necessarily bring opacity to the word they are part of, because
they negatively impinge on the word’s interpretability.

(15c) presents a different outcome of phonological change. While in (15b)
phonological change led to a decrease in transparency, in (15c) phonological
change has created an accidental relatedness which was not there before, but
which could now be analyzed as non-transparent morphology. Thus lately, but
not latent, is derived from late. A similar case is the pair hearse – rehearse.
Finally, the case of accordion and accord illustrates the creation of accidental
phonological relatedness through the borrowing of a word (Italian accordion).

As we will see in the next sub-section, examples of partial or complete
opacity arising from mechanisms other than metaphorical extension are abun-
dant in Early Sranan. From this it follows that synchronically, the outcomes of
all these mechanisms are indistinguishable, i.e. synchronically, creole opacity is
indistinguishable from non-creole opacity.

4.2. Morphological opacity in Early Sranan

Let us first look at cases where we have phonological relatedness without clear
semantic relatedness:

(16) a.

b.

c.

nem-sheki
nem
sheki
watramune
watra
mune
klossibai
klossi

‘namesake’
‘name’
‘shake, move’
‘watermelon’
‘water’
‘moon, month’
‘near to’
‘clothes’

( <E. water, D. meloen)
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In all these cases we can segment the complex word easily into two constituents,
but the interpretability is problematic. None of the complex words can be (fully)
interpreted on the basis of the two constituents. The second elements of nem-
sheki,8 and watramune show accidental phonological similarities with other
Sranan words, as do klossibai and klossi, which have independently been bor-
rowed from English (close by and clothes). Note that watramune could also be
interpreted as a potential case of folk etymology, where the unknown second
element meloen was replaced by a similar-sounding familiar word, which made
the compound more transparent (given the shape of the referent of mune). But
even if viewed as a case of folk etymology, watramune is still not completely
transparent.

Another case of opacity whose exact origin is hard to pin down is
fu(r)furman

(17) fu(r)furman
fu(r)fur
-man

1. ‘thief’,
‘steal’
‘-er’

2. ‘trigger (of a gun)’

While the interpretation ‘thief’ is totally transparent, the interpretation ‘trigger
(of a gun)’ remains opaque. Under the assumption that the meaning ‘trigger’
might be a metaphorical extension of the original meaning ‘thief’ (perhaps
because of the crooked shape of the trigger of a gun, an admittedly far-fetched
analysis), this example would show that even in a relatively short period of time
we find diachronic processes at work leading to opacity.

A third class of non-transparent formations are reduplications without
existing base words. These are abundant in Schumann’s dictionary (see Braun
2001 for details), and we only list a small subset for illustration:

(18) bus(i)bus(i)
kummakumma
gobbogobbo

‘cat’
‘fish species’
‘a small type of peanut’

The putative base words bus(i), kumma, and gobbo are not independently
attested in any of the Early Sranan sources. This state of affairs is similar to the
one in the major substrate language Gbe, which also has numerous reduplica-
tions without existing base words in its lexicon (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002:
197).

A fourth group of opaque complex words are reduplications with existing
bases, but without a clear semantic relationship between the base and the
reduplication. Consider the data in (19):

(19) a. wasiwasi
wasi

‘wasp’
‘wash’
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b.

c.

d.

kwasikwasi
kwasimamma
mamma

‘a bush fox’
‘a kind of big fish’
‘something very big’, also: ‘mother’

‘hair, grass, leaves’
‘thicket’
‘cut’

‘market’
‘a kind of deer (species)’
‘deer’

woijowoijo
woijodia
dia

wirriwirri
kappewirri
kappe

Finally, there is a very large group of complex forms with cranberry morphs as
constituents. The examples in (20) and (21) illustrate this phenomenon.
Question marks indicate that the form is uninterpretable, due to lack of inde-
pendent attestations.

(20) gumarra
guneti
gu/gu-
gudu
-marra
ta-

‘good morning’
‘good night’
?, not otherwise attested
‘goods, riches’
?, only attested in tamarra
?, only attested in tamarra

(< E. good morrow)
(<E. good night)

(<E. good)
(‘tomorrow’, <E. tomorrow),

On the basis of gumarra and guneti, one could argue for the existence of a
morpheme gu/gu- ‘good’. However, there is no evidence from outside these two
words that could justify this morphemic analysis, apart from the existence of
gudu, which is etymologically related, but has a different meaning. Even if one
accepted gu/gu- ‘good’ as a possible analysis, a new question emerges, namely
that of the status of -marra. This string is only attested outside gumarra in
tamarra ‘tomorrow’, so that we end up here with basically the same problem as
before, namely that we have segmented a string that constitutes a cranberry
morph. Note that a similar problem occurs in English, if one would want to
analyze the status of to- in to-morrow, to-day, to-night, which stresses the point
that opacity in creoles and non-creoles may take on very similar forms.

Analogous cases are -mal in allamal, the first elements in faddom, siddom,
liddom, jara- in jarabakka, bol and tri in boltri and kattantri, mussu- in mussudeh
and mussudina and a couple of other examples listed in (21):

(21) a. allapeh
allasanni
allatem
allamal
mal

‘everywhere’
‘everything’
‘always’
‘all’
?, not otherwise attested

(<D. allemaal ‘all’)
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bukudumm
buku
dom/don

‘bend (down)’
‘bend (down)’
‘down’

faddom
siddom
liddom
fad
sid-
lid-

c. jarabakka
bakka
jara
redi/geeri

d. kattantri
boltri

bol
tri
boom

e.

f.

fleimussu
mussudeh
mussudina
mussu

surdegi
sakka
sur
degi

(<D. bukken, E. down),

‘fall (down)’,
‘sit (down)’
‘lie (down), lay’
?, not otherwise attested
?, not otherwise attested
?, not otherwise attested

‘yellowback (fish species)’
‘back’
?, not otherwise attested
‘yellow’

(Van Dyk 1765:127,
Nepveu 1770: 90)

(< E. fall down)
(< E. sit down)
(<E. lie down)

(<E. yellow)
(Schumann 1783: 233,

Focke 1855: 37)
(<E.red/D. geel)

(< E. bully tree)

(< D. boom)

(<E . fly, mouse)
(< ? -day)
(< ? -dinner)

( < Tamil siru-sakkei,
den Besten 1992)

(< D. zuurdeeg)
(< E. sack, D. zak)

‘cottontree’
‘a kind of heavy
and hard wood’
?, not otherwise attested
?, not otherwise attested
‘tree’

‘bat’
‘dawn’
‘short before midday’
?, not otherwise attested

‘anona muricata’

‘leaven’
‘bag’
?, not otherwise attested
?, not otherwise attested

g.

h.

i.

Saramakka9

sara
makka

wissiwassi
wissi
wassi

sirrisirra
sirri
sirra

‘tribe name’
?, not otherwise attested
‘thorn’

‘silly’
‘poison’
‘wash’

‘crayfish’
‘seed’
?, not otherwise attested

(<E. wishy-washy)

sursakka
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kumsakka
kum
sakka

‘itching on the feet’
?, not otherwise attested
1. ‘bag’, 2. ‘lower, make fall’

(21k) not only presents the problem of the cranberry morph kum, but also the
problem that the possible meanings of the second element ‘bag’ or ‘lower, make
fall’ seem to stand in no obvious relation to the meaning of the complex word:
‘itching on the feet’.

To summarize, the data show that semantic opacity effects are quite fre-
quent in Early Sranan. In view of the massive empirical evidence the semantic
transparency hypothesis cannot be upheld. The interesting question is of course
what is responsible for the observed opacity effects. Given that we are dealing
with data from a language which has not been in existence for more than one
hundred years at the time of recording, long-term semantic drift can be excluded
as a source of opacity. What the data show, however, is that the language has
borrowed many unanalyzed complex forms, which, as other related forms are
borrowed, are only partially reanalyzed and interpretable.

The presence of opacity effects in Early Sranan thus shows that non-trans-
parency can occur already in the early stages of the emerging creole language.
This is to be expected in a contact situation, where contact, and not semantic
drift, is responsible for non-transparency. Synchronically, the outcomes of
the different mechanisms are indistinguishable, so that, synchronically, creole
opacity is indistinguishable from non-creole opacity.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown that a large proportion of the lexical stock of Early
Sranan consists of complex words. Morphology can therefore not be considered
marginal or even non-existent in this language (or in creoles in general). Among
the word-formation processes, we find affixation, compounding and reduplica-
tion. The comprehensive analysis of the available sources has also shown that
derivational morphemes of the input languages are completely lost in the creoli-
zation of Sranan. None of the dozens of English affixes has survived creoliza-
tion. This stands in remarkable contrast to other creole languages that have
preserved (or reconstituted) bound morphemes of their input languages.
Haitian has, among many others, -syon (<-tion), -man (<-ment), -aj (<-age)
from French (e.g. Lefebvre 1998, DeGraff 2001), Papiamentu employs, among
many others, Spanish-derived -mentu (<miento), -dó (<dor), -shon (<-cion)
(Dijkhoff 1993). The reason for this discrepancy between languages like Sranan
on the one hand, and languages like Haitian and Papiamentu on the other
remains to be detected. Two factors are in principle possible, structural or socio-
historical. For example, it is remarkable that both Spanish and French have a

j.
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tendency of placing stress on their suffixes, which would make these elements
more salient and more easily borrowable. However, this does not explain why
English auto-stressed suffixes like -ation did not make it into the creole and why
prefixes, which mostly have secondary stress in English, French and Spanish,
did only survive in the said Romance-based creoles. Such considerations point
into the non-structural direction. The crucial difference between the languages
may not have been the morphological or phonological structure of their super-
strates but the nature and length of contact between the superstrate and the
creole. Furthermore, it is not clear whether languages like Haitian and
Papiamentu have really preserved superstrate morphology in the creolization
process, or whether they have reconstituted, i.e. borrowed, superstrate morphol-
ogy long after creolization. A detailed investigation of these questions is clearly
called for.

The analysis of complex words in Early Sranan has shown that the semantic
transparency hypothesis is untenable. Semantic opacity in creoles primarily
comes about not by long-term semantic drift, but through the borrowing of
complex words, which are later not, or only partially, reanalyzed. This leads to
an abundance of non-transparent complex words whose segmentability and
interpretability are severely restricted. On the basis of their derivational mor-
phology, creoles and non-creoles are therefore synchronically indistinguishable.

1 The authors are grateful for comments on earlier versions of this paper to Birgit Alber,
Peter Bakker, Hans den Besten, Sabine Lappe and the audiences at the International
Workshop on the Phonology and Morphology of Creole Languages (Siegen, August 2001)
and at the conference ‘Wolfgang Ullrich Wurzel in memoriam – Typological Aspects of
Markedness and Complexity’ (Berlin, December 2001). Special thanks go to Jacques Arends
and Elke Ronneberger-Sibold for their critical and helpful reviews. This article is dedicated to
the memory of Wolfgang Ullrich Wurzel.
2 These figures result from an automatic count of types and tokens with the help of text
retrieval software. The results of such counts are not entirely reliable because they do not take
into account orthographic inconsistencies or errors. For example, if a word is spelled in two
different ways, this results in two different types counted. The manually corrected number of
different types is 1644.
3 We have used the following abbreviations for linguistic categories: A – Adjective, Adv –
Adverb, Conj – Conjunction, Det – Determiner, N – Noun, Num – Numeral, Pr – Pronoun,
Prep – Preposition, V – Verb.
4 See Packard (2000), Lüdeling et.al. (2002), for a similar approach.
5 For reasons of space, we only provide one orthographic variant of each word in the
examples.
6 It should be noted here that the word krukuttu is, as many words in Sranan, multifunc-
tional: it can be, according to Schumann (1783: 165), an adjective ‘crooked’, a noun
‘crookedness/injustice’ and a verb ‘to be crooked’. Since multifunctionality is a wide-spread
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phenomenon in Sranan (Voorhoeve 1981), the decision about the word-class affiliation of a
given item is often problematic. Taking this into consideration in the present paper we defined
word-class membership of a given word by correlating the information on the word-class
affiliation of this word provided in Schumann’s dictionary with the word-class of the bases
that participate in the same word-formation pattern. Thus, in the case of krukuttu, Schumann’s
dictionary provides three possible word-classes, but all the other bases to which the suffix
-sanni can be attached are verbal bases. Since krukuttu can also be a verb, its word-class
affiliation is taken to be the one that fits the word-formation pattern. This approach has been
used consistently throughout the present paper. In doing so, we follow the practice of charac-
terizing word-formation processes in terms of the part of speech of their input as e.g. deverbal,
denominal etc. Note, however, that we do so out of convenience, not necessarily out of
theoretical conviction. The present paper remains agnostic as to the issue of multifunctionality
or the role of syntactic category information in word-formation (see, e.g., Plag 1998 for
discussion of the latter point).
7 There are two cases of variation in head-modifier order attested in Schumann’s dictionary
(horrowatra ~ watra-horro ‘spring, well’; janjam-sakka ~ sakka janjam ‘stomach’), and a few
compounds that could potentially be analyzed as left-headed (e.g. flamm faija (flame + fire)
‘fire flame’, pisi fo, see (11a), watra muffe (water + mouth) ‘saliva’). Given the clear patterning
of the majority of compounds we can assume that Early Sranan compounds are standardly
right-headed.
8 Jacques Arends suggested that < sh > in nem-sheki might be a transcription error (< sh >
instead of <s>) This is, however, unlikely in view of the fact that the word occurs in two
different spellings (nem-sheki and nem sheki) and in both cases < sh > is used. The occurrence
of <sh> could either be phonetically motivated (assimilation to the following vowel), or
(more likely) it is in fact a case of folk etymology: seki (<E. sake) is not attested in Schumann,
the use of the frequent verb sheki can at least partially motivate the second element in the
compound, even though the compound as a whole is still not completely transparent.
9 Jacques Arends pointed out to us that the ethnonym Saramakka (and its source, the
toponym designating the Saramakka River) is ultimately of Amerindian origin (cf. Carib or
Arawak -ka suffix). On the basis of this fact one could perhaps argue that it is not a morpho-
logically complex word at all and should therefore not be discussed here. However, Nübling
(2001) convincingly shows that names, toponyms in particular, are often partially motivated
and transparent, because they are made of independently attested lexical items (cf., for
example Newcastle, Cambridge, Blackpool etc.). Linking Saramakka and makka may thus be
a case of folk etymology, which, however and crucially, leads to a semi-transparent form,
where the meaning of at least one part can be inferred.
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Tonal morphology in a creole: High-tone raising in
Saramaccan serial verb constructions

JEFF GOOD

0. INTRODUCTION*

The focus of this paper is on several cases of tone raising in Saramaccan, an
Atlantic creole spoken in Surinam, which appear to be best analyzed as the
manifestation of morphological floating high tones. Floating tones have been a
well-recognized part of modern linguistic theory since at least Goldsmith (1976:
57–62) who defined a floating tone as “a segment specified only for tone which,
at some point during the derivation, merges with some vowel, thus passing on
its tonal features to that vowel (1976: 57).”

It is not uncommon for a floating tone to serve as the sole marker of a
morphosyntactic construction in tonal languages. Goldsmith, for example,
describes a floating high tone in Igbo which appears at the right edge of pre-
verbal nouns to mark particular kinds of subordinate clauses (1976: 57–62).
And, the use of such floating tonal morphemes has not been limited, by any
means, only to phonological works like Goldsmith’s. In a recent article with a
focus on syntax and semantics, for example, Bisang and Sonaiya (1999), explic-
itly represent a type of subject marker in Yoruba as a floating high tone.

Because of the nature of their phonological structure, a notable characteris-
tic of floating tone morphemes is the fact that they may fail to be overtly
realized due to the tonal specification of the tone bearing units (TBU’s) which
could potentially serve as their hosts. For example, if a floating high tone atta-
ches to a TBU which is already marked with a high tone, there is no way for
that floating high tone to be unambiguously realized, barring some special
tonological process. Two high tones attaching to some TBU are simply indistin-
guishable, on the surface, from one high tone attaching to a TBU.

Like Yoruba and Igbo (and many other languages), Saramaccan exhibits
phenomena which can be well analyzed as the surface manifestation of floating
tones. In the case of Saramaccan, the conditions under which these tones can be
overtly realized are particularly restrictive because Saramaccan only allows one
tone to attach to any TBU.1 Thus, if the available host for a floating tone is

*I would like to thank John McWhorter, Larry Hyman, Marvin Kramer, Ingo Flag, and two
anonymous reviewers for their comments on earlier versions of this work. I would also like to thank
the attendees at the Workshop on Creole Phonology and Morphology held in Siegen, Germany on
August 22–24, 2001. Finally, special thanks should go to my primary consultant Henry Leisberger
and the other members of his family who assisted on occasion. Mr. Leisberger is from the village of
Gaanze in Surinam.

Geert Booij and Jaap van Marle (eds), Yearbook of Morphology 2002, 105–134.
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in Great Britain.
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already specified for tone, for whatever reason, the floating tone simply cannot
be realized.

Unlike Yoruba and Igbo, however, the fact that Saramaccan is a creole
makes the existence of floating morphological tones in the language very sur-
prising. McWhorter (1998), for example, in developing his notion of the creole
prototype, specifically cites a lack of inflectional and tonal morphology as a
general feature of creole languages. The floating high tones which will be pro-
posed here for Saramaccan are taken to be inflectional markers of serial verb
phrase constructions. The existence, then, of these apparently inflectional and
tonal morphemes is very significant in light of general creole typology. To the
best of my knowledge, tonal inflectional morphology has not been proposed for
any other creole – making the arguments to be presented here even more
noteworthy.

Saramaccan is an English-based creole with heavy Portuguese and Dutch
influence spoken in the interior of Surinam. Of the Atlantic creoles, Saramaccan
is often singled out as having had especially little superstratal contact. (The fact
that it has a particularly well-developed tone system is probably related to this
aspect of its history.) The tone system of the language has been the subject of
two descriptive studies (Rountree 1972, Voorhoeve 1961) and one more recent
theoretical work (Ham 1999).

There is an underlying three-way tonal contrast in Saramaccan among
TBU’s specified for high tone, TBU’s specified for low tone, and TBU’s which
are unspecified for tone underlyingly. TBU’s unspecified for tone surface with a
low tone as a default. However, several processes, both phonological and mor-
phological, cause unspecified TBU’s to be realized with a high tone on the
surface – I use the word ‘raising’ as a cover term for such effects throughout
the paper.

The data in (1) shows how low-tone TBU’s and TBU’s unspecified for tone
behave differently in raising environments.

(1) a.

b.

dí taánga wómi  dí tàángá wómì
the strong man
‘the strong man’

d í wómi  dí wómí
the sly man
‘the sly man’

In Saramaccan, an adjective and a following noun form a phonological
phrase in which a kind of tonal plateauing acts to raise unspecified TBU’s to a
high tone when they are flanked by high-tone TBU’s. Thus, in (1a) the final a of
taánga ‘strong’ surfaces with a high tone. The first a of taánga, which is also
underlyingly unspecified for tone, surfaces with a default low tone since it is not
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part of any raising environment. Example (1b) illustrates the contrast between
TBU’s specified for low tone and those unspecified for tone. The final two
TBU’s of ‘sly’ are underlyingly specified with low tones and, therefore,
are not raised within any raising environment.2 Throughout the paper, I will
refer to the type of raising seen in (1a) as high-tone plateauing to distinguish it
from the other types of tone raising, which are discussed in section 1. High-tone
plateauing is the source of all phonologically conditioned raising in Saramaccan
– and, in fact, applies far more generally than raising which is not phonologically
conditioned.

While most tone raising in Saramaccan is a result of the phonologically
conditioned plateauing just discussed, some instances of it are not. Morpho-
syntactically raised tones are found in serial verb constructions. These are com-
plex predicates which contain more than one verb. An example of tone raising
found in a serial verb phrase can be seen in (2b) which is contrasted with (2a).

(2) a.

b.

A náki dí tatái.
À  nákì dí tátáì.
he hit the rope
“He hit the rope”

A náki dí tatái
À nákí dí tátáì
he hit the rope loosen
“He hit the rope and loosened it.”

In (2a), the last TBU of náki ‘hit’ is underlyingly unspecified for tone and
surfaces with a default low tone. However, in (2b), náki is a non-final verb in a
serial verb phrase (the verb  ‘loosen’ follows it). In this environment, the
last syllable of náki is raised due to the presence of a high-tone ‘suffix’ marking
its syntactic positioning in the serial verb phrase.

The focus of this paper are floating high-tone morphemes in Saramaccan of
the sort seen in (2b). Section 1 will describe the specific environments where
these high-tone morphemes are found and discuss how they interact with the
other tone raising process in the language – high-tone plateauing. Section 2 will
sketch a synchronic analysis of these morphemes, paying particular attention to
whether or not they should be treated as word-level or phrase-level markers.
Section 3 will discuss the possible diachronic origins of these high tones. Finally,
section 4 will present some concluding remarks on the importance of these
morphemes for claims about the status of morphology in creole languages.

1. THE HIGH-TONE MORPHEMES OF SARAMACCAN

As mentioned above, most tone raising in Saramaccan is phonologically condi-
tioned high-tone plateauing. In particular, within a phonological phrase, TBU’s
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unspecified for tone are realized with a high tone when flanked by high-tone
TBU’s. Rountree (1972:314–325) describes various environments where raising
is found in Saramaccan. She considers all tone raising to be the result of high-
tone plateauing of the sort seen in (1a). However, while some instances of tone
raising in serial verb phrases look superficially as though they can be instances
of high-tone plateauing, this is not true for all cases.

Two of Rountree’s (1972) examples of serial-verb raising are given in (3).

(3) a.

b.

Mì hópo kumútu à dí wósu.
Mì hópó kúmutù à dí wósù.
I up go out of the house
“I get up and go out of the house.” (Rountree 1972: 324)

Mì ó= náki dí lógòsò kulé gó à mì wósu.
Mì ó= nákí dí lògòsò kúlé gó à mì wósù.
I FUT = hit the turtle run go to my house
“I will hit the turtle and run to my house.” (Rountree 1972: 325)

In (3a) the two verbs in the serial verb phrase, hópo ‘(go) up’ and kumútu
‘go out’, are adjacent. As can be seen, the final tone of hópo and the first tone
of kumútu are raised. Since these TBU’s are flanked by two high tones, the
raising in (3a) looks as if it could be an example of high-tone plateauing.
However, the sentence in (3b) shows that this analysis is probably not ideal. In
some respects, it shows a similar sort of raising to that seen in (3a). Namely, the
last syllable of the verb náki ‘hit’ and the first syllable of kulé both raise when
part of a serial verb phrase. However, unlike (3a), these two verbs are not
adjacent, making it difficult to view the raised tones on these verbs as resulting
from high-tone plateauing.3

Rountree, however, does analyze the tone raising seen in (3b) as an instance
of plateauing, claiming, “Successive predicates [raise] with each other whether
they are adjacent or not (324).” Her basic intuition is that, in sentences like
(3b), the object is ‘invisible’ to the plateauing process and the verbs show raising
as if they were adjacent.

Rountree’s intriguing description of serial verb raising was used by Veenstra
(1996: 108–111) to justify an analysis of serial verb phrases wherein, at some
level of derivation, they are adjacent. High-tone plateauing would apply at that
point, and the object would move to an intervening position at some later stage
of the derivation – without affecting the tones on the already raised TBU’s.

However, examining tone-raising effects in serial verb phrases using verbs
whose TBU’s are fully specified for low tones clearly shows that serial verb tone
raising is, at least in part, a separate phenomenon from the phonologically
conditioned high-tone plateauing found elsewhere in the language.

In the sentence in (4), for example, the serial verb wáka ‘walk’ appears
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immediately before the low-tone serial verb bà ‘carry’. Despite the clear
absence of a plateauing environment, the final TBU of wáka surfaces with a
high tone.

(4) A wáka bà wáta gó à wósu.
À  wáká bà wátá gó à wósù.
he walk carry water go in house
“He carries water into the house.”

Furthermore, as the sentences in (5) show, tone raising can also be observed
at the right edge of a serial verb when followed by a non-adjacent low-tone
verb. Sentence (5a) contains the low-tone verb ‘loosen’ following the verb
náki ‘hit’, and sentence (5b) makes use of the low-tone verb bà, seen above,
following the verb féni ‘find’.

(5) a.

b.

A náki dí tatái
À nákí dí tátáì
he hit the rope loosen
“He hit the rope and loosened it.”

A féni wáta bà butá à wósu.
À féní wátà bà bùtá à wásù.
he find water carry put in house
“He finds water and brings it to the house.”

Minimal pair sentences, like those seen in (6), clearly show that the trigger
of the raising is the verb’s presence in a serial verb construction. As seen in (6a),
when the verb féni ‘find’ is not followed by another verb in its sentence, its final
TBU does not show raising. When it is followed by another (in this case, non-
adjacent) verb in a serial verb phrase, its final TBU does show raising, as seen
in (6b). (A similar minimal pair was given in (2).)

(6) a.

b.

Kofí féni Ámba.
Kòfí fénì Ámbà.
Kofi find Amba
“Kofi found Amba.”

Kofí féni Ámba jàà wáta.
Kòfí féní Ámbà jàà wátà.
Kofi find Amba splash water
“Kofi found Amba and splashed her with water.”

The sentences in (4), (5), and (6b) each illustrate one environment where
serial verb raising is observed: the right edge of a non-final verb in a serial verb
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phrase. This is true both when the serial verbs are adjacent (as in (4)) and when
they are non-adjacent (as in (5) and (6b)).

However, serial verb raising is not limited to that one morphosyntactic
environment. As seen in (3b), raising can also be found at the left edge of serial
verbs. In that sentence, the verb kulé ‘run’ surfaces as kúlé. As mentioned
above, Rountree (1972) attributed this to the two serial verbs náki and kulé
plateauing with each other despite the existence of an argument intervening
between them.

As with raising at the right edge of non-final serial verbs, Rountree’s claim
can be straightforwardly tested by seeing whether or not tone raising is found at
the left edge of serial verbs when they are preceded by low-tone verbs.
Sentences constructed along this pattern show different behavior depending on
whether or not the two serial verbs are adjacent. Specifically, raising is not seen
at the left edge of a serial verb when immediately preceded by a low-tone verb,
as seen in (7a), but it is seen when an argument intervenes between the two
verbs, as seen in (7b). (Sentence (7a) is repeated from (5b).)

(7) a.

b.

A féni wáta bà butá à wósu.
À féní wátà bà bùtá à wósù.
he find water carry put in house
“He finds water and brings it to the house.”

A bà wáta
À bà wátá
he carry water drink yesterday
“He carried water and drank it yesterday.”

In (7a) the verb butá ‘put’ surfaces with an initial low-tone TBU, and in (7b)
the verb ‘drink’ surfaces with an initial high-tone TBU. Both of these verbs
are preceded by the same low-tone verb bà ‘carry’.

Raising at the left-edge of a serial verb when it is preceded by an interven-
ing argument is not limited to occurring when the intervening material is a noun
phrase. The sentence in (8) shows that it is also seen when a prepositional
phrase intervenes – raising is again seen on the verb

(8) Kofí féni wáta bà à wósu
Kòfí    féní     wátà    bà   à    wósú
Kofi find water carry to house drink yesterday
“Kofi found water, carried it home, and drank it, yesterday.”

The data in (7) and (8) leads us to a second generalization as to where serial
verb tone raising occurs: The left edge of a serial verb raises when that verb is
not immediately preceded by another verb in its serial verb phrase. There are,
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then, two high-tone morphemes which can be found in serial verb constructions
in Saramaccan. The formal status of these morphemes will be taken up in
section 2. Their conditioning is descriptively summarized in Table 1. In Table 1,
I give two labels for these morphemes. The first, refers to the high tones
which appear at the right edge of serial verbs, and the second, refers to the
high tones which appear at the left edge of serial verbs.

When examining the environments where these serial-verb high-tone mor-
phemes are found, a natural question arises as to whether or not they serve any
discernible grammatical function. In fact, both morphemes can be understood
as taking on some functional load. The morpheme fills the role of an
indicator that there will be at least one other verb in the predicate, thus acting
as a sort of ‘warning’ that there is more of the sentence to come than might
otherwise be expected. The morpheme, on the other hand, can be under-
stood as having the role of ‘reminding’ the hearer that a serial verb phrase is
being constructed. When two serial verbs are adjacent, such a reminder would
be superfluous, and it isn’t found. However, when an object separates the two
verbs, the serial relationship between them becomes somewhat opaque. The
tone makes the existence of such a relationship explicit. Broadly speaking, then,
these morphemes can be viewed as grammatical marking that a verb is part of a
serial verb phrase construction, something which has obvious functional value.

Positing the existence of high-tone morphemes, along the lines of those seen
in Table 1 does not account for all instances of raising seen in Saramaccan serial
verb phrases. For example, in sentence (3a), the first syllable of the verb kumútu
‘go out’ and the second syllable of the verb hópo ‘(go) up’ show raising. The
raising on the verb hópo is consistent with that predicted by the existence of the

morpheme. However, the raising on the first syllable of kumútu is not
predicted as resulting from the morpheme because the two verbs hópo and
kumútu are adjacent.

The explanation for the appearance of a high tone on the first syllable of
kumútu in (3a) is, quite simply, that adjacent serial verbs form a phonological
plateauing environment of the sort exemplified by the data in (la). Thus, the
high tone on the first syllable of kumútu is conditioned by the fact that it is
flanked by two high tones within a phonological phrase.

This analysis poses no particular problem for a general account of
Saramaccan tone raising since, in no environment, is the left edge of a verb seen
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to block plateauing. This can be seen in (9), for example, where the verb and its
preceding subject form a plateauing environment.

(9) Dí wómi tá = woóko taánga lóngi.
Dí wómí tá = wóókò tàángà lóngì.
the man PROG = work  hard long
“The man works hard and long.” (Rountree 1972: 322)

Consistent with these facts, serial verbs also form a plateauing environment
with a preceding object in serial verb phrases with an SVOV structure (simple
SOV order is not allowed in Saramaccan). This can be seen in (7b) above where
the last syllable of wáta ‘water’ raises when followed by the verb ‘drink’. It
can also be seen in (10) below.4

(10) Mí wási koósu butá à dí sónu.
Mí wásí kòósú bútá à dí sónù.
I wash clothes put in the sun
“I wash clothes and put them in the sun.” (Rountree 1972: 325)

Thus, in addition to morphosyntactically conditioned serial-verb tone rais-
ing in Saramaccan, it is also important to recognize that high-tone plateauing
can occur between adjacent serial verbs and a serial verb preceded by a verbal
argument – these facts will play a central role in the diachronic analysis given in
section 3.

The focus of the data presented in this section has been on unambiguously
showing that there are high tones in Saramaccan serial verb phrases which
cannot be analyzed as phonologically conditioned. Thus, the data presented
here has been intended to exemplify a range of phonological environments.
However, serial verb constructions, cross-linguistically, are typically classified
with respect to their syntactic or semantic characteristics. Veenstra (1996) offers
a detailed discussion of the syntax and semantics of serial verbs in Saramaccan,
and Sebba (1987) contains a detailed description of the syntax and semantics of
serial verbs in Sranan, a language closely related to Saramaccan.

The data seen in this section represents at least two important
syntactic/semantic types of serial verb phrases. One of these types, a resultative,
was seen in (5a). Most of the other examples are consecutive serial verb phrases
in which a series of verbs, expressing consecutively performed actions, are
joined into one predicate ((5b) is a good example of this type). It would clearly
be interesting to examine the range of proposed syntactic and semantic types of
serial verb constructions for Saramaccan in order to see if there are any differ-
ences with respect to their use of the morphosyntactic tones described in
Table 1. Unfortunately, such a study has not yet been undertaken.

In the next section, a formal analysis of the morphemes described in Table 1
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will be given, paying particular attention to the point in the derivation at which
the tones are attached to the serial verbs which they mark.

2. THE FORMAL STATUS OF HIGH-TONE MORPHEMES IN
SARAMACCAN

The data in section 1 clearly demonstrates the existence of high-tone mor-
phemes in Saramaccan serial verb phrases. However, the exact status of these
morphemes is not immediately clear. Two obvious analyses present themselves.
The first is that these serial verb phrase high tones are phrasal markers, attach-
ing at some low level of the verb phrase – a likely candidate would be at the
so-called   level (i.e. the verb plus its object, if there is one). The second
analysis would treat these high tones more along the lines of inflectional mor-
phemes. They would be attached morphologically to the relevant verbs and
those marked verbs would then enter into serial verb constructions.

The data involving the interaction of these high-tone morphemes and high-
tone plateauing argues in favor of the latter analysis – that is, it would appear
that these high tones in Saramaccan are a type of inflectional morpheme mark-
ing a verb’s participation in a serial verb construction. To see why this is the
case, it will be useful to sketch out a phrasal marker analysis of these tones and
see the sort of problems that arise.

Under a phrasal analysis of the high-tone morphemes, we would want to
posit a tonal representation for the sentence in (8) along the lines of the one
given in

As seen in (11), the morphemes would be positioned essentially along
the lines of second position clitics within For example, in the phrase féní
wáta, an morpheme would be placed after the verb féni ‘find’. It would then
attach to the second TBU of the verb since that TBU is lexically unspecified for
tone. This poses no particular problem for a phrasal positioning analysis.

Similarly, in (11) morphemes are placed in the initial position of       For
the verb ‘ ‘drink’, this means that an morpheme will attach to its first
TBU and it will surface as high. There is also no particular problem for the
phrasal positioning analysis with respect to this tonal morpheme.

At issue, however, is how the two unlinked high-tone morphemes in (11)
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will behave. Their presence is predicted by the descriptive generalizations in
Table 1. However, they are not realized seemingly because the verb they are
placed with respect to, bà ‘carry’, is fully specified for tone – so, there is no
available TBU for them to attach to. On a formal level, we could, presumably,
say that the unlinked morpheme is not realized because there is no local
TBU for it to attach to. That is, there is no TBU on either side of the position
where it is placed (penultimate position in     ) which is unspecified for tone.

However, the unlinked morpheme is more problematic – there is an
unspecified TBU immediately to the left of the position where it would be
placed, the last syllable of wáta ‘water’. However, as can be seen in (8), the
second TBU of wáta surfaces with a low tone. Thus, the unlinked morpheme
in (11) does not seem to surface in any way, even though a TBU is available for
it to link to.

The same sort of problem can be seen for an morpheme in the sentence
in (5b), which is represented with respect to a phrasal analysis of the high-tone
morphemes in (12).

Like the representation in (11), there are two unlinked high-tone mor-
phemes in (12) associated with the verb bà ‘carry’. The unlinked morpheme
in (12) has the same problem as the unlinked morpheme in (11). However,
in this sentence the unlinked morpheme is also problematic. Though it
cannot link to any TBU of bà, the morpheme is placed in a position which
should allow it to link to the first TBU of butá. However, as seen in (5b), it
doesn’t do so and the first TBU of butá surfaces with a default low tone.

The basic problem, then, in analyzing the high-tone morphemes as phrasal
clitics is that, without additional stipulation, there is seemingly no reason why
those morphemes should not attach to available TBU’s which are adjacent to
their phrasal position but which are not part of the verb which triggers their
insertion.

Thus, the high-tone morphemes in Saramaccan do not, in fact, seem to be
examples of phrasal tonology (for examples of such phenomena see Hyman
(1990)). Rather, the relevant morphosyntactic domain in which they appear is
that of the word. This means that they are best treated not as being positioned
with respect to syntactic phrases, like clitics, but should instead be treated as
word-level affixes.
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What makes the evidence against the phrasal positioning of these mor-
phemes particularly striking is how serial-verb tone raising interacts with phono-
logical plateauing. As discussed above, sentences like (3a) indicate that adjacent
serial verbs form a phonological plateauing environment, and sentences like
(10) tell us that a serial verb and a preceding verbal argument also form a
plateauing environment. (Example (8) also showed this but with a prepositional
verbal argument.)

What this means, then, is that Saramaccan treats adjacent serial verbs and
the object-verb portion of SVOV sentences as part of the same phonological
phrase. Using the sentence in (12) as a reference point, we see that these two
environments are precisely where we do not see the high-tone morphemes
attaching to available unspecified TBU’s. The fact that the verb they are posi-
tioned with respect to is fully specified for tone seems to keep these high-tone
morphemes from surfacing at all.

Thus, even though data from plateauing tells us that wáta and bà are part of
the same phonological phrase, the morpheme does not attach to the avail-
able TBU in the word wáta. Similarly, even though plateauing tells us that bà
and butá are also in the same phonological phrase, the morpheme does not
attach to the available TBU in butá either. Under a clitic analysis of the high-
tone morphemes, therefore, we could not appeal to phrase boundaries to
explain the constraints on how these morphemes attach. These constraints,
however, fall out naturally under an analysis which treats these morphemes as
word-level affixes.

Given these facts, I give the derivations in Table 2 and the representation in
(14) to illustrate how the high-tone morphemes are operating in Saramaccan.
The verb derivations and the sentential representation are based on the sen-
tence in (8), which is repeated in (13).

(13) Kofí féni wáta bà à wósu
Kòfí    féní     wátà    bà    à     wósú
Kofi find water carry to house drink yesterday
“Kofi found water, carried it home, and drank it, yesterday.”

Table II shows the derivations of the three verbs in sentence (13). The first
verb, féni ‘find’, is marked with an morpheme by virtue of being a non-final
verb in a serial verb phrase. Since the rightmost TBU of féni is lexically unspeci-
fied for tone, the morpheme is free to link to it. Similarly, the last verb
‘drink’ is marked with an morpheme since it is not immediately preceded by
a verb in its serial VP. The leftmost TBU of is unspecified for tone. Thus,
the morpheme is free to link to it as well.

In contrast to féni and the verb bà ‘carry’ is fully lexically specified for
tone. Thus, it contains no TBU’s unspecified for tone which the tonal mor-
phemes could attach to. Thus, even though the morphosyntactic position of bà
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is such that it would be marked with both an morpheme and an mor-
pheme, neither of these morphemes can be realized and the verb surfaces simply
with its underlying low tone.

The derived verbs in Table 2, then, would enter into their serial verb phrase,
producing a sentence with the tonal tier given in (14).

There are two important differences between the phrasal analysis of the tonal
morphemes illustrated in (11) and the affixal analysis illustrated in (14). The first
is that the realized and morphemes are already linked to their verbs. The
high-tone marking is part of the morphological derivation of those words (given
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in Table 2) and therefore, by the time they enter into the syntactic serial verb
phrase construction, the high-tones are already taken to be fully linked.

The other important difference is that the two unlinked high-tone mor-
phemes, depicted in (11), are not seen at all in (14). Again, this reflects the fact
that the high tones are taken to be added morphologically at the word-level.
Since the low-tone verb bà had no available TBU for the high-tone affixes to
link to, the morphemes were simply not realized at all on that word. This is
important because it solves the problem of spurious linking which would be the
result of a phrasal analysis as discussed above.

The analysis here of these morphemes as affixes has more than just formal
consequences. In particular, it implies that they are effectively a sort of inflec-
tional morphology – marking the syntactic status of a verb within its serial verb
phrase. Saramaccan otherwise lacks any morphology which is so clearly inflec-
tional.6 Thus, this is a significant language-internal claim.

Its significance is increased by the fact that, since Saramaccan lacks extens-
ive morphology, it is difficult to devise non-controversial tests for a word’s
membership in a morphosyntactic category, like verb, adjective, adverb, etc., in
the language. These serial verb marking morphemes constitute a new test for
the morphosyntactic status of words within a verb phrase. For example, there is
a word, pói ‘too much’, in Saramaccan which has an adverbial translation in
English. However, it triggers raising on a preceding verb indicating that it is the
second verb of a serial verb phrase as seen in (15).

(15) a.

b.

Mí wáka pói.
Mí wáká póí
I walk a lot
“I walk a lot.”

Mí wáka taánga pói.
Mí wáká tàángá póí,
I walk strong a lot
“I walk hard a lot.”

It might be possible to analyze the raising seen on the verb wáka ‘walk’ as
an example of high-tone plateauing. However, the sentence in (15b) shows
unambiguously that pói triggers morphosyntactic raising. The data in (15) is not
completely surprising since, despite its adverbial translation, pói is derived from
the English verb spoil (and can also be used to mean that in Saramaccan today).
However, the sentences in (15) do illustrate how the serial verb raising seen
here can be used as a test for morphosyntactic verbhood.

Looking beyond Saramaccan, the existence of these morphemes has signifi-
cance since they are potential counterexamples to the claims put forth by
McWhorter (1998) when he developed his notion of the creole prototype.
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McWhorter identifies three distinctive general attributes of creoles, One of
them, transparent derivational morphology (1998: 797–799) is not relevant here
(but see Braun and Plag (this volume) for some discussion). The two others are,
however: Creoles tend to lack inflectional morphology (1998: 792–793) and they
tend to lack phonemic or morphological tone (1998: 793–796). Importantly,
McWhorter is only attempting to describe the prototypical creole and acknowl-
edges that particular creoles do diverge from the prototype. What makes the
data seen here striking, however, is the fact that these tonal morphemes run
counter to two of his three criteria.

Saramaccan has long been known to be divergent from most creoles in its
use of tone because of the existence of tonal minimal pairs in the language (for
example bigí ‘begin’ vs. bígi ‘big’). However, the morphemes described in
section 1 and formalized in this section are both tonal and inflectional.
Furthermore, they are very productive – one or both of the morphemes is found
in every serial verb phrase in the language, and these are quite common.

Thus, the existence of these morphemes in Saramaccan is somewhat surpris-
ing, and it is important to situate them into the larger picture of creole morphol-
ogy. In the next section, I will explore possible contact and historical sources for
these high-tone morphemes. The general conclusion will be that, given available
data, these morphemes are most plausibly understood as an innovation internal
to the language. If this is the case, then they offer no particular problem for the
claims of McWhorter (1998) since he was interested in the characteristics which
appear due to creole formation and not the characteristics creoles take on as
the result of later innovation.

3. ON THE ORIGIN OF HIGH-TONE MORPHEMES IN SARAMACCAN

3.1. Introduction

The central question I would like to address in this section is whether or not
Saramaccan’s high-tone morphemes are innovations purely internal to the
language or whether they could have entered through another mechanism –
specifically, the mechanism of substrate transfer.

It is not possible to address this question fully given the available descrip-
tions of the tone systems of Saramaccan’s possible substrate languages.
However, while available studies show that some of its substrate languages show
processes very similar to the high-tone plateauing seen here, no language has
been described as having morphosyntactic serial verb tone raising. Assigning
tones to serial verbs is not unknown. Gwari, for example, marks verbs in serial
constructions with a floating low tone (Hyman and Magaji (1970), see, e.g.,
section 26). Interestingly, however, even though tonal marking of serial verb
phrases is a known phenomenon, I have encountered no language which marks
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its serial verbs in a way which closely follows the Saramaccan pattern with its
and morphemes.
At present, the most likely account for the origin of the high-tone mor-

phemes in Saramaccan is that they resulted from a reinterpretation of high-tone
plateauing within serial verb phrases. The high-tone plateauing itself seems to
have been present in Saramaccan due to substrate transfer.

First, I will explore the evidence indicating that high-tone plateauing
entered the language through transfer. Second, I will discuss a scenario through
which high-tone plateauing in serial verb phrases would have been reinterpreted
as tonal morphology. The validity of the second claim is clearly not contingent
on the first being true. Even if high-tone plateauing were a development
internal to Saramaccan, we would merely need to suggest that it is older than
tonal morphology and the second claim would still hold. However, if it is the
case that the appearance of the high-tone morphemes was triggered by a reanal-
ysis of high-tone plateauing, it is worthwhile to understand how this process
may have entered the language in the first place.

3.2. High-tone plateauing as the result of substrate transfer

The suggestion that high-tone plateauing in Saramaccan is the result of substrate
transfer is not new to this paper. Ham (1999) argues for this by examining the
Saramaccan data in Rountree (1972) and data from Anlo Ewe taken from
Clements (1978). Importantly, Ham’s approach predicts that, if Saramaccan had
SOV word order, then plateauing would occur between the object and the verb.
Data verifying this was not available to him, but sentences like those in (10)
support his analysis by showing that, in SVOV sentences, the object and following
verb do form a plateauing environment. Therefore, previous work supports the
idea of substrate transfer even in light of the new data seen in this paper.

Further support for the idea of substrate transfer comes from an examina-
tion of tone processes in Fongbe, a likely substrate of Saramaccan (Smith 1987:
154, Arends 1995). Fongbe shows a tonal process which looks very similar to
the one found in Saramaccan (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002: 22–24). Consider,
for example, the data from Fongbe in (16).

(16) a.

b.

{É      sà}
{É sâ}
(s)he sell crab two

“She sold two crabs.”

{É kò  }
{É kó  }
(s)he ANT buy crab

“(S)he has bought some crab.”
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c. {É  kò sà}
{É kó  sâ}
(s)he ANT  HAB buy  crab

“(S)he used to buy some crab.”

The data in (16) illustrates two important facts about phrasal tonal pro-
cesses in Fongbe. The first is that the subject and verb(s) together form a
phonological phrase and the object forms its own phrase (this is indicated by
the braces in the examples). This is the same basic phrasing as that found in a
Saramaccan sentence (as will be seen in section 3.3).

The data also shows that there is a rule in Fongbe which raises low tones
when the first TBU of a phrase is marked with a high tone. Thus, in (16c), for
example, we see that the tones on kò and nò raise to high and we also see the
effects of the high tone spread on the word sà since it changes from a low-tone
word to a word with falling tone.

The Fongbe raising pattern is not precisely what was seen for Saramaccan.
In particular, the Fongbe process is not an example of plateauing since it only
stipulates that a high tone be at the left edge of the raising environment, not
both edges. Also, in Fongbe, unlike Saramaccan, each TBU of a word is lexically
specified as high or low – there are no TBU’s which are unspecified for tone.

However, the similarities between Saramaccan and Fongbe are somewhat
striking. The conclusion, given the study by Ham (1999) and the Fongbe data
here is that high-tone plateauing in Saramaccan is a good candidate as resulting
from, at least in part, substrate transfer since similar phenomena are found in
two of its potential substrates.

This argument is strengthened by the fact that Saramaccan is a tonal lan-
guage in the first place. The primary superstrate language for Saramaccan was
English, and it was later influenced by Portuguese and Dutch – none of these
languages is tonal while tonal languages are found throughout the region of
Africa from where the Surinamese slaves originated. Therefore, since the pres-
ence of lexical tone is almost certainly due to substrate transfer, the idea that
processes affecting the surface realization of tone are also the result of substrate
transfer becomes fairly plausible.

Assuming there is some validity to these arguments, there is an interesting
question as to whether or not there is any principled reason for the differences
between Saramaccan tonal plateauing and Fongbe tone raising. One possible
explanation is, quite simply, that there either is (or was) another dialect of
Fongbe which shows a tonal process more similar to Saramaccan than the
dialect reported in Lefebvre and Brousseau (2002). However, there is another
important reason why Saramaccan plateauing might be different from Fongbe
raising – namely, that the formation of the tonal phonology of Saramaccan
involved the integration of words from European languages, which mark their
words for accent, and words from tonal African languages.
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It is probably the case that the rise of the three-way underlying tone distinc-
tion in Saramaccan among TBU’s specified for high tone, TBU’s specified for
low tone, and TBU’s unspecified for tone is a direct result of the language’s
mixture European and African vocabularies. Ham (1999: 55) points out that, in
borrowed words of European origin, the high-tone syllable in Saramaccan tends
to correspond to the accented syllable in the word’s original language.
Furthermore, the TBU’s in unstressed syllables of historically European words
are typically underlyingly unspecified for tone. Words which have underlyingly
specified low tones and more than one specified high tone, on the other hand,
overwhelmingly tend to originate from African languages. Rather than com-
pletely force African words into a European phonological system or completely
force European words into an African phonological system, Saramaccan’s tonal
phonology seems to have developed in a way that maintained some basic lexical
distinction between the two etymologically distinct sets of vocabulary items.

Contact, then, seems to explain part of the difference between Saramaccan
and Fongbe. Particularly, it can explain why Saramaccan has TBU’s unspecified
for tone and Fongbe does not. This doesn’t explain, however, why Fongbe
raising targets low tones and Saramaccan plateauing is blocked by lexical low
tones or why Fongbe raising only requires a left-edge high-tone trigger and the
Saramaccan process requires a left- and a right-edge high-tone trigger. I know
of no satisfactory answer to these questions and leave them unresolved here.
Understanding whether or not these differences between Saramaccan and
Fongbe are principled in some way would, I believe, require a theory as to what
sort of phrasal phonology should result from contact between languages mark-
ing words for accent and those marking words for tone – and, no such theory
exists, to my knowledge.7

Returning to the subject of the tonal morphemes, at present, there is no
data which indicates that they could be the result of substrate transfer. This is
an important fact in light of McWhorter’s (1998) description of the creole
prototype. He makes no claims about phonology, but does about morphology.
The fact that only phonological, and not morphological, transfer of tonal pro-
cesses is a likely possibility for Saramaccan is important for evaluating his
general hypothesis in light of the Saramaccan facts.

3.3. The reanalysis of high-tone plateauing as morphology

While a full treatment of high-tone plateauing in Saramaccan is outside the
scope of this paper, it will be necessary, in this section, to discuss it in somewhat
more depth than before. As mentioned above, phonologically, high-tone pla-
teauing raises TBU’s unspecified for tone to high tones when those TBU’s are
flanked by high tones. A very basic example is given in (17).
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(17) Dí   foló
Dí   fóló
the flower red
“The flower is red.”

The environment for high-tone plateauing can roughly be described as
between a head and the word preceding it in its phrase. As such, plateauing
always only occurs between two words at a time. In the example in (17), plateau-
ing has occurred between a head noun and its preceding determiner, raising the
first TBU of the word foló ‘flower’.

Table 3 summarizes, for some important environments, whether or not high-
tone plateauing occurs. indicates that two constituents form a plateauing
environment and a ‘|’ indicates that they do not. Where possible, the numbers
of pertinent example sentences from this paper are given for verification and
illustration. (Not all of the environments are relevant for the present discussion,
but they are included for completeness.)

The summary given in Table 3 is not intended to be the most succinct
description of the relationship between the syntax and the phonology – rather it
is just being used for illustrative purposes. The most important missed general-
ization for the present argument has to do with the plateauing facts for serial
verb phrases. In particular, the fact that a serial verb and a following noun
phrase do not form a plateauing environment (i.e. Verb | XP) can be treated as
a special case of the general fact that verbs and their objects do not form a
plateauing environment. Furthermore, the fact that a preceding noun phrase
and a following serial verb do form a plateauing environment (i.e. )
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can be related to the fact that a subject and a following verb phrase form a
plateauing environment (i.e. ) since Saramaccan sentences are SVO. In
other words, the plateauing facts for serial verb phrases are not particularly
surprising given the other environments where plateauing is found in the
language.

The plateauing which occurs within noun phrases is not of particular rele-
vance to the account of the development of high-tone morphemes which will be
given here. However, plateauing for sentences and verb phrases will be impor-
tant. The data in (18) illustrates that the last word of a subject and a following
verb form a plateauing environment. Sentence (18c) shows that the plateauing
occurs at the right edge of the subject noun phrase even if this word is not the
head of the phrase.

(18) a. Dí                   tá = wáka.
Dí tá = wákà.
the woman PROG = walk
“The woman walks.” (Rountree 1972: 324)

Dí wómi, kulé =
Dí wómì, kúlé =
the man he.EMPH run = there
“The man, he runs there.” (Rountree 1972: 324)

Dí goón à Saamáka héi.
Dí góón à Sààmáká héì.
the ground in Saramacca high
“The ground in Saramacca is high.”

b.

c.

The sentence in (19) shows how this plateauing is phonologically condi-
tioned. The low-tone verb  ‘lie’ blocks plateauing.

(19) Páúlu
Páúlù
Paul lie
“Paul lies.”

As for plateauing internal to the verb phrase, looking down the column
labelled ‘No raising’ in Table 3, the most important generalization is that raising
is always blocked by the left edge of a verbal argument.8 This fact was used
above in sentence pairs like those in (6) to demonstrate the existence of mor-
phosyntactic raising in serial verb phrases. Another example is given below
in (20).
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(20) Mi lápu koósu.
Mì lápù kòósù.
I mend clothes
“I mend clothes.”

The claim which will be developed here is that the tonal morphemes of
Saramaccan developed from a reanalysis of certain instances of high-tone
plateauing. A range of facts support the analysis. The first crucial observation is
that the tonal morphemes appear in positions where plateauing is still found
synchronically and is quite common – in other words, the environment for
plateauing and tonal morphology often overlap making the surface form opaque
as to which process could have raised a particular tone.

Consider, for example, the sentence in (21), repeated from (3a), where an
morpheme is predicted to occur but where the two adjacent serial verbs also

form a plateauing environment.

(21) Mì hópo kumútu à dí wósu.
Mì hópó kúmútú à dí wósù.
I up go out of the house
“I get up and go out of the house.” (Rountree 1972: 324)

In this sentence, the existence of the morpheme which should occur on
the second syllable of hópo ‘(go) up’ is effectively masked by the fact that the
phrase hópó kúmútù forms a plateauing environment which would indepen-
dently raise that tone.

It is only in sentences like the two in (22) that the morpheme can be
clearly observed. In the first, repeated from (4), the second of the two adjacent
serial verbs is a low-tone verb, thus the phonological conditions for plateauing
are not met. In the second, repeated from (3b), an object intervenes between
the first and second serial verb, thus the syntactic conditions for plateauing are
not met.

(22) A wáka bà wáta gó à wósu.
À wáká bà wátá gó à wósù.
he walk carry water go in house
“He carries water into the house.”

Mì ó=náki dí lògòsò kulé gó à mì wósu.
Mì ó=nákí dí lógòsò kúlé gó à mì wósù.
I FUT=hit the turtle run go to my house
“I will hit the turtle and run to my house.” (Rountree 1972: 325)

a.

b.

The overlap between plateauing and the morpheme is even greater than
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for the morpheme. There is only one environment where the morpheme
is unambiguously visible – when the verb being marked is preceded by a low-
tone noun. The vast majority of nouns in Saramaccan are not low-tone nouns
making this particular environment especially uncommon.

In (23) I repeat the sentence in (8). This sentence illustrates an environment
where the morpheme and plateauing overlap. The high-tone on ‘drink’
could be understood either as triggered by an morpheme or by plateauing
with the preceding intervening argument – or even by both. Sentence (22b)
above is a case where the morpheme unambiguously appears because the
low-tone noun lògòsò ‘turtle’ cannot form a plateauing environment with the
following verb.

Kofí féni wáta bà à wósu
Kòfí féní     wátà bà    à    wósú
Kofi find water carry to house drink yesterday
“Kofi found water, carried it home, and drank it, yesterday.”

(23)

The overlap between these plateauing environments and the environments
where and morphemes are found could be taken to be completely
accidental. However, I believe it instead suggests that the high-tone morphemes
arose from a reinterpretation of the high-tone plateauing as marking the serial
verb construction. Further support for this idea comes from the hypothesis, put
forth by Ham (1999) and strengthened by the data in section 3.2, that high-tone
plateauing is the result of substrate transfer. This indicates that plateauing is a
very old process in the language, making it a viable candidate for the source of
innovative high-tone morphemes.

The specifics of the reanalysis of high-tone plateauing as tonal morphology
are fairly straightforward – though it will take some effort to justify why these
particular reanalyses might have occurred. Starting with the morpheme, the
high tone at the left edge of non-final verbs in serial verbs, like the one in (21),
I take to have been reinterpreted as being morphosyntactically conditioned
instead of phonologically conditioned. A representation is given in (24). Plain
H’s are used to represent a lexical high tone, is used to represent a phonolog-
ically raised tone, and is used to represent the same morpheme as through-
out the paper.
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The morpheme arose from a very similar sort of reanalysis in the envi-
ronment of a non-initial serial verb and preceding argument, which, as we have
seen is a raising environment. A representation of this reanalysis, based on the
fragment bà à wósú  from (23), is given in (25).

Once these reanalyses had occurred, the and morphemes would
have been extended to all serial verb phrases regardless of whether or not there
would have been a plateauing domain.

The first argument in support of the proposed reanalyses is quite simply
that they account for the present distribution of high-tone morphemes in
Saramaccan. In particular, this analysis explains why the morpheme only
appears on non-final verbs in the serial verb phrase. Final verbs never would
have been subject to plateauing of the sort depicted in (24). Therefore, they
never would have carried the tone that would have been reanalyzed as a mor-
pheme. The case of the morpheme is supported in essentially the same way.
The plateauing it is taken to have developed from only occurred when a verbal
argument would have preceded a serial verb – thus explaining why the
morpheme isn’t found at the right edge of all serial verbs.

However, the above logic is not really sufficient to justify the analysis
because it fails to address why, of all the tones raised by plateauing, only the
tones in the and environment were reanalyzed as morphemes. For exam-
ple, the data seen in (18) and (19) indicates that plateauing occurs between
subjects and following verb phrases. We can imagine that the raised tone at the
right edge of the subject could also be reanalyzed as a tonal morpheme, but that
has not occurred.

Even more troubling is that, given the synchronic existence of the
morpheme in some environments, why didn’t we see other serial verb envi

ronments where the left-edge of the verb raises develop a sort of marking?
To take a specific scenario, why should the reanalysis in (24) have taken place,
but not the one in (26)?
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Similarly, what mechanism would favor the proposed reanalysis in (25) but
not the hypothetical one given in (27)?

There are, in fact, reasons to believe that the two particular proposed
reanalyses are more likely than other tonal reanalyses. In particular, the two
tones which are proposed to have been reanalyzed as morphemes are notable
for being the only two tones which would have raised exclusively in the environ-
ment of serial verb phrases – that is, the raising of those two tones has no strong
parallel in other areas of the grammar.

This is more straightforwardly seen as the case for the morphemes; so I
will begin there. As indicated in Table 3 and exemplified in (20), a verb and
following object do not form a plateauing environment. This is one of the more
salient aspects of plateauing in Saramaccan – it is blocked by the left edge of a
noun phrase or a prepositional phrase. What this means is that there are very
few environments in Saramaccan, outside of serial verb phrases, where the right
edge of a verb can be observed to raise.

There is one fairly frequently attested environment where raising occurs at
the right edge of the verb. Object clitics form a plateauing environment with
their preceding verb, as in (28).9

(28) Dí sitónu ó = náki=mí à mí fútu.
Dí sítónú ó = nákí=mí à  mí fútù.
the stone FUT=hit = me on my foot
“The stone will hit me on my foot.” (Rountree 1972: 323)

However, such plateauing is not particular to object clitics but is a general
property of clitics in the language. In (29) the same effect is seen between a
noun and following intensifying clitics.

(29) dí  wómi = à kí.
dí wómí = àkí.
the man = that here
“this man here” (Rountree 1972: 318)

Déé   tùu.
Déé dé túù.
the.PL butterfly = there all
“Those butterflies are everywhere.”

a.

b.
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Therefore, the right-edge verb raising triggered by object clitics would have
been identifiable as arising from a generalization found elsewhere in the lan-
guage. In addition, the clitic-group is a well-known unit in the literature on
phrasal phonology (see, e.g., Nespor and Vogel (1986)). Serial verb phrases
cannot be classified as clitic groups and are larger phrasal units – further distin-
guishing these two cases of raising at the right edge of a verb. So, despite the
existence of some instances of right-edge raising on verbs, the raising seen on
serial verbs is without strong parallel elsewhere in the grammar.

Therefore, what makes the reanalysis given in (24) more likely than the
reanalysis in, for example (26), is the fact that right-edge verb raising, outside of
raising triggered by clitic groups, is limited to occurring only in serial verb
phrases. This would have made it more susceptible than other instances of tone
raising to being reanalyzed as morphosyntactically conditioned.

Understanding what is special about the tones involved in the reanalysis
which created the morpheme is somewhat more subtle. Unlike raising at the
right edge, raising at the left edge of verbs is fairly common in the phrasal
phonology. It is found both in the plateauing environment of a subject and
following verb phrase (see the examples in (18)) and in the plateauing environ-
ment of adjacent serial verbs (see, for example, (21)).

There is, however, a key difference between the raising environment
and other environments where the left edge of the verb is seen to raise. Only in
that environment is there frequently a very minor syntactic connection between
the verb and the element it is raising with. A detailed treatment of the syntax of
serial verb phrases is well beyond the scope of this paper. However, the three
sentences in (30) exemplify three relevant types of serial verb phrases where an
argument intervenes between two serial verbs. (All of these examples are
repeated from above.)

A féni wáta bà butá a wósu.
À  féní wátà bà bùtá à wósù.
he find water carry put in house
“He finds water and brings it to the house.”

Kofí féni   Ámba jàà wáta. —>
K o f í féní Ámbà jàà wátà.
Kofi find Amba splash water
“Kofi found Amba and splashed her with water.”

K o f í féni wáta bà à wósu
Kòfí    féní    wátà   bà    à wósú
Kofi find water carry to house drink yesterday
“Kofi found water, carried it home, and drank it, yesterday.”

In (30a) there is a very tight syntactic connection between the intervening

(30) a.

b.

c.
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argument wáta ‘water’ and the verb it precedes bà – namely, wáta is interpreted
as the object of bà. In (30b) the intervening argument Ámba still has some
connection to the verb it precedes, jàà ‘splash’, since Amba is affected by the
splashing. However, since jàà has an overt direct object wáta, the connection is
less straightforward.10 In (30c) there is effectively no syntactic connection
between the verb ‘drink’ and its preceding argument. The prepositional
phrase à wósú ‘to the house’ cannot be construed as an argument of
Instead, the object of féni ‘find’, wáta, is the construed argument of

What the sentences in (30) show is that, although an argument intervening
between two serial verbs can bear some sort of syntactic relationship with the
verb which follows it, this is not necessarily the case. The relationship can either
be indirect, as in (30b), or completely non-existent as in (30c).

Serial verb phrases are the only construction in Saramaccan grammar where
the right edge of a verb can raise as the result of being preceded by an element
which bears no obvious syntactic relationship to it. As mentioned above, the
other cases where the left edge of a verb is raised are the plateauing environ-
ment between a verb and its subject and when a verb is immediately preceded
by another verb in a serial verb phrase – two environments where there is a
straightforward syntactic connection between the verb and the element preced-
ing it.

The above argument establishes that there can be something ‘strange’ about
the raising that occurs between intervening objects and the serial verb that
follows them. This would seemingly make the plateauing that occurs between
them a good candidate for morphological reanalysis. However, if this plateauing
is somehow aberrant, what would favor the reanalysis given in (25) over (27)?
It is still important to decide why the raised tone on the verb would have been
reanalyzed as morphosyntactic but not the raised tone on the preceding
argument.

There are, I believe, two potential reasons why the raised tone on the verb
would have been reanalyzed but not the raised tone on the preceding argument.
The first is mostly speculative and deals with the relative chronology of the
appearance of the morpheme and the morpheme. The second has to do
with the surface properties of raising at the right edge of noun phrases.

The first argument is only valid if we assume that the morpheme came
into existence before the morpheme. There is no data (diachronic or syn-
chronic) which has any bearing on this, which is why the argument is essentially
speculation. However, if the morpheme did appear first, then it would have
served to create a new morphological category in the language – tonal inflec-
tional morphology on serial verbs. Once this category had been established, this
would have made the reanalysis of other instances of raising on serial verbs as
being triggered morphosyntactically more likely since the category of serial verb
tonal morphology would have been merely expanded, not created. Along the
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same lines, the lack of such a morphological category marking nouns would
have made raising affecting nouns resistant to such morphosyntactic reanalysis.

The second argument supporting the idea that only the verb’s raised tone
would have been reanalyzed falls from a closer examination of the right edge of
noun phrases. The right edge of a noun phrase in Saramaccan need not be the
head noun. The sentence (18c) repeated in (31a) was one example. Another
example is given in (31b).

Dí goón à Saamáka hei.
Dí góón à Sààmáká héì.
the ground in Saramacca high
“The ground in Saramacca is high.”

dí táfa ù dí kónu líba.
dí táfà ù dí kónú líbà.
the table of the king above
“the top of the king’s table” (Rountree 1972: 320)

(31) a.

b.

Both examples in (31) involve noun phrases which contain prepositional
phrases after the head noun. In (31a) this complex noun phrase raises with a
following predicate, and in (31b) it raises with a nominal locative element. Both
sentences establish a pattern where particular nouns are raised at the right edge
by constituents which follow them but with which they have no direct syntactic
relationship. It is only by virtue of being part of larger noun phrase that the
nominal heads of the prepositional phrases in (31) undergo raising at their
right edge.

What we have seen, then, is that there are other areas of Saramaccan
grammar than serial verb phrases where plateauing affects the right edge of
nouns which bear no straightforward syntactic relationship to the item which
directly follows them. These instances of raising would have made the raising
occurring at the right edge of intervening arguments in serial verb phrases less
susceptible to being reanalyzed as being morphologically conditioned – since
there would have been parallel phenomena elsewhere in the grammar.

What this argument boils down to is the simple observation that the head
verb is always at the left edge of verb phrases in Saramaccan, whereas the head
noun of a noun phrase is not always at the right edge. So, while left-edge raising
on a verb phrase will always be marked on the left edge of the head verb, right-
edge raising on a noun phrase can occur on a number of different elements. This
asymmetry between noun phrases and verb phrases is taken to have favored a
reanalysis like the sort given in (25) and disfavored a reanalysis of the sort given
in (27).

Therefore, we have seen that the proposed reanalyses not only account for
the present distribution of the tonal morphemes, but there are also reasons why
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these two tones, and no others, would have been susceptible to being reanalyzed
as morphosyntactic markers. These reasons have been presented primarily in
structural terms – that is, the reanalyzed tones are the ones which were uniquely
raised in serial verb phrase environments. They could also be readily understood
from a functional perspective. Since the tones which are taken to have been
reanalyzed as morphemes were peculiar to serial verb phrases, they would have
been the best candidates for developing into grammatically conditioned mark-
ers of the serial verb construction. Since serial verb phrases could be potentially
difficult to parse, given the presence of multiple ‘small’ verb phrases in a larger
predicate, the development of such serial-verb high-tone markers would have
clear functional value.

Before moving onto the conclusion of the paper, it seems worthwhile, here,
to repeat Rountree’s initial formulation of how raising operated between serial
verbs: “Successive predicates [raise] with each other whether they are adjacent
or not (1972: 324).” Though thorough testing reveals that Rountree’s descrip-
tion is not completely adequate, the analysis presented here lends support to
her basic intuition that serial verb raising is somehow similar to the plateauing
processes which are pervasive in the language. Even if her description is not
a proper synchronic characterization, it does capture the idea that the two
processes may be diachronically related to each other.

4. CONCLUSION

We have seen in this paper that Saramaccan is apparently unique among
Atlantic creoles in that it makes use of inflectional tonal morphology. While the
existence of such morphology is an interesting fact for studies of Saramaccan
itself, it also could have bearing on McWhorter’s (1998) notion of the creole
prototype since a lack of both inflectional and tonal morphology is taken by
him to be an important typological property of creole languages. Importantly,
however, an analysis of available evidence indicates that these morphemes do
not appear to be the result of substrate transfer but are instead a language-
internal innovation.

Since McWhorter explicitly acknowledged that creoles should eventually
develop characteristics which would make them indistinguishable from other
languages (1998:812), what we seem to be seeing in Saramaccan are some of its
first steps towards acquiring grammatical properties typical of non-creole lan-
guages. The crucial ingredient for this process was the fact that it already made
more extensive use of tone than most creoles. These facts are striking in light of
the idea, as put forth by Bickerton (1988) and Byrne (1987), that Saramaccan’s
status as a ‘radical’ creole means that it is somehow a more prototypical example
of a creole than others. The data and the analysis seen here suggest that tone in
Saramaccan has contributed to Saramaccan’s looking less like a creole and more
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like older languages and, therefore, calls into question Saramaccan’s status as a
creole ‘prototype’. Certainly, Bickerton and Byrne’s notion of a prototypical
creole is not necessarily the same as McWhorter’s. But, I doubt they would
consider tonal morphology to be a normal property for such languages.
Saramaccan may have many prototypical creole features, but a detailed analysis
of its tonal phenomena suggests that it is no longer a prototypical creole, if
indeed it ever was.

NOTES

1 In the transcription system used here, any orthographic vowel can be a tone bearing unit.
In underlying representations, vowels not marked with an accent are unspecified for tone.
Surface representations are always fully tone marked, reflecting their actual pronunciation.
2 Though difficult to characterize fully, the basic conditioning factor for phonologically
conditioned raising is that TBU’s unspecified for tone will raise when flanked by two high-
tone TBU’s where both high-tone TBU’s are in the same phonological phrase and the right-
most high-tone TBU is contained within the head word of the phrase – thus it is a type of
tonal plateauing. Saramaccan basic sentence word order is SVO and noun phrase word order
is Determiner-Adjective-Noun. For one possible formalization of this sort of tone raising, see
Ham (1999). This phonologically conditioned raising is more thoroughly discussed in
section 3.3.
3 Superficially the raising on the final syllable of náki ‘hit’ in (3b) may look as though it
could be the result of high-tone plateauing between náki ‘hit’ and dí ‘the’. However, we shall
see in section 3.3 that verbs and a following nominal objects do not form a plateauing
environment – that is, they do not form a phonological phrase.
4 Rountree (1972: 325) has a different transcription for (10) from the one given here for the
word koósu. She gives its surface form as kòósu with a low tone on the final vowel. I suspect
this is a mistranscription, and not simply a difference in consultants, since two consultants
consistently raise tones in this position and Voorhoeve (1961: 151) gives structurally similar
data which shows raising on the last syllable of an object intervening between two serial verbs.
5 In the tone diagrams presented in this section, neither high-tone plateauing nor default
low-tone insertion is represented. Also, no particular linguistic significance is intended by
placing lexical tones above the word and morphosyntactic tones below the word. This is done
merely for visual clarity.
6 The most salient other potential candidates for inflectional morphology in Saramaccan
are some tonal alternations in its pronoun system. Voorhoeve (1961: 161) points out that there
are two forms of each of the six personal pronouns of Saramaccan. For five of these six
pronouns the only difference between the forms is their tone marking. For example, the first
person singular pronoun can be either mi or mi. In addition, McWhorter (1998: 796) discusses
a less clear-cut case involving the distinction between the low-tone third-person pronoun à
and the high-tone predicate negator á.
7 Ham (1999: 47), after comparing Saramaccan plateauing with tonal processes in the Anlo
dialect of Ewe, concludes that the facts generally support the claim of Mufwene (1986) that
creole formation is the result of “choosing unmarked linguistic options”. The data examined
here, from Fongbe, does not support that idea. The Saramaccan process is seemingly more
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marked than the Fongbe one due to its distinction between low-tone TBU’s and those unspeci-
fied for tone and because it requires a left- and right-edge trigger instead of just a left-edge
one. Some of the differences between the results of the present study and Ham’s results are
from each looking at a different substrate language. However, Ham also fails to recognize the
implications of the distinction between low-tone TBU’s and TBU’s unspecified for tone,
treating both sorts of TBU’s as simply specified for low tone without offering any account for
their different behavior.
8 The only counterexample to this generalization is that pronominal object clitics, which
directly follow the verb, do form a plateauing environment with it. It is a general property of
clitics, however, that they form a plateauing environment with their host. This is discussed
below.
9 The other environment where raising occurs at the right edge of the verbs is when they
precede a class of idiosyncratic adverbs which trigger raising with a preceding verb. The words
which have been observed to do this are móon ‘more’ (see Rountree (1972b: 322)), nóu ‘now’,
and jéti ‘yet, still’. These appear to be exceptional and no principled account has yet been
developed for them.
10 The basic arguments of the verb jàà ‘splash’ seen in (30b) are a subject agent and an
object corresponding to the substance used for splashing. An optional locative prepositional
phrase can be used to designate someone or something affected by the splashing.
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Monosyllabicity in prosodic morphology: the case of
truncated personal names in English

SABINE LAPPE

1. INTRODUCTION

The present study is concerned with the structure of truncated personal names
in English.1 Truncations have received a lot of attention in recent years.
Previously judged a highly irregular and idiosyncratic class of word-formation
processes, truncatory processes have now become an important test case for the
research program of prosodic morphology (McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1993).
The structure of truncated names in various languages has been shown to be
not idiosyncratic at all; rather, truncated names are exponents of a word-forma-
tion process whose output is to a very large extent determined by the phonology
and the prosody of the language. The data provided in (1a-c) show examples of
name truncations in German, Spanish and French, for which detailed analyses
have been proposed within the framework of prosodic morphology (Féry 1997,
Itô & Mester 1997, Wiese 2001 for German, Piñeros 1998, 1999, 2000 for
Spanish, Scullen 1997, Nelson 1998 for French; cf. also Weeda 1992 for a survey
of truncatory processes in various languages, Mester 1990, Benua 1995 for
Japanese). (1d) illustrates the English process to be studied here.

(1) name truncation in various languages – examples:

a. German:
Andreas
Dagmar
Bastian

Andi
Daggi
Basti

(Wiese 2001)

b. Spanish:
Alexandrina
Ernesto
Braulio

Dina
Neto
Balo

(Piñeros 1998)

c. French:
Dominique
Valérie
Fabrice

Dom
Val
Fab

(Weeda 1992)

d. English:
Patrick
Alexandra
Nathaniel

Pat
Xan
Nat

In the languages illustrated in (1) – and, in fact, in many more languages (cf.
Weeda 1992) – truncations exhibit a characteristic, invariant structure. This
structure is bisyllabic, with stress falling onto the first syllable, in the German
and Spanish examples (1a,b) and monosyllabic in the French and English exam-
ples (1c,d). It is this invariant structure of truncations which has been extens-
ively studied in prosodic morphology, the central claim being that the structure
of truncated names and words – just like the structure of reduplicants (cf.

Geert Booij and Jaap van Marle (eds), Yearbook of Morphology 2002, 135–186.
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in Great Britain.
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McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995) – is best described in terms of prosodic cate-
gories – most notably, the foot and the syllable.

On a theoretical level, truncation, like reduplication, has been modelled as
involving the mapping of templates (McCarthy & Prince 1986, Weeda 1992),
prosodic circumscription (McCarthy & Prince 1990, Mester 1990) and – more
recently – optimality-theoretic prosodic markedness constraints (based on
Benua 1995, McCarthy & Prince 1994a,b, 1995, 1997). Among OT analyses of
the structure of name truncations the following stand out: Nelson (1998;
French), Piñeros (1998, 1999, 2000; Spanish), Itô & Mester (1997; German),
Féry (1997; German), Wiese (2001; German).

English is generally assumed to have two productive types of name trunc-
ations (cf. e.g. Weeda 1992, McCarthy & Prince 1998), which are exemplified
in (2): simple, monosyllabic truncated names (2a) and bisyllabic, y-suffixed
hypocoristics2 (2b).

(2) English name truncation:

base name:

Thomas
Barbara
Agatha

a. monosyllabic truncation:

Tom
Barb
Ag

b. y-suffixed hypocoristic:

Tommy
Barbie
Aggie

In the present paper, I will focus on the monosyllabic type of English name
truncations (2a). I will provide an in-depth analysis of key aspects of their
structure which – as will be shown – pose a challenge for what has been fre-
quently claimed in recent studies about the nature of the morphological process
of truncation. These aspects are:

a.
b.

monosyllabicity
the behaviour of word-final consonants in the truncations.

I am aware of the fact that there is certainly more to say about monosyllabic
truncated names in English. Most notably, nothing will be said in this paper
about the question which segmental material from the base name actually sur-
faces in the truncation. Patricia, e.g., can be shortened to become Pat or Trish,
but Timothy can only become Tim. A more encompassing treatment of the
different aspects can be found in Lappe (1999). The scope of the present paper
is restricted to the problem of monosyllabicity and the behaviour of word-final
consonants. As concerns English y-suffixed hypocoristics (2b), I will confine my
analysis to showing in the final section of this paper (section 6) that their
structural properties do not contradict, but even present good evidence in
favour of the claim I am making about monosyllabic truncated names (sections
2–5).3
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English monosyllabic truncated names, which have been analysed in terms
of monosyllabic templates in earlier work in prosodic morphology (McCarthy
& Prince 1986, Weeda 1992), prove a problematic case for a claim which has
been made in more recent, optimality-theoretic studies of truncatory processes
in other languages (Benua 1995, Piñeros 1998, Itô & Mester 1997, Féry 1997,
Wiese 2001). In the analyses proposed in the literature, among others, for
Japanese (Benua 1995), Spanish (Piñeros 1998) and German (Itô & Mester
1997, Féry 1997, Wiese 2001), the invariant shape of truncations is not the result
of a template, but is itself the result of constraint interaction, with universal
markedness constraints on prosodic structure dominating the relevant faithful-
ness constraints. In this interpretation, truncations are unmarked prosodic
words of the language. In the first part of this paper (section 2), I will argue that
the prosodic markedness constraints which have been used in these analyses are
not able to explain the fact that English truncated names are monosyllabic and
not bisyllabic (cf. also McCarthy & Prince 1998).

However, this does not mean that the basic claim which underlies the recent
studies of truncations within prosodic morphology has to be abandoned: Even
though they can be shown to be not the product of the traditional prosodic
markedness constraints, monosyllabic English truncated names are still un-
marked words of the language because monosyllabicity is a structure which is
common and unmarked in English. Crucially, the structure found in truncated
names needs to be assessed against not just metrical constraints which produce
unmarked feet (i.e. the traditional prosodic markedness constraints), but also
against all other factors which play a role in determining unmarked word struc-
ture in English. Thus, section 3 of this paper will look at the structure of English
words. This will be done on an empirical level in section 3.1., comparing the
structure of English truncated names with that of monomorphemic English
words in the CELEX (1993) corpus. In sections 3.2. and 3.3. I will relate addi-
tional segmental and prosodic restrictions which are usually assumed to hold
over English words to the empirical findings from the CELEX data.

In section 4 I will translate these findings into an optimality-theoretic
account of the monosyllabic structure of English truncated names, analysing
this structure as an effect of high-ranking markedness constraints. I will present
evidence against conceiving monosyllabicity as an effect of prosodic (un–)mark-
edness and suggest an approach to the phenomenon which is based on promi-
nence rather than prosody. Monosyllabic truncated names will be analysed as
instances of output-oriented prominence maximisation (Alber 2001). The analy-
sis will be shown to be supported by the fact that (i) English segmental phonol-
ogy presents clear evidence for active prominence-based constraints of the type
suggested here and that (ii) crosslinguistically, a principled account of the
unmarked status of monosyllabic words is needed. Thus, in order to explain the
structure of truncations, we need not return to a templatic conception of the
word-formation process (Weeda 1992). Nor do we need to adopt the claim made
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in McCarthy & Prince (1998: 288) that we have to assume that the prosodic
markedness constraints which we see at work in truncations in general are
supplemented by an ‘additional restriction’ which calls for a monosyllabic
structure.

Section 5 of this paper will be concerned with the behaviour of word-final
consonants in English truncated names. It will be shown that the patterns found
here are best accounted for in terms of optimality-theoretic constraint inter-
action, with markedness crucially outranking faithfulness to the base in certain
aspects. Thus, not only the monosyllabic structure, but also the behaviour of
word-final consonants in the truncations point to the fact that truncated names
are – with respect to certain aspects – indeed unmarked words of their language.
Furthermore, it will be shown that the OT analysis proposed here to account for
the behaviour of word-final consonants is superior to a templatic approach in
that it can dispense with additional rule machinery which has been necessary in
template-based approaches (McCarthy & Prince 1986, Scullen 1997, Weeda
1992). Particularly, this additional rule machinery is shown to be not adequate
for accounting for the data.

In the final section of this paper (section 6), I will look at y-suffixed hypoco-
ristics in English, showing that their structure cannot be analysed as unmarked
prosodic foot structure. This is contrary to what has been claimed for German
hypocoristics in Féry (1997) and Wiese (2001).

My database is a corpus of 233 monosyllabic truncated names with their
bases, which have been taken from a U.S. genealogical resource site on the
world-wide web (http://www.tngenweb.usit.com/franklin.frannik.htm; date:
28.04.1998). This site has been set up to give information about variant forms of
personal names for genealogical research purposes. The collection of variant
forms includes spelling variants, related names, y-suffixed hypocoristics and the
truncated names used here. For the analysis of y-suffixed hypocoristics, I also
used a baby-naming book for expectant parents (Wallace 1992) in which variant
forms of names are listed.4 This source yielded a corpus of 519 y-suffixed
hypocoristics.

2. ENGLISH TRUNCATIONS AND THE MINIMAL WORD

2.1. Data

The table in (3) provides an overview of the quantitative distribution of syllable
structures in the database on English truncated names.
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(3) syllabic structure of English truncations:

* syllabic structure refers to the structure of the truncations in terms of the
syllabic constituents onset, nucleus and coda. ‘x’ functions as a placeholder
for optional elements that can occur in the same position. Thus, Cx stands
for C, CC or CCC, Vx stands for V or VV (tense vowel, diphthong).

The most freqent structure exhibited by English truncated names is the struc-
ture seen in Fred (Frederick) or Dave (David), in which all syllabic positions –
onset, nucleus and coda – are each filled by at least one segment (CxVxCx:
80.7%). Furthermore, there is no truncated name in the database which does
not contain a consonant, either word-initially or word-finally: A ([eI]), for exam-
ple, is not a legitimate English truncation for Abraham. Two more generalisa-
tions about the structure of English truncated names emerge from the table in
(4), which provides a more detailed analysis of the syllabic rime – nucleus
and coda.

(4) rime structure in English truncations:

First, English truncations are all heavy syllables; they all contain either a tense
vowel5 or diphthong or a coda consonant or both. Secondly, the vast majority of
English truncations are consonant-final (68.2% + 21.9% = 90.1%).

2.2. The minimal word – a result of template-mapping or constraint interaction?

In the analysis of English truncated names suggested in Weeda (1992), monosyl-
labicity and bimoraicity are both prespecified properties of a template which is
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mapped to the base name (Weeda 1992: 104, based on McCarthy & Prince
1986). The mapping process is illustrated in (5), taken from Weeda (1992:104).

(5) template = (Weeda 1992: 104, based on McCarthy & Prince 1986):

Inspired by the Generalised Template Theory put forward in McCarthy & Prince
(1994b) for the analysis of reduplication, many OT analyses of truncatory pro-
cesses have opted for a different, non-templatic conception of truncation. The
basic idea in this approach is

a. that truncations are minimal words of the language, and
b. that the minimal word is the unmarked prosodic word of the language.

Thus, what happens in truncations is not an – essentially idiosyncratic – template
mapping to the base, but prosodic markedness constraints exerting their full
influence and cutting the size of the base name down to the size of the minimal
word of the language (cf. e.g. Nelson 1998 for French, Piñeros 1998 for Spanish,
Itô & Mester 1997, Féry 1997, Wiese 2001 for German). The prosodic marked-
ness constraints responsible for the structure of the truncation are generally
those which can be seen active in the prosody of the language in general. Thus,
for example, a trochaic language would not be expected to be able to exhibit a
truncatory process which produces iambic truncations.

2.3. English truncated names: a problem for the theory?

In the remaining part of this section I will show that the prosodic markedness
constraints which have been generally used for analyses of the structure of
truncations are not enough to reduce the size of an English truncated name to a
monosyllable as we find it in the data. The constraints in (6)–(10) illustrate
the prosodic markedness constraints which would be used to account for the
structure of English truncated names in an analysis modelled after McCarthy
& Prince (1994a,b). Among the classic prosodic size restrictor constraints
(McCarthy & Prince 1994a,b), I selected those which have been used to account
for the prosody of English.6

(6) FTBIN (a restricted version of the constraint suggested in McCarthy &
Prince 1993, cf. Pater 2000 for English):
Feet must be binary under moraic analysis.
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(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

ALL-FT-LEFT (Align Ft, L; PrWd, L) (Pater 2000 for English):
Every left edge of a foot must coincide with the left edge of a prosodic
word.

WEIGHT-TO-STRESS PRINCIPLE (WSP) (Prince & Smolensky 1993):
Heavy syllables are prominent.

PARSESYLL (McCarthy & Prince 1994a,b):
Every syllable must be parsed into a metrical foot.

TROCH (Pater 2000 for English):
Feet are trochaic.

These prosodic markedness constraints, which can be seen active in the lan-
guage in general (cf. Pater 2000), dominate the faithfulness constraints govern-
ing the relationship between the base word and the truncation. For the purpose
of this paper, these constraints will be summarised simply under the head term
of base-truncation identity (B-T identity), following the terminology suggested
in Benua (1995).7 The ranking is schematised in (11).

(11) ranking:
prosodic markedness B-T identity

The faithfulness constraint relevant here is the constraint MAX-BT. It is defined
in (12).

(12) MAX-BT (Benua (1995)):
Every segment in the base has a correspondent segment in the truncation.
(‘Don’t delete a segment!’)

The problem of this analysis, which has worked well in analyses of truncatory
processes in other languages (e.g. Spanish), is that English is a quantity-sensitive
language (cf. e.g. Hayes 1982, Selkirk 1984, Kager 1989, Prince & Smolensky
1993, Burzio 1994, Alcántara 1998, Pater 2000). Thus, prosodic size restrictor
constraints cannot differentiate between the two structures a minimal word can
have in quantity-sensitive, trochaic languages: a monosyllabic minimal word
consisting of a heavy syllable or a bisyllabic minimal word consisting of
two light syllables, with stress falling onto the first syllable (cf. Hayes
1995).8 These constraints cannot explain why English name truncations are
always monosyllabic, never bisyllabic. The tableau in (13) illustrates this prob-
lem, showing how (hypothetical) candidates for minimal words would perform
under the prosodic markedness constraints assumed active in English.
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(13) unmarked minimal words in quantity-sensitive systems – or

In quantity-sensitive systems, there are two unmarked structures available for
minimal words of the language: or All other candidates violate at
least one of the prosodic markedness constraints. So, for example, FTBIN

enforces bimoraicity on English minimal words,10 thus ruling out trimoraic feet
as in candidate d. as well as monomoraic feet like candidate a. Furthermore,
ALL-FT-L and PARSESYLL ensure that the output cannot exceed one foot; it can
neither contain more footed material than one foot (cf. candidate g., which
violates ALL-FT-L), nor can it contain unfooted material (cf. candidate h., which
violates PARSESYLL).

The tableau in (14) applies the ranking in (11) to candidates for an English
truncated name for the base name Timothy. Note, however, that the ranking of
markedness constraints found in (14) is not yet the ranking we must assume for
English. As will be explained in section 3, the ranking that we need to assume
for English includes further markedness constraints on segmental and prosodic
structure. We see that, with only prosodic markedness and BT-identity, the
ranking in (11) produces a false winner, preferring a bisyllabic minimal word to

9
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a monosyllabic truncation. Among the family of B-T identity constraints, the
member that is relevant here is MAX-BT, which was defined in (12) above.

(14) Timothy (base) = > (truncation), Pseudo-English:

Candidate c., which is a minimal word consisting of two light syllables
wins over the monosyllabic candidate b. because it is more faithful to its base
name, preserving more segments from its base Timothy than the monosyllabic
candidate b., and thus performing better on MAX-BT. The performance of candi-
dates a., d., and e. illustrates what has already been seen in the hypothetical
tableau in (13): Candidates exhibiting a structure different from or
are ruled out by the high-ranking prosodic markedness constraints.

The central question which emerges from this section is: Why are English
truncated names monosyllabic, not bisyllabic? Does the monosyllabic structure
of English truncated names force us to abandon the central idea of Generalised
Template Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1994b), i.e. that the structure of trunc-
ations is the result of a constraint ranking that produces unmarked word struc-
tures of the language (the emergence of the unmarked)? In the following section,
I will argue that this is not the case; English truncated names do exhibit an
unmarked word structure in English. The evidence upon which this claim is
based comes from the structure of the English lexicon, which clearly shows that
a monosyllabic word structure is an unmarked word structure in English.
Furthermore, additional restrictions on word structure in English render a bisyl-
labic minimal word dispreferred, if not completely impossible, in English.

3. WORD STRUCTURE IN TRUNCATED NAMES AND IN
THE LANGUAGE

The assumption that the structure of truncations is an emergence-of-the-
unmarked effect entails that, within a language, the markedness ranking
assumed to produce the structure of truncations must be the same for both
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truncated and nontruncated words. The observed differences between
truncations and other words of the language are claimed to be the result of
different positions of faithfulness constraints within this ranking (IO-FAITH

MARKEDNESS     BT-FAITH). In this section the structure of English truncated
names will be related to the structure of monomorphemic words in English.
Three aspects of analysis will be considered. First, I will look at the quantitative
distribution of monosyllabic words as compared to bisyllabic words in the
English lexicon (section 3.1.). For this purpose, all monomorphemic English
words have been extracted from the CELEX (1993) corpus of English, which
contains 52,446 lexical entries (types), taken from the Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary (1974) and the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary
English (1978), yielding a corpus of 7,400 monomorphemic words. I will argue
that the structure of English truncated names fits into a pattern which is preva-
lent in the language: just like truncated names, English words tend to be mono-
syllabic. The bisyllabic minimal word, on the other hand, is a structure which
is far less frequent in the language. In section 3.2. the empirical finding that
bisyllabic minimal words are dispreferred will be shown to be supported by
segmental restrictions on English word structure. Most notably, restrictions on
word-final vowels and ambisyllabicity are responsible for the fact that bisyllabic
minimal words are very rare, if not completely impossible, in the language.
However, it will become clear in section 3.3. that the fact that segmental restric-
tions disqualify most bisyllabic candidates for minimal words in English cannot
solve the problem of why the unmarked word structure in English should be the
monosyllable. Contrary to what the CELEX frequency count suggests about the
unmarkedness of monosyllables, analyses of foot and stress assignment in
English nouns, while differing in details, agree on a markedness ranking which
cannot produce monosyllabic unmarked words. The reason lies in the assump-
tion of a crucial ranking of NONFINALITY over PARSESYLLABLE. The conclusion
which will emerge from the investigation of word structure in English is, then,
that there seems to exist an interesting mismatch between the distribution of
word structures in the lexicon, where monosyllables are frequent, and the
prosodic system, in which constraints on stress assignment seem to render
monosyllables marked prosodic words.

3.1.   English word structure: a quantitative survey

The table in (15) shows the distribution of the number of syllables among all
English monomorphemic words in the CELEX database.
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(15) number of syllables in monomorphemic words (types) in English
(CELEX 1993):11

We see that the majority of English words (51.8%) are monosyllabic. The table
in (16) takes a closer look at the structure of monosyllabic words in English,
providing information about vowel length and the presence of consonants in
the syllabic rime.

(16) English monosyllabic words – rime structure (CELEX 1993):

The data show that 99.9% (89.6% + 8.2% + 2.1%) of all monosyllabic English
words are heavy syllables, i.e. minimal words of the language, the only two
exceptions being the determiners the and a. Note also that monosyllabic words
– just like truncated names – tend to be consonant-final in English.

In contrast to the monosyllabic word structure, the bisyllabic minimal word,
consisting of a sequence of two light syllables is less frequent in English.
The table in (17) shows this, providing an overview of the structure of the
bisyllabic words in the database that are stressed on the initial syllable (ignoring
iambic bisyllabic words) in terms of syllable weight. The calculation of syllable
weight employed in (17) incorporates the fact that English nouns are usually
assumed to be subject to final consonant extrametricality (cf. e.g. Hayes 1982,
Selkirk 1984). Thus, in bisyllabic words, the final consonant does not contribute
to syllable weight. As a consequence, the final syllable in a word like summit is
analysed as a light syllable.
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(17) syllable weight in English bisyllabic words with stress on the initial
syllable (CELEX):12

Among all bisyllabic words which carry main stress on the first syllable, only
566 words – or 30.7% – could be analysed as minimal words of the language
exhibiting an Among these 566 words, 483 words (or 85.3%)
are consonant-final (the type summit). Note that this count completely ignores
ambisyllabicity. Under ambisyllabicity, as it is frequently suggested for English
(cf. e.g. Kahn 1976, McCarthy & Prince 1993: 130ff., Gussenhoven 1986, Rubach
1996) the CELEX corpus would contain not a single instance of an word
structure because the ambisyllabic consonant would be analysed to contribute a
mora to the first syllable in all 566 cases listed as in (17) (for more
about ambisyllabicity cf. section 3.2. of this paper). The following table in (18)
summarises the results of the CELEX word count, comparing monosyllabic and
bisyllabic minimal word structures among English monomorphemic words.
Again, it is assumed that in polysyllabic words, the final consonant does not
contribute to syllable weight, i.e. is extrametrical.

(18) vs. words in English:

We see that of all minimal words that we find among monomorphemic English
words in the CELEX corpus, 87.1% are monosyllabic, and only 12.9% exhibit a
bisyllabic minimal word structure, provided we assume that ambisyllabicity does
not exist. Thus, it should not come as a surprise that the word structure exhibited
by English truncated names follows exactly the pattern exhibited by the major-
ity of the word stock; monosyllabicity is not an idiosyncratic property of
truncated names, but a word structure that is preferred in the language.
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3.2. Segmental restrictions on possible minimal words in English

The claim that the bisyllabic minimal word structure is dispreferred in English
is supported by the severe distributional restrictions which the language imposes
on the vowel quality in wordfinal syllables. As is illustrated in (19), the only lax
vowel which can occur as the nucleus of a stressless, open syllable, is and, in
some British dialects, [I] (cf. e.g. Jensen 1993, Alcántara 1998, Hammond 1999).
Consequently, it is only and [I] which could form the nucleus of the second
syllable in a bisyllabic minimal word. Note, however, that this restriction only
holds for word-final open syllables. If the bisyllabic minimal word contains an
extrametrical consonant, other vowels are also permitted.

(19) vowel quality in word-final open stressless syllables in English words

lax:
coda
(pity

tense:
pity
window
Hindu

not possible:

In SPE (Chomsky & Halle 1968: 74) word-final schwa is interpreted as the
result of vowel reduction operating on all low vowels in word-final position;
final nonlow vowels are blocked from reduction by a tensing rule. In OT-terms,
it is assumed that the English constraint ranking includes a high-ranking con-
straint or a group of constraints which ban word-final lax vowels except The
analyses suggested in the literature vary; Alcántara (1998), for instance, attri-
butes the distributional facts to a high-ranking markedness constraint
FINALMARGINS, which calls for word-final margin constituents, which are sup-
plied by the vowels surfacing as glide-final diphthongs in word-final position
( etc.). A different account (McCarthy 1993) straightforwardly
postulates a markedness constraint *V], which militates against word-final lax
vowels, to the effect that English words must end either in a consonant or in a
tense vowel (or both). Both accounts have to explain why schwa obviously
constitutes an exception here; there are English words which end in schwa (cf.
above), although not many of them. The details of the analysis do not need to
concern us here. What is important is that high-ranking constraints on the
segmental structure of word-final unstressed syllables render most candidates
for bisyllabic minimal words impossible English words. Monosyllabic minimal
words, on the other hand, can never violate these constraints because, being
minimal words, they must be at least bimoraic (cf. section 2).

Another segmental restriction on English word structure that is relevant for
the evaluation of candidates for minimal words in English concerns ambisyllabi-
city. In the CELEX count described in section 3.1. this factor was ignored.
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However, ambisyllabicity has been claimed to play a crucial role in syllabifica-
tion in English (cf. e.g. Kahn 1976, McCarthy & Prince 1993: 130ff., Gussen-
hoven 1986, Rubach 1996), and – if true – the assumption of ambisyllabicity has
a lot to contribute to the analysis of possible minimal words in English. The
traditional conception of ambisyllabicity is schematised in (20).

(20) with C associated with both syllables (Kahn 1976:
30): hammer

If we assume that ambisyllabicity exists in this environment (a sequence of a
stressed lax vowel followed by a single consonant and an unstressed vowel), and
that ambisyllabic segments contribute to syllable weight (making the first sylla-
ble in hammer a heavy syllable), then the figures provided in the CELEX count
above have to be changed considerably. The table that was given in section 3
(18), comparing the frequency of monosyllabic and bisyllabic minimal words in
the English lexicon, is repeated in (21).

(21) vs. words in English:

Under the assumption of ambisyllabicity, none of the 566 structures which were
analysed in section 3 as bisyllabic minimal words in English can be analysed as
two light syllables. Thus, the structure of the quantity-sensitive bisyllabic mini-
mal word in English could be claimed not to exist at all.13

The consequences the assumption of ambisyllabicity might have for the
analysis of English truncated names are obvious: if bisyllabic minimal words are
structurally impossible words in English, the only bimoraic foot available in
English is the monosyllabic foot. There are, however, two important caveats
with respect to this position: The first is that ambisyllabicity is still a much-
disputed issue in the literature. While, among the most recent analyses,
Hammond (1997, 1999) argues in favour of the assumption of ambisyllabicity
for English, the two most complete optimality-theoretic analyses of English
stress assignment (Alcántara 1998, Pater 2000), most conspicuously, exclude
ambisyllabicity from consideration, both crucially relying on the construction of
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feet in English. Another, minor, problem concerns the exact definition of
the phonological environment for ambisyllabicity and the formalisation of ambi-
syllabicity particularly in OT. Different formalisations have been proposed, e.g.,
by Beckman (1998; for languages other than English), by Dubach Green (1997;
for Irish) and by Hammond (1997, 1999). While Beckman attributes ambisyllab-
icity to the maximisation of prominent (stressed and root-initial) syllables in the
output, Dubach Green sees ambisyllabicity as a syllable contact effect.
Hammond, on the other hand, claims that ambisyllabicity is the effect of a
constraint on syllable weight of stressed syllables, requiring stressed syllables to
be heavy.

The second important caveat with respect to this position is that, under such
an interpretation, unmarked words are identified with unmarked metrical feet.
It will be shown in the next subsection, however, that there is a crucial difference
between how prosodic constraints in English evaluate words and how they
evaluate feet. In particular, extrametricality effects on word-final syllables are
uncontroversially attested for English words. Under the assumption of final-
syllable extrametricality, however, the constraints traditionally assumed to be
active in English cannot produce monosyllabic prosodic words as unmarked
words of the language, despite segmental restrictions that have just been shown
to rule out bisyllabic minimal words from the lexicon partially or even
completely.

3.3. Final-syllable extrametricality

In the CELEX word count presented in section 3.1., extrametricality of word-
final syllables was ignored as a factor determining word structure; both (H) and
(LL) word structures were assigned to monosyllabic and bisyllabic words,
respectively. However, the word-final syllable in English nouns is generally
assumed to be extrametrical (cf. e.g. Hayes 1982, Selkirk 1984, Kager 1989,
Prince & Smolensky 1993, Burzio 1994, Alcántara 1998, Hammond 1999, Pater
2000). In OT, final-syllable extrametricality is modelled as the result of an active
markedness constraint, NONFINALITY, which makes the word-final syllable invisi-
ble for the assignment of main stress and, thus, for the assignment of foot
structure (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993, Alcántara 1998, Hammond 1999, Pater
2000). The definition of the constraint is given in (22).

(22) NONFINALITY (Prince & Smolensky 1993: 52):
No head of a prosodic word is final in the prosodic word.

While varying in details, the OT accounts of English prosody considered here
(Alcántara 1998, Hammond 1999, Pater 2000) agree in ranking NONFINALITY

above PARSESYLLABLE. Given a polysyllabic string, this ranking will always
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prefer candidates with unparsed final syllables over those that parse the final
syllable. Given a monosyllabic string, this ranking leads to what Hayes (1995:
110) has called the unstressable word syndrome. The tableau in (23) illustrates
this, following the line of argumentation developed for Latin in Prince &
Smolensky (1993: 47ff.).

(23) Parsing of monosyllabic and bisyllabic words by NONFINALITY

PARSESYLLABLE

For polysyllabic words like coda, where the penultimate syllable is heavy and
can, therefore, be parsed as a bimoraic foot, candidate b. wins because it does
not violate high-ranking NONFINALITY. The same holds, however, for monosyl-
labic words like fish. Even though they constitute a heavy syllable and could
therefore be parsed as a monosyllabic foot, the ranking of NONFINALITY over
PARSESYLLABLE prevents this parsing and renders the unparsed candidate (b.)
optimal. The explanation offered in Prince & Smolensky 1993 for the existence
of monosyllabic words in languages like English is that NONFINALITY is domi-
nated by another constraint, LXWD = PRWD. LXWD = PRWD requires a lexical
word – defined as a morphological category like word, root or stem – to
correspond to a prosodic word, which – being the domain of main stress –
must exhibit foot and syllable structure (Prince & Smolensky 1993: 43). The
tableau in (24) shows how according to this analysis monosyllabic words are
saved from a null-parse with respect to foot structure, following the argument
provided in Prince & Smolensky (1993).
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(24) Parsing of monsyll. and bisyll. words by LXWD = PRWD NONFINALITY

PARSESYLL

LXWD = PRWD does not show an effect on the parsing of polysyllabic words.
For monosyllabic words, however, the constraint enforces stress assignment
on the monosyllable and thus overrides the violation of NONFINALITY encoun-
tered by the parsed candidates.

However, such an interpretation of monosyllabic structures for English
has important consequences for the interpretation of the structure of trunc-
ations. From a point of view of prosodic (un)markedness, monosyllables –
interpreted in this way – should be highly marked in English – this has indeed
been claimed to be true for English, also outside an OT framework (cf. Burzio
1994). The interpretation of monosyllabic words as marked words is, however,
not only problematic in the light of the fact that, as we saw in section 3.1., the
majority of English words are monosyllabic. It is also contradictory to the
general claim made in the studies of truncatory processes following McCarthy
& Prince (1994b) that truncations are instances of unmarked words of their
languages. More specifically, the approach cannot explain why English trun-
cated names are monosyllabic, except if we assume a templatic framework for
the truncation of names. If in such a framework monosyllabicity is a prespeci-
fied property of the template, then it seems natural to claim that the filled
template has to correspond to a prosodic word. If, however, the structure of
truncations is in itself conceived of as the result of constraint interaction,
without the necessity of postulating a template (as in McCarthy & Prince
1994a,b), there is no reason why the truncation should be monosyllabic, partic-
ularly if such a structure is disfavoured in the prosodic system of the language
by NONFINALITY. High-ranking LXWD = PRWD does not prefer monosyllabic
structures, it only tolerates them if they already exist as a morphological
category.
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3.4. Summary: preferred word structure in English

The following points emerge from the discussion of preferred word structures
in English in this section:

a. frequency:
The CELEX word count (3.1.) has shown that monosyllabicity is indeed
a very frequent, hence unmarked property of English word structure. The
monosyllabic minimal word is by far the most frequent word struc-
ture in English; it is also a much more frequent pattern than the bisyllabic
minimal word under the assumption that ambisyllabicity does not
contribute to syllable weight).

d.

c.

b. segmental restrictions on word-final vowels:
These restrictions, while obeyed by almost all monosyllabic English
words, disqualify most candidates for bisyllabic minimal words in English.
Still, schwa-final words (comma) and consonant-final words (summit)
would not violate these restrictions and would thus be acceptable mini-
mal words.

segmental restrictions on stressed syllables – ambisyllabicity:
If we assume ambisyllabicity in English, and if ambisyllabic consonants
contribute to syllable weight, there are no bisyllabic minimal words in the
language.

final-syllable extrametricality:
Under final-syllable extrametricality, bisyllabic words are preferably
parsed with an extrametrical syllable. Monosyllabic words are more
marked than bisyllables with an unparsed final syllable and must be
protected from a null-parse by the assumption of an additional high-
ranking constraint (in Prince & Smolensky’s account: LXWD = PRWD).

Thus, in order to determine which word structure constitutes an unmarked word
structure in English, more than the traditional prosodic size restrictor con-
straints have to be taken into account. Restrictions on unmarked word structure
include restrictions of a different nature on the wellformedness of constituents
on different levels of the prosodic hierarchy: the word (restrictions on word-
final vowels, extrametricality), the foot (quantity sensitivity) and the syllable
(ambisyllabicity). These restrictions do not agree in preferring a particular word
structure as optimal: While restrictions on foot construction may prefer mono-
syllabic or bisyllabic bimoraic trochees, segmental restrictions render bisyllabic
minimal words dispreferred, or impossible, in English. This does not mean,
however, that monosyllabic words are much better off: Optimal with respect to
segmental restrictions, they are rejected by restrictions on stress assignment in
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prosodic words, which render monosyllables marked words of the language.
This marked status is, however, contradictory to their frequency of occurrence
that was revealed in the CELEX count in section 3.1. In the following section of
this paper, I will suggest an optimality-theoretic, prominence-based explanation
of why monosyllabic truncated names do in fact constitute unmarked words of
the language.

4. THE MONOSYLLABICITY OF TRUNCATED NAMES IN OT

In this section I will discuss two different approaches which are conceivable for
modelling the monosyllabicity of truncations in OT, a prosody-based approach
and a prominence-based approach.

I will show that an explanation in terms of prosodic markedness constraints
encounters problems if we take into account the additional restrictions which
have been shown in section 3 to determine English word structure. In particular,
a prosodic account is only tenable if extrametricality in English is either
assumed to be not active in truncation, or conceptualised differently from stan-
dard accounts of English prosodic structure. Thus, I will suggest that an explana-
tion of monosyllabic word structure in terms of prominence is much more
adequate for explaining the structure of English truncated names within the
context of the prosodic system of the language. It will be argued that a promi-
nence-based account of monosyllabic word structure is necessary not only to
account for the monosyllabicity of English truncated names; segmental phen-
omena in modern English as well as truncation phenomena in the history of
English constitute independent evidence for the activity of constraints of the
type proposed for the truncation of personal names in modern English.
Furthermore, truncation phenomena in various languages call for a principled
account of the emergence of monosyllabic structure. Following a proposal put
forward in Alber (2001), the structure of English truncated names will be con-
ceived of as an effect of output-oriented prominence maximisation.

4.1. English monosyllables – limitations of a prosody-based approach

For the purpose of illustration, (25)-(27) provide a (in the cases of (25) and (26)
very tentative) definition of the constraints that have to be assumed active in
English to account for the generalisations made in sections 3.2. and 3.3. (restric-
tions on word-final vowels, ambisyllabicity, final-syllable extrametricality).

(25) *V] (following McCarthy 1993):
Prosodic words must not end in a lax vowel.
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(26)

(27)

AMBISYLL (very tentatively; for different approaches cf., e.g., Beckman
1998, Dubach Green 1997, Hammond 1997):
A stressed vowel is tautosyllabic with a following consonant.

NONFINALITY (repeated from (22)):
No head of a prosodic word is final in the prosodic word.

These three markedness constraints are all active in English and thus have to be
taken into account in an evaluation of unmarked word structure in the language.
Going back to the example of the truncation of the name Timothy from sec-
tion 2 of this paper, the tableau in (28) shows which word structure would be
preferred as unmarked word structure by the markedness constraints estab-
lished in section 3 and by the prosodic markedness constraints traditionally
assumed to delineate the size of truncated words (section 2). The ranking was
established as follows: as has been shown in section 3.3., NONFINALITY domi-
nates PARSESYLLABLE in English, i.e. the constraint which requires all syllables
to be parsed into feet (for a definition cf. (22) above). All other constraints are
assumed to be unranked with respect to each other, since they do not interact
in the cases that concern us here. For reasons of readability, the constraints
TROCH and WSP (for a definition cf. (8) and (10) above) have been left out from
the tableau. They are violated by none of the listed candidates. Also for reasons

(28)

of simplicity, word-final is assumed not to violate *V]. Since English does
have schwa-final words (e.g. comma), schwa must be assumed to be protected
by higher-ranking constraints. The relevant faithfulness constraint that is domi-
nated by all markedness constraints is again MAX-BT (for a definition cf. (12)
above).
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The tableau shows that the segmental and prosodic constraints which are gen-
erally assumed to be active in determining the structure of English words and
word stress do not produce a monosyllabic unmarked word, but – just like
the prosodic size restrictors of Generalized Template Theory did in sec-
tion 2 – produce a false winner. In this case the bisyllabic candidate with an
ambisyllabic medial consonant and a C-final extrametrical syllable, Timmoth

candidate f.), is selected as an optimally unmarked truncation
for Timothy. The reason why the attested candidate Tim as a truncated name
for Timothy is not optimal in this tableau is that NONFINALITY crucially outranks
PARSESYLLABLE in English – PARSESYLLABLE, however, is one of the traditional
prosodic size restrictor constraints used in analyses of truncated words in
Generalized Template Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1994b; cf. section 2 of this
paper). Note that the result of the analysis does not change if we dispense with
ambisyllabicity. The ranking of NONFINALITY over PARSESYLLABLE ensures that
candidates with an extrametrical syllable always win over those with a com-
plete parse.

Under these conditions a prosodic account working with the idea that
monosyllabic truncated names are unmarked minimal words of the language
can only be saved if we assume that NONFINALITY is inactive in the truncation of
personal names. This can happen either by stipulating that NONFINALITY is not
relevant in truncation, or by assuming that NONFINALITY is outranked by
another constraint in English under whose influence monosyllables are pre-
ferred. The tableau in (29) illustrates that the elimination of NONFINALITY

indeed leads to a truncation of Timothy to a monosyllable.

(29)    Timothy = > Tim under suppression of NONFINALITY

Under the assumption of ambisyllabicity and under the assumption that
NONFINALITY is not relevant for truncations, the monosyllable is the only
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unmarked foot structure conceivable in English. Note, however, that an inter-
pretation of monosyllabic truncated names along these lines exclusively relies
on interpreting the structure of truncations as unmarked foot structure, and on
claiming that monosyllabic words are unmarked metrical feet, but not
unmarked words of the language. Furthermore, it is unclear how such an
approach could explain the ‘turning-off’ of the NONFINALITY constraint, i.e. an
active markedness constraint in the language. Thus, in what follows an alterna-
tive line of argument will be pursued: it will be argued that NONFINALITY is not
turned off, but that it is outranked in English by a constraint strengthening
prominent positions, which leads to a preference of a monosyllable as an
unmarked word structure. Note that it is very clear that, if NONFINALITY is
inactive because it is outranked by another constraint, this constraint cannot
be LXWD = PRWD, as has been claimed by Prince & Smolensky (1993) for
the English lexicon; neither of the candidates listed in (29), and in particular

syllable; Patricia   can be truncated to become Pat or to become
Trish A similar phenomenon has been observed e.g. by Curtin (2001)
for truncations in child language; children’s truncated words particularly pre-
serve segmental material that is prominent in the corresponding nontruncated
adult words. Furthermore, prominence has been shown to be of equal impor-
tance for the selection of the base for French and Spanish hypocoristics (Nelson
1998, Piñeros 1998). All of the studies of truncatory processes mentioned here

neither of the two crucial candidates (b.) and (f.), violate
LXWD = PRWD.

4.2. English monosyllables – outline of a prominence-based approach

In her dissertation, Beckman (1998) shows that prominent positions within
words form a class of phonologically privileged positions in many languages,
and that, in order to account for this privileged status, a separate set of
constraints is needed which specifically targets prominent positions. These
constraints are formulated in terms of correspondence-theoretic identity con-
straints in Beckman (1998), protecting, for example, prominent positions from
processes which happen elsewhere. Prominent positions analysed by Beckman
are:

a.
b.
c.

first syllables
stressed syllables
onsets

Prominence has already been shown to influence the process of truncation in a
very principled way. Thus, for example, most English truncated names anchor
on the segmental material which is prominent in the base: the first or a stressed
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(Curtin 2001, Lappe 1999, Nelson 1998, Piñeros 1998) use prominence-specific
constraints to define the material from the base which survives in the truncation.

In the context of the present paper, I propose that truncations do not only
preserve elements that are prominent in the base (as they do in the selection of
material from the base name; cf. above); they also tend to display all segmental
material they inherit from the base in a prominent position in the output
(output-oriented prominence maximisation, Alber 2001). The advantage mono-
syllabic minimal words have over bisyllabic minimal words is that the segmental
material they contain is in a more prominent position (namely in the first or
stressed syllable) than the material a bisyllabic minimal word contains.
Bisyllabic trochaic words necessarily contain material in a non-prominent posi-
tion (the second syllable); it is this material which is penalised under output-
oriented prominence maximisation. Thus, the constraints used here are essen-
tially constraints against ‘weak’, or non-prominent positions (for prominence-
related phenomena in various languages and the formalisation of optimality-
theoretic constraints targeting specific positions cf. Beckman 1998, Zoll 1996,
1998, Alber 2001). In what follows I will first introduce the basic format for a
prominence-based account of monosyllabicity along these lines and show how
this format can account for the monosyllabic structure of English truncated
names. I will then present additional evidence in favour of prominence having a
say on word structure from outside English name truncations – from English
phonology as well as from truncations in other languages.

(30) provides the basic format of constraints enforcing output-oriented
prominence maximisation, (31) the particular parametrisation of the constraint
which I will assume to produce the monosyllabic structure of English truncated
names.

(30)

(31)

COINCIDE-P (Alber 2001, following Zoll 1996, 1998):
Every element of the output is in P (P = some prominent position).

(following Alber 2001):
Every element of the output is in the main-stressed syllable.

Violations of are counted in terms of segments; every segment
which is not in the stressed syllable of the output – in our case, in the truncated
name – incurs a violation of the constraint.

Alber suggests that there are different parametrisations of the constraint
COINCIDE-P, which call for the maximisation of different types of prominent
syllables in words. One version targets the word-initial syllable
while another version targets the stressed syllable. The version which Alber
uses in her analysis is For an analysis of English truncated names,
both versions may be used since, because they are monosyllabic, the first sylla-
ble of the truncations is always also the syllable which carries main stress.
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However, as will become clear soon in section 4.3., there is good evidence
pointing to the fact that in English the truncatory process is related to stress
rather than to the word-initial position. (32) provides the ranking for English
truncations.

(32) ranking:
NONFlNALITY MAX-BT

Comparing the ranking in (32) to the ranking of prosodic size restrictor con-
straints and segmental wellformedness constraints discussed in the previous
section of this paper (cf. the tableau in (28)), we see that now
does the work done by the prosodic markedness constraints in (28). Functioning
as a size restrictor constraint for truncations (but not for other words in the
language, as will be shown in section 4.3. below), it crucially dominates
MAX-BT.15 Furthermore, must outrank NONFINALITY. The tab-
leau in (34) illustrates how, in contrast to the tableau in (28), the ranking in (32)
correctly produces Tim as a truncated name for the base name Timothy and not
the competing bisyllabic candidate, which has won in (28).

(33) Timothy (base) => Tim (truncation):

Under this ranking, candidate b. – the monosyllabic candidate which contains
the maximal amount of segmental material that is available – is optimal even
though it does not preserve as much material from the base as the bisyllabic
candidates c. and d. The effect of high-ranking is that the mono-
syllabic structure is the only optimal structure for truncations. Note that this is
true even if candidates are taken into account which make concessions to the
prominent syllable in their syllabification, as is exemplified by the performance
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of candidated.16  Furthermore, NONFINALITY loses the crucial influence it had on
the structure of truncations in (28). Candidates with extrametrical syllables like
Timmoth candidate f.) cannot be optimal under this ranking
because they exhibit segmental material in an unstressed position. However,

does not differentiate between the monosyllabic candidates; it
is violated neither by candidate a., nor by candidate b. It is MAX-BT which
decides among the monosyllabic candidates, favouring those which preserve as
much material as possible from their base name.17

4.3. The advantages of a prominence-based account

The type of constraints proposed in Alber (2001) is motivated not only through
the fact that these constraints are needed in order to account for a wide range
of phenomena in various languages (e.g. metathesis, segmental weakening phen-
omena, monosyllabic templates); they are also motivated through psycholin-
guistic evidence about the nature of human word recognition (cf. Nooteboom
& Vermeulen 1997). Prominent positions are positions which are particularly
important for word recognition. The inclusion of as much segmental material as
possible in these positions has a facilitating effect on language processing.

In the case of English, prominence-related constraints have a crucial influ-
ence on word structure in different aspects of the phonology. In modern English,
ambisyllabicity and vowel reduction are two cases in point. Differing consider-
ably in details, most accounts of these two phenomena in various languages (cf.
Beckman 1998, Dubach Green 1997, Hammond 1997 on ambisyllabicity,
Crosswhite 2001, Hammond 1997, Kager 1997 on reduction) agree on the
assumption that the processes are stress-based, i.e. prominence-based, resulting
in a strengthening of strong positions (ambisyllabicity) and a weakening of weak
positions (reduction). While reduction is usually accounted for by constraints
targeting weak positions (Crosswhite 2001, Kager 1997), ambisyllabicity may
easily be interpreted as a result of high-ranking Consider the
ranking in (34), in which input-output faithfulness (MAX-IO) and a constraint
on syllable-wellformedness requiring onsets (ONSET) are ranked above

on the other hand, still outranks MAX-BT, as
was claimed in (33).

(34) ranking:18

MAX-IO, ONSET MAX-BT

The tableau in (35) shows that under this ranking, while personal names would
still be truncated to a monosyllable, exerts its influence not
by truncation (this is prevented by high-ranking MAX-IO), but by rendering
candidates with ambisyllabic segments optimal.
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(35) ambisyllabicity after stressed syllables – comma =>
(as claimed in Kahn 1976)

Due to high-ranking MAX-IO deletion of those segments violating
(as in candidate a) can never be optimal for polysyllabic English words.

Furthermore, ONSET rules out the exclusive syllabification of the postvocalic
consonant into the coda of the stressed syllable (as in candidate c.). The optimal
parse here is seen in candidate d., in which ONSET as well as are
fulfilled through the segment [m] occupying both coda and onset positions.

Another advantage of a prominence-based approach to the emergence of
monosyllabic word structure is that it offers a principled account of monosyl-
labic word structure as unmarked word structure. Such a conception of mono-
syllabicity is needed, not only to account for the distributional frequency of
monosyllabic words in the lexicon of a language like English, but also for
truncatory patterns exhibited in other languages, in which there is variability
between monosyllabic and bisyllabic word structures for truncation. I will deal
with each of these two points in turn.

As concerns the distribution of monosyllables in the English lexicon investi-
gated in section 3.1. of this paper, a large portion of the monosyllabic words that
are part of the word stock today are the product of a massive vowel deletion
process that took place in Middle English (Bermúdez-Otero 1998, Lass 1992,
Minkova 1991). Particularly, the vowel deleted in this process was stressless
schwa, which was itself the result of a reduction process that had targeted full
vowels in syllables following the first root syllable in late Old English (Minkova
1991: 28). The deletion process is exemplified in (36).

(36) schwa-deletion in Middle English

Old English
(spelling):

hwanne/hwenne
nama
weorlde

Middle English
(spelling):

when
name
world

Modern English
(spelling):

when
name
world
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Schwa-deletion was accompanied by compensatory lengthening of the root
vowel (Minkova 1985, Hayes 1989, Bermúdez-Otero 1998), and it is this com-
pensatory lengthening process that most recent studies of Middle English pho-
nology have focussed on. For the purpose of the present argumentation,
however, compensatory lengthening is irrelevant and will be ignored in the
discussion. Instead it is worth noting that the result of Middle English schwa-
deletion was a large amount of new monosyllables in the English word stock.
Such a massive creation of monosyllabic words would be difficult to understand
if monosyllables were marked words of the language. Furthermore, analyses
proposed for schwa-deletion all agree on the interpretation of the process as a
prominence-related process, which involved the weakening of stressless sylla-
bles (reduction) and a phonetic strenghtening (through heavy stress) of the root
syllable (cf. Bermúdez-Otero 1998, Minkova 1991, the latter also containing a
detailed review of the earlier literature). The ultimate causes of this process,
however, are still much-disputed. Interestingly, with respect to concentration of
stress, Minkova (1991:135) notes that

Concentration of stress is the factor which initially triggers neutraliza-
tion in final unstressed syllables and perhaps impairs the clear-cut, one-
to-one sound-meaning correspondence in that position. It is the only
factor operating across the board and affecting all items of the vocabu-
lary irrespective of their morphemic composition and syntactic position.
[...] It has been argued that one of the most important consequences of
the described concentration of stress is the reinforcement of the status
of the root syllable as the semantic center of the word. This in itself
paves the way for the emergence of the two new models of word
formation in English – conversion and clipping. The latter is due to the
fact that the stressed syllable of the root ranks highest in a hierarchy of
‘meaningfulness’, and also to the productivity/pressure of the monosyl-
labic pattern in the language, thus Mod.E. doc, chap, van for ‘doctor’,
‘chapman’ (OE ceapmon), ‘caravan’, see Arakin (1976:161).

Under this interpretation, the result of deletion processes in Middle English is a
concentration not only of stress, but also of ‘meaningfulness’ (cf. above) in the
stressed syllable of the root. The assumption of prominence-related constraints
like in an optimality-theoretic grammar can add a new insight
to an interpretation of Middle English schwa-loss, suggesting that this concen-
tration of meaningfulness in the stressed syllable of the root is not only an
accidental consequence, but rather one of the crucial triggers of the deletion
process.

Another reason why a principled account of monosyllabicity as an
unmarked word structure in a quantity-sensitive language is needed is the fact
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that there are languages in which a truncatory process can produce both mono-
syllabic and bisyllabic outputs, which coexist as variant output forms for the
same base forms. An example is one type of hypocoristic formation in Japanese.
The process is exemplified in (37).

(37) hypocoristics in Japanese (Mester 1990):

base name:

Midori
Yooko
Hanako
Takako

monosyllabic truncation: bisyllabic truncation:

Obviously, the generalisation for the structure of hypocoristics in
Japanese is that the truncation has to be a bimoraic foot. This foot can either be
monosyllabic (e.g. Mii in or bisyllabic (Mido in The data
also show that the selection of either the monosyllabic or the bisyllabic trunca-
tion is not due to the moraic structure of the base name: The vowel in a
monosyllabic truncation may lengthen to achieve bimoraicity if the vowel in the
relevant base name is short (e.g. for Hanako), or it may shorten in a
bisyllabic truncation if it is long in the base name (e.g. for Yooko; for
an analysis cf. Mester 1990). In an analysis along the lines of Generalized
Template Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1994b), however, bisyllabic truncations
would be generally preferred to monosyllables, for reasons that have been
outlined in section 2 of this paper (MAX-BT as the relevant faithfulness con-
straint). Furthermore, Japanese – unlike English – does not exhibit segmental
restrictions on the structure of words which render bisyllabic minimal words
impossible – they exist in truncations alongside their monosyllabic counterparts.
Therefore, bisyllabic as well as monosyllabic word structures must be optimal
for truncations in Japanese – monosyllabic word structure, however, can only
emerge from constraint ranking if we assume that, apart from the traditional
prosodic size restrictor constraints, a constraint (or constraints) which prefers
monosyllables over bisyllables is active – such a constraint could be, for exam-
ple, prominence-based COINCIDE-P, calling for the maximisation of some promi-
nent syllable, e.g. the first syllable, in the truncation.19

In sum, we see that evidence from English phonology (modern and histori-
cal) as well as from monosyllabic truncations in other languages shows:

a.  Prominence-based constraints are needed in order to account for promi-
nence-based restrictions on word structure in modern English. One
of these restrictions, ambisyllabicity, is easily accounted for through
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b. Prominence is traditionally assumed to play a crucial role in schwa-dele-
tion in Middle English. One of the crucial effects of this process was a
very large rise in the number of new monosyllabic words in the English
word stock. This massive creation of new monosyllables would be difficult
to understand if monosyllables were marked, or dispreferred, in the lan-
guage. It remains to be seen whether prominence-based
could be used to answer the question still open in the literature of what
constituted the trigger of the deletion process.

Additional evidence for the necessity of a principled approach to the
interpretation of monosyllabic word structure comes from truncatory
processes in other languages in which bisyllabic and monosyllabic struc-
tures coexist as variant forms. Japanese hypocoristics are a
case in point.

c.

Note, finally, that – in the case of English truncated names – the evidence
favouring an approach based on is not entirely conclusive. While
crosslinguistically there is good evidence for the assumption of a principled
account of monosyllabic word structure as unmarked word structure, the exis-
tence of many competing analyses of the English prosodic system (among the OT
approaches, compare, e.g., Alcántara 1998, Hammond 1997, 1999, Pater 2000)
makes it difficult to evaluate the structure of English truncated names against
other phenomena in the prosody of English. In particular, ambisyllabicity and
vowel reduction and their relation to stress are still much-disputed. However, it
has been shown in this section that there is very good evidence that the favouring
of monosyllabic word structure has something to do with prominence,20 and that
a formulation of these constraints in terms of output-oriented prominence maximi-
sation (Alber 2001) cannot only explain why English truncated names are mono-
syllabic, but can also do so in the context of other phenomena in English
(synchronic and diachronic). In contrast to this, the prosodic markedness con-
straints which have been suggested so far to be active in the prosodic system of
English, rather tend to disfavour monosyllabic word structures and are therefore
clearly inadequate for an analysis of the monosyllabic structure of truncated
personal names in English.

5. WORD-FINAL CONSONANTS IN MONOSYLLABIC TRUNCATIONS

In this section I will look at the structure of English truncated names in more
detail. Previous studies (McCarthy & Prince 1986, Weeda 1992) have pointed
out that a prosodically defined minimal word criterion is not enough to delin-
eate the structure of the truncations. Instead, the minimal word criterion is
assumed to be supplemented by further restrictions which essentially concern
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the presence or absence of word-final consonants in the truncated names. These
restrictions have been captured as a parameter which is assumed to be set for
the process of template mapping. The two values for this parameter are called
template maximisation and template submaximisation, respectively (cf. Weeda
1992, or Scullen 1997 for a similar analysis of French hypocoristics). For English
truncated names, I will show that an optimality-theoretic analysis is more ade-
quate in accounting for maximisation or submaximisation phenomena than a
template-based analysis. More specifically, phenomena which have posed a
problem for templatic analyses – because they could only be analysed under the
assumption of inconsistencies in the parameter setting for maximisation effects
– can now be shown to emerge naturally from constraint interaction.

For practical reasons, the terms template maximisation and submaximisa-
tion will be used in this section to refer to the phenomena to be dealt with, even
though the analysis will reveal that these terms are in fact head terms for the
results of different structural constraints which can be seen at work in truncation
in English. The data in (38) illustrate maximisation and submaximisation effects
in English truncated names (cf. Weeda 1992: 102ff.), showing that these effects
concern two different aspects of the structure of truncations.

(38) a. template maximisation:
Octavia Tave
David Dave
Abraham Abe

b. template submaximisation or maximisation:
Alfred Al Alfred Alf
Vincent Vin Vincent Vince
Frances Fran Nancy Nance

One effect which has been attributed to template maximisation is the fact that
truncated names can contain a tense vowel and a final consonant (38a); Octavia
is shortened to become Tave               not                      even  though          would
fulfill the bimoraic minimal word criterion which is assumed to determine the
shape of the template in English already. Another effect of template maximisa-
tion is seen in the presence of word-final consonant clusters (38b). As the
examples in (38b) show, the presence of word-final consonant clusters is vari-
able in English truncated names; Alfred can be shortened to Al, avoiding the
final cluster, or to Alf, which does not avoid the final cluster. While the first
form, Al, is a result of template submaximisation, the latter form, Alf, is again
seen as the effect of maximisation.21

A quantitative investigation of maximisation and submaximisation effects
among the 233 truncated names in the database yielded the results presented in
(39)–(41). For the reader’s convenience, (39) repeats the rime structure of the
English truncated names given in (4).
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(39) rime structure in English truncations (repeated from 4):

Consonant-finality is a prevalent structure among English truncated names,
with 90.1% of the data (68.2% + 21.9%) ending in a consonant. Furthermore,
the table in (40) shows that consonant-finality is not an effect produced by the
minimal word criterion.

(40) word-final consonants in truncated names whose nucleus is occupied by a
tense vowel:

Of the 67 truncated names whose nucleus is occupied by a tense vowel and
whose base name contains a potential candidate for a final consonant in the
truncation, 51 truncated names (76.1%) are consonant-final. The table in (41)
shows the behaviour of word-final consonant clusters in the truncated names in
the database.

(41) (non-)avoidance of word-final consonant clusters in English truncations:
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In word-final position, consonant clusters are sometimes avoided, sometimes
not avoided (ratio: 54.5%/45.5%). Based on a claim in McCarthy & Prince
(1986) that templates should be filled maximally, Weeda (1992: 104ff.) accounts
for the phenomena described in (39)–(41) in terms of the parameters of tem-
plate maximisation and submaximisation (cf. Scullen 1997 for an analysis of
French hypocoristics along these lines). Thus, the fact that English truncated
names are consonant-final is an effect of template maximisation; Marjorie is
shortened to Marge and not to or David is shortened to Dave, not
In order to account for cases in which word-final consonant clusters are avoided,
Weeda claims that these cases are a result of submaximisation; under sub-
maximisation, Alfred is shortened to Al, while under maximisation, Alfred is
shortened to Alf. Since both truncated names, Al and Alf, are attested, submaxi-
misation is seen as optional, its main function is to create variant forms.22 Thus,
submaximisation and maximisation are both present in the creation of English
truncated names.

In the optimality-theoretic analysis proposed here, the two constraints
which have been suggested to produce the monosyllabic structure of truncations
produce maximised templates. This is illustrated in the tableau in (42). Marjorie
is shortened to Marge, not to or

(42) Marjorie (base) => Marge (truncation):

For maximisation effects in English truncated names, MAX-BT plays a crucial
role. While high-ranking militates against structures larger than
a monosyllable (candidate d.), the candidate which preserves as much material
from the base as possible within a monosyllable is optimal. In this case, this is
Marge (candidate c.).

However, the examples in (43) show that maximisation of the monosyllabic
structure is not always the guiding principle. Instead, maximisation is restricted
by other constraints.
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(43) restrictions on MAX-BT:

a.

b.

c.

Vanessa
Ronald
Vincent

Alfred
Vincent
Samson

Alfred
Vincent
Lincoln

Van
Ron
Vin

Al
Vin
Sam

Alf
Vince
Link

The data in (43a) show that truncated names are not subject to maximisation at
any cost. If there is no further consonant which immediately follows the base
of the truncated name, word-final clusters are never found in the truncated
name; Vanessa cannot be shortened to even though [ns] is an acceptable
word-final cluster in English. I assume this to be the effect of high-ranking
CONTIGUITY, a constraint against the ‘skipping’ of segments from the base in the
truncation. The constraint is defined in (44).

(44) CONTIGUITY-BT (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1994a,b for reduplication):
The portion of the base standing in correspondence forms a contiguous
string, as does the correspondent portion of the truncation.

A further restriction on the maximisation of the monosyllable in truncated
names is the avoidance of consonant clusters observed also in Weeda (1992),
which is illustrated in (43b). This is due to a markedness constraint –

– on syllabic wellformedness, which militates against segment clus-
ters in syllable positions. This constraint, which has been seen active especially
in truncations in many languages (cf. e.g. Féry 1997 and Wiese 2001 for German,
Piñeros 1998 for Spanish), is defined in (45), whereby the definition in (45)
parametrises the general constraint to target syllable codas only.

(45)
Syllable codas are not complex.23

As is illustrated in the examples in (43c), however, does not always
prevent template maximisation. Instead, there are often variant forms, with one
violating while the other does not (e.g. Alfred = > Al, Alf).24 Thus,
the ranking of and the constraint responsible for maximisation
effects, MAX-BT, is obviously variable, with one grammar ranking
over MAX-BT and thus avoiding word-final consonant clusters, while the other
grammar exhibits the opposite ranking, tolerating word-final consonant clusters
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in order to maximally fulfil MAX-BT. The rankings of the constraints discussed
so far are summarised in (46).

(46) rankings:
a. grammar A: CONTIGUITY-BT MAX-BT
b.  grammar B: CONTIGUITY-BT

In both grammars A and B, is not ranked with respect to
CONTIGUITY-BT; instead, as has been established in the previous section, both
constraints must crucially outrank MAX-BT. This ranking then produces mono-
syllabic structures ( MAX-BT)   which mirror the sequence of
segments in the base name (CONTIGUITY-BT      MAX-BT).

The tableau in (47) provides an example of how, under the ranking of
grammar A, the monosyllabic structure of English truncated names is maxi-
mised: The violation of constitutes a legal strategy for maximising
templates in English truncated names, while a violation of CONTIGUITY-BT does
not; Nancy is shortened to Nance, but Vanessa cannot become but is
shortened to Van.25 For reasons of readability, the size restrictor constraint,

has not been included in the tableau. None of the candidates
that we see in competition in (47) violates

(47) Nancy (base) => Nance (truncation), Vanessa (base) => Van
(truncation):

Among the candidates for a truncated name for Nancy, MAX-BT can decide in
favour of candidate c., which preserves as much material as possible from the
base name. This is so because the maximised candidate c. does not violate

MAX-BT
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CONTIGUITY-BT. This is different for the base Vanessa. Here, because of high-
ranking CONTIGUITY-BT, MAX-BT cannot select the candidate which preserves
most material from the base (candidate c.). Thus, Van (candidate b.) is optimal
here.

In sum, the analysis proposed here reveals that phenomena which have
been summarised under the terms template maximisation or submaximisation
in Weeda (1992) have in fact two different sources: One is high-ranking
MAX-BT, a faithfulness constraint which has the effect of preserving as much
material as possible from the base name. This constraint is responsible for the
fact that about 90% of the English truncated names are consonant-final; Octavia
becomes Tave, not We also saw that MAX-BT is subject to restrictions from
the size restrictor constraint  and from CONTIGUITY-BT.

The other source of maximisation or submaximisation phenomena in
English truncated names is a markedness constraint against consonant clusters,

The variable ranking between and MAX-BT results
in the fact that word-final consonant clusters are sometimes avoided, as is the
case in about 45.5% of the data, and sometimes not avoided, as is the case in
about 54.5% of the data. Thus, the effects of can be limited by
MAX-BT; they are always limited in word-initial position (cf. footnote 21).

6. ENGLISH Y-SUFFIXED HYPOCORISTICS:
NO BISYLLABIC TROCHEES

In the previous sections of this paper it was argued that the monosyllabic
structure of English truncated names, although an unmarked structure in the
language, is not produced by the traditional prosodic size restrictor constraints
which have been suggested to delineate the structure of truncations in various
languages as the structure of a minimal, unmarked prosodic word (cf. Benua
1995, Féry 1997, Wiese 2001, Piñeros 2000 for other languages than English). In
the first part of this section (6.1.) I will show that, in English, this is not only
true for monosyllabic truncated names, but also for y-suffixed hypocoristics,26

i.e. the other productive truncatory process for names found in the language.
Like monosyllabic truncated names, also the structure of English y-suffixed
hypocoristics cannot be explained through the traditional prosodic size
restrictor constraints. This is so despite the fact that a truncatory process in
German which seems to exactly parallel English y-suffixed hypocoristics has
been analysed along these lines (Féry 1997, Wiese 2001). In section 6.2. I will
then show that the crucial assumptions which have formed the basis of the
analysis of monosyllabic truncations, may in fact be used as the basis for an
approach to the analysis of y-suffixed hypocoristics. Most notably, final-syllable
extrametricality as well as will play a crucial role in explaining
the structure of the data.
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6.1. y-suffixed hypocoristics – no quantity-sensitive feet

The data in (48) provide examples of the truncatory process in English.

(48) English y-suffixed hypocoristics – examples:

base:
Alfreda
Camille
Elisabeth

bisyllabic hypocoristic:
Alfy
Cammie
Lizzy

monosyllabic truncation:
Alf
Cam
Liz

In English, two types of truncatory processes for personal names coexist: the
monosyllabic truncated name and the bisyllabic hypocoristic. The
data in (49) illustrate how personal names can be truncated in German.

(49) name truncation in German:

base:
Rudolf
Camilla
Sabine

bisyllabic truncation:
Rudi
Cammi
Bini

absence of monosyllabic truncation:

In contrast to English, there is no monosyllabic type of name truncation in
German. Furthermore, bisyllabicity is a requirement that is met (almost, cf.
Wiese 2001) without an exception by all German y-suffixed hypocoristics. It is
this bisyllabic structure of German name truncations which has led to their
interpretation as unmarked prosodic words. In the pertinent analyses, the bisyl-
labic structure of the truncation is claimed to correspond to a preferred foot
structure in the language (Féry 1997: 471, Wiese 2001: 24). This preferred foot
structure is the bisyllabic trochee Thus, the structure of German y-
suffixed hypocoristics is analysed as the result of prosodic markedness con-
straints dominating the constraints governing B-T correspondence (cf. section 2
of this paper). In both analyses, Féry (1997) and Wiese (2001), bisyllabicity is
the result of high-ranking prosodic markedness constraints enforcing bisyllabic
trochaic feet.

For the analysis of y-suffixed hypocoristics in English, such an approach
proves problematic. First of all, English exhibits two types of truncatory pro-
cesses for the truncation of personal names, a monosyllabic (Timothy = > Tim)
and a bisyllabic (Timothy => Timmy) pattern, with the bisyllabic pattern being
always an y-suffixed pattern (Timothy => Timmy, and not Thus,
there is no reason to assume that a bisyllabic structure should be an especially
wellformed structure for English hypocoristics, particularly if – as has been
shown in section 3.1. of this paper – monosyllabic structures are preferred in the
language.
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Furthermore, I will show below that an interpretation of English y-suffixed
hypocoristics as unmarked bisyllabic trochaic feet would be possible only if we
assume that constraints which usually exert a crucial influence on the prosody
of the language are inoperative in the formation of hypocoristics. These are:

a.

b.

the constraint which enforces final-syllable extrametricality (NON-
FINALITY, cf. section 3.2.) and
the constraints which enforce quantity-sensitivity.

For the analysis of y-suffixed hypocoristics, final-syllable extrametricality proves
just as problematic as for the analysis of monosyllabic truncated names. I will
illustrate the problem below, applying the constraint ranking established in
Pater (2000) for the assignment of foot structure in English to the assignment of
foot structure in y-suffixed hypocoristics.

The tableau in (50) illustrates how, in Pater’s analysis, foot structure is
assigned to the English word horizon. The two constraints which Pater assumes
to be relevant here are NONFINALITY (for the definition cf. (22), section 3.3.) and
ALIGN-HEAD. ALIGN-HEAD requires the right edge of the prosodic word to
coincide with the right edge of the head of the prosodic word, i.e. the syllable
bearing main stress to be at the rightmost edge of the prosodic word.

(50) horizon = > (Pater 2000: 240, with cand. c. added)

The input horizon is assigned the foot structure of candidate a. because
NONFINALITY crucially outranks ALIGN-HEAD. Thus, none of the candidates
which include the final syllable in the foot structure – candidates c. and d. – are
optimal.27 What the analysis in Pater (2000) accounts for is that English obvi-
ously allows for unfooted syllables in order to satisfy high-ranking NONFINALITY;
the winning candidate a. contains two unfooted syllables, among them the last
one.

The tableau in (51) shows how the very same ranking which is assumed for
English in Pater (2000) selects the optimal candidate for an assignment of foot
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structure in the y-suffixed hypocoristic for Alfreda, Alfy. For the convenience of
the reader, only those two candidates are listed which are of crucial importance
for the discussion here.

(51) Alfreda =>

As in horizon, the constraint ranking prefers candidate a. over all other candi-
dates. This means that the candidate whose last syllable remains unfooted, and
thus fulfils NONFINALITY, is superior to the bisyllabic foot in b.28 Thus, if the
analysis developed in Pater (2000) is correct, Alfy is not assigned a bisyllabic
foot structure in English, but is footed as a monosyllabic foot and an extrametri-
cal syllable. Also the constraints and ranking suggested in other studies of
English prosodic phenomena would, if applied to Alfy, assign the foot structure
of candidate a. in the tableau in (51) (cf. Alcántara 1998, Hammond 1999).

Like final-syllable extrametricality, also the fact that English is a quantity-
sensitive language provides evidence against an analysis of English y-suffixed
hypocoristics as unmarked bisyllabic trochees of the language. In quantity-
sensitive trochaic systems, the bisyllabic trochee consists of two light syllables
(cf. e.g. Hayes 1995, section 2 of this paper). As is shown in (52), the -y in
English y-diminutives is tense in many dialects of English.

(52) the quality of English -y:
[I] (lax):
RP (Marchand 1969)

[i] tense
American English (Roach 1997)
Australian English clippings (Simpson 2001)

Although -y is tense in most dialects of American English and in Australian
English clippings, the formation of y-suffixed hypocoristics is nevertheless
highly productive in these varieties. However, they cannot be unmarked bisyl-
labic trochees in a quantity-sensitive system since this would imply the construc-
tion of (HH) or (LH) trochees.

Furthermore, also the distribution of syllable weight in the first syllable of
English y-suffixed hypocoristics presents evidence against an interpretation of
the truncations as bisyllabic unmarked trochees. First of all, as has been extens-
ively demonstrated in section 3.2. of this paper, no stressed open syllable can be
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analysed as light in English if ambisyllabicity is assumed to exist and if ambisyl-
labic consonants are assumed to contribute to syllable weight. This is particu-
larly relevant for the analysis of y-suffixed hypocoristics. Examples of pertinent
cases are provided in (53).

(53) English y-suffixed hypocoristics with a structure (Cx)VC-y:

Natty
Abby
Peggy
Izzy
Cassy

Evvy
Sammy
Annie
Lilly
Cherry

It is obvious that those y-suffixed hypocoristics the nucleus of whose first sylla-
ble is occupied by a lax vowel and is followed by a single consonant (not a
sequence of two consonants) constitute a classic case for ambisyllabicity (Kahn
1976, McCarthy & Prince 1993: 130ff., Gussenhoven 1986, Rubach 1996; cf.
Jensen 2000 for alternative analyses). If the intervocalic consonant in cases like
those in (53) is ambisyllabic, there is not a single y-suffixed hypocoristic in
English which has a light initial syllable.

But even if ambisyllabicity is assumed not to exist in English, the distribu-
tion of syllable weight of the first syllable in the 519 y-suffixed hypocoristics in
my database clearly argues against light initial syllables as a wellformedness
requirement on the truncated forms. The table in (54) provides an overview of
the distribution of syllable weight of the first syllable in the data.

(54) syllable weight in the first syllable of y-suffixed hypocoristics
(no ambisyllabicity assumed):

In 42.6% of the data, the first syllable of the y-suffixed hypocoristic is heavy.
Thus, at least 42.6% of the data are not bisyllabic quantity-sensitive feet of the
(LL) type.

In sum, we see that the weight-related characteristics of English y-suffixed
hypocoristics are not compatible with an analysis of the products of the trunca-
tory process as bisyllabic trochees of the structure (LL). First, -y is tense in most
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dialects. Secondly, even if ambisyllabicity is assumed not to exist in this environ-
ment, among the first syllables in English y-suffixed hypocoristics, light and
heavy first syllables both occur (ratio ~ 57%/43%). Thus, an interpretation
which is solely based on the classic ‘prosodic size restrictor constraints’ is impos-
sible for English.

6.2.  y-suffixed hypocoristics – outline of an analysis

In this section I will suggest a basic outline for an analysis of English y-suffixed
hypocoristics, showing that such an analysis is possible on the basis of what has
been shown to be the unmarked pattern for English monosyllabic truncated
names. More specifically, it will be argued that

a. like in monosyllabic truncated names, prominence also plays an impor-
tant role in determining the structure of y-suffixed hypocoristics. A case
in point are vowel changes observed in the data which can be explained
by assuming that exerts its influence, shaping the mono-
syllabic foot that constitutes the first syllable of the hypocoristic.

y-suffixed hypocoristics do conform to a pattern that can be called an
unmarked word structure in English: a heavy monosyllabic foot, followed
by an extrametrical syllable.

Note, however, that the analysis of y-suffixed hypocoristics will be restricted to
the two aspects of their structure listed above. The point to be made here is
solely that the structure of the data fits into the pattern that has been assumed
to produce unmarked monosyllabic truncations in the first part of this paper.
Details of structural analysis will be left out here; this is true in particular for
details concerning the occurrence or nonoccurrence of intervocalic consonant
sequences (cf. Weeda 1992 for English or Féry 1997, Itô & Mester 1997, Wiese
2001 for German, which exhibits a very similar phenomenon) and for the discus-
sion of whether or not -y has the status of an affix in English.

The table in (55) provides an overview of the weight-related characteristics
of the first syllable of y-suffixed hypocoristics in the database.

b.
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(55) the structure of the first syllable in y-suffixed hypocoristics

In the table I assume ambisyllabicity for single intervocalic consonants which
follow a stressed lax vowel (along the lines suggested in Kahn 1976). The data
show that in more than half of all y-suffixed hypocoristics (54.7%) the rime of
the first syllable is filled by a lax vowel and is followed by a single consonant
which is potentially ambisyllabic. Even more interestingly, there is evidence in
the data that this configuration (lax vowel + single ambisyllabic consonant) is
not simply a configuration that is frequent in the hypocoristics because it is a
frequent configuration in the base names. Instead, evidence from vowel changes
occuring in y-suffixed hypocoristics with respect to their base names seems to
suggest that this configuration is even a preferred configuration. The figures in
(56) look at quantity-related vowel changes in the data, comparing tensing and
laxing processes in y-suffixed hypocoristics with respect to their base names.

(56) vowel quantity in y-suffixed hypocoristics and their bases:29

The figures show that lax vowels in the base name are much more stable in the
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truncations (94% stable, 6% changes) than tense vowels (65% stable, 35%
changes). Laxing of tense vowels is quite common in y-suffixed hypocoristics.
The effect of laxing is, however, the word structure that has already been shown
in (55) to be the most frequent structure of y-suffixed hypocoristics:

with ambisyllabic (57) provides examples of base names
which exhibit variant forms of y-suffixed hypocoristics, one of which involves
laxing and one of which does not.

(57)

the nucleus and an ambisyllabic Interestingly, such a tendency is indeed
expected if we assume that the structure of English y-suffixed hypocoristics, just
like the structure of English monosyllabic truncated names, is crucially deter-
mined by a prominence-based markedness constraint like
Under this account laxing tendencies as well as the general preference for a

are a result of the preference observed in words to contain as much
segmental material as possible in the syllable carrying main stress. Thus, if
possible, postvocalic consonants show a tendency to be syllabified in coda posi-
tion of the stressed syllable if the nucleus of this syllable contains only a lax
vowel; at the same time an onset requirement tends to syllabify them in the
onset of the second syllable. The optimal solution of this conflict might be seen
in ambisyllabicity. This tendency is, of course, restricted by general principles of
syllabification, which exert their influence particularly on intervocalic sequences

variant forms of y-suffixed hypocoristics like those in (57) can
be accounted for. The constraint which is assumed to interact with COINCIDE-

here is a faithfulness constraint which protects the quality of the vowel in
the base (here simply called IDENT-VOWEL).

vowel laxing in English y-suffixed hypocoristics

base name:

Acacia
Jane
Lona
Laura
Paula
Eve

variant 1: stable tense V
(no laxing)

Casey
Janie
Lonie
Laurie
Pauly
Eevie

variant 2: lax vowel
(laxing)

Cassy
Jannie
Lonny
Lorry
Polly
Evvy

The data provide evidence for the assumption that English bisyllabic hypo-
coristics do actually prefer the structure   with a lax vowel in 

of more than one consonant, rendering, e.g., a syllabification like *Hild.y for the
hypocoristic Hildy impossible in English. Another unviolated principle of syl-
labification is the fact that ambisyllabicity is impossible if the stressed syllable
already contains a tense, hence bimoraic vowel (as, e.g., in To.by). A discussion
of these principles is, however, beyond the limits of this paper. Instead, for the
purpose of illustration, the tableau in (58) shows how, under the influence of
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(58) Paula (base) => Pauly, Polly

The table shows that whether Pauly (tense vowel, onset consonant) or Polly (lax
vowel, ambisyllabic consonant) is selected as an optimal hypocoristic for Paula

outranks IDENT-VOWEL, laxing of the nuclear vowel of the first
syllable is a legitimate strategy in order to realise a maximal amount of segmen-
tal material in the stressed syllable, i.e. to best satisfy Hence,
candidate c. is optimal under this ranking. If, however, IDENT-VOWEL is ranked
higher than this strategy is illegitimate; vowel identity must be
preserved, therefore an ambisyllabic syllabification of [1] is impossible. The
ONSET constraint is seen active in that an exclusive syllabification of [1] in the
coda of the stressed syllable can never be optimal; thus, candidates b. can win in
neither of the tableaux.

Another interesting problem is why y-suffixed hypocoristics are invariably
bisyllabic in English. In the context of what has been said in this paper about
unmarked word structure in the English lexicon and, in particular, in monosyl-
labic truncations, two approaches to the structure of bisyllabic hypocoristics
seem viable. One approach might say that y-suffixed hypocoristics are to be
conceived of as monosyllabic truncations to which the affix -y is attached, with
markedness constraints on word structure delineating only the (monosyllabic)
size of the base. An interpretation along these lines has already been suggested
in the pre-OT literature (cf. e.g. Kenstowicz 1994: 7). An alternative approach
might be based on the fact that the bisyllabic structure of y-suffixed hypocoris-
tics does correspond to a structure that can be called unmarked in English. This
structure is a monosyllabic foot and an extrametrical syllable: (cf. e.g.

depends on the relative ranking of IDENT-VOWEL and If
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for Alfreda above). It was shown in section 4.1. of this paper that
bisyllabic words of the structure can be called unmarked prosodic
words in English in the sense that they violate neither the prosodic size restrictor
constraints (except PARSESYLLABLE) nor NONFINALITY (which dominates

interpretation of hypocoristics along these lines could argue that in y-
suffixed hypocoristics is inactive because the suffix -y is pro-
tected from deletion, such that -y needs to be realised despite the fact that
violates On the other hand -y should be prevented from attract-

the base and the suffix in one single syllable and thus satisfying
In this approach, then, the bisyllabic structure of y-suffixed hypocoristics would
be the result of markedness constraints on word structure within the limits set
by the need for the hypocoristics to realise both (part of) the base name and the
unstressed suffix -y. The details of either of the two approaches are, however,
well beyond the limits of this paper. It will be a task for future research to show
which one is correct.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper the structure of truncated names in English was investigated,
testing earlier hypotheses about the nature of the word-formation process
against larger amounts of data from English. On an empirical level, it was shown
that the basic structure of English truncated names is a monosyllabic structure.
Furthermore, it became obvious that monosyllabicity is not the only guiding
principle in the formation of English truncated names; instead, the generalisa-
tions from the data which have been discussed here suggest that there are at
least two more structural restrictions (for more cf. Lappe 1999): One is conso-
nant-finality, which is obviously a preferred strucural element in the truncations
(true for about 90% of the data). The other is a restriction against word-final
consonant clusters, which is operative in about half of the cases in the
truncations.

For the patterns exhibited in the data an optimality-theoretic analysis was
offered. This analysis was contrasted with earlier analyses of English truncations
(McCarthy & Prince 1986, Weeda 1992). With respect to phenomena related to
word-final consonants in English truncated names, it was shown that the opti-
mality-theoretic analysis proves to be much more adequate in explaining the
patterns exhibited by the data. It was shown that phenomena previously sum-
marised under the terms template maximisation and submaximisation have in

PARSESYLLABLE in English). They do, however, violate                              Thus, an

fact different sources (MAX-BT and *COMPLEX-C). This explains quite naturally
why these restrictions are met by the data to such a different degree: While
consonant-finality is fulfilled by over 90% of the data, clusters are avoided only

ing stress, such that, e.g., Timothy + -y cannot become *Ty ([ti]), realising both
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by about half of the truncated names. Previous explanations in terms of maximi-
sation and submaximisation parameters had to assume inconsistencies in the
parameter setting here.

On a more abstract theoretical level, the analysis proposed in this paper
showed that the monosyllabic structure of English truncated names provides a
challenge for current theories about the nature of truncation as a morphological
process. Empirically, the monosyllabic structure of English truncated names can
be shown to be an unmarked structure which is prevalent in the language.
Theoretically, however, it is impossible to use the prosodic markedness con-
straints as size restrictor constraints to delineate this structure to a monosyllable
along the lines of analyses proposed, for example, for bisyllabic name trunc-
ations in Spanish (Piñeros 2000) and German (Féry 1997, Wiese 2001). This has
led to the claim made in McCarthy & Prince (1998) that monosyllabicity is a
‘further restriction’ imposed on the structure of truncations in English.

However, in order to do justice to the fact that the monosyllabic structure
of English truncated names is obviously an unmarked structure in the language,
the shape of English truncated names should be accounted for through con-
straint interaction in an optimality-theoretic framework. Monosyllabicity is not
an additional idiosyncratic restriction imposed on the structure of the word-
formation process, but an unmarked property of the language. It was shown
that a principled approach to account for monosyllabic structures like output-
oriented prominence maximisation is not only needed to explain the structure of
the data, but that it is also superior to previous, essentially template-based,
approaches. This is so because prominence-based constraints cannot only
explain why English truncated names are monosyllabic. Through their very
nature they also show that name truncation is related to other processes that we
find in the language: English is a language in which prominence has a very
profound influence on word structure – most notably through ambisyllabicity
and vowel reduction in contemporary phonology, and through schwa-deletion
in historical phonology. All these processes have been shown to exhibit effects
on English word structure that are very similar – if not identical – to what
happens in name truncation: the strenghthening of the stressed syllable, and the
weakening of stressless syllables.

NOTES

1 Thanks a lot to Ingo Plag, Birgit Alber and Christian Uffmann for their help and support.
I owe further thanks to two anonymous reviewers for their critical and helpful comments, to
Iggy Roca for fruitful e-mail exchanges, to Harald Baayen for his help with the CELEX
corpus and to the audiences at the Third Mediterranean Morphology Meeting (MMM3) in
September 2001 and at the linguistic colloquia in Siegen and in Osnabrück where earlier
versions of this paper were presented and discussed. All remaining errors are my own.
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2 For the purpose of this paper, I will use the term ‘y-suffixed hypocoristic’ as a merely
descriptive term for this type of name truncation.
3 A comprehensive analysis of name truncation in English, including both simple
truncations and y-suffixed hypocoristics, will be proposed in my dissertation.
4 Thanks to Alan Prince for this idea.
5 For practical reasons, I will refer in this paper only to tense and lax vowels, even though it
is debatable whether length or tenseness is distinctive in English vowel systems. Generally, it
is the tense-lax distinction which is assumed to be the basic distinction in General American
English, while it is length that is seen as basic in RP.
6 In the formulation of these constraints, I follow Pater’s (2000) article on secondary stress
assignment in English. Nevertheless, I am well aware of the fact that other scholars have
suggested different definitions of the constraints involved (cf. e.g. Prince & Smolensky 1993,
Alcántara 1998, Hammond 1999). Note, however, that they do not bear any consequences for
the point I am making in this section, since they would have the same effects on the structure
of the unmarked prosodic word.
7 B-T identity is frequently identified with output-output correspondence (Benua 2000).
This concept will not be used here, it is not relevant for the purpose of this paper.
8 Note that the issue of quantity-sensitivity is also important for the analyses proposed for
German name truncations (Itô & Mester 1997, Féry 1997, Wiese 2001). Féry (1997) and Wiese
(2001) interpret the structure of German bisyllabic name truncations as the effect of prosodic
markedness constraints. Nevertheless German is frequently regarded as a quantity-sensitive
language (e.g. in Hayes 1995). Thus, the analysis for German might indeed encounter the
same problem as the analysis for English truncated names. Note, however, that the question
of whether or not German is a quantity-sensitive language is still a matter of dispute (cf., e.g.,
Wiese 1996 for an analysis of German prosody as quantity-insensitive). I will return to the
issue of German bisyllabic name truncations in section 6.1. of this paper – if German is
quantity-sensitive, an analysis of bisyllabic name truncations along the lines suggested in this
paper might be worth pursuing.
9 Throughout the paper the following notational conventions will be used:

('H), ('tIm): Metrical feet will be marked through parentheses. Stress will be indicated
through a stress mark that precedes the stressed syllable.
For unparsed material angle brackets will be used,

[tIm]: Phonetic transcription will be indicated through square brackets.
10 The version of FTBIN as defined in (6) has been suggested in Pater (2000) to implement
quantity-sensitivity in English foot formation. For alternative models of quantity-sensitivity
cf. e.g. Alcántara (1998), Hammond (1999).
11 Note that only types were counted; this means that the figures presented in this paper do
not take into account the frequency with which the words occur in the corpus; neither were
the pronunciation variants which are listed in CELEX included in the data.
12 Because of their doubtful status, syllabic consonants which can constitute the nucleus in
unstressed syllables in words like bottom have been ignored in this table. Note,
however, that their inclusion into the figures would not change the figures in favour of
bisyllabic minimal words in English to a considerable extent. Among the 457 bisyllabic words
in the database whose second syllable contains a syllabic consonant, the first syllable is heavy
in 219 (47.9%) cases.
13 I am indebted to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting and defending this position.
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Much of the line of argument that will be pursued below has developed in response to the
reviewer’s comments.
14 For a more detailed treatment of the question which material from the base becomes a
truncated name in English and an optimality-theoretic analysis which takes account of the
role of prominence in the process cf. Lappe (1999). Also for a discussion of the behaviour of
reduced vowels in truncations in English and its implications for a model of
BT-correspondence cf. Lappe (1999).
15 Whether prosodic markedness can still be seen to exert an influence on the structure of
truncations has to be left to future research. It certainly defines the minimal size of words, the
effect of which is masked by MAX-BT in the present analysis. Furthermore, it is certainly due
to high-ranking prosodic markedness constraints that the optimal output for a truncation does
not consist of more than one stressed syllable. Prosodic markedness constraints assign exactly
one main-stressed syllable per prosodic word.
16 Note that ambisyllabic segments in candidates d.-f. are not assumed to violate COINCIDE-

ambisyllabic [m] is present in the stressed syllable of the output.
17 In accordance with the proposal in Alber (2001), the constraint used here is a strictly
output-oriented constraint, which evaluates outputs only, and not the correspondence relation
between base and truncation. This strict output orientation is what distinguishes this approach
from earlier, prominence-specific constraints which operate on the correspondence relation
between input and output (cf. Beckman 1998) or between base and truncation (cf. Piñeros
1998, Curtin 2001).
18 Note that the discussion of ambisyllabicity here is necessarily incomplete; a detailed
treatment would lead too far from the purpose of this paper. A complete discussion would
have to include a discussion of the status of intervocalic consonant clusters. Different positions
can be found here in the literature (cf., e.g., Borowsky 1986 and Hayes 1989), and for the
present discussion I will simply assume that constraints on syllabic wellformedness outrank
the constraints discussed here.
19 For truncatory patterns which exhibit variant forms like the Japanese hyocoristics men-
tioned here it would be interesting to see how one markedness ranking in the language could
produce both monosyllabic and bisyllabic truncations. The details of Japanese are of course a
question of further research. Generally, however, the assumption of COINCIDE-P producing
unmarked monosyllabic structures in a language does not contradict the evidence that in the
same language both monosyllabic and bisyllabic minimal words can emerge as optimal under
certain conditions. In the interpretation suggested here, the monosyllabic form is optimal with
respect to prominence-related constraints on syllables (COINCIDE-P), while the bisyllabic form
is optimal because it is a maximal bimoraic foot (including as much segmental material as
possible in a bimoraic foot). Which form is chosen may crucially depend on the ranking of the
faithfulness constraint MAX-BT with respect to the prosodic size restrictor constraints and
COINCIDE-P. The monosyllabic structure is optimal if the faithfulness constraint is ranked
below COINCIDE-P (COINCIDE-P >> MAX-BT). This is the case in English truncated names. If,
however, MAX-BT outranks COINCIDE-P but is crucially dominated by the prosodic size
restrictor constraints, the bisyllabic minimal word is optimal (PROSSIZEREST >>
MAX-BT >> COINCIDE-P). Thus, just as predicted by the basic assumptions of Generalized
Template Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1994), the structure of the truncation crucially depends
on the ranking of the faithfulness constraint relevant for truncations (MAX-BT) within the
general markedness ranking of the language (either: PROSIZEREST >> MAX-BT >> COINCIDE-P,
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or: PROSSIZEREST >> COINCIDE-P >> MAX-BT). For the Japanese -suffixed hypocoristics the
ranking of MAX-BT may be variable within the general markedness ranking suggested above.
20 Other constraints favouring monosyllabic structures have been proposed in the literature,
most notably ALL-SYYLLABLES-LEFT (Spaelti 1997) and (Walker 2000). The use of
these constraints instead of COINCIDE would not considerably change the analysis for the data
under scrutiny here (English truncated names). Crucially, however, the choice of approach to
be taken would rest on the question of whether ALL-SYLLABLES-LEFT or could be
equally well motivated for English (outside name truncations) as the activity of prominence-
based constraints like COINCIDE can.
21 Note that the discussion here is limited to the word-final position, and nothing is said
about word-initial positions. Interestingly, consonant clusters are never avoided word-initially.
So, e.g., Patricia can become Trish, but never Clementine can become Clem,
but never In Weeda’s (1992) analysis, this is due to the fact that the anchoring
point for the process of template mapping is always the onset of a syllable within the base
name. In my own analysis (Lappe 1999) I suggest that this is also a prominence-related effect,
with the onset as a prominent position within the word being protected by a set of particular
faithfulness constraints targeting prominent positions (cf. Beckman 1998). Thus, faithfulness
to the onset of the base for the truncated name crucially outranks the markedness constraint
against consonant clusters to the effect that, word-initially, clusters can never be
avoided in English truncated names, while, word-finally, they can.
22 For data on a partial influence of sonority in cluster avoidance/nonavoidance, cf. Weeda
(1992); also, cf. Piñeros (2000) for a similar phenomenon in Spanish hypocoristics and an
OT-formalisation.
23 I consider word-final consonant clusters to be syllable codas here. However, it is equally
possible to define -C on a different level: If, for example, final consonants in clusters
in truncations are analysed as appendices to the syllable, should be defined on
the word-level, rather than on the syllabic level. Note, however, that the truncation data
present good evidence for the interpretation of word-final clusters as syllable-internal. With
the exception of [s] in word-final [ks]-clusters, consonants which are uncontroversially extra-
syllabic – like, e.g., [t] in the cluster [kt] in a word like ticked – never appear in the truncations.
Thus, Victor is truncated to Vic , but not to The exceptional status of [ks]-clusters is
easily accounted for through the assumption that spelling plays a role here, calling for the
‘complete’ realisation of the grapheme <x> (e.g. Roxane => Rox, cf. Weeda 1992).
24 Note, however, that there are also other restrictions on the acceptability of word-final
consonant clusters in English truncated names, which are probably a function of the sonority
distance between the segments involved (cf. Weeda 1992, also Piñeros 2000 for Spanish).
These restrictions cannot be dealt with within the context of this paper. What is important
here, however, is that variability has to be assumed to exist with respect to word-final conso-
nant clusters in English truncated names because there are variant forms like Al and Alf
for Alfred.
25 Note that the truncation of Vanessa – – to Van – '[væn] – also involves a vowel
change from to [æ]. This vowel change cannot be discussed in the context of this paper.
26 Within the limits of this paper, I will not be able to discuss all the problematic issues
connected with the actual status of this truncatory process in English. Thus, I will simply use
the term ‘y-suffixed hypocoristic’ as a descriptive term which is as neutral as possible. Note,
however, that it is debatable whether -y is really a suffix (cf. Wiese 2001 for an alternative
approach).
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27 Note that not all the details of Pater’ s analysis can be discussed here, but that the
discussion is limited to what is relevant for the purpose of this paper.
28 In Pater’s analysis, trimoraic feet like the one in (candidate b.) are also ruled out
by another constraint which militates against trimoraic feet.
29 Only 413 out of the 519 hypocoristics in the database were included in this count. This is
so because in some of the data it is not possible to reliably infer the quality of the vowel from
the spelling of the hypocoristic. These doubtful cases had to be excluded here.
30 As was pointed out above, one basic assumption made here is that, apart from the
constraints shown in the tableau, further constraints on syllable wellformedness must be
assumed to exert their influence on this process. In the case of Pauly/Polly, there must be a
constraint which rules out a syllabfification which keeps the tense vowel and syllabifies
the intervocalic consonant as ambisyllabic. Such a constraint could be, e.g., a constraint that
prohibits trimoraic syllables.
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Morphology in truncation:
the role of the Spanish desinence

IGGY ROCA and ELENA FELÍU

1. PRESENTATION*

Spanish hypocoristic truncation has been examined in several recent papers in
the context of prosodic morphology and Optimality and Correspondence theo-
ries (Prieto 1992a, Lipski 1995, Colina 1996, Piñeros 2000a,b, Roca and Felíu in
press). The common stance has been to approach the truncation process as
prosodically driven, in particular driven by constraints claimed to define the
minimal prosodic word universally (cf. Piñeros 2000a,b). However, Roca and
Felíu (in press) highlight the important role of morphology, alongside prosody,
in the shaping of Spanish truncates. In the present paper, we focus on this issue,
and probe deeper the morphological element of Spanish hypocoristic trunca-
tion, neglected in the previous literature.

As a strategy for word-formation, truncation indisputably falls within the
scope of morphology. This is not at issue. What is at issue is the nature of the
mechanisms implementing it, in particular whether they are exclusively phono-
logical (prosodic, in the sense of McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1995) or whether
they also include strictly morphological components. The previous literature on
Spanish truncation subscribes to an exclusively phonological account, but we
will be arguing that this account is wanting. In particular, we will see that
prosody alone falls short of providing a satisfactory account for the existence of
alternatives like Tino ~ Tin, from Agustín. Indeed, a purely phonological
approach would predict × Tine,1 with a final epenthetic e, contrary to fact.
Moreover, there is no obvious phonological motivation for the final vowel
change in forms like Tila, from Clotilde or Matilde, Veto, from Silvestre, or
Chela, from Consuelo. On the analysis we will be presenting below, the motiva-
tion for all these phenomena is morphological, not phonological: in particular,
it relates to the grammar of the desinence, the Spanish remnant of the Latin
case inflection.

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we prepare the ground by
providing the basic data and the basic formal apparatus. The data consist of
types A and B truncates, with the focus on the latter, and the formalism is that
of Correspondence Theory, in particular the applications and extensions in
Benua (1995, 1997). In section 3 we examine type B truncation in more detail
and discuss the role of foot binarity in Spanish. In section 4 we introduce the
phenomenon of final vowel augmentation in truncates, and explore a prelimi-
nary solution making use of a special version of the constraint CODA-
CONDITION. In section 5 we point out the (indirect) connections between the
selection of incremental vowel and the sex of the referent, and introduce the

Geert Booij and Jaap van Marle (eds), Yearbook of Morphology 2002, 187–243.
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in Great Britain.
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optimality machinery needed to formalise the situation. In section 6 we revise
the CODA-CONDITION account of final vowel augmentation and replace it
with one centred on the preference for unmarked desinences. In section 7 we
analyse several classes of apparent counterexamples, in all cases providing an
account compatible with the main machinery being proposed. In section 8 we
take this account further by extending the construct ‘desinence’ to s-ending
words, and we show the superiority of our analysis over an ANCHOR(BASE-
TRUNCATE)RIGHT alternative. Finally, in section 9 we summarise the find-
ings and draw the main conclusions.

2. BASIC DATA AND MACHINERY

2.1. Truncation patterns

The bulk of Spanish hypocoristic truncates are made up of a full trochee,2

carved out of the base on either its left (‘type A’) or its right edge (‘type’ B), as
in (1) below.3 Note that, to facilitate reading to those less conversant with
Spanish, we now mark the stressed vowel with an accent in all relevant cases,
irrespective of orthographic conventions. We sample the situation in (1):

(1)4 Type A

Ísa < Isabél
Férnan < Fernándo
Móni < Mónica
Féde < Federíco
Gértru < Gertrúdis
Márga < Margaríta

Type B

Bérto < Albérto
Nándo < Fernándo
Lína < Adelína
Fónso < Alfónso
Tína < Cristína
Lúpe < Guadalúpe

The binary foot has been claimed to constitute the universal minimal word (cf.
Piñeros 2000b: 295), formalised in OT through a ‘Prosodic Word Restrictor’
filter made up of the three constraints in (2) (cf. McCarthy and Prince 1994):

(2) a. PARSE SYLL: All syllables are parsed into feet
b. FT-BIN: Feet are binary at some level of analysis
c. ALL-FT-R: Every foot stands in final posotion in the

Prosodic Word

In turn, the trochaic structure of the truncates in (1) can plausibly be related to
the trochaicity of the regular Spanish foot, argued for in most of the literature
(see Harris 1995 and Roca 1997a, 1998 for recent statements), and formally
captured in the constraint in (3):
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(3) FT-FORM(TROC): Align the left edge of a foot with the left edge
of its head (a stressed syllable)5

The joint action of the four (unranked) constraints in (2) and (3) yields precisely
the one-trochee pattern we are seeking, as we now show abstractly in tableau
(4). In the interest of perspicuity, we are adding a tab to the tableau to make
explicit the membership of the Prosodic Word Restrictor [PWR]:

From the perspective we are referring to, the Spanish truncates in (1) above are,
therefore, maximally unmarked prosodically, both universally (minimal word)
and language-specifically (trochee). This is the stand commonly taken in the
literature (Prieto 1992a, Lipski 1995, Colina 1996, Piñeros 2000a,b), which
emphasises the prosodic nature of the process, to the exclusion of possible non-
prosodic aspects.

2.2. Segmental changes

The simple pattern illustrated in (1) above can be obscured by several kinds of
segmental changes, many of them motivated by syllabic or segmental marked-
ness, as we illustrate in (5) (syllable boundaries are signalled with ‘.’ where
relevant; truncation types B and A are exemplified in alternate lines):
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(5)
a. Syllabic simplification

onset:

nucleus:

coda:

Aleján.dro > Ján.do
Ga.briél > Gá.bi
Eulá.lio > Lá.lo
Ga.briél > Gá.bi
Humbér.to > Bé.to
Gabriél > Gábi

b. Segmental unmarkedness6

r > l:

x > k:

Elvíra > Víla
Darío > Dálio
Jórge > Cóque

palatalisation:

C harmony:

Anicéto > Chéto
Mercédes > Mérche
Enríque > Quíque

Segmental changes related to syllabic and segmental markedness are discussed
in detail in Boyd-Bowman (1955) and Piñeros (2000a), to which works we refer
the interested reader. In the present paper we shall be concerned with a specific
type of segmental change that we will argue is different in kind from the mark-
edness-motivated changes exemplified in (5). In particular, we shall be con
cerned with the disparities between base and truncate in the vowel located at
the right edge, or separated from it by s, which may itself be missing from the
truncate. The changes in question are sampled in (6):

(6) Tíla < Clotílde, Matílde
Chéla < Consuélo
Véto < Silvéstre
Ténche < Horténsia

Rósi, Róchi < Rósa
Lóla, Lóli, Lólo < Dolóres
Túla, Túto < Gertrúdis
Lícha < Felícitas

Similar final vowel mismatches are found in type A truncates:

(7) Púra < Purificación
Bérno < Bernárdo
Crísta < Cristína
Cléma < Clementína
Báucha < Bautísta
Cáro < Caridád

Dóli < Dolóres
Píli < Pilár
Dóri < Dorotéa
Álvi < Álvaro
Cáti < Catalína
Ráfi < Rafaél(a)

Such disparities are richer in type B truncates, on which, accordingly, we shall
focus the paper, without prejudice of reference to type A where it becomes
relevant.

3. TYPE B TRUNCATION

We will now extend the typology of type B truncation beyond the deliberately
simple patterns introduced in (1) above.



Consider the sample in (8), where we represent the base’s head foot in paren-
theses. Where appropriate, we are also prefixing the conventional symbols

and to signal the male or female reference of the names in each line. Both
types of information will be of relevance to the analysis:

(8)

As a first approximation, it is reasonable to interpret this pattern as targeting
the head foot of the base, which it aims at maximally replicating in the truncate.7

The result is straightforward for paroxytone bases, as in (8b). For proparoxytone
bases, as in (8a), there is usually a change in the foot’s final vowel. Finally, for
oxytone bases, as in (8c), the result shown is a monosyllabic truncate, at first
blush inevitably, given the monosyllabicity of the base’s head foot.

Type B truncation is formalised in Piñeros (2000a,b) in the frame of output-

sion). The key constraint is HEAD(PROSODIC WORD)MAX,8 which ensures
full projection of the material contained in the base’s head foot (see Piñeros

HEAD(PW)MAX stands in a subset relation with MAX(B-T) (B = Base, T =
Truncate), a correspondence constraint with general scope in truncation which
aims for maximal Base-Truncate mapping:

MAX(B-T) (10) must obviously be dominated by the PWR constraints in

Proparoxytone base

Cri(sósto)mo > Chóto
(Méli)da > Méla
Aris(tóbu)lo > Tóbo
(Cándi)da > Cánda
Hi(póli)to > Pólo
(Tránsi)to > Táncho

a. b. Paroxytone base

Fer(nándo) > Nándo
Guada(lúpe) > Lúpe
Al(bérto) > Bérto
Ade(lína) > Lína
Al(fónso) > Fónso
Cris(tína) > Tína

c. Oxytone base

Benja(mín) > Mín
Isa(bél) > Bél
Ra(món) > Món
Encarna(ción) > Chón
Je(sús) > Chús
Ascen(sión) > Chón
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3.1. General type

(9) HEAD(PW)-MAX: Every element contained in the head of the
P[rosodic] W[ord] of the base (e.g. the main stressed foot) must have
a correspondent in the truncate

(10) MAX(B-T): Every element in the base has a correspondent in the
truncate (e.g. syllable, segments, etc.) (Piñeros 2000b: 296)

As a first approximation, it is reasonable to interpret this pattern as targeting
the head foot of the base, which it aims at maximally replicating in the truncate.7

The result is straightforward for paroxytone bases, as in (8b). For proparoxytone
bases, as in (8a), there is usually a change in the foot’s final vowel. Finally, for
oxytone bases, as in (8c), the result shown is a monosyllabic truncate, at first
blush inevitably, given the monosyllabicity of the base’s head foot.

Type B truncation is formalised in Piñeros (2000a,b) in the frame of output-
output correspondence (see Benua 1995, 1997 for general theoretical discus-
sion). The key constraint is HEAD(PROSODIC WORD)MAX,8 which ensures
full projection of the material contained in the base’s head foot (see Piñeros
2000b: 295–298):9
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(2) above for truncation to take place at all. By contrast, HEAD(PW)MAX
(9) is compatible with all the constraints we have introduced so far, and there-
fore at this point in the exposition we will assume it is undominated in the set.10

This means that HEAD(PW)MAX dominates MAX(B-T),11 and a fortiori that
the two constraints are indeed distinct. The overall ranking we are proposing is,
accordingly, as in (11), where for greater perspicuity the PWR set is enclosed
within labelled square brackets:

(11) HEAD(PW)-MAX,
FT-FORM(TROC) MAX(B-T)

We demonstrate these rankings on a proparoxytone base in the still abstract
tableau in (12), an enriched version of its predecessor in (4). In the interest of
presentational simplicity, we are assuming       to be light:

The translation of the abstract candidates in (12) into a concrete example is, of
course, straightforward (we now utilise a paroxytone base, again for presenta-
tional simplicity):
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The result of the evaluation is the legitimate (and attested) type B truncate
Nándo.

3.2. Foot binarity

There are often bisyllabic alternatives to the monosyllabic truncates derived
from monosyllabic head feet (cf. (8c) above):

(14) BASE TRUNCATE
monosyllabic bisyllabic

A.gus.(tín) Tín
Ra.(món) Món
I.sa.(bél) Bél
Je.(sús) Chús
Con.cep.(ción) Chón

Tí.no
Món.cho
Bé.la
Sú.so
Chó.na, Chón.cha

In other cases only the bisyllabic alternative is attested:
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(15) Asunción > Chóna
(+ Chóncha, Chóno)

Crúz > Cúcha
Habacúc > Cúco
Estér > Téche
Lúz > Lúcha (+ Lúla)
Germán > Mánche
Juán > Cháno ( + Juáncho)

Luís > Lúcho, Lícho
(+ Bícho, Güícho)

Manuél > Nélo (+ Mélo)
Nicolás > Lácho
Rafaél > Félo
Román > Máncho
Simón > Mónche, Móncho

Bisyllabic truncates are indeed more natural than monosyllabic ones. Of the
four types of monosyllabic truncates in Spanish, heavy monosyllabic truncates
are reasonably frequent:

1)

2)

There are 17 closed syllable type B monosyllabic truncates in the mould of
those in (14) above, from 17 bases, out of a total of 32 C-ending oxytonic
bases
There are 12 closed syllable type A monosyllabic truncates from 12 bases,
out of a total of 44 bases with an initial closed syllable: Crís <Cris.tína,
Frán < Fran.císco, Ál < Al.fónso, Bár < Bár.bara,  Fér < Fer.nándo,
Gús < Gus.távo, etc. (also 3 similar truncates from 3 bases with an initial
open syllable: Flór < Flo.rentína, Bel < Be.lén, Már < Ma.rína)

By contrast, light monosyllabic truncates are few and far between, despite the
ready availability of suitable sources:

3)

4)

Only 4 light syllable type A truncates have come to our attention,
Sú < Susana, Pé < Penélope, Fló < Floréncia, Ró < Rocío. 114 type A bases
begin with an open syllable and could in principle have yielded this type of
truncate.
Boyd-Bowman (1955) reports 4 light monosyllabic type B truncates (princi-
pally located in Mexico), Chú < Jesús, Chú < Jesúsa, Ché < José,
Vé < Javiér, all of which strike us as rather bizarre, and which we will
accordingly prefix with a question mark in the text henceforth.12

For greater perspicuity, we now tabulate the situation:

(16) KEY: T = no. of truncates; B = no. of potential bases; V´# = stressed final
open syllable; V´C# = stressed final closed syllable; = truncate
derived from the penultimate (open) syllable
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On the basis of both frequency and native intuition, the higher harmony of Tín
and Crís over Sú and Ché seems beyond question. The call is closer within each
pair, but we will still suggest that the pattern associated with the form we have
listed first is more harmonious than that of the second. The resulting harmony
scale is, therefore, as in (17):

(17) Tín Crís Sú Ché

The higher harmony of Tín and Crís may appear to be related to their bimorai-
city, and thus taken to point to a prevalent ranking of in Spanish
truncation. However, a high ranking of would be at variance with its
low ranking in ordinary Spanish.13 Moreover, a high-ranking would
ban Sú, etc. alongside ?Ché, and would fail to encapsulate the proposed dif-
ferential harmonies of Sú and ?Ché.

Our proposal, instead, will be that monosyllabic truncates are disfavoured
across the board in Spanish, but not necessarily for the same reason in all cases.
In type A, the pattern defining this truncation type involves a bisyllabic (NB
not just bimoraic) foot, as we saw in (1) above. From this perspective, both
monosyllabic Sú and its handful of companions and the larger Crís set connect
to a different pattern, seemingly being brought into Spanish under the influence
of English. In turn, the preferred bisyllabicity of type B truncates, without,
however, total exclusion of their heavy monosyllabic counterparts, can perhaps
be related to the tension between demanding two syllables, and
DEP(B-T), banning epenthesis. Finally, the low harmony of the ?Ché < V´#
pattern may simply stem from paucity of suitable bases: only José, Noemí,
Betsabé appear in our database, although we are also aware of Bartolomé,
Bernabé and Salomé (other suitable biblical names like Judá, Leví, Noé, etc. are
hardly used as Spanish patronimics).
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There is also a clear functional motive for the dislike of open syllable
monosyllables, namely, poverty of segmental information, which perhaps makes
idle any reference to less evident prosodic considerations. Be that as it may, we
will take the harmony scale in (17) above as given, and will not push our search
for the source of bisyllabicity preference any further.

4. FINAL VOWEL AUGMENTATION

More germane to our present concerns are the bisyllabic alternatives to mono-
syllabic heavy truncates that we sampled in (14), now repeated for convenience:

(14) (repeated)
BASE TRUNCATE

monosyllabic bisyllabic

A.gus.(tín) Tín
Ra.(món) Món
I.sa.(bél) Bél
Je.(sús) Chús
Con.cep.(ción) Chón

Tí.no
Món.cho
Bé.la
Sú.so
Chó.na, Chón.cha

The bisyllabic alternatives in (14) incorporate a final vowel which becomes the
nucleus to a second syllable.14 Two questions arise: 1) what conditions the
augmentation grammatically, and 2) how are the two variants societally distrib-
uted. Our main interest lies in the first issue, but we shall also address the
second briefly, at the end of the section.

Piñeros (2000b) proposes to account for the occurrence of the vowel
increment by having DEP(B-T) (18) outranked by CODA-CONDITION, the
Spanish version of which in (19) would rule out idiosyncratic place specification
in codas (Piñeros 2000b: 306):

(18) DEP(B-T): Every element in the truncate must have a correspon-
dent in the base

(19) CODA-CONDITION: A coda consonant can have no place specifi-
cation of its own at all

In particular, CODA-COND would be compatible with the internal codas of
truncates like Chénte ( < Vicénte), Téncha ( < Horténsia), Chándo (< Lisándro),
Mínga (< Domínga), etc., where the place of articulation of the coda is parasitic
on that of the following onset:15
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The tableau in (21) illustrates the evaluation:

On the other hand, CODA-COND will rule out Món (<Ramón) , Tín
(<Agustín), etc., where the coda consonant is word-final.

The monosyllabic alternatives Tín, etc. (see (14) above) would require the
opposite ranking, DEP(B-T) CODA-COND:

CODA-COND incorrectly precludes existing forms like Dólfo (<Adólfo),
Chálba (<Rosálba), Bérto (< Albérto), Nárdo (< Bernárdo), etc.,16 where the
internal coda consonant obviously does not share its place of articulation with
the following onset consonant. Forms like these are pretty common, indeed
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well-nigh mandatory in some cases, in direct contradiction of CODA-COND
(cf. ?Mága < Margaríta, ?Épe < Esperánza, ?Évi < Elvíra, ?Hémi < Hermínia,
etc. for type A). One way around this problem is to have CODA-COND out-
ranked by I-CONTIG, now defined in (24), since I-CONTIG is by its very
nature irrelevant on the word edge here:

We illustrate the satisfactory effect of the ranking I-CONTIG CODA-COND
in (25):17

In the set in (14) above now under analysis, CODA-COND could also have
been satisfied by deletion of the final consonant: *Tí (<Agustín), *Bé
(<Isabél), etc. This output is prosodically parallel to type A Sú(<Susána) and
to type B ?Ché (<José). The empirical contrast between the two outcomes
is readily accounted for through the domination of CODA-COND by
HEAD(PW)MAX:

In (26), CODA-COND and DEP(B-T) have been left mutually unranked, and
consequently we have obtained two winners, corresponding precisely to the two
possible surface alternatives. We will be arguing presently that this is not in fact
a bad result. First, however, we will point out that the effect of the dominant
ranking of HEAD(PW)MAX is the full preservation in both winning candidates
of the material included in the input closed syllable, a result that indeed matches
the facts.

(24) I-CONTIGUITY: The portion of the base standing in correspon-
dence forms a contiguous string (Piñeros 2000a: 69)
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Turning now briefly to the societal side of the alternative Tín vs. Tíno,
Piñeros (2000b) attributes selection preferences to dialect differences, formally
implemented by the opposing rankings of CODA-COND and DEP(B-T)
illustrated in (22) and (23) above. In our opinion, however, without prejudice to
the possibility of some geographical slants,18 both realisations can coexist, even
in one and the same speaker: the ranking contrast therefore seems to be stylistic,
rather than dialectal.19 Formally, the two alternatives are thus in free variation,
precisely as reflected in the equal ranking we assign them in tableau (26) (Itô
and Mester 1997 adopt a similar approach for a set of Japanese data).

5. IDENTITY OF THE VOWEL INCREMENT

In the cases reported in (14) above, the vowel increment is o or a.
Phonologically, this is unexpected, since e has been established beyond doubt as
the Spanish epenthetic vowel (see e.g. Harris 1980,1987, Roca 1996). Briefly, e
shows up in at least the following contexts: 1) before an otherwise unsyllabifia-
ble word-initial s, in both native forms (eslavo ‘Slav’: cf. yugoslavo ‘Yugoslav’)
and loans (estrés ‘stress’, eslogan ‘slogan’); 2) between a word-final consonant
and a plural s in native forms (flor ‘flower’ flores ‘flowers’); 3) after an
otherwise unsyllabifiable word-final consonant in native forms (consonante
‘consonant’, etc.); 4) after the lone lexical vowel (identified by the subscript j in
the examples that follow) in alternating diphthongs ‘        I slept’ vs.
‘I sleep’, ‘       he thought’vs. ‘       I think’).

As a syllabification constraint, CODA-COND is obviously satisfied regard-
less of the identity of the vowel increment, and consequently the reasons for the
selection of the specific vowels -o, -a must be sought elsewhere.

The pertinent observation is that, in the data we are considering, the
selected vowel tends to be -o when the name’s referent is male, and -a when
it is female. Indeed, statements to the effect that the correlations -o ‘male’,
-a    ‘female’ are part and parcel of Spanish grammar are not uncommon in the
literature:

‘Spanish has the morphemes a “ female” and o “male” ’ (Falk 1978: 32,
cited in Harris 1991: 27)

‘La oposición corresponde a una diferenciación de la substancia
del contenido, diferenciación de sexo’ (Echaide 1969: 90) [The opposi-
tion corresponds to a differentiation in the content’s substance,
a differentiation of sex]

‘A comparison of such forms as /tío/ and /tía/ makes it possible to isolate
a morpheme [(o)] with a meaning “male” and a morpheme [(a)] with
the meaning “female” ’ (Anderson 1961: 286)
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‘[...] A morpheme [-o] with the meaning “masculine” (perhaps more
accurately “male”) and a morpheme [-a] with the meaning “feminine”
(perhaps more accurately “female”)’ (Saporta 1959: 35)

‘The noun markers are -a, -e, -o, and zero [...] The contrast of noun
markers [...] expresses “sex contrast” [...] in the majority of the exam-
ples [...] In the following examples the noun marker -a is in contrast
with -o and means “female” [...] In the following examples the noun
marker -o is in contrast with -a and means “male” [...]’ (Murphy 1954:
22–23)

However, when the data are probed in their full breadth, the strength of the
correlations o   ‘male’,  a    ‘female      weakens considerably. First, many thou-
sands of inanimate nouns end in one of these two vowels without making the
slightest semantic reference to sex (cielo ‘heaven’, tierra ‘earth’, etc., etc.).20

Second, the same situation obtains with the majority of animal nouns (ballena
is ‘whale’, bacalao is ‘cod’, golondrina is ‘swallow’, etc. quite irrespective of
sex).21 Third, many human nouns, personal names included, make semantic
reference to sex without exhibiting either of the two final vowels in question:

(27) a.
b.
c.
d.

monje ‘monk’, abad ‘abbot’, varón ‘human male’
mujer ‘woman’, gachí ‘bird/broad’, actriz ‘actress’
Juan, José, Andrés, Ángel, Enrique, Cristóbal, Jaime, Gabriel, Félix
Pilar, Carmen, Belén, Isabel, Inés, Mercedes, Raquel, Purificatión

Worse still, some sex-referring human names show up with precisely the con-
verse ‘sex vowel’:

(28) a.
b.

Bautista, Buenaventura, Ventura, Borja
Socorro, Consuelo, Amparo, Rocío, Rosario

These facts obviously reopen the question of the true grammatical significance
of the (partial) surface correlations o   ‘male’, a ‘female’.

As is well-known (Roca 1989, 2000; Harris 1991), the true correlations are
in fact, on the one hand, between semantic sex and gender, and, on the other
hand, between gender and the final vowel, a special morphological constituent
we shall refer to as the ‘desinence’.22 In particular, semantic male sex implies
masculine gender, and semantic female sex feminine gender.23 In turn, mascu-
line gender favours (but by no means requires) the desinence -o, and feminine
gender the desinence -a. On this backdrop, it is unsurprising to find –o as the
vowel increment of male truncates (cf. Tíno < Agus(tín), etc.), and -a as that
of female truncates (Béla < Isa(bél), etc.): it is the opposite result that would
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have been puzzling.24 The assignment of -o to male-referring truncates of desi-
nenceless bases, and of -a to female-referring truncates, is, therefore, best inter-
preted as default. We formalise the situation by means of the following
constraints, for which we assume a scope limited to non-verbs:25

Constraint (29) relates the lexical semantic feature [±FEMALE] (responsible
for the fact that española ‘Spanish/Spaniard’ implies a female referent, while
persona ‘person’ does not, or that marido ‘husband’ implies a male referent,
while esposo ‘spouse’ does not: see Roca 2000) to the morphosyntactic feature
[±FEMININE], responsible for the binary syntactic agreement triggered by
Spanish nouns: feminine la persona or masculine el esposo.26 In particular, (29)
encapsulates the Spanish unidirectional implication between sex and gender,
whereby semantic femaleness implies feminine gender (cf. la mujer ‘the wife’),
and semantic maleness masculine gender (cf. el marido ‘the husband’).27 We
illustrate the effect of the constraint in (32):

In turn, constraints (30) and (31) encapsulate the preferred relationship
between gender (NB not sex) and the desinence, in particular the unmarked
relationship between feminine gender and the desinence -a. Note that, in line
with recent literature (Roca 1989: 24, (42), Harris 1991: 44, (22b), Harris 1992:
68, (5b)), we are approaching the desinence -o as absolute default. Indeed, the
preference for -o is not confined to masculine items (in nouns, adjectives, deter-
miners, pronouns), but extends to all desinenced speech categories (all cate-
gories but verbs in Spanish).

The ranking (30) (31) of the two constraints in question follows from
Panini’s Theorem, the OT incarnation of the Elsewhere Condition, as we
pointed out in note 11 above:
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(33) [ +FEMININE]

In particular, the respective outputs countenanced by these two constraints are
contradictory, while the context of the first one ([ + FEMININE]) properly
includes the context of the second (null). This means that the effect of the first
constraint is only recoverable if it is indeed ranked higher, hence the relevance
of Panini’s Theorem.28

For clarity, we illustrate in (34) the effects of the two constraints under
discussion:

None of the lexical items in (34) is semantically sexed, and therefore specified
for [±FEMALE].29 Because casa is non-default feminine, it must bear the mark
[ +FEMININE] in the lexicon. None of the other words is thus specified. The
[ +FEMININE] item, casa, with the desinence -a, passes the evaluation, as do
the remaining items with -o, whether or not gendered.30

Items with non-default desinences need to carry them in the lexicon, in
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some form.31 For instance, the noun soprano is, we believe, semantically
[+FEMALE] (it would appear that only female sopranos can exist).
Predictably, therefore, it is feminine: la soprano. But, unpredictably, it carries
the desinence -o (soprano).32 We assume that the action of constraint (30) above
([ +FEMININE] -a) is blocked by faithfulness. In particular, we postulate a
constraint IDENT(I-O)-DES ranked higher than (30) (if it weren’t ranked
higher, the default desinences would turn up everywhere):

The formalisation of the relations between semantic sex, grammatical
gender, and the desinence sheds direct light on why the vowel increment of
base-desinenceless truncates materialises as -o in male-referring names, and as
-a in their female-referring counterparts. Quite simply, the constraints supplying
default desinences override the general phonological constraints responsible for
the emergence of the epenthetic vowel e otherwise. We illustrate in tableaux
(37a, b), where the (phonological) constraints responsible for epenthesis are
abbreviated as V e (IDENT(B-T)-DES is obviously irrelevant here, as the
base carries no desinence):

(35) IDENT(I-O)-DES: The desinence of the input corresponds to the
desinence of the output
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Nothing more needs to be said at this point on the selection of vowel increment,
a matter we have managed to reduce to a notable level of simplicity.

6. MOTIVATION FOR THE VOWEL INCREMENT

In section 4 above we went along with Piñeros (2000b) in motivating vowel
augmentation with CODA-COND. We overcame a potential problem for
CODA-COND in Bérto, etc. by means of a higher ranking of I-CONTIG.
I-CONTIG is obviously irrelevant word-finally here, hence the (variable) ban
of the coda in Tín, which (variably) becomes Tíno, but not in Bérto, where
CODA-COND is outranked by I-CONTIG (cf. tableaux (22) and (23) above).

The problem with CODA-COND as formulated in (19) above is that it is
an ad hoc constraint, designed precisely to take care of the vowel augmentation
in Tíno, etc. In particular, the version of CODA-COND in (19) runs counter the
CODA-COND of regular Spanish, which unquestionably only lets through
voiced and fricative coronals: n, l, r, s, perhaps d.33 From the perspective of
regular Spanish, therefore, the codas of Tín and Bél are impeccable, indeed they
are replicated in thousands of forms (son ‘sound’, sol ‘sun’, patín ‘skate’, nivel
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‘level’, etc., etc.). Therefore, it will be desirable to do without CODA-COND
(19) in our account of truncation.

Another problem with relying on CODA-COND (under whatever formula-
tion) for the account of Tíno, Béla, etc. is that, as we saw in section 5, the
epenthetic vowel of Spanish is e. If so, if the augmentation from Tín to Tíno
were motivated by phonological ill-formedness of Tín (in the appropriate
styles), we would expect the output to be × Tíne, not Tíno, and likewise with
Béla (NB not × Béle), etc. Indeed, Harris (1992:72, (14)) interprets unlicensed
word-final consonants as rescued by e epenthesis in regular Spanish (sublime
‘sublime’, bote ‘dinghy’, nube ‘cloud’, and so on; see also Harris 1987; Roca
1996 offers an opposing account).

Next, CODA-COND falls short of explaining why Clotílde and Matílde
become Tíla, Silvéstre becomes Véto, etc., since there is no apparent phonologi-
cal reason for the vowel change

A last argument against CODA-COND (19) concerns the strong bias
towards -a for feminines and -o for masculines exhibited by the desinence
changes: Clotílde, Matílde > Tíla, Silvéstre > Véto, etc. (cf. × Tílo, × Véta).
Similarly in cases that involve vowel addition: Agustín > Tíno, Isabél > Béla,
etc. (cf. × Tína, × Bélo) Also among proparoxytones, where Aris(tóbu)lo gives
Tóbo, (Méli)da, Méla, etc.

Changes to or preservation of -i are also not infrequent, both in type B and
in type A truncations, but these will be argued in 7.3 to have an independent
source. Other changes against the grain of default are truly few and far between
in our database (Túto < Gertrúdis; Nécho<Inés; Chóno < Asunción, Con-
ceptcón, Encarnación; Lólo < Dolóres, Bícho < Beatríz; Ténche < Horténsia),
and we will propose the appropriate formalisations in section 7 below. Note that
in any event CODA-COND is obviously powerless to account for all these facts.

The overall bias for gender-driven -a, -o as truncate desinences points to the
weight of desinence unmarkedness.34 Desinence unmarkedness is formalised
through
siveness of the two unmarked desinences therefore suggests that these two
constraints (henceforth abbreviated as UD, for ‘unmarked desinence’) usually
outrank IDENT(B-T)-DES, as demonstrated in the two tableaux in (38):

The overall bias for gender-driven -a, -o as truncate desinences points to the
weight of desinence unmarkedness.34 Desinence unmarkedness is formalised
through the ranked constraints (30) (31), as we saw in section 5. The perva-
siveness of the two unmarked desinences therefore suggests that these two
constraints (henceforth abbreviated as UD, for ‘unmarked desinence’) usually
outrank IDENT(B-T)-DES, as demonstrated in the two tableaux in (38):
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The two unmarked desinences -o, -a also emerge as incremental vowels in the
Tíno and Béla classes, as we have seen. The provision of these desinences as
augments, in addition to their provision as substitutes in Véto, Tíla, only requires
a minor addition to our present model, namely, the assumption that the two
constraints responsible for the shape of the unmarked desinences also dominate
DEP(B-T)-DES. The effects of the ranking UD DEP(B-T)-DES are demon-
strated in the two tableaux in (39):
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We have now succeeded in identifying UD as the motivation for the aug-
mentation itself. As a consequence, we can dispense with CODA-COND (19),
which in any event we have shown to be, not only ad hoc, but also highly
questionable. Tableau (40) below therefore supersedes tableau (26), which for-
malised the Tíno ~ Tín alternative as a function of CODA-COND (19):
HEAD(PW)MAX is now demoted from its previous higher ranking and
becomes level with both UD and DEP(B-T)DES.
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7. CONTRARY DESINENCES

In this section we discuss several classes of (at least apparent) counterexamples
to the general situation we have described and formalised.

7.1. Persistence of base desinence

The first class of counterexamples exhibits persistence of the irregular desinence
of the base in the truncate:

(41) a.

b.

c.
d.

Eurídice > Víche, Cleménte > Ménte, Jórge > Cóque,
Silvéstre > Véche
Refúgio > Cúco, Socórro > Cóco, Consuélo > Chélo,
Rosário > Cháro
Bautísta > Tísta
Aracéli > Céli, Chéli

We believe that the desinential interpretation of -e in Eurídic-e, etc. is uncontro-
versial, pace Klein (1989) (‘The notion of “gender vowel” is best understood as
applied only to o and a, and then only to those o and a which are assigned by a
morphological rule like ’; Klein 1989: 159). If nothing else, -e alternates with
-a in such pairs as Felíp-e ~ Felíp-a, which could just as well have been × Felíp-
o ~ Felíp-a (cf. Italian Filippo ~ Filippa).35 More questionable may be the con-
stituency of -i in Araceli, in as much as -i (like -u) is not alternating. However,
we are not aware of any decisive argument to make alternation a sine qua non
criterion for desinencehood, and -i does appear to pass other tests associated
with desinences (also like -u: cf. e.g. tribu trib-al).36

The data in (41) most obviously suggest a ranking IDENT(B-T)-
DES UD, to ensure preservation of the original desinence.37

The opposing rankings IDENT(B-T)-DES UD (required for Ménte <
Cleménte, as in (42)) and UD IDENT(B-T)-DES (required for Véto
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< Silvéstre, as in (38)) appear paradoxical at first sight, in the context of the
common OT assumption of ranking uniqueness for any given language.
However, this assumption is clearly at odds with the facts of Spanish truncation,
where a variety of conflicting outputs, used freely even by one and the same
speaker, are the order of the day. This surely means that speakers freely rank
(some designated) constraints in manners they see fit: such ranking flexibility is
in fact integral part and parcel of the language game that is Spanish hypocoristic
truncation.38 At a formal level, we have seen in (40) above (in connection with
Tíno ~ Tín) the possibility of encoding ranking alternatives by means of equal
ranking, in lieu of ranking reversals. Accordingly, we reformulate (42) as (43)
(×Ménto does not appear for Cleménte in our database; accordingly, we substi-
tute Silvéstre, which does double up into Véto , Véche, as we know):

The absence of ×Ménto < Cleménte, ×Chénto < Vicénte, etc. (cf. existing Ménte,
Chénte) may be thought to militate against across-the-board equal ranking, and
consequently some ranking reversals may seem inevitable. However, in our
opinion nothing would prevent the emergence of the absent forms ×Ménto,
×Chénto, etc., and therefore the maintenance of equal ranking across the board
indeed seems feasible.

7.2. The -che sequence

The next set of counterexamples involves the occasional emergence of -e after
ch:39

(44) a.

b.
c.

Es(tér) > Téche, Ger(mán) > Mánche, Si(món) > Mónche
(also Móncho)
Bea(tríz) > Bíche, I(nés) > Níche
Hor(ténsia) > Ténche

In the truncates in a. the sequence che is epenthetic, whereas in those in b. the
consonant ch is best interpreted as the unmarked implementation of the base
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correspondent. The -e itself is incremental in all forms but Ténche < Horténsia,
in c., a fact that would appear to favour an epenthesis construal.40 However, we
have seen that the default desinence is gender-driven and involves an incremen-
tal vowel distinct from e. On this backdrop, the construal of the -e in (44) as
epenthetic would give rise to a paradox.

The data in (44) obviously present an equal challenge to Piñeros’s (2000b)
ANCHOR(B-T)R-based approach (cf. note 37 above), since the -e of the trun-
cate is not present in any of the bases, practically all of which do not even end
in a vowel. As a consequence, the augmented truncates are not compatible with
ANCHOR(B-T)R.

An interesting observation about the data in question concerns the pres-
ence of the palatal consonant ch as an onset to -e.41 What is potentially relevant
is the palatality of both ch and e. A possible account of the emergence of e in
this context thus involves palatality spreading from the consonant to the
vowel.42

We are fully aware that the evidence for this analysis is not very strong: after
all, -e is not mandatory after ch (cf. notes 39, 41 above), and a similar vowel
change in the root does not appear to be attested.43 However, we suggest that a
tentative analysis is better than no analysis, and accordingly we prefer to leave
things like so and invite further research.44

7.3. The -i suffix

The next set of data to be examined in this section exhibit a final -i increment
(not necessarily, indeed not frequently, after ch):

(46) a.
b.
c.

Ascen(sión) > Chóni, Je(sús) > Chúchi, Salo(món) > Móni
(Rósa) > Rósi, Róchi, Er(nésto) > Nésti
Es(téban) > Tébi, Do(lóres) > Lóli

These forms involve vowel augmentation in a., vowel substitution in b., and
what looks like root encroachment in c.

Substitution of -i for another vowel is also found in type A truncates:
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(47) Ángi < Ángel, Ángela, Ángeles
Cónchi < Concepción
Píli < Pilár
Yóli < Yolánda
Álvi < Álvaro
Ámi < Amélia
Dóli < Dolóres

Dóri < Dorotéa
Ráfi < Rafaél, Rafaéla
Cáti < Catalína
Míli < Milágros
Sálvi < Salvadóra
Súsi < Susána

There is also a non-negligible number of type B truncates the final -i of
which is part of the base’s stem (NB not of its desinence):45

(48) Alícia > Líci (also Líli)
Amélia > Méli
António > Tóni
Antónia > Tóni
Emílio > Míli
Emília > Míli
Eugénio > Géni

Eugénia > Géni (also Éni, Géñi)
Eulália > Láli
Hermínia > Míni (also Níni)
Natália > Táli
Sílvia > Chívi
Victória > Tóri

In all these forms, the final sequence iV is tautosyllabic postlexically,46 the level
of representation relevant for output-output correspondence constraints.
Accordingly, we are assuming that both vowels are included in the base’s head
foot. As can be seen, the base desinence -o or -a is not preserved in the forms in
(48), -i surfacing instead in the truncate.

The emergence of -i out of nowhere in (46), (47) and its prevalence over the
base’s desinence in (48) are at first sight puzzling. In particular, we have already
seen that the desinential status of -i is not unanimously accepted in the litera-
ture. Moreover, even if we analyse -i as a desinence, it will unquestionably be
heavily marked: if nothing else, its frequency of occurrence in primary forms
is exceedingly low. Accordingly, its relative high incidence in truncates is
paradoxical.

A different interpretation is available, however. In particular, it can plausi-
bly be argued that the ending -i in question constitutes a diminutive suffix in
contemporary Spanish, perhaps as a clipping of the full diminutive suffix -ito, or
perhaps under the influence of English -y, or perhaps both combined (Rainer
1993: 507–8 also subscribes to this position).

In set (46a), -i suffixation faithfulness simply overrides UD. This ranking
relationship is in fact tautological, since, were -i suffixation not to prevail, it
would obviously be invisible (for convenience, we coalesce IDENT[ + i] with
MAX[ + i] in this and the following tableaux):
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In set (46b) the diminutive suffix -i overrules the base’s desinence (cf.
Rósa > Rósi), with the concomitant violation of IDENT(B-T)-DES, which con-
sequently must also be dominated by MAX/IDENT[ + i]:

Finally, in set (46c) the final n of the base Estéban is lost in the truncate Tébi.47

This shows that HEAD(B-T)MAX needs to be outranked both
by MAX/IDENT[ + i] and by , one of the component parts of
FT-BIN.48 In particular, were this not to be so, foot binarity would inevitably be
violated, *Tébani:

Notice that we now have HEAD(PW)MAX downgraded from its heretofore
undominated position. We also have undominated FT-BIN reinterpreted as
FT-BIN as pointed out in note 48 above, all the other components of
FT-BIN are violable in Spanish truncation (FT-BIN , Món, Sú; FT-BIN
Nándo, Férnan; FT-BIN , ? Ché, Sú).

7.4. Intrusive -o in feminines

The final set of data we will consider in this section perversely exhibits a desi-
nence -o in from bases without it in what appear to be feminine forms:49
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(52) a.

b.

I(nés) > Nécho, Bea(tríz) > Bícho, Asun(ción), Concep(ción),
Encarna(ción) > Chóno50

Do(lóres) > Lólo, Ger(trúdis) > Túto51

The two sets in (52) are distinct in as much as in a. the desinence -o is incremen-
tal, while in b. it replaces a base-internal vowel which is followed by -s. A
specific analysis of the forms in b. will be offered in section 8 below. The
relevance of these data here concerns the fact that the vowel substitute is not
the -a we would expect on the basis of gender, but its direct contender -o.

All the forms in (52) manifest a preference for the general default desi-
nence -o over the gender-correlated -a. Accordingly, they can formally be
accounted for by having constraint (31) (-o) outrank (30) ([+FEMININE]
-a). We illustrate in tableau (53), where for completeness we also include the
higher ranking constraint in (29), [+FEMALE] [ + FEMININE]:

The highly marked nature of this ranking, which contravenes Panini’s Theorem
and thus effectively disposes of -a as a feminine ending, appropriately matches
the rarity of these truncates. As mentioned in note 49, Boyd-Bowman attributes
the phenomenon to the affectionate use of -o in the corresponding societies.
Note in any event that the alternative approach based on CODA-COND is
simply unable to account for any of these data. Moreover, the logical counter-
part of the situation encountered, i.e. male names taking the feminine desinence
-a, is effectively unattested.52 On a phonological account, this would be a mere
coincidence. However, from the morphological perspective we are adopting, the
gap follows from the absence of such constraints as [-FEMININE]
-a, or simply -a, from the system.
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8. FURTHER ASPECTS OF THE DESINENCE

8.1. Complex desinences

We shall now show that the apparently more radical changes in Lóla
(<Dolóres), Túla(<Gertrúdis) or Lícha(<Felícitas), with an irregular singu-
lar -s in the base after the vowel desinence, itself possibly irregular, can in fact
be integrated into our account straightforwardly.

The crux of the matter lies in the analysis of the -Vs ending as a complex
desinence. This analysis is not ad hoc, brought in to account for the truncates in
question, but is justified independently in the context of the typology of the
Spanish desinence. In particular, the usual properties of the simple desinence
listed in note 22 are also relevant to the (stressless) singular ending -Vs.
Specially noteworthy is the fact that forms with such a -Vs ending do not
undergo the usual -es augmentation in the plural (cf. órden ‘order’ órdenes,
cóndor ‘condor’ cóndores, útil ‘useful’ útiles, anís ‘aniseed’ aníses, capatáz
‘foreman’ capatáces, etc.):

(54) SG PL
cósm-os
mecén-as
efemérid-es
crís-is
vír-us

‘cosmos’
‘patron (of the arts)’
‘anniversary (of an event)’
‘crisis’
‘virus’

cósm-os
mecén-as
efemérid-es
crís-is
vír-us

This outcome becomes unproblematic when we assume that both the singular
ending -Vs and the plural ending –(e)s are desinential: if the maximal shape of
the desinence is precisely -Vs, there will be no room for a plural increment in
these cases.53 This is in contrast with a desinenceless language like English,
where plural augmentation does take place wherever phonologically needed:54

campuses, cosmoses, viruses, statuses, Christmases, etc.
The Spanish -Vs sequence in question is also absent from derivatives:

cosm-os cósm + ic-a ‘cosmic-FEMININE’, vir-us vír + ic-o ‘viral’,
cris-is   crít+ic-o ‘critical’(with s ~ t stem allomorphy; cf. tis-is ‘TB ’  tís + ic-o
‘TB-ridden’, without), and so on. The consistency of this behaviour strongly
suggests that the motivation for the omission of the desinence is morphological,
rather than phonological (e.g. avoidance of hiatus between stressless vowels), as
is sometimes a priori assumed.55 If so, such omission is not directly related to
stresslessness (it is indirectly related, in as much as stresslessness is one of the
consequences of being a desinence).

The relevance of all this in the present context concerns truncation pro-
cesses in the mould of Do(lóres) > Lóla, etc., which are satisfactorily accounted
for with our machinery:56
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Notice that in all these cases the vowel change cannot be motivated by CODA-
COND (19), since the last consonant in the truncate material is already
supported by a vowel in the defeated candidates.57

Indeed, alternative forms with the original vowel are also on record: Lóles,
Túles, respectively.58 The reason for the vowel changing to -a must therefore be
sought in the regularisation of this final vowel, so as to harmonise with the
grammar of Spanish gender.59

8.2. Where is the desinence?

The point we have just raised leads naturally onto the next, and final, issue.
Most type B truncates from proparoxytonic bases appear to preserve the final
vowel of the base (i.e. its desinence), rather than the final vowel of the
(word-internal) head foot: Tóbo (<Aris(tóbu)lo), Cánda (<(Cándi)da) , Pólo
(<Hi(póli)to ) , Méla (< (Méli)da), Tácho, Táncho, Táto (< (Tránsi)to), etc.

Piñeros (2000b) accounts for this situation by means of
ANCHOR(B-T)RIGHT, which would outrank HEAD(PW)MAX in such cases
(Piñeros 2000b: 300):

(56) ANCHOR(B-T)RIGHT: Any element at the right periphery of the
base has a correspondent at the right periphery of the truncate
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The approach obviously works here.60 However, we have already seen that it
falls short of accounting for cases like Tíla<Clo(tílde), Véto < Sil(véstre),
Lóla<Do(lóres), Túla < Ger(trúdis), where the base final segment does not
turn up in the truncate, as we show in (58), with the ad hoc symbol signalling
the displeasure of the true candidate at its dismissal:

By contrast, the account we are putting forward successfully extends to all these
cases,61 as we now show in (59), (60), (61). Note in addition that, on Piñeros’s
(2000b) approach, the constraint violated in Tóbo < (Tóbu)lo or Cánda
< (Cándi)da cannot be DEP(B-T) or MAX(B-T), since the truncate’s final
vowel does have a base correspondent. Instead, the constraint violated is
IDENT(B-T), since it is the quality of the base vowel that is altered in the
truncate. The respective evaluations of Lóla, Tóbo and Cánda on our approach
are, therefore, as follows:
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Besides greater descriptive coverage, our approach thus has the advantage of
obviating the need for ANCHOR(B-T)R.62 Revealingly, but not unexpectedly,
this alteration in the nouns in question takes the vowel in the direction of
desinence unmarkedness: -a for feminines and -o otherwise.63 This is thus, again,
a case of morphological default, not of phonological repair.

9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The data examined in this article robustly bring out the strength in the Spanish
truncation system of the two ranked constraints responsible for the unmarked
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desinence, (30) [ + FEMININE] -a  (31) -o, abbreviated here as UD. In par-
ticular, UD enters in special ranking relations with four other constraints:
1) IDENT(B-T)-DES, responsible for the preservation of the specific desinence
of the base in the truncate; 2) DEP(B-T)-DES, responsible for the blocking of a
new desinence in the truncate where the base has none; 3) PALATAL-
SPREAD, responsible for the rightward spread of the palatal gesture from the
consonant ch to the desinence, to yield -e; 4) HEAD(PW)MAX, instrumental
in securing maximal projection of the base’s head foot onto the truncate.
Obviously, if UD were consistently ranked above these four constraints, only
unmarked desinences would emerge in Spanish truncates, but we have seen that
this is in fact not the case. What happens, instead, is that the tug of war between
UD and each of these constraints admits of both possible resolutions, although
with the advantage for UD, which we can thus consider formally weighted, in
the sense of Mohanan (2000). Because both rankings are attested, however, we
shall allow free ranking within each pair, as follows:64

For convenience, we are representing ranking reversibility by means of mirror
image arrow heads (‘    ’), intended to intimate that the ranking can be read
either from left to right or from right to left. We write the base above the mirror
image arrow heads, and the winning output below the lower ranked constraint.
In all cases, the unmarked desinences -a, -o, for feminine and masculine, respec-
tively, win over when UD is preeminent. When it isn’t, however, a variety of
outputs are possible, depending on the identity of the higher ranked constraint,
all as shown.

Outside UD, MAX[+ i] outranks HEAD(PW)MAX, to allow Tébi from
Estéban:
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Similarly, MAX[ + i] needs to outrank UD:

As we pointed out, such higher rankings of MAX[ + i] are tautological, since
otherwise the diminutive suffix -i would simply not emerge.

In a similar vein, the UD-internal ranking [ +FEMININE] is
automatically derived from Panini’s Theorem: the reverse ranking obliterates
-a, in the obvious way. The higher ranking of [ +FEMININE] -a is, however,
subordinated to IDENT(I-O)-DES in regular Spanish, to allow for the presence
of irregular desinences in the surface. The same situation can obtain in the
truncation system, as embodied in (62a) above. Unexpectedly, -o outranks
[+FEMININE] -a irrespective of B-T identity in a handful of cases where the
general default desinence -o emerges in feminine truncates from desinenceless
bases (e.g. Chón-o < Asunción, Concepción, Encarnación). As noted, several
interpretations of this result are available: 1) a generalisation of the truncate
desinence to -o, with gender becoming irrelevant; 2) an (idiosyncratic) male
referent in the dialect in question; 3) the (also dialectal) use of -o to express
special affection.

As noted at the outset of the paper, the PWR constraints (ALL-FT-R,
PARSE-SYLL, and FT-BIN ) must outrank MAX(B-T) in order for type B
truncation to take place at all:

(65) PWR MAX(B-T)

PWR also outranks HEAD(PW)MAX, to account for the existence of Tébi,
from Estéban. In particular, *(Tébani), with a trisyllabic foot, contravenes
FT-BIN , while *(Téba)ni falls foul of PARSE-SYLL, and *(Téba)(ni) vio-
lates ALL-FT-R. The case of Tébi is pretty much an isolate, but the predictions
are sound.

The ranking tree that follows displays the relations we have been discussing
(horizontal lines indicate free rankings):
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Perhaps the most interesting result of the present investigation concerns
precisely the existence of such two-directional rankings,65 which run counter the
common OT assumption of language-internal ranking uniqueness. Fortunately,
the facts are so clear as to be undebatable. The lesson that follows is that
ranking uniqueness is more a property of speech communities than of languages
per se. Thus, Spanish is unquestionably one and the same language whether a
speaker decides for Tín or for Tíno, for Móncho or for Mónche, for Chélo or for
Chéla. What’s happening is that the speech community admits such truncate
variability in a way that it does not usually do with forms of the ordinary
language dialect-internally. Indeed, output variability, with the concomitant
formal ranking freedom, is an essential characteristic of Spanish truncation. The
social counterpart of this language fact, the loose control exercised by the
speech community on truncation outputs, can perhaps best be understood from
the perspective of truncation as a language game, rather than as a core part of
the language.

At a purely formal level, this article has shown the predominant role of UD
in Spanish truncation, which obviates the need for the problematic CODA-
COND of Piñeros (2002b). In doing so, it relates Spanish truncation to Spanish
morphology in a way that had been neglected by previous research, exclusively
focussed on prosodic phonology. In particular, UD predominance accounts for
the prevalence of the unmarked desinences -a (feminine) and -o (masculine),
and for the fact that the bulk of desinence changes or additions go precisely in
this direction.

Thus, in type A, there are 35 V-ending bisyllabic truncates taken from 37
bases with a heavy second syllable whose V is not “UD” (25 with “MD” and 12
with -i).66 Of these 35 truncates, 10 (from 8 bases) have the “MD” changed
to UD (e.g. Concepción > Choncha, Fermín > Fermo).67 There are also 96
V-ending bisyllabic truncates taken from 93 bases with an open second syllable
whose V is “MD”. Of these 96 truncates, 21 (from 19 bases) have the “MD”
changed to UD (e.g. Purificación > Pura, Felipe > Felo).68

In type B we must distinguish three classes, as a function of the metrics of
the base: oxytonic base , paroxytonic base            69

 and proparoxytonic base
In class there are 53 cases of augmentation (i.e. formation of a

bisyllabic truncate from a monosyllabic base foot through the addition of a
vowel) from 29 bases. Of these 53 truncates, 39 exhibit an unmarked desinence
(e.g. Isabel > Bela, Agustín > Tino).70 In class out of 17 bases with
MD (out of a total of 218 bases), 6 undergo change to UD Clotilde > Tila,

Consuelo > Chela, Gertrudis > Tula, Dolores > Lola, Matilde > Tila,
Silvestre > Veto): the remaining 11 simply keep the MD of the base. Finally,

in class there are 20 truncates out of 16 bases. Of these 20 truncates, 13
exhibit a UD which coincides with the UD of their bases, but not with their
“MD” (e.g. Hipólito > Polo, Cándida > Canda). In 1 case the MD of the
base becomes UD in the truncate ( Felícitas > Licha), and in another the
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truncate’s UD corresponds to both UD and “UD” in the base
( Crisóstomo > Choto). Otherwise, 4 truncates from 2 bases keep the base’s
MD (NB not their “MD”) and 1 from 1 base its “MD” (not its UD):

Eurídice > Viche, Tránsito > Tancho, Tacho, Tato, and Teófilo > Tofi,
respectively.

We have allotted responsibility for the exceptions to pressure from three
constraints, IDENT(B-T)DES, responsible for the preservation of the base’s
desinence in the truncate, PAL-SPREAD, responsible for the emergence of -e
after che, and MAX/IDENT[ + i], which imposes the diminutive suffix -i over
the desinence. Revealingly, there is otherwise no change towards these endings.
Nor is the feminine desinence -a assigned to masculines,71 although the ‘mascu-
line’ desinence -o does appear with (literally) a handful of feminines,72 on
account of its general nature. All these facts fall out of the proposed machinery,
but would remain unexplained on a purely phonological approach.

NOTES

* Both authors are very grateful to two Yearbook of Morphology’s referees for their
comments, most particularly to the one responsible for the beyond-the-call-of-duty 12-page
report, which has been centrally germinal in the transformation of our previous version.
1 The prefixed symbol × is meant to indicate that the form in question is missing from our
database, without necessarily being ungrammatical in Spanish, as the conventional symbol *
would suggest.
2 A left-headed bisyllabic foot, in line with the traditional definition of the term ‘trochee’:
‘a foot consisting of one long followed by one short syllable, or one stressed followed by one
unstressed syllable’ (New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary). A different, OT-bound defini-
tion will be provided below, in connection with constraint (3). Additional truncation patterns
are discussed in Roca and Felíu (in press). Felíu (2001) investigates a previously unformalised
trisyllabic pattern.
3 Our general database is drawn from Boyd-Bowman (1955) and Albaigès (1984, 1995), in
addition to the works mentioned in section 1 above, and contains over 400 primary names
with over 900 truncates. Where necessary, we have also called on our own intuitions and
experience, and informally consulted those of others.
4 Readers anxious to verify the relative weight of the various data provided in the text are
referred to the quantitative tables in the appendix. This said, the tables will best be understood
after the reading of the full text has been completed.
5 It is worth noting that, while this definition may be legitimate in the context of metrical
theory (it is in fact equivalent to Halle and Vergnaud’s 1987 combined settings Head Terminal
and Left Headedness), it is terminologically misleading, since the term ‘trochee’ traditionally
designates a bisyllabic foot (cf. note 2 above). The alternative would be to restrict the scope
of FT-FORM(TROC) (and, correspondingly, of FT-FORM(IAMB)) to bisyllabic feet.
6 NB: j g = [x]; c, qu = [k]; c = [s] or ch =
7    This insight underpins the analyses of Lipski (1995) and Piñeros (2000b).
8     Piñeros acknowledges Alderete’s (1995) DEP-HEAD as the source of inspiration for his
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HEAD(PW)MAX. However, Zoll (1998:14) argues that positional faithfulness by itself does
not make up an adequate theory of licensing, and that ‘conjunction of markedness with
positional constraints is unavoidable assuming context-independent markedness hierarchies’.
We shall not pursue this issue here.
9 Full projection does not, of course, guarantee segmental identity, and therefore
HEAD(PW)-MAX needs complementing with IDENTITY constraints, indeed as we do
below.
10 HEAD(PW)-MAX is obviously dominated by the markedness constraints responsible
for segmental and syllabic simplification, where appropriate. As we stated above, we are not
concerned with these phenomena here.
11 This ranking is in fact predicted by Panini’s Theorem, the OT equivalent of the classical
Elsewhere Condition, by which of two overlapping constraints the more specific one needs to
be ranked higher (see the discussion in Prince and Smolensky 1993: 81–82, 107–108,221)
12 This opinion was (spontaneously) shared by 4 Mexican informants we informally con-
sulted (separately): indeed, they were quite emphatic in their rejection. The Ché of Ché
Guevara is totally unrelated to José: it is a nickname given to him (Ernesto Guevara) on
account of his Argentinian roots (ché is a common generic vocative in Argentina and in
Valencia, Spain, parallel to English mate, pal, etc.). The (extremely) common hypochoristic
for José is Pepe, underivable through truncation, at least synchronically (Ché < José does,
however, turn up in the fairly common synthetic hypocoristic Chéma<José María).
Relevantly in the present context, Boyd-Bowman (1955) cites Bécha < Betsa(bé) and
Mimí< Noe(mí). Mimí obviously involves reduplication, the mechanics of which do not
concern us here: suffice it to notice that the light monosyllabic truncate *Mí is avoided. The
interpretation of Bécha is ambiguous: either as type B (i.e. Betsa(bécha), in the mould of
attested Isa(béla)), or as type A (i.e. Bétsa (bé), in the mould of attested Ísa(bél), with the
additional consonantal change ts>ch). In the opinion of the present authors, putative
Mícha < Noe(mí), Bécho < Berna(bé), Mécha < Salo(mé), etc., all unambiguously type B,
are conceivable, although they are not attested in our database. By contrast, their monosyl-
labic counterparts do not feel to us particularly felicitous.
13 Over 50 light monosyllables are listed in the dictionary of the Real Academia Española
(RAE), including plain nouns like fé ‘faith’, té ‘tea’, names of letters (a, e, ..., be, ce, de, ...)
and musical notes (do, re, mí,...), (stressed) pronouns like yo ‘I’, tú ‘you’, (stressed) ‘adverbs’
like ya ‘already’, sí‘yes’, no ‘no’, etc. There are also several (stressed) light monosyllabic verb
forms, like va ‘he, etc. goes’, da ‘he, etc. gives’, sé ‘I know’, etc. And there are more such forms
in the colloquial language, whether or not in the RAE dictionary: cf. e.g. interjections like

(Spanish hs are purely orthographic), onomatopeias
like mu (the cow’s cry), be (the sheep’s cry), etc. These are all monomoraic, unlike their
English equivalents [ow], [ej], [mu:], etc. (see Hammond 1999 for recent discussion of the role
of moras in English syllabification).
14  Ramón > Món.cho, Benjamín Fermín > Mín.cho, Joaquín > Quín.cho, Román>
Mán.cho, Simón > Món.che Món.cho, Juán > Juán.cho, Germán > Mán.che exhibit in addition
an epenthetic ch onset, which, in keeping with Piñeros (2000b: 314), we shall attribute to the
domination of DEP(B-T) ((18) in the text below) by STRUCTURAL-ROLE: ‘Correspondent
elements play identical structural roles’ (Piñeros 2000b: 315). Notice that ONSET by itself
would have led to *Mó.no, etc.
15 The phenomenon of place assimilation of Spanish coda nasals and liquids to the following
onset consonant has long been known: cf. e.g. Navarro Tomás (1918). In keeping with the
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arguments in Roca (1994) and Roca and Johnson (1999), we represent Place in (20) as a
subscript ‘P’ on the relevant feature, [dorsal], rather than as the more common superordinate
class node.
16 Also type A Márga (<Margaríta) , Éspe (<Esperánza) , Élvi (<Elvíra) , Férmi
( < Fermína), Hérmi (< Hermínia), Mágda (< Magdaléna), Bálta (< Baltasár), etc.
17 Other problems with CODA-COND (19) will lead to its dismissal in section 6 below.
18 Geography can obviously play a role in the preference for certain truncation forms. For
example, some aspects of the truncates reported in Boyd-Bowman (1955) for some Central
American dialects (Yucatan in particular) do strike the present authors as unusual, indeed as
non-‘Spanish’.
19 Boyd-Bowman (1955: 364) expresses a similar opinion: ‘pueden coexistir en una misma
región varias formas del mismo nombre’ [which] ‘representan a menudo distintos niveles del
dominio del idioma, distintas preferencias sociales, distintos valores afectivos’ [several forms
of the same name can coexist in the one and same area, often representing different levels of
mastery of the language, different social preferences, different affection values].
20 Contra some traditional opinion: the point we are making is therefore less trivial than
may seem at first sight. The 1931 grammar of the Royal Spanish Academy, for instance,
defines gender as ‘el accidente gramatical que sirve para indicar el sexo de las personas y de
los animales y el que se atribuye a las cosas’ (RAE 1931: §10a) [the grammatical accident that
indicates the sex of persons and animals, and the one we attribute to things]. A similar
statement is found in the grammar of Andrés Bello, arguably the doyen of Spanish grammari-
ans: ‘Por razón del significado son masculinos [...] los sustantivos que significan varón o
macho o seres que nos representamos como de este sexo [...] Por razón del significado son
femeninos [...] los sustantivos que significan mujer o hembra o seres que nos representamos
como de este sexo [...]’ (Bello [1847] 1951: 57–58) [From their meaning are masculine the
nouns that signify male or beings we construe as having this sex [...] From their meaning are
feminine [...] the nouns that signify female or beings we construe as having this sex [...]]
21 The alternation -o/-a only affects a handful of animal nouns, essentially of the domestic
or farm kind: perro/perra ‘dog/bitch’, gato/gata ‘(tom) cat/she-cat’, cerdo/cerda ‘pig/sow’, and
a few others.
22

española ‘Spanish/Spaniard’, etc. No other part of the word in Spanish is subject to such

22 Within generative discourse, the term ‘desinence’ was introduced in the Spanish gender
domain in Roca (1990), to the best of our knowledge (see Roca 1990: 135, note 3), the
alternatives ‘class-marker’, ‘word-marker’ and ‘terminal element’ also being used in the rele-
vant literature. Historically, the Spanish desinence is the direct descendent of the Latin case
ending, from which its properties are ultimately derived. There are several synchronic argu-
ments for granting morphological status to the desinence. The strongest, and the most relevant
one here, concerns precisely its alternating properties: hijo    hija ‘son/child     daughter’,
viejo      vieja ‘old’, perro   perra ‘dog   bitch’, presidente   presidenta ‘president’, español

alternation. Other properties of the Spanish desinence are: 1) it is made up of a vowel (voto
‘vote’, bota ‘boot’, bote ‘dinghy’), possibly followed by s (cutis ‘face skin’, cosmos ‘cosmos’);
2) it occupies the rightmost position in the word, as can be verified in the examples above;
3) it does not partake in suffixal derivation (cut-is cut-áne-o ‘pertaining to cutis’); 4) it is
semantically empty (person-a ‘person’); 5) it is lexically determined (bot-a, bot-e; cut-is,
cutáne-o; mar ‘sea’); 6) it is systematically stressless. For discussion see Harris (1980, 1985,
1991, 1992), Klein (1983, 1989), Roca (1989, 1990, 1997a, 1999), among others. The Spanish
desinence is pervasive in all syntactic categories but verbs.
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23 This is well-known, but not always properly understood. In particular, these implications
are not reversible. Also, the sex in question must be semantic, not simply biological: tengo dos
hijos ‘I have two children’ does not imply in any way that they are male. This is indeed the
overwhelmingly common situation, as shown in Roca (2000). Compare the following two
contrary opinions, clearly mistaken in our estimation: 1) ‘In human nouns grammatical gender
matches biological sex (with extremely rare exceptions [...])’, Harris (1991: 51); 2) ‘There is
arguably a conceptual rule that assigns Masculine and Feminine to words for biologically male
and female referents that are not prespecified for gender’, Aronoff (1994:72).
24 Some such exceptional cases have been reported: Túto/Jécho (< Gertrúdis), Nécho
(< Inés), Chéncho (< Ascensión), Chóno (< Concepción), Bícho (< Beatríz). We
return to these in section 7 below.
25 Adopting Chomsky’s (1970) categorial features [±N] and [± V], the exclusion of verbs
from gender can be formalised through the top ranked negative constraints *[-N, +V,
±FEMALE], *[-N, + V, ±FEMININE]. On the other hand, we shall allot to GEN responsi-
bility for the incompatibility between desinences and verbs. Note that the arrow in constraints
(29) and (30) expresses an implication, congruent with a static constraint, not a transforma-
tion, which obviously would not be.
26 El and la are the Spanish instantiations of the definite article, masculine and feminine,
respectively. Similar data can be composed with the indefinite article (un vs. una), other
determiners (e.g. este vs. esta ‘this’), adjectives (hermoso vs. hermosa ‘beautiful’), or pronouns
(él ‘he’ vs. ella ‘she’).
27 The correlation between both sexes and both genders encapsulated in (29) renders
impracticable Harris’s (1991) proposal to dispose of the Spanish masculine gender, formally
[–FEMININE],
28 The logical foundation of the Elsewhere Condition, the classical counterpart of OT’s
Panini’s Theorem, is highlighted in Roca (1994: 50).
29 Note in particular that lobo does not carry any semantic specification for sex, as it can
refer to females as well as males: el lobo hambriento es peligroso ‘hungry wolves are danger-
ous’ carries no implication that (hungry) female wolves are safe. Compare las lobas hambrien-
tas son peligrosas, the scope of which is, by contrast, confined to females. Indeed, the
separation of semantics from biology is central to the Spanish gender system, as we pointed
out in note 23 above.
30 The noun lobo will (irrelevantly here) receive [–FEMININE] (see Roca 1989: also
note 27 above). The remainder of the forms will remain ungendered, since only nominals
([+N]) carry gender in Spanish (cf. note 25 above).
31 Harris’s (1991, 1992) desinence classes are in all compatible with our present approach.
For simplicity, however, we sidestep this matter here, since it is not relevant to our present
concerns: we will simply enter non-default desinences wholesome in the lexicon.
32 This demonstrates that the relationship beween semantic sex and desinence is mediated
by gender. In particular, in soprano the implication [ FEMALE] [ FEMININE] is fulfilled
(as is seemingly fulfilled in all Spanish nouns), but the implication [+FEMININE] -a is not.
The key point is that a similar violation of [ + FEMININE] -a occurs in asexual nouns like
(la) mano ‘(the) hand’, for which the putative alternative implication [+FEMALE] -a is
not available. Also, [ FEMALE] [αFEMININE] knows of no exception in contemporary
Spanish, whereas exceptions to [ + FEMININE] �a (and to �o, in masculines and otherwise)
are aplenty.
33 U nderlying n and l assimilate in place of articulation to the following consonant (see
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note 15 above). Coda d undergoes a series of changes according to dialect or ideolect,
including deletion, particularly word finally. Consequently, its position vis-à-vis CODA-
COND is unclear. Our qualifier ‘unquestionably’ relates to the existence of learnéd forms
with other coda consonants variably introduced in the pronunciation via the spelling (objeto
‘object’, acto ‘act’, ignorar ‘to ignore’, etc.). This is in contrast with the bona fide patrimonial
codas n,l, r, s, ?d, listed in the text. Note that some of these patrimonial codas are subject
to phonetic erosion in particular accents (coda s can become [h], etc.).
34 Similar results are found in type A truncates: Bérmo (< Bermúdez), Bólo
(< Bolívar), Clóta (< Clotílde), Férmo (< Fermín), Jécho (< Jesús), Púra
(< Purificatión), Jábo ( < Javiér), etc.
35 See Roca (1996) for a recent defence of a deletion approach to the -e dilemma, against
its epenthesis alternative.
36 In particular, the tests of stresslessness (self-evidently) and of derivational exclusion:
Fujimori, for example, has given fujimor-azo (referring to the former Peru president’s self-
inflicted coup d’état), although Dalí, with a stressed –í, would undoubtedly give dali-azo.
Similarly, from Araceli we are likely to get the augmentative Aracelaza, rather than
?Araceliaza. Crucially, we contend that desinence stresslessness and derivational exclusion
are independent phenomena, not causally related. In particular, we contend that derivational
exclusion is not a consequence of stresslessness, as hinted by a Yearbook of Morphology
referee. A relevant argument in this connection will be presented in section 8.1 (see note 55
in particular).
37 Piñeros’s (2000b) account relies on ANCHOR(B-T)RIGHT. However, because the
ANCHOR family literally involves correspondence (Kager 1999: 137, 251–252),
ANCH(B-T)R will not be violated by a change in the desinential vowel: any such change
leaves the correspondence intact. The relevant constraint is, therefore, IDENT(B-T)-DES, as
we are suggesting.
38 This language game is partly rooted in child phonology, particularly so in the case of type
B truncation. This is precisely the point of Boyd-Bowman (1955), picked up in Piñeros
(2000a).
39 ‘Occasional’ because other vowels are also found in this position: Simón yields Mónche
or Móncho, for instance. Note that we are excluding cases like Eurídice > Víche or
Mercédes > Chéche, where the -e ostensibly originates in the base.
40 Bíche also instantiates ANCHOR(B-T)L, attested in 13 cases in all: Te(ófi)lo, > Tófi,
Fede(ríco) > Fíco, Beatríz > Bíche Bícho, Carlóta > Cóta, Leóncia > Lóncha, Lorénzo
> Léncha, Narcíso > Nícho, Narcísa > Nícha, Peregrína > Pína, Porfírio > Píyo,
Virgílio > Víllo, Manuél > Mélo.
41 We have already said that vowels other than e can also turn up after ch: cf.
Móncho < Ra(món), Si(món); Lúcha < (Lúz) , etc.
42 This is precisely what happens with loan words in Korean (Lee 2001). The Korean default
vowel is the high back (or central) unrounded vowel which is therefore epenthesised in
contexts in need of syllabic repair: Christmas > strike > etc. However,
after a palatal consonant the front vowel [i] turns up instead: bench >
massage > slush > and so on.
43 Inés > Níche, António > Túncho, Floréncio > Póncho, Floréncia > Póncha do (idiosyn-
cratically) instantiate vowel change in the stem, but this change is seemingly unrelated to the
palatality of the ch. The otherwise generalised preservation of the stem’s vocalism is suggestive
of strict cyclicity, interpreted in OT as high-ranking root (or stem) faithfulness.
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44 Because of the tentative nature of the analysis, we are sidestepping the formal details of
Palatality Spreading, in particular the important issue of which distinctive features are respon-
sible (cf. Clements and Hume 1995 and Halle, Vaux and Wolfe 2000 for opposing proposals).
45 In Áti < Ástrid the i is not desinential, but contained in the stem.
46 Surface paroxytone forms with a final sequence iV can be argued to be technically
proparoxytone at the (lexical) level where stress is operative, with the two abutting vowels
constituting separate stress bearing units (cf. Roca 1997b). We will not discuss this issue here,
nor the appropriateness of countenancing levels in OT, along the lines of McCarthy and Prince
(1993), Booij (1997), Rubach (1997, 2000).
47 The case of Do(lóres) > Lóli is similar only at first sight: it will actually receive a different
analysis in section 8 below.
48 The compositional nature of FT-BIN is discussed in Hewitt (1994). In particular, a
violation of FT-BIN can result from either too few or too many elements in the foot, respec-
tively in contravention of and . In the specific area of Spanish truncates,
compliance with is systematic, but all the other members of the FT-BIN family
can be violated (see the text below).
49 The names in (52) are exclusively female-referring in most Spanish-speaking societies.
However, some such names are also assigned to males in some communities: Boyd-Bowman
(1955), for instance, explicitly marks Asunción > Chóno, Concepción > Chóno, and Dolóres
> Lólo, as male-referring (by contrast, he marks Gertrúdis > Túto as female-referring).
Therefore, the possibility that all the o-ending truncates in question refer in fact to males
cannot be ruled out: only very limited information is made available in the literature, and
accordingly we must leave the matter open. This aside, Boyd-Bowman (1955: 360) reports on
the use of the ‘masculine’ desinence -o with female names to express affection in some areas.
He mentions 37 such forms, out of 23 simple bases. However, some of these forms are
diminutives, rather than pure truncates, while various others are opaque with respect to their
base, both of which classes fall outside our remit.
50 Also Ascen(sión) > Chéncho, which exhibits a truncation pattern outside the B and A
types we are examining here.
51 Dolóres also yields Lóla (indeed, far more frequently), and Gertrúdis, Túla, both with
the unmarked feminine desinence -a.
52 

from clear:

an unorthodox source.
53

54

corpus 

55

52 Two potential counterexamples from type A appear in Boyd-Bowman (1955):
Chéma < Demétrio and Móisa < Moisés. The correspondence of Demétrio with Chéma (other-
wise a common synthetic truncate from José Maria, as pointed out in note 12 above) is far
from clear: it would also need to involve the change                  otherwise seemingly unattested.
Móisa is obviously closer to Moisés. However, the bizarreness of the truncate strongly suggests
an unorthodox source.
53 See Roca (1996: 227–29) for a sum-up of this outlook, originating in Harris (1980) (cf.
also Harris 1985, 1991, 1992).
54 Some of the English plurals in question are learnéd in the literary language:
corpus > corpora, etc. However, the popular, spontaneous tendency is to increment them with
-[IZ]: corpuses, etc.
55 A Yearbook of Morphology referee tries out precisely this tack, proposing hiatus avoid-
ance in budismo < Buda, with a final stressless a, in contrast with the stressed u of hindú,
which would persist in hinduísmo on account of a high-ranked correspondence constraint
MAX-STRESSED-V. Interestingly, the final stressless vowel of Tao also persists in taoísmo.
On our analysis, we can hypothesise that this vowel is not a desinence (it will instead be
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included in the stem), but on the MAX-STRESSED-V alternative we can hardly allege that it
is in fact stressed. Even more damaging for this alternative (because of numbers) is the
behaviour of the complex -Vs desinence. The referee in question also attempts a phonological
explanation, to the effect that a sequence -ses in the plural would be generally dispreferred in
unstressed syllables for reasons of perceptual salience or articulatory effort, whereas in words
with final stress (like anís) a ses plural sequence brings about a desirable word-final trochee.
Following on this reasoning, orden ‘order’ should give ordes, or orden, with no change, rather
than the true form órdenes, without the final trochee. Or are nes, les, res, etc. perceptually
more salient (or articulatorily less burdensome) than ses for reasons totally unknown to us?
Interestingly, lápi[s] (‘pencil’ in less accents) gives lápi[s]es ‘pencils’, in contrast with
hepatitis ‘hepatitis’ or crisis ‘crisis’, which remain unchanged in the plural. The obvious expla-
nation concerns the desinential status of -is in these two words, but not in lápi[s] (cf. hepatít-
ic-o ‘hepatitis sufferer’, not *hepatit-ís-ic-o, vs. lapi[s] -er-o ‘automatic pencil’, not *lap-er-o).
The bottom line is that the desinence-based approach accounts for all the data in a direct,
simple and integrated manner, in contrast with its rivals. The evidence for this claim is
abundant, but we cannot dwell on it here for reasons of space and focus. It is worth noting,
however, that in postulating the morphological constituent ‘desinence’ we are engaging in the
common scientific practice of hypothesis building, not in ad hoc stipulating.
56 We are computing the violations of UD by -Vs cumulatively. However, we do not wish to
exclude the possibility of a holistic formal interpretation of complex desinences. The reso-
lution of this matter does not affect the present discussion.
57 We have already seen that the same situation obtains in some type A truncates (see
note 34 above): Bérmo (<Bermúdez), Bólo (<Bolívar), Clóta (<Clotílde), Férmo
(<Fermín), Jécho (<Jesús), Púra (<Purificación), Jábo (<Javiér) , etc.
58 The change -is > -es in Tules < Gertrudis can be construed as phonological, since stress-
less high vowels in the word final syllable are disfavoured in Spanish (cf. Harris 1969).
59 Boyd-Bowman is well aware of the possible contribution of gender to the shape of the
truncate (see Boyd-Bowman 1955: 360, II, 1). Piñeros (2000b: 315, fn 21) acknowledges the
possibility of a desinence-based analysis as an alternative to his CODA-COND-based one.
However, he dismisses this possiblity on grounds that ‘given the data from Central American
dialects where type B hypocoristics do not have to end in a vowel because coronal consonants
are acceptable in the coda [...], it seems that the reason for introducing a final vowel in TF
[= truncated form, IR/EF] is indeed phonological, as I have proposed here’. Obviously, we
are taking precisely the opposite stand.
60 We are overlooking the fact that ANCHOR constraints are taken to be correspondence
constraints in the general theory. As a consequence, they are not violated by identity mis-
matches, contrary to Piñeros’s (2000b) practice (see note 37 above).
61 In Tácho Táncho Táto < (Tránsi)to the preservation of the base’s desinence in the face
of contrary sex obviously requires the ranking IDENT(B-T)-DES » UD. However, we have
already mentioned the possibility that Tránsito may be male-referring in these cases (see
note 49 above).
62 The 13 forms mentioned in note 40 above (Tófi < Te(ófi)lo, Fíco < Fede(ríco), etc), with
the word’s leftmost consonant projected onto the truncate in preference to that in the head
foot, appear to warrant the mirror-image constraint ANCHOR(B-T)L (Tófi could also be
accounted for with ONSET). However, this is no argument for ANCHOR(B-T)R. Indeed,
the right-edge phenomena we are examining simply bear no comparison, both in numbers and
in complexity, and we believe that a symmetric analysis of both cases would be specious.
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63 An alternative analysis for Tóbo, etc., relying on to lower u to o, obviously does not
work for i a in Cánda, which would have given ×Cánde instead, by lowering of the base -i
to -e (compare attested Ger(trúdis) > Túles, referred to in note 58 above): we take this to be a
further argument in support of the approach based on UD preeminence we are proposing.
Boyd-Bowman (1955) cites a handful of cases of change to -u in truncates. These are truly low
in numbers, and probably tied in to dialectal features, for which reasons we have left them out
of the present discussion.
64 Cognitively, such free ranking will obtain for some constraint pairs with some speakers.
In other cases, however, only one of the rankings will have been internalised. We are keeping
our formalisation at a general level for harmless reasons of economy.
65 We have ignored minority bidirectional rankings on account of their low yield (for
instance, PAL-SPR « » IDENT(B-T)-DES, which relates to Ténch-e < Horténsi-a). As
observed in note 64 above, our formal free rankings are also a deliberate oversimplification,
in real life undoubtedly corresponding to a variety of cognitive correlates.
66 By “UD” we mean that the last vowel of the base’s second syllable would constitute an
unmarked desinence if indeed it was a desinence, and correspondingly for “MD” (marked
desinence). We are thus making a graphic difference between potential desinences (“UD”,
“MD”) and actual ones (UD, MD). Further quantitative details can be found in the tables
provided in the appendix.
67 In addition, 2 truncates from 2 bases undergo + i diminutivisation ( Ángel > Angi,

Concepción > Conchi) and also 2 from 2 take a MD: Bautista > Bacha (where the trun-
cate’s MD coincides with the base’s), Raquel > Raco (in Jalisco, Mexico, according to Boyd-
Bowman 1955: perhaps a case of affectionate -o).
68 In addition, 7 truncates from 7 bases undergo +i diminutivisation ( Álvaro > Alvi, etc.)
and 3 from 3 take what looks like an MD, but may in fact be the affectionate -o
( Caridad > Caro, Gertrudis > Jecho, Mercedes > Mencho).
69 All these paroxytones have no final diphthong. Paroxytonic bases with a final diphthong
(170 truncates from 103 bases) are counted separately: they either preserve their desinence in
the truncate, irrespective of markedness ( Antonio > Tonio Tono Toño, Rosario > Charo)
or they drop it to end in -i ( Antonio > Toni). The only exception is Hortensia > Tenche,
where the base’s UD -a becomes MD -e in the truncate.
70 In addition, there are 3 cases of + i diminutivisation ( Ascensión > Choni,

Jesús > Chuchi, Salomón > Moni), 5 cases of e after ch ( Beatriz > Biche, Inés> Niche,
Ester > Teche, Germán > Manche, Simón > Monche), and 5 cases of -o, perhaps affec-

tionate ( Ascensión > Chono, Beatriz > Bicho, Concepción > Chono, Encarnación
> Chono, Inés > Necho; Ascensión > Chencho obviously relates to a different truncation
pattern that falls outside our present remit).
71 The type A apparent exception Móisa < Moisés was mentioned in note 52 above.
72 Again, on the assumption of female reference in their base nouns (cf. note 49 above).
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APPENDIX: QUANTITATIVE TABLES*

Note

The figures in the tables that follow are taken from our printed database (see
note 3 in the text above), slightly adjusted both positively, by adding a few data
familiar to us but absent from the database, and negatively, by subtracting some
data on the basis of our intuition and experience, and on considerations of
transparency, with only truncates reasonably relatable to their base counted in:
Pepe from José, for instance, is not included. Some minor inconsistencies may
remain, and readers are advised to approach our figures as useful pointers,
rather than as carved in granite: indeed, the creativity and freedom characteris-
tic of truncation would make more precise counting ill-advised. Note that we
compute identical truncates from different bases independently. The footnotes
to each table provide complete list of forms for all the patterns we felt were
numerically manageable.

D = desinence
UD = unmarked desinence
MD = marked desinence
“MD” the last vowel of the 2nd syllable would constitute a marked desinence
“UD” = the last vowel of the 2nd syllable would constitute an unmarked
desinence

Key

V = vowel
C = consonant
V, C, s = segment unchanged

= vowel changed
= palatalised consonant

= monosyllable
= disyllable

# = word boundary
= closed syllable
= open syllable

last vowel of 2nd syllable kept unchanged

*The first author gratefully acknowledges the leading contribution of the second author in the
elaboration of these tables.
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last vowel of 3rd syllable kept unchanged

POO = proparoxytone
PO = paroxytone
O = oxytone

> = (number of bases) yield (number of truncates)
< = (number of truncates) out of (number of bases)
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Suffix ordering in Bantu: a morphocentric approach1

LARRY M. HYMAN

1. INTRODUCTION

Within recent years there has been considerable interest in multiple affixation,
particularly in explaining why strings of prefixes and suffixes occur in the orders
in which they do. The explanations given have been of either a semantic or
syntactic nature, as seen in two influential publications that appeared in the
same year. Noting cross-linguistic tendencies to fix certain affix orders, Bybee
(1985) attributes the most widely attested orders to the semantic function and
scope of each affix (those having greater ‘relevance’ to the action of the verb
root appear closer to it). On the other hand, Baker (1985), focusing on cases
where affix ordering is not strictly fixed, argues for a ‘Mirror Principle’ (MP) by
which contrastive affix orders (AB vs. BA) directly correlate with – and hence
are explained by – the order of syntactic operations. Although seeking different
motivations (and to some extent covering a different data base), Bybee and
Baker have in common that they seek to find a morphology-external explana-
tion for why affixes occur in the observed orders. While Bybee’s semantic
characterization of inflectional affixes is presented as a tendency, which “was
found to be a valid prediction with very few exceptions” (p. 34), Baker’s (1985)
theory is generally interpreted as a necessary formal property of grammars:
“Morphological derivations must directly reflect syntactic derivations (and vice
versa)” (p. 375). Since derivational affixes marking causative, passive, reciprocal
etc. are each affiliated with a syntactic operation, their specific ordering with
respect to other affixes is said to reflect the order in which the corresponding
syntactic operations have applied. Some researchers have expressed this mor-
phology-syntax relationship as an inviolable universal: “... the Mirror Principle
is an exceptionless generalization, with strong empirical content given the con-
straints on word formation” (Alsina 1999: 6).

Standing in opposition to both of the above characterizations is the possi-
bility that affix ordering – or at least certain aspects thereof – is directly deter-
mined by the morphology proper. That is, languages can impose specific
morphotactic constraints for which there is no synchronic extra-morphological
explanation. If correct, one would expect cases where equivalent affixes arbi-
trarily appear as AB in one language, but as BA in another. The so-called
morphotactic constraints might represent a relation between pairs of specific
morphs, or they might define an overarching ‘template’ by which multiple
affixes are automatically ordered, e.g. ABCD. The possibility of morphologi-
cally-determined templates has been questioned in the literature, most recently
in a major work on Athabaskan affix ordering: ‘... template morphology is
highly marked in languages of the world.... As pointed out by Myers 1987, if

Geert Booij and Jaap van Marle (eds), Yearbook of Morphology 2002, 245–281.
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template morphology is required, then three types of morphological systems
exist – concatenative systems, non-concatenative systems, and templatic systems
– with the last restricted to only a very few language families’ (Rice 2000: 1).
Accordingly, Myers, Rice and others have sought to reanalyze allegedly tem-
platic prefix systems in Bantu and Athabaskan, respectively, so as to predict
their properties from the syntax.

In this paper I reach a quite different conclusion. Based on the ordering of
Bantu derivational verb suffixes, frequently cited in the literature, I show that
that neither semantic scope (or ‘compositionality’) nor the syntactic MP can
account for the full range of suffix ordering facts in any Bantu language. Instead,
each suffix system represents a language-specific resolution of a basic tension
between two competing pressures: the pressure for affix ordering to be composi-
tional vs. the pressure for affix ordering to be fixed (invariant). For this purpose,
I adapt the basic notions of Optimality Theory (OT) of Prince & Smolensky
(1993) to the morphological realm: The different suffix ordering possibilities
found either across different Bantu languages or within the same language are
obtained by different rankings of the two families of constraints which I shall
refer to as MIRROR and TEMPLATE. However, I will argue in the following para-
graphs that, contrary to claims made by Baker (1985) and Alsina (1999), Bantu
suffix ordering is driven by a Pan-Bantu default template, with the oft-reported
mirroring effects resulting from ‘exceptional’ overrides, that is, from suffix-
specific cases where MIRROR (B,A) outranks the default TEMPLATE (A,B).

The paper is organized as follows. In § 2, I show that the suffix ordering
facts in Chichewa require the establishment of a fixed, default order which is
obtained unless the general constraint TEMPLATE is overriden by a suffix-specific
MIRROR constraint. In § 3 I consider syntactic evidence in favor of the ‘morpho-
centric’ analysis of § 2. In § 4 I present further morphological arguments in
favor of a Pan-Bantu suffix template, while § 5 presents phonological evidence,
based specifically on the nature of cyclic effects within the suffixal phonology.
The results are briefly summarized in § 6.

2.  TEMPLATE vs. MIRROR IN CHICHEWA

This paper is concerned with the determinants of affix ordering in languages
which exhibit multiple prefixes and suffixes. The examples will all come from
Bantu languages, which are well-known for their agglutinative morphological
structure. The Chichewa forms in (1), for instance, illustrate the multiple prefix-
ation that occurs in most Bantu languages:
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(1) Multiple prefixation in Chichewa

As seen in the first line of (1a), the general order of prefixes in a main (root)
clause is: NEGATIVE, SUBJECT, TENSE, ASPECT, OBJECT. The order is so fixed that a
system of ‘slots’ or ‘position classes’ has generally been proposed to account for
Bantu prefixes (e.g. Meeussen 1967, Stump 1997). That the resulting ‘template’
is at least in part arbitrary is seen by comparing the slightly different order in
(1b). In subordinate (non-root) clauses, the subject prefix precedes the negative
prefix. In both cases the orders are fixed.2

The basic lack of choice in the ordering of inflectional verb prefixes con-
trasts with what is sometimes found in the ordering of derivational verb suffixes.
Bantuists and general linguists have long been impressed with the effects of
compositionality (or scope) on the ordering of Bantu verb suffixes (‘extensions’)
(Guthrie 1962, Spencer 1991). A representative ‘minimal pair’ involving both
orders of the causative and reciprocal suffixes, again from Chichewa, is given
in (2).3

(2) Ordering of causative and reciprocal suffixes in Chichewa (Hyman &
Mchombo 1992)

In what is labeled a ‘reciprocalized causative’ in (2a), the causative suffix -its-
precedes the reciprocal suffix -an-, while in the ‘causativized reciprocal’ in (2b),
causative -its- follows reciprocal -an-. As seen, two different morphotactic struc-
tures are proposed which correspond not only to the two suffix orders -its-an-
and -an-its-, but also to differences in meaning.4

This seems then to be a perfect job for the MP – and especially problematic
for a templatic view of suffixes in Chichewa (or similar Bantu languages).
However, there are two serious problems for the MP: First, there are other
combinations of two suffixes that must in fact occur in a fixed order. Second,
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the indicated semantic compositionality is imperfect – specifically, asymmetric.
I take up both of these issues now in turn.

First, consider the problem of fixed suffix orders. In (3) I consider two
utterances involving the causative suffix -its- and the applicative suffix -il-,
needed here to license the instrument.5

(3) Chichewa CAUS-APP -its-il- represents both scopes, e.g. with instrument

a.

Close examination reveals that the fixed causative-applicative sequence -its-il-
represents two different scopes. The sequencing -its-il- in (3a) is compositional,
since the applicative instrument ‘sticks’ is used for causation, not for the crying,
as shown in the bracketing in (4a). However, in (3b), the applicative instrument
‘spoon’ goes with the lower verb ‘stir’ and the -its-il- sequence is non-composi-
tional, as the crossing lines in (4b) illustrate. That is, the only possible sequence
is -its-il- in Chichewa, independent of semantic considerations.6

(4) Bracketings of (3a,b), where an instrument is licensed by the applicative

To summarize thus far, when the causative combines with another suffix, two
different situations arise: with the reciprocal, Chichewa allows both -its-an- and
-an-its-, but with the applicative, it allows only -its-il-. In order to account for
this (and other) differences in suffix ordering properties in Chichewa (and other
Bantu languages), I adopt the following approach for which additional evidence
will be presented.

First, I propose the Pan-Bantu default suffix ordering template in (5).

b.

Applicativized causative: -lil-its-il- [with [cause cry]]
alenjé a-ku-líl-íts-il-a mwaná ndodo
hunters 3pl-prog-cry-CAUS-APP-fv child  sticks
‘the hunters are making the child cry with sticks’

Causativized applicative: -takas-its-il- [cause [stir with]]
alenjé a-ku-tákás-its-il-a mkází mthíko
hunters 3pl-prog-stir-CAUS-APP-fv woman spoon
‘the hunters are making the woman stir with a spoon’
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(5) Pan-Bantu ‘default’ template: C-A-R-P

As seen, both in Proto-Bantu (PB) and in most Bantu languages which have
these suffixes, the default suffix ordering is Causative-Applicative-Reciprocal-
Passive, or CARP.

Second, distinct from the template, Bantu languages sometimes show a
tendency for specific suffixes to be ordered according to semantic composition-
ality, or scope.

Third, there are potential conflicts between the CARP template vs. compo-
sitionality. As elsewhere in language, conflicts and their resolution are nicely
modeled by a system of ranked, violable constraints, as postulated in optimality
theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993). While I adopt this notion of conflicts and
the tableau notation of OT, I do not assume that the relevant constraints are
necessarily universal. In what follows, I present evidence that the different suffix
orders are determined by the ranking of two ‘licensors’: TEMPLATE, which licen-
ses the CARP order, vs. suffix-specific overrides of CARP which license oppo-
site suffix orders which mirror the semantic scope.7 Given a morphosyntactic
input, the successive ordering(s) of two or more suffixes in the output will be
determined by the relative ranking of TEMPLATE, on the one hand, vs. a family of
MIRROR (=compositionality) constraints, which vary according to specific suf-
fixes and the language in question.8 In fact, as we shall see, the pressure from
compositionality is typically restricted and can be highly idiosyncratic. In other
words, neither semantic compositionality – nor its syntactic analogue, the MP –
is the default in Bantu, as has been previously assumed. Rather, (5) is.

Since the CARP template in (5) is general, in OT terms, it will be highly
ranked in most instances. We have just seen this in the case of the causative and
applicative. The two relevant constraints are defined in (6).

(6) Suffix ordering constraints for CAUS and APP

a. TEMPLATE: A morphosyntactic input {CAUS, APP} is realized
according to CARP, i.e. -its-il-

b. MIRROR (A, C): The morphosyntactic input [[[...] APP] CAUS] is
realized -il-its-

Whereas the TEMPLATE constraint in (6a) will be violated when either scope of
CAUS and APP is realized as -il-its-, MIRROR (A, C) will be violated only when
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the indicated input, where CAUS has scope over APP, is realized -its-il-. MIRROR
(A, C) thus has no effect when the input is [[[...] CAUS] APP].

As seen in the tableaux in (7), the general TEMPLATE constraint must out-
rank the (sometimes) opposing MIRROR (A, C) constraint:

(7) TEMPLATE >> MIRROR (C, A)

a. Applicativized Causative

b. Causativized Applicative

In (7), rather than using asterisks to indicate violations, the suffix orderings
licensed by each constraint are indicated in the relevant cells of the tableaux.9

In the case of an applicativized causative, in (7a), the correct order, -its-il-,
satisfies the template, and, given the (C, A) input, the compositional override
MIRROR (A, C) has no effect. In the case of a causativized applicative in (6b),
however, -its-il- does violate MIRROR (A,C), but wins because TEMPLATE is
ranked higher than the specific MIRROR constraint.

Recall the second problem for the MP to which I referred above: Although
different suffix orders such as in (2) have typically been cited in support of the
MP, there is the following difference in compositionality: The order in (2a),
which is templatic, has both the compositional and non-compositional meanings,
while the order in (2b) has only the compositional meaning. That is, mang-its-
an- can mean either ‘cause each other to tie’ (= compositional) or ‘cause to tie
each other’ ( = non-compositional), while mang-an-its- can only mean ‘cause to
tie each other’ (= compositional). I refer to a situation in which one order (e.g.
RC) is necessarily compositional, while the other order (CR) is not necessarily
so as asymmetric compositionality. The generalization is as follows: When two
suffixes occur in both orders, the templatic order can have the compositional
semantics of the non-templatic order, but not vice-versa. In fact, the example in
(8) shows that the templatic order can even be used when this results in a suffix
being compositionally out of place by more than one position or ‘slot’:
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In this case, the intended reading is that someone causes that others tie each
other with some object (e.g. a rope). The ungrammatical order predicted by
compositionality is *mang-an-il-its-, i.e. RAC, is ruled out because TEMPLATE is
higher ranked than MIRROR (A,C), as in (7).

As in the case of CAUS and APP, the two corresponding constraints are
proposed in (9) to account for the asymmetric compositionality of CAUS and
REC:

(9) Suffix ordering constraints for CAUS and REC
a. TEMPLATE: A morphosyntactic input {CAUS, REC} is realized

according to CARP, i.e. -its-an-
b. MIRROR (R, C): The morphosyntactic input [[[...] REC] CAUS] is

realized Verb-an-its-

In this case, however, TEMPLATE is freely ranked with respect to the specific
MIRROR constraint in (9b). This defines four tableaux, given two inputs and two
rankings:

(10) TEMPLATE = MIRROR (R, C)

a. Reciprocalized Causative

(8)
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The two outputs, -its-an- and -an-its-, and the observed asymmetric composi-
tionality are produced in the following way. In the top tableaux of (10a,b),
TEMPLATE is ranked higher than MIRROR. Both inputs thus produce the output
mang-its-an-, which is therefore ambiguous as to scope. In the bottom tableaux
of (10a,b), the specific compositionality constraint, MIRROR (R, C), is ranked
higher than TEMPLATE. In the bottom left, the reciprocalized causative input still
surfaces as mang-its-an-, because mang-an-its- violates TEMPLATE. In the one
tableau at the bottom right, the causativized reciprocal input successfully sur-
faces as mang-an-its- because the input satisfies the higher ranked specific
MIRROR constraint. As a result, the output mang-an-its- has only the one compo-
sitional meaning.

We have thus far seen one case in (7) where TEMPLATE outranks MIRROR,
and we have just now seen a case in (10) where TEMPLATE and MIRROR are freely
ranked. Although less frequent, it is also possible for a specific MIRROR con-
straint to outrank TEMPLATE. To show this, consider in (11) the relation between
the applicative and passive, which has been extensively studied by Chichewa
scholars (Alsina 1999, Hyman & Mchombo 1992, Baker 1988a,b):

(11) Ordering of applicative (-il-) and passive (-idw-) in Chichewa

a. APP-PASS
-il-idw-

benefactive
recipient
instrument

b. PASS-APP
-idw-il-

locative
circumstance
locative

As seen in (11a), the order -il-idw- is used when the applicative licenses a
benefactive, recipient, instrument, or locative: ‘tie for (s.o.)’, ‘tie with (sth.)’, ‘tie

b. Causativized Reciprocal
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at (s.pl.)’ etc. In (11b) we see that the opposite order, -idw-il- can alternatively
be used for the locative, ‘tie at (s.pl.)’ and is the only option when the applicative
licenses a circumstance, e.g. ‘tie [sth.] for money’, ‘for no good reason’ etc.). The
two constraints and their rankings are shown in (12).

In (12a), TEMPLATE outranks MIRROR (P, A), when the applicative licenses a
benefactive, recipient or instrument.10 In (12b), the two constraints are freely
ranked, when the applicative licenses a locative. Finally, in (12c), MIRROR (P, A)
must outrank TEMPLATE, when the applicative licences a circumstance. I must
point out that the order -idw-il- is highly unusual in Bantu – in fact, I know of
no other Bantu language that allows the applicative to occur immediately after
the PB *-u- (-w-) passive suffix.11

In (12b) I have suggested free ranking of the constraints in order to get
both orders. I have also relied on free ranking to capture what I’ve termed
asymmetric compositionality. There’s a third potential argument for free rank-
ing, namely, suffix doubling (Hyman & Mchombo 1992), seen in (13).

(13) Chichewa APP (-il-) and REC (-an-)

(12) Rankings of TEMPLATE and MIRROR (P, A)

In (13a) the verb mang- ‘tie’ is first applicativized, and then reciprocalized. The
resulting sequence, APP-REC -il-an-, is both compositional and templatic, so
no problem. In (13b), the same verb is first reciprocalized and then applicati-
vized. As seen, the -an-il- output is ungrammatical even under a compositional
reading. Instead, (13c) shows that the templatic order -il-an- can be used with
this meaning. As seen in (14), this can be attributed to the ranking
TEMPLATE  MIRROR (R, A) in Chichewa:
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(14)

Similar to the non-mirror realization of -its-il- in (7b), the templatic order -il-
an- can be used for an applicativized reciprocal in (13b), thereby constituting
another case of asymmetric compositionality. As seen in (13d), Chichewa has
an alternative to produce this same reading: it can double the -an- after applica-
tive -il- to produce an -an-il-an- sequence. How to explain this doubling?

my interpretation of this second option is that the sequence -an-il- is licensed by
the MIRROR constraint, while the sequence, -il-an- is licensed by the TEMPLATE
constraint. That is, by producing -an- on both sides of -il-, both constraints are
actually satisfied.

I have uncovered a number of similar cases of suffix doubling in different
Bantu languages which all share a common property: Suffix doubling can only
yield an A-B-A pattern when B is a MIRROR override. That is, A-B is always
atemplatic.12 We once again see the primacy of TEMPLATE: Whereas a productive
MIRROR override is sometimes responded to in this way by a TEMPLATE-driven

(13)

As schematized in (15),

TEMPLATE MIRROR (R, A)

b. Applicativized reciprocal

a. Reciprocalized Applicative

(15)
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doubling, the reverse is never found. Thus, suffix doubling cannot yield
sequences such as *-il-an-il-, where an input [[[verb] R] A] has first been spelled
out templatically as -il-an-, followed by a MIRROR-driven doubling of -il-.

To account for such facts, I propose a solution utilizing constraint conjunc-
tion (Smolensky 1993). As seen in (16), TEMPLATE will be freely ranked with
respect to the conjunction of MIRROR (R, A) and itself:

(16) TEMPLATE = TEMPLATE & MIRROR (R, A)

a. Reciprocalized Applicative

b. Applicativized reciprocal

Again, there are two inputs and two constraint rankings. In the tableaux, I have
assumed that co-licensors must be interpreted in an all-or-nothing manner: one
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can license an affix sequence (A-B) only if the other is also available to license
another affix sequence (B-A).13 That is, M (R,A) & T is taken to license an -an-
il-an- sequence, but not a subpart of it. Given the (A,R) input in (16a), M (R,A)
& T has no effect, and so templatic -il-an- wins out over atemplatic -an-il-(an)-.
With the different input in (16b), however, there is a conflict. TEMPLATE licenses
-il-an-, and MIRROR (R, A) & TEMPLATE licenses -an-il-an-. As seen, TEMPLATE
wins out in the upper tableau, while the conjunction wins out in the lower
tableau, where MIRROR licenses -an-il- and TEMPLATE licenses -il-an-. In all cases,
the winning candidate is the one for which all of the suffix orders are licensed
by the highest ranked constraints. For further illustration involving three dif-
ferent suffixes, see the Appendix.

In order for the above analysis to go through, however, we need to rule out
another potential candidate, mang-il-an-il-, included in the tableaux in (17).

(17) Tableau with mang-il-an-il- candidate

a. Reciprocalized Applicative

b. Reciprocalized Applicative

In (17a), mang-il-an- remains the winning candidate, since the others have an
-an-il- sequence which remains unlicensed. The problem in (17b), however, is
that the conjunction licenses mang-an-il-an- as well as mang-il-an-il-. One way
to account for this would be to stipulate that REC may have multiple expo-
nence, while APP may not. However, this would miss the fact that an A-B-A
sequence must represent a MIRROR override (A-B) followed by a TEMPLATE
response (B-A) – and not the reverse. Cyclicity seems to be crucial here (cf.
§ 4): A cyclic spell-out is allowed to override TEMPLATE, but only if it is repaired
by a templatic sequence. A templatic sequence would have no reason to be
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‘repaired’, especially as M (R, A) is low-ranked in Chichewa (cf. (14)), and
hence -il-an-il- is not an appropriate output for the input in (17b).

It is important to note that the results illustrated from Chichewa, although
varying slightly, are quite typical within Bantu in general. For example, in almost
every other Bantu language which realizes CAUS as a reflex of PB *-ic- (Bastin
1986), both semantic scopes of CAUS and APP are fixed in the same templatic
order as Chichewa -its-il- (cf. Good 2001). In fact, I have found only two
languages, Emakhua (Katupha 1991) and Ciyao (Ngunga 2000) which allow the
opposite order as a productive override – with expected asymmetric composi-
tionality. Ciyao has, in fact, innovated a new causative form -aas-, which is quite
separate from unproductive, templatic -is- in the same language. On the other
hand, in Bantu languages which realize CAUS as a reflex of (a tense
high front vocalic suffix), e.g. Nyamwezi (Maganga & Schadeberg 1992), the
required order is APP-CAUS (cf. § 4). Since the linear ordering of the
spell-outs of CAUS and APP is in part arbitrary, depending on which historical
suffix ( ) is used to express the causative, it is clear that such ordering
cannot be predicted on the basis of compositionality or the MP. This then
constitutes further evidence for a templatic interpretation of suffix ordering
in Bantu.

To conclude this section, a final morphological argument for TEMPLATE will
again be illustrated from Chichewa (see § 3 and § 5 for syntactic and phonologi-
cal arguments, respectively). It was pointed out in (11) and (12) that the applica-
tive suffix licenses a variety of arguments and adjuncts in Chichewa. It should
thus be logically possible to have more than one applicative suffix, each licens-
ing a different argument/adjunct in the same clause, e.g. ‘tie for s.o. with a rope’,
‘tie for s.o. in the garden’, ‘tie for s.o. for money’, etc. Such multiple applicatives
can be realized when the benefactive is a reciprocal, e.g. mang-il-an-il-an-a
chingwe ‘tie for each other with a rope’, where we also observe the expected
doubling of -an-. However, what one cannot derive in Chichewa is a case where
the same suffix, here -il-, directly follows itself, as seen in (18).

(18) *-il-il- and *-its-its- in Chichewa

a.

b.

mang- ‘tie’
mang-il- ‘tie for (s.o./sth/reason)’,

‘tie with (sth.)’, ‘tie at (some place)’
*mang-il-il- ‘tie for (s.o.) with (sth.)’,

‘tie with (sth.) at (place)’
‘tie for (s.o.) for (reason)’ etc.

mang- ‘tie’
mang-its- ‘cause to tie’
mang-íts- ‘tie well’

*mang-its-its- ‘cause to cause to tie’
*mang-its-íts- ‘cause to tie well’
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By the same token, Chichewa does not allow double causatives (*-its-its-) in
(18b), nor can causative -its- and intensive -íts- co-occur. In other words, Bantu
languages such as Chichewa strictly enforce Menn & MacWhinney’s (1984)
Repeated Morph Constraint (RMC). This is straighforwardly accounted for if
every occurring affix must be licensed by something, e.g. TEMPLATE, MIRROR, or
a specific conjunction of the two. The CARP template does not license more
than one C, A, R and P. In order to get sequences such as -il-il- and -its-its-,
representing multiple spell-outs, it would be necessary to have an exceptional
override – just as I have claimed for atemplatic suffix sequences not licensed by
TEMPLATE. 14

3. TEMPLATE MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX

To summarize thus far, I hope to have provided some reason to believe that
suffix ordering is largely determined templatically in Bantu. All of the Bantu
languages I have looked at obey most of the CARP template. I know of no
Bantu language that requires an opposite order of the inherited PB suffixes, e.g.
no language requires -il-its-, -an-il- etc. I also know of no Bantu language where
suffix ordering obligatorily respects semantic compositionality (or syntactic mir-
roring). However, I do know of one language, Chimwiini, which, as seen in (19),
obeys the template exactly:

(19) Suffix ordering in Chimwiini is strictly templatic (Abasheikh 1978:28)

‘In Chimwi:ni, unlike some other Bantu languages, the order of the exten-
sions is restricted. The following ordering of the extensions mentioned
above is as follows:

– Verb Stem – Causative – Applied – Reciprocal – Passive

It is not possible to put these extensions in any other order.’

As an illustration, in (20) we see that Chimwiini, like Chichewa, uses the appli-
cative to license instruments:

(20) The applicative allomorph  is used after causative -ish-, e.g. to license
an instrument

a. luti, Ji mwa:na xati
stick Ji he-write-CAUS-APP child letter
‘Ji used a stick to make the child write a letter’
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b. skuñi, muke nama
firewood Ali he-cook-CAUS-APP woman meat
‘firewood, Ali made the woman cook meat (with it)’
(Ali made the woman use firewood to cook meat)

In (20a), the surface order -ish-iRiz- (CAUS-APP) reflects semantic scope, since
the applicative instrument acts on the higher CAUSE. In (20b), we see the same
templatic order, -ish-iRiz-, but this time the surface order does not reflect the
semantic scope, since the applicative instrument acts on the lower (main) verb
and is therefore within the scope of the higher CAUSE. Abasheikh (1978) was
well aware of this problem. Note his tree diagram of (20b) in (21), where he
assumes a deep structure source using the preposition ka ‘with’.

Abasheikh (1978: 216) – perhaps the father of the Mirror Principle in Bantu –
writes: ‘Both Preposition Incorporation and Predicate Raising must occur to
derive the applied causative. If there is a connection between the ordering of
these two rules and the order of the morphemes in the final surface forms (i.e.
the causative suffix closest to the verb stem and the applied suffix after the
causative), then presumably Predicate Raising would have to precede
Preposition Incorporation.’ In other words, syntactic rule ordering would have
to be extrinsic, rather than following a cyclic principle. The inescapable conclu-
sion is that suffix ordering does not reflect compositionality/semantic scope.15

The question now is: What about the relation between the syntax and suffix
ordering? I.e. what about the Mirror Principle, which is a claim about morphol-
ogy and syntax, not about morphology and semantics? Let us return to the
corresponding CAUS-APP sequence, -its-il-, which we examined in Chichewa.
In (22a), the -its-il- sequence is both templatic and compositional. Since the
applicative instrument has wider scope, it can become the subject of the corre-
sponding passive in (22b). In (22c), the causee ‘children’ is typically rejected as
subject.16

(21)
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This contrasts with (23a), where the -its-il- sequence is templatic, but non-
compositional, since, the causation has scope over the applicative instrument.
Thus, in (23b), the causee ‘children’ can become the subject of the correspond-
ing passive, whereas the applicative instrument in (23c) cannot.

(23) Causativized applicative in Chichewa

(22) Applicativized causative in Chichewa

a.

b.

c.

Mchómbó a-ná-líl-its-il-a aná ndodo
CAUS-APP

‘Mchombo made the children cry with a stick’
ndodo i-ná-líl-its-il-idw-á ána
‘a stick was used to make the children cry’

?*aná a-ná-líl-its-il-idw-á ndodo
‘the children were made to cry with a stick’

a.

b.

c.

Mchómbó a-ná-lím-its-il-a aná makásu
CAUS-APP

‘Mchombo made the children cultivate with hoes’
aná á-ná-lím-its-il-idw-á mákásu
‘the children were made to cultivate with hoes’

?*makású a-ná-lím-its-il-idw-á ána
‘hoes were used to make the children cultivate’

The syntactic differences between (22b,c) and (23b,c) suggest that suffix order-
ing does not in this case reflect the order of syntactic operations. Hence, the
MIRROR Principle may not be universal in the ‘no exceptions’ sense, but rather
in the (violable) OT sense.

4. THE TEMPLATE AS AUTONOMOUS MORPHOLOGY

Having established the CARP template, I would like now to raise two general
questions about it: First, how much of the template is arbitrary/non-arbitrary?
Second, why should there be a template at all?

The first question might be approached from either of two logical positions.
First, the order of the elements in the template, CAUS-APP-REC-PASS, might
have a functional basis of some sort (cf. Bybee 1985), or it might entirely be the
result of historical processes, that is, accidental from a synchronic point of
view.17 In Hyman & Mchombo (1992: 359) we took a somewhat intermediate
view: ‘the thematic hierarchy partially accounts for suffix orders that depart
from what we would expect from the mirror principle ... suffixes that target
roles higher on the thematic hierarchy should precede suffixes that target roles
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lower on the hierarchy. Since the causative introduces an agent, the highest
thematic role, it will tend to come first. Since the applicative introduces benefac-
tives, goals and instruments – and since the reciprocal tends to realize a patient
argument – applicative -il- should precede reciprocal -an-. Unfortunately, an
applicative should follow a reciprocal when it introduces a locative or a circum-
stantial – lowest on the hierarchy – but only optionally does. It seems that the
ordering properties have become fixed according to the prototypical functions
of each of the affixes.’18

Whatever merit there might be to this proposal, I should like now to argue
the other side, that much of the templatic ordering of suffixes is arbitrary from
a synchronic point of view. For this purpose I return to the expression of the
causative in Bantu. As seen in (24a), Proto-Bantu had a short causative suffix
consisting of the tense realized as a glide before a vowel. It also had a
long causative suffix in (24b), which consisted of the short
by the formative *-ic-, whose consonant frequently develops into an [s].

(25) Causative suffixes in present-day Bantu languages

We have already seen that the applicative suffix must follow causative *-ic- (-its-
in Chichewa and -ish- in Chimwiini). Contrasting with this are the Kinande data
in (26a), which show that the applicative must precede the short causative
(Hyman1993):

(26) Short causative must follow applicative -il-, e.g. Kinande

‘get wet’ (intr.)
‘wet [something]’ (= cause to get wet)
‘wet [sth.] for/at’

(24) Causative suffixes in Proto-Bantu (cf. Bastin 1986)

In (25a) we see that some present-day languages maintain the proto situation.
Many are, however, like Chichewa in (25b): having lost the short causative
(with some lexicalized relics), they have only -is-. Contrasting with this situation
are other languages in (25c) which have only (or almost only) the short caus-
ative – (cf. Bastin 1986):

a.
b.
c.

and
-is- only

only (or almost only)

e.g. Kinande, Luganda
e.g. Chichewa, Shona, Zulu
e.g. Nyamwezi, Nyakyusa

a. -tsap-
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b. *-song-
‘gather (tr.)’ (‘pseudo-causative’)
‘gather for/at’

This is true even for the ‘pseudo-causative’ verb ‘gather’ in (26b), for
which no corresponding verb root -song- exists. The ordering of the applicative
with respect to the different causative suffixes is summarized in (27).

(27) Ordering of applicative with respect to the different causative suffixes

a.

b.

c.

e.g. Chichewa -its-il-; Chimwiini -ish-iriz-

Comparing (27a,b), we see that the applicative will go on different sides of the
causative, depending on which causative suffix a language uses – and indepen-
dently of which one is used productively (e.g. is non-productive in Kinande,
but productive in Nyamwezi). In fact, as shown in (26c), in languages which
keep the two-part causative sequence the applicative suffix is ‘interfixed’. The
CARP template should thus be elaborated as in (28).19

(28) Elaborated template:

As seen, there is a phonological generalization: -V- suffixes come after -VC-
suffixes.20 There are historical reasons for this – specifically, the fact that the
causative and passive were, most likely, part of a historical voice-marking system
consisting of final vowel morphemes. On the other hand, both causative *-ic-
and applicative *-id- are used as ‘stabilizers,’ adding an extra weight to submini-
mal CV roots. Most verb roots in Bantu have the CVC shape in (29a). Whereas
the causative is quite general in Luganda (used interchangeably with ),
the few CV roots such as lí- ‘eat’ in (29b) must take the long causative .

(29) Conditioning of ‘stabilizer’ -is- (after CV roots), e.g. Luganda

In other words, -is-, is oriented towards immediate-post-root position, while
is oriented to near-final position. Both, however, have the same function, that
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of a causative, and both are capable of providing the same compositional possi-
bilities with respect to other suffixes.21 I conclude that at least some of the
properties of the TEMPLATE are quite arbitrary from a synchronic point of view –
and hence an argument for autonomous morphology.

This leads me to my second general question: If TEMPLATES are potentially
arbitrary, why should languages have them at all? What possible functional
motivation could there be for fixed morpheme ordering, especially as concerns
verb suffixes in Bantu, whose scope can vary with respect to other suffixes?

Before attempting a response, let us contrast templatic morphology with
the opposite situation in (30).

(30) An ‘ideal’ language:

a.

b.

c.

d.

semantic compositionality : order of affixation correlates with
semantic scope

syntactic mirror principle : order of affixation correlates with order
of syntactic operations

morphological layering : order of affixation correlates with affix
sequencing

phonological cyclicity : order of affixation correlates with cyclic
phonology

If we were creating an ideal language with good engineering from scratch, we
might impose an isomorphism throughout the different components of the
grammar such that the order of affixation would correlate with the semantic
scope, the syntactic operations, the morphological structure, and the cyclic appli-
cation of phonological rules. We know, of course, that there are mismatches in
real languages, but at least we can set each of the four correlations as an
OT-style universal or ‘ideal’ that can be violated. In the ideal language, as the
semantics varies, so would the syntax, the morphology, and the phonology. Since
affixation processes would therefore occur in different orders according to these
correlations, there would be no one fixed sequence of affixes. This is one half of
the basic ‘tension’ I referred to between the pressure for affix ordering to be
compositional vs. the pressure for affix ordering to be invariant.

But what is the corresponding universal that pushes languages towards
fixed, templatic affix ordering? I would like to suggest that the ideal alignment
in (30) is just too much to ask of actual speaker-hearers faced with having to
pack and unpack morphologically complex forms in real time. It’s not possible,
and it’s often not even desirable for the order of affixation to be taken so
literally. In fact, much of the scope relations is either trivially predictable from
the lexical semantics or the discourse context or non-consequential, even
indeterminate.
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To see this, let’s return one last time to the sequencing of causative and
applicative suffixes, whose order is not compositionally free in the Bantu lan-
guages I’ve looked at, modulo special developments mentioned above in
Emakhua (Katupha 1991) and Ciyao (Ngunga 2000).22 Consider the potential
causative + applicative combinations in (31).

(31) Potential causative + applicative combinations – all would be -its-il- in
Chichewa

a.

b.

c.

d.

instrument applicative
make run with whip : [with whip [make X run]]
make stir with spoon : [make [X stir with spoon]]

circumstance applicative
make cook for feast : [make [X cook for feast]]
make suffer for fun : [make for fun [X suffer]]

locative applicative
make swim in lake : [make [X swim in lake]]
make land in the air : [make in the air [X land]]

benefactive applicative
make cook for baby : [make [X cook for baby]]
make learn for teacher : [make for teacher [X learn]]

In these inputs I’ve tried to provide pairs of forms which differ in scope. This
task is easiest in (31a), where the the nature of the instrument applicative often
disambiguates the scope. I have tried to do the same in (31b–d) with respect to
circumstance, locative, and benefactive applicatives. What this kind of exercise
demonstrates to me is that separating applicativized causatives from causati-
vized applicatives is often marginal, difficult or not worth distinguishing. It may
therefore be a great advantage to the speaker (perhaps also to the hearer) to
just fix the order and not worry about it.

The surprise, sometimes, is that the fixed order is also imposed, non-compo-
sitionally, on complex, lexicalized verb forms such as in (32).

(32) Lexicalized applicative + causative in Chichewa (Hyman & Mchombo
1992)

a.
b.
c.
d.

uk- ‘wake up’
uk-il- ‘rebel against’

*uk-il-its- ‘cause to rebel against’
uk-its-il- ‘cause to rebel against’
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In Chichewa, the verb uk- ‘wake up’ in (32a) acquires the lexicalized meaning
‘rebel against’ when the applicative is added in (32b). The ungrammatical form
in (32c) shows that one cannot causativized uk-il- by adding -its- outside its
base. Instead, as seen in (32d), -its- must be ‘interfixed’ into the position it
occupies in the CARP template. The same kind of facts are seen with the
relatively small set of motion verbs which use the applicative to express a
locative goal. In (33a), the verb -gu- ‘fall,’ occurs with a source or situative
locative. The corresponding causative is seen in (33b).

(33) Applicative locative goal + causative in Chichewa

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

gw-a m-nyumba ‘fall (while) in the house’
gw-ets-a m-nyumba ‘cause to fall (while) in the house’
gw-el-a m-nyumba ‘fall into the house’

*gw-el-ets-a m-nyumba
gw-ets-el-a m-nyumba ‘cause to fall into the house’

In (33c), the applicativized verb stem gw-el- ‘fall [towards]’, which takes a goal
locative, cannot be causativized as *gw-ets-el- in (33d). Instead, the causative
extension -ets- must be interfixed between the root and the applicative suffix
-el-, as in (33e). Such non-compositional sequencing is particularly striking in
the case of pseudo-causatives, where there isn’t even a base from which to
derive the extended verb form (cf, Kinande in (26b)).

5. PHONOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR TEMPLATES

In the previous sections we have seen that the VC causative *-ic- comes before
the applicative, while the V causative comes after. What this means is that
causative *-ic- will be interfixed into a lexicalized CVC-il- applicative verb, as in
(32d) and (33e), and applicative *-id- will be interfixed into a lexicalized
causative verb, as in (26b). The ordering of affixes disguises a deeper generaliza-
tion: causativization precedes applicativization in Bantu. That is, when contigu-
ous, CAUS is spelled out before APP. When CAUS is spelled out via *-ic-, will
also precede applicative *-id- in linear order. In the case of CAUS the spell-
out occurs first, followed by the interfixing of APP *-id- before it. In this section
I will present phonological evidence that such a cyclic spell-out, rather than
reflecting the morphosyntactic structure, is actually also templatic in nature.
This last discussion will thus also illustrate the potential relevance of phonology
in multiple affixation.

Consider the forms from Nyamwezi in (34).
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(34) Nyamwezi Causatives and Applicativized Causatives (Maganga &
Schadeberg 1992)

Note the palatalization of the root-final consonants when the causative suffix
is added in the second column of data. As seen in the third column of data,
when the applicative suffix -il- is added, it must be interfixed before causative

The forms above the box show that applicative -il- is palatalized to -ij-
(where j is a palatal stop). The preceding root-final consonant is restored in
(33a,b). However, the roots in the forms in the box curiously end in a velar. To
understand why, we see in (34) that the derivation of applicativized causatives
must be cyclic (cf. Hyman 1994, 2002a,b):

(35) Derivation of applicativized causatives must be cyclic

The verb root og- in (35a) is first causativized to and then applicativized to
og-ej-, with its velar restored. Similarly, the verb root gul- in (35b) is first
causativized to guj-, and then applicativized to gug In this case the /l/
becomes j, which then becomes [g]. It is the merger of /g/ and /l/ to j in the box
in (34) that is responsible: When the applicative is interfixed, all j’s are ‘undone’
(so to speak) to g’s (see Maganga & Schadeberg 1992; Hyman 2002ab).

This demonstration of cyclicity is important, because it predicts that we
should get two different outputs in (36).

(36) Two different outputs predicted according to cyclicity
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In (36a) we first causativize the verb, palatalizing /l/ to j, and then we interfix
the applicative and depalatalize the j to g. In (36b) we first applicativize the
verb and then causativize it, so the /l/ of the root should still be intact.

Given what we have seen thus far, we would expect the potential difference
in (36a,b) to show up in the case of instrumental applicatives: (36a) should be
where the instrument goes with the causer, while (36b) should be where the
instrument goes with the causee. The one form in (37) shows that this is not the
case in Nyamwezi.23

(37) Two scopes, one cyclic phonology

The expected cyclic derivation is compatible with the compositional meaning in
in (37a), whereas the same required cyclic derivation is at odds with the compo-
sitional meaning in (37b).

A similar situation obtains in Chibemba, As documented in detail in Hyman
(1994), causative ‘fricates’ a labial obstruent to [f] and a lingual obstruent
to [s]:

(38) Phonological evidence for interfixing -il-/-el- in Bemba (Hyman 1994)

The forms given in parentheses on the right show how the indicated outputs are
realized when the inflectional final vowel -a is added.

Now, if we add the applicative suffix -il- to the above causativized forms,
the resulting forms are seen in (39).

(39) Cyclic frication in Bemba
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As seen, both the root-final consonant and the [l] of the applicative suffix -il-
are fricated, suggesting the cyclic analysis in (40).

(40) Cyclic analysis with ‘interfixing’ of applicative -il- (Hyman 1994, Orgun
1996)

First the root-final consonant is fricated, then -il- is interfixed, then the [l] of -il-
is itself fricated.

The cyclic derivation seems, thus, to mirror the morphosyntactic structure
of these forms, which are applicativized causatives. If taken as evidence for
compositionality, there should be two possible outcomes involving causative
and applicative -il- in Cibemba, e.g. with a root-final [k] in (41).

(41) Two different outputs predicted according to cyclicity

a. applicativized causative:
b. causativized applicative:

To test this, consider the motion verb fyúk- ‘escape’ in (42a), which directly
takes a locative source (Nancy Kula, pers. comm.):

(42) Applicative locative goal + causative in Chibemba

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

fyúk-a ‘escape from in the house’
fyúš-y-a  ‘cause to escape from in the house’
fyúk-il-a ‘escape into the house’

*fyúk-iš-y-a
fyúš-iš-y-a ‘cause to escape into the house’
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As seen in (42b), produces the corresponding causative. In (42c), an applica-
tive -il- is required to express a locative goal. When one attempts to causativize
this form in (42d), the result, *fyúk-iš-y-a, in ungrammatical. Instead, a cyclic
(non-compositional) realization is required, as in (42e). That is, a causativized
applicative is expressed as an applicativized causative in Chibemba.

My interpretation of the facts in (37b) and (42e) is that both Nyamwezi and
Chibemba have imposed phonological cyclicity as a templatic requirement on
both combinations of {CAUS, APP}, where CAUS is realized via the suffix
The Nyamwezi depalatalization process also illustrates what I have referred to
as ‘cyclic non-identity’ (Hyman 2002a), while double frication in (42d) shows
that phonological cyclicity need not MIRROR the morphosyntactic bracketing.
Both fixed outputs are consistent with the templatic interpretation that I have
ascribed to Bantu suffixation in general.

Data from related languages with frication further underscore the potential
for phonological conditions on the templatic realization of suffix combinations
in Bantu. Schumann (1899) and Meinhof (1932) discuss alternations such as the
following from Nyakyusa:

(43) Replacive [k] in Nyakyusa

In (43a), root-final lingual consonants are fricated to [s] in the causative. In
(43b) root-final labial consonants are fricated to [f]. When these forms are then
applicativized by adding -il- (as indicated by the arrows), in the causativized
stems, a [k] replaces the [f] or [s], which in turn replaces the [l] of the applicative.
These changes are schematized in (44).

What is of interest here are the facts in (45).

(44)
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(45) Extra morph -ik- with non-fricating root-final consonants

In these forms, /m/ does not fricate We would therefore expect the
applicatives of and to be and Such forms are in
fact impossible. Instead, as seen, an extra formative -ik- is found. Why should
this be?

The answer, as Meinhof (1932) already suggested, is that {CAUS, APP}
must be expressed by means of one of the sequences ... kis ... / ... kif ...
(ignoring vowel height harmony), which I’ll refer to as the KIS requirement. In
the case of forms such as lim- and lum-, given the KIS requirement, one cannot
simply interfix applicative -il-: /m/ cannot be replaced by [k] in the output; only
[s] and [f] can be, as in (44). One way to look at this is to say that and

cannot be applicativized, because they cannot meet the KIS requirement.
Instead, the causative stem must be prepared as and lum-is-, using the
otherwise restricted longer form of the causative, which will then regularly
undergo the changes in (45): As a result, the
templatic, phonological requirement KIS is satisfied.

The Nyakyusa KIS requirement appears to be an analogical extension of
the use of a replacive velar in the Nyamwezi case discussed earlier. A similar
phonological templatic requirement involving double frication is found in
Tonga, which arises when the perfective suffix -l- must co-occur with (and
precede) causative

(46) Perfective of causatives in Tonga
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The forms in (46a) show that most linguals fricate to [s, z] before causative in
Tonga. When the causative forms are then perfectivized, -il- is interfixed
between the root and The result is cyclic frication, as in Chibemba. The
output forms of the perfectivized causatives are shown to the right in parenthe-
ses as they occur with the perfective final vowel -e.

Turning to (46b), roots which already end in /s/ or /z/ also interfix -il-, which
in turn becomes -iz- (harmonized -ez-). In (46c), however, where the roots end
in immutable consonants, e.g. labials and some /t/’s, the perfect suffix appears
doubled as -iziz-/-ezez-. The verb -bót- ‘be good’ is seen in (46d) to have two
different causatives: ‘make good’ vs. ‘proclaim good’, whose dif-
ferent perfects confirm that the interfixed perfective will appear doubled only if
the preceding consonant is other than [s] or [z]. The reason is that Tonga
perfectivized causatives must have ... siz... or ... ziz... in their suffixal sequence,
which I shall term the SIZ requirement. Like the KIS requirement of Nyakyusa
applicativized causatives, the SIZ requirement of Tonga perfectivized causatives
shows the importance of phonological conditions on the realization of certain
suffix combinations – hence, further evidence of the generality of templatically
determined suffix ordering in Bantu.24

In this section we have examined the interaction of causativize with
applicative -il- (and, to some extent, with perfective -il-). To repeat, the general-
ization which covers all cases of interaction of both Proto-Bantu causatives,
*-ic- and is stated quite simply, as in (47):
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(47) Morphological Generalization: Causativize first!

Thus, if the causative suffix is a reflex of PB *-ic- (e.g. Chichewa -its-), then the
templatic order -its-il- will result directly. On the other hand, if the causative
suffix is a reflex of PB the templatic ordering will result from
cyclicity + interfixing, i.e. which Hyman (1994)
documents in great detail for Chibemba. Note for the purposes of this study
that the generalization in (47) appears to be an autonomous, morphological
one.25,26

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the previous sections I have presented a number of arguments in favor of the
view that suffix ordering in Bantu is templatic in the default case. In almost all
Bantu languages, causative and applicative suffixes must appear in a single fixed
order. Where suffixes occur in two different orders, e.g. CAUS and REC, one
sequence is licensed by the general CARP template, while the other is attribut-
able to a specific MIRROR constraint referring to that sequence. The striking
conclusion to drawn from this study is that there is no evidence that Bantu suffix
ordering is driven by semantic compositionality or by a general Mirror Principle.
Instead, these pressures are low-ranked in Bantu and, when present, have a
limited effect on the overall system, as we have seen.27 That Bantu suffix order-
ing is largely templatic is also supported by phonological conditions which enter
into the realization of suffix combinations.28 As I have also implied, the elabo-
rated synchronic CARCP template in (28) is in part arbitrary, the product of
history. This conclusion thus challenges the fundamental approach of those who
have cited Bantu derivational suffixes in support of a non-arbitrary relation
between morphology and syntax, or between morphology and semantics.
Whether or not such relations occur elsewhere, Bantu suffixation provides
strong evidence for the autonomy of morphology.

APPENDIX: THREE SUFFIXES (CAR) IN CHICHEWA

It should be clear from the proceeding that a full understanding of suffix order-
ing can be achieved only by undertaking an exhaustive examination of all
co-occurring sequences of two, three, and four productive suffixes in a Bantu
language, systematically varying their semantic scope and corresponding syntac-
tic properties. Since such an undertaking would be enormous even for a single
language, the current paper has had the more modest goal of sorting out some
of the major issues that a partial comparative study reveals.29 In this brief
appendix I show how the approach I adopt accounts for the realization of
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different scopes of CAUS, APP, and REC spelled out on a single verb in
Chichewa. These are summarized in the table in (48).

The six possible inputs are shown at the top of the table, where CAR stands for
[[[[verb] C] A] R], etc. Given the three inputs C, A and R, there should, in
principle, be six orders of -its-, -il- and -an-. However, *-il-its-an- is ungrammati-
cal because of the APP-CAUS sequence *-il-its-. (47d,e) require doubling of
-an-, since both *mang-its-an-il- and *mang-an-its-il- are ungrammatical. The
following summarizes the table in (48):

1. [[[[mang] C] A] R] has only one output, mang-its-ir-an-, since its scope is
templatic (there is no contradictory licensor).
[[[[mang] A] C] R] also has only one output, mang-its-ir-an-. The scope of
A-C does not agree with the template, but there is no activated AC filter
which would license *-ir-its-.
[[[[mang] C] R] A] has two possible outputs: mang-its-ir-an-, following the
template, or -its-an-ir-an-, when the template is not followed. The other three
outputs have the order -an-its- which does not correspond to the C ... A
input.
[[[[mang] A] R] C] also has two outputs: mang-its-ir-an-, which follows the
template, and mang-il-an-its-, which allows -its- to go last by MIRROR (R,C).
The other three outputs have -an-ir-an-, which does not correspond to the
A-R input.
Both [[[[mang] R] C] A] and [[[[mang] R] A] C] can be realized with any of
the five indicated outputs. The tableaux for [[[[mang] R] A] C] ‘cause that
s.o. tie each for/at’ in (49) show why this is so:

2.

3.

4.

5.

(48)
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In these tableaux, a check mark is placed by sequences whose licensors are
invoked in establishing successful outputs. Once all of the sequences of at least
one output candidate have been licensed, one cannot move further down to a
lower ranked licensor to evaluate other candidates. Thus, in (49a), only undomi-
nated TEMPLATE is invoked. In (49b), there are two successful outputs, because
second-ranked TEMPLATE is required in both cases, and so forth. The last tableau
in (49e) shows a three-way tie. Whether this unorthodox adapation of OT is the
best way to get these results or not, the important observation is that an input
such as [[[[mang] C] A] R] has only one output, while an input such as
[[[[mang] R] A] C] has five. The inescapable conclusion is that multiple factors
are at play in determining affix ordering in Bantu – and presumably elsewhere.
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NOTES

1 Earlier (longer and shorter) versions of this paper have been circulated or presented on a
number of occasions, making it possible for me to test these ideas against a number of Bantu
languages. I have received very helpful feedback from a number of colleagues, including
Herman Batibo, Jeff Good, Francis Katamba, Nancy Kula, Joyce Mathangwane, Sam
Mchombo, Ngessimo Mutaka, Armindo Ngunga, Josephat Rugemalira, Thilo Schadeberg and
Galen Sibanda. I should especially like to thank Mark Baker, Sharon Inkelas, Lynn Nichols
and Andrew Spencer for their detailed comments on an earlier draft of the paper, which have
helped to clarify some of the issues involved in analyzing the Bantu materials, as well as
alternatives. While some of the above are definitely not in full agreement with my approach,
it is hoped that the synthesis which I offer concerning Bantu suffix ordering will be helpful to
any scholar who wishes to challenge or explore these results in fuller detail.
2 The distinction root/non-root clause is used for convenience, since the situation is con-
siderably more complex. See Güldemann (1999) for a recent statement on negative verb
marking in Bantu.
3 The verb forms cited in this paper are generally incomplete: Besides requiring prefixes in
all but the singular imperative, verb stems (root + suffixes) must end in an inflectional ‘final
vowel’ (FV) morpheme, usually -a. Cf. the imperative form: mang-a ‘tie!’.
4 As in most approaches to morphology, I will rely on a distinction between between
features and the morphs (exponents) that realize them, e.g. CAUS, REC vs. -its-, -an- in
Chichewa. I intend the bracketings/trees to indicate at least semantic, if not also syntactic
scope.
5 My thanks to Sam Mchombo for providing and discussing these and other such Chichewa
sentences with me.
6 For discussion of the syntax of utterances such as those in (3), see § 3.
7 Sharon Inkelas (pers. comm.) has suggested the following definitions, illustrated by CAUS
and REC:

License-T: If {C} and {R} occur in the input (either scope), then there must be an -its-
an- sequence in the output

License-M: If R] C occurs in the input, then there must be an -an-its- sequence in
the output

,
8
 The constraint MIRROR which refers to semantic scope, should not be confused with the

Mirror Principle. While readers may choose to interpret my bracketings as syntactic, the
important point is that the linearized suffixes frequently fail to mirror either syntax or seman-
tics (cf. § 3). My view of licensing by the CARP template is similar to the notion of positive
filters developed for Romance clitics by Perlmutter (1971). Although I have not seen an
empirical need to do so, both Mark Baker and Andrew Spencer (pers. comm.) have suggested
the possibility of exploding TEMPLATE into six atomic constraints on individual pairs of mor-
phemes (CA, CR, CP, AR, AP, RP), the latter noting also that this might be effected by means
of alignment constraints. I do not rule this possibility out.
9 For an early proposal to introduce the notion of licensing into OT, see Itô, Mester and
Padgett (1995).
10 The templatic nature of this fact is not seen as unambiguously in Chichewa, which is an
asymmetric object language (Bresnan and Moshi 1993), as in symmetric languages where AP
is the required applicative-passive order independent of whether it is the applicative object
(e.g. benefactive) or the object of the main verb that is subjectivized. Thus, ‘child was cooked
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food’ and ‘food was cooked child’ both require an AP -il-w- sequence in Haya, Luganda,
Kinande, etc.
11 The productive passive in Chicewa involves -w- (*-u-) preceded by -il- (= APP?), where

before a glide. The unusual nature of a PA order is also recognized by Horton (1949: 91),
who explains that the sequence -w-il- is found in Lwena K.14 because the passive occurs
frozen only on certain roots in that language. Northwest Bantu languages which use a different
morpheme for passive, e.g. Mokpe A.22 -av- (Henson 1999), Mongo C.61 -am- (Hulstaert
1965), do attest the order PA. Also, Sibanda (1999) has shown that Ndebele’s two passive
morphs, -iw- and -w- are ordered on different sides of the applicative: The templatic order is
-iw-il-w-. I take all of this as evidence that the widespread CARP template, which clearly
needs to be further elaborated, is morphotactically driven by specific affixes.
12 Some exceptions to this apparently occur when the first suffix is lexicalized (Sibanda
1999, Mathangwane 2000, Good 2001). While I have not been able to predict when suffix
doubling will occur, my impression is that its productive use is more likely when the MIRROR

override concerns two suffixes which are contiguous in the CARP template, e.g. Chichewa
-an-il-an-, Ikalanga -w-an-w- and Cibemba being another causative suffix – see
§ 4). Although -an- is typically involved in suffix doubling, perhaps Chichewa does not have
doubling of *-an-its-an-, because CAUS -its- and REC -an- are not contiguous in the CARP
template. All of this requires more research.
13 As seen in the next paragraph, M (R,A) must in fact be subordinated to T.
14 Both the RMC and its repairs can be quite complex in Bantu. In some cases a construc-
tion is blocked; in others, a single affix appears to do double duty. I cite the RMC simply to
illustrate that its widespread effects are consistent with a templatic interpretation of Bantu
verb extensions.
15 Alsina (1999) suggests that such cases of invariant suffix ordering might be accounted
for via interfixing (cf. § 4, § 5 below). In this analysis, Chichewa would have two deriva-
tions: applicativized causative vs. causativized applicative

This second derivation is however unlikely for Chimwiini.
This is because the applicative extension, normally has the allomorph -iRiz- after the
sibilants /s, š, z/ and palatal including causative -ish- [-iš-] (Kisseberth and Abasheikh 1974,
Abasheikh 1978). I would argue that the morph is present to prevent the sequence -ish-iz-
in applicativized causatives, which would otherwise be produced by the rules of the language
(Kisseberth & Abasheikh 1975). However, if we were to first applicativize a verb to
and then subject it to causativization, not only would -ish- have to be interfixed, but, inexplica-
bly, we would also have to add another morph -iz- after the applicative. This seems an
undesirable solution, so I reject interfixing. Rather, the CARP template is simply undomi-
nated in Chimwiini, as Abasheikh clearly states.
16 My thanks to Sam Mchombo (pers. comm.) for his insights into the Chichewa data cited
in this section.
17 For historical speculations concerning some of the facts discussed here, see Good (2001)
and Blevins (2002), chapter 11.
18 Mark Baker (pers. comm.) points out a syntactic generalization: the earlier suffixes C
and A increase valence, while the later suffixes R and P do not, also that some of the template
(e.g. CA) may be more widespread than just Bantu. Lynn Nichols (pers. comm.) points out
that in Zuni the order is R-A-root-C-P. Both suffixal C-P and prefixal mirror-image R-A
would support such a notion, although whether the rest of CARP is observed is obscured by
the fact that both prefixing and suffixing is involved.
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19 Good (2001), who restricts himself to applicative and causative, refers to as ‘transitive’
(T), and proposes the sub-TEMPLATE CAT.
20 There may even be another phonological generalization: the C of VC suffixes rises in
sonority (*c, *d, *n), which I normally would not have proposed except that this generalization
holds as well in Arnott’s (1970) formula for the Gombe dialect of Fula:
21 In some Bantu languages which have both causatives, may be lexicalized with certain
verb roots only, or may mark direct causation, while may be less restricted and may mark
indirect causation. In Luganda, however, the two are generally interchangeable, which there-
fore raises complications for proposals to see -is- and as semantically or syntactically
distinct (Pylkkänen 2002).
22 Kinande presents a special case where -is- and -ir- do not seem to cooccur in productively
created verb stems (Ngessimo Mutaka, pers. comm.). There are, however, a number of specific
verbs which allow them to occur. While there is a preponderance of sequences, e.g.

 ‘make cultivate for/at’, there also are unpredictably occurring cases of e.g.
‘make carry for/at’. The co-occurrence and specific order of -is- and -ir- thus

appear to be lexicalized. Without exception, however, Kinande respects the order when
the short causative appears alone with the applicative.
23 The output form in (36) and its two scopes were verified from mutually intelligible
Sukuma, which shows the same facts as Nyamwezi (Herman Batibo, pers. comm.).
24 In Tonga, the alternative to a SIZ requirement would be to interfix perfective -il- twice,
each time undergoing frication. Otherwise we should obtain an -iliz- sequence – which is,
however, attested in the applicativized causative in other Bantu languages, e.g. Chimwiini
(Abasheikh 1978) and Kirundi (Meeussen 1959).
25 The principle ‘Causativize first!’ also accounts for another widespread fact in Bantu.
Even in languages such as Ganda, where the short causative is productive and generally
interchangeable with the latter must be used with CV- roots: ‘make eat, feed’,
             ‘make fall’. Independent of scope, the only possible realization of CV- verbs with a
causative and an applicative suffix is where before These forms
are obtained by requiring causativization to precede applicativization. If it were possible
to applicativize these verbs first (i.e. lí-ir- and gu-ir-), we would obtain forms like

where the (outer) causative could be spelled out Since no Bantu language I
know allows this to happen, the generalization in (47) holds here too.
26 There is also evidence in Bantu that causativization generally precedes passivization. As
Judith Aissen (pers. comm.) has reminded me, in many languages passive morphology is often
prohibited under causativization, e.g. French faire manger la banane par l’enfant ‘make eat the
banana by the child’ (not *faire être mangée la banane par l’enfant). In Bantu, passives such
as ‘I was caused to eat the banana’ are common, but not *‘the banana was caused to be eaten
(by me)’. See, however, Katupha (1991), who shows that Emakhuwa, while otherwise respect-
ing the templatic CARP orders, attests causative -ih- as the second element of APP-CAUS,
REC-CAUS and PASS-CAUS as the only (language-specific) mirror overrides in the exten-
sion system.
27 This conclusion is related to, though weighted differently from that reached in Hyman
(1993) and Hyman and Mchombo (1992), where the MIRROR Principle was a default occasion-
ally overriden by specific morphotactic constraints. This seems similar to the conclusion
reached by Muysken (1988: 279) concerning Quechua: “... the order of affixes is in part
governed by rules particular to a so far little understood word formation component ... at the
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same time, the interpretation of affix order generally follows much better understood
principles of compositionality and wellformedness of tree representations.”
28 The most striking case I know is Tiene (Ellington 1977, Hyman and Inkelas 1997). Verb
bases are maximally CVCVC-, in which case the second consonant must be coronal and the
third consonant must be non-coronal. Thus, when APP -el- is added to yók- ‘hear’, the result
is yólek-.
29 A full study would also have to look at any other productive suffix that might interact
with CARP, e.g. stative -ik- and various so-called intensive suffixes which may be homopho-
nous with the -is- causative or an otherwise restricted doubled applicative -ilil-, etc.
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The interaction of morphology and syntax in affix
order

JOCHEN TROMMER

1. INTRODUCTION

In this article, I propose a constraint-based account of ordering restrictions on
subject agreement affixes. Different orderings of subject agreement, crosslingu-
istically and in single languages, are captured by different rankings of universal
well-formedness constraints in the sense of Optimality Theory (OT, Prince
and Smolensky 1993). Assuming a postsyntactic morphology module as in
Distributed Morphology (DM, Halle and Marantz 1993), I argue that part of
these constraints are purely morphological while others require the correspon-
dence of affix order to the underlying syntactic structure. Constraint interaction
of this type obviates any stipulation for whether single agreement affixes appear
as prefixes or suffixes, and reduces seemingly idiosyncratic facts to general
principles. The theoretical results are based on empirical findings from a corpus
of about 100 languages with subject agreement. The sample as well as the
analysis focus on agreement patterns where subject agreement is split into
person and number markers. Data of this type have been largely ignored in the
literature on affix order, but prove essential for establishing morphological
constraints whose effects can also be found in ‘standard’ types of agreement.

1.1. Affixal Status and Alignment

What is systematic about affix order in the following data from Georgian?1

(1) v-xedav
S1-see
‘I see’

v-xedav-t
S1-see-PL
‘we see’

xedav-s
see-S3s
‘he sees’

xedav-en
see-S3p
‘they see’

Distributed Morphology, like most current accounts of inflectional morphology,
would state for each affix whether it is a prefix (v-) or a suffix (-t, -d, -en). This
is unsatisfying even under a purely descriptive perspective. A more parsimoni-
ous account would state that subject agreement affixes in Georgian are gen-
erally suffixes with the exception of v-, which is a prefix. This interaction of a
general rule and an exception statement can be naturally formalized by ranked
violable constraints as in (2), where (2b) can only apply if (2a) does not

(2) a.
b.

v is a prefix
Subject agreement affixes are suffixes

Geert Booij and Jaap van Marle (eds), Yearbook of Morphology 2002, 283–324.
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in Great Britain.
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These constraints are ranked because the higher ranked constraint (2a) has to
be obeyed in case of conflict, and violable since (2b) is then violated. But we
can still do better and ask if there is a deeper reason why v- is a prefix but not -t
or -en. Indeed, looking at the languages of the world (cf. section 4), one finds a
general tendency for number agreement to be marked on the right and for
person agreement to be marked on the left edge of the word. Thus (2) can be
replaced by (3):

(3) a.
b.

Number agreement should be maximally rightwards
Person agreement should be maximally leftwards

Constraints of this type, which require minimal distance between edges (in (3a)
between the right edge of number affixes and the right edge of the word, in (3b)
between the left edge of person affixes and the left edge of the word), are called
‘alignment constraints’ in the OT-literature (McCarthy and Prince 1993)2 and
are independently motivated by applications in a big number of other linguistic
domains (see section 4.4.2). The constraints in (3) clearly predict the order in
v-xedav-t, because v- marks only person (1st) and -t only number (plural), but
what about -en and -s? Since these mark person and number, both constraints
are relevant. Again, since (3a) is ranked higher than (3b) they are rightwards.
Note that we have now completely reversed our original viewpoint: The position
of v-, which at first seemed to be an idiosyncratic fact about a single affix, now
appears as a phenomenon familiar from the literature on Optimality Theory,
namely Emergence of the Unmarked (McCarthy and Prince 1994): Universal
wellformedness-constraints (in this case (3b)) become visible in a language only
under restricted circumstances (the unique featural content of v- as a pure
person marker), blocked otherwise by higher-ranked constraints (here (3a)).

Following the logic of OT, constraints, while themselves universal, can be
ranked differently in different languages. Thus we would also expect a language
where pure number and pure person markers are positioned as in Georgian but
where mixed markers are prefixes. As we will see in section 4, this prediction is
borne out in other languages such as Muna and Amharic.

However data from Island Kiwai (Wurm 1975) show that alignment cannot
be the only crucial factor to account for the order of agreement affixes:3

(4) a. Present b. Indefinite Future

n-V-duru-do
1-V-Tns-Du

ni-du-do-V-ri
1-Tns-Du-V-Tns

While the dual marker do is a suffix in the present tense (4a), as expected, it is
a prefix in the indefinite future (4b). Note however that -do is always right-
adjacent to a Tense affix (-duru in (4a), du- in (4b)). I propose to connect this
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observation to the fact that in most languages agreement seems to be adjoined
to a Tense head (Halle and Marantz 1993:146). As we will see in section 6, the
interaction of a further constraint, REFLECT(Agr) – requiring that the order
of agreement affixes reflects the position of their underlying syntactic host –
with alignment constraints accounts for the facts in Kiwai as well as for further
crosslinguistic generalizations on the order of subject agreement affixes.

1.2. Overview

In section 2, I will sketch the formal framework I assume. Section 3 introduces
the language sample I use. The results on person and number agreement will be
presented in section 4, where I also develop an analysis in terms of alignment
constraints. In section 5, I will show, based on Julien (2000), that syntactic heads
such as Tense and Aspect follow quite different principles which result from the
nature of possible movement operations in syntax. In the following two sections,
it is shown how syntactic and morphological constraints interact to derive the
order of Tense and agreement in the grammars of single languages (section 6)
and in form of universal tendencies in affix order (section 7). In section 8, I
argue that the analysis is consistent with findings on the relation of affix order
and basic word order, and section 9 shows that it is empirically superior to
alternative approaches to affix order. The paper concludes with some specul-
ations on the asymmetry between morphology and syntax in affix order (sec-
tion 10). An appendix lists the languages of my language sample including
genetic and areal affiliation and the sources used.

2. THE FRAMEWORK

The framework I assume in this paper is Distributed Optimality (DO, Trommer
2002a, Trommer 2002b). DO is a constraint-based, modular version of
Distributed Morphology (DM, Halle and Marantz 1993). The name Distributed
Optimality refers to the assumption of different morphosyntactic components,
all mapping specific inputs to outputs according to the principles of Optimality
Theory (OT, Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1994). In sec-
tion 2.1, I briefly discuss the architecture of the grammar in DO. In 2.2, I
introduce some basic notions of OT and alignment constraints as the basic
constraint type to account for the order of agreement affixes.

2.1. The Architecture of the Grammar

In DO, morphosyntax involves the following three modules:

(5) a.
b.
c.

Syntax (lexical items syntactic chains)
Chain Interpretation (syntactic chains single heads)
Head Interpretation (heads vocabulary items)
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The Syntax component creates abstract syntactic representations which contain
neither agreement nor case affixes (while chains might be assigned abstract
case). Crucially, Syntax creates chains from lexical items. Chain Interpretation
maps chains onto single heads (put another way, traces, i.e., copies produced by
movement are eliminated) and adds (abstract) case and agreement heads. As
Syntax, this module does not involve phonological features. Finally, in Head
Interpretation, the abstract heads from Chain Interpretation are mapped to
(possibly underspecified) Vocabulary Items which introduce phonological mate-
rial. (6) illustrates this model for the German sentence wir trinken, ‘we drink’:

(6)

The syntax generates the representation in (6a). There is a chain comprising
two instances of the pronoun ([+D +1 +pl]), one in the specifier of IP and the
other in its base position in the VP.4 Chain Interpretation maps this chain onto
(6b), where the chain is reduced to the single head in Spec IP to which the
[+Nom] head is added. To V an agreement head is adjoined. Finally, the heads
are interpreted by the vocabulary items, such as en:[+Agr +pl].

An aspect of DO that is crucial for the following discussions is the assump-
tion taken over from DM that agreement has a very special status in the gram-
mar. While Tense as a lexical head is already present in the syntactic module,
agreement is only inserted at Chain Interpretation. Moreover agreement also
allows splitting at Head Interpretation.5 Thus, as we saw in (1), Georgian subject
agreement is sometimes expressed by a single affix such as -en, 3pl and some-
times by two affixes, where person and number is split as in v- … -t.

To account for the complementary distribution of ‘fused’ and ‘split’
agreement, I assume with Noyer (1992) that there is in both cases just one
agreement head at Chain Interpretation (7a), which corresponds to one or two
vocabulary items at Head Interpretation (7b).

(7)

If this analysis is correct, split agreement is of special interest for an account of
affix order, since the respective order of v:[+1] and t:[+pl] cannot follow from
any syntactic principle applying in the synchronic grammar of Georgian.
Agreement is not a head in syntax proper, and even if it is at Chain
Interpretation, the vocabulary items at Head Interpretation are just different
parts of this head. Since the features of a head are unordered, all principles that
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regulate the relative order of affixes corresponding to these features must be
non-syntactic, hence morphological.

Note that in DO there are no words in the traditional sense. However, many
morphological processes refer to the Spell-out-domain, a small wordlike unit
which consist of a lexical head and all string-adjacent functional categories from
its extended projection at Head Interpretation (see Trommer 2002a for further
discussion).

2.2. Optimality Theory and Alignment Constraints

Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) is a general formal framework
based on the assumption of universal violable constraints, which instantiate by
different rankings grammars of individual languages. OT-constraints assign to
candidates sets of constraint violations. Thus, the constraints from (3) can be
restated more formally as the alignment constraints in (8):6

(8) a. (Count a constraint violation for each vocabulary item
between a vocabulary item specifying a number feature and the right
edge of the spell-out domain.)

(Count a constraint violation for each vocabulary item
between a vocabulary item specifying a person feature and the left
edge of the spell-out domain.)

b.

Constraints evaluate possible candidates. This process is usually depicted in a
tableau like (9) for the Georgian verb form v-xedav-t, we see:

(9) v-xedav-t , ‘we see’

Constraint violations are marked by ‘*’. Constraint evaluation starts with the
highest-ranked constraint which eliminates all candidates where
the number affix t is not at the right edge (xedav-t-v and v-t-xedav). Elimination
of suboptimal candidates is depicted by ‘!’ after the responsible constraint
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violation. The second constraint, L PER, eliminates now xedav-v-t (1 viola-
tion), since this is less harmonic than v-xedav-t which involves no violation at all.

A major claim of OT is that all constraints are universal and languages
differ only by instantiating different rankings of these constraints. In the
following sections, I try to show that this also holds for alignment constraints on
subject agreement.

3. THE LANGUAGE SAMPLE

Split subject agreement and languages where Tense and agreement are both
prefixes (these will become relevant in section 7) are relatively rare. For this
reason, the sample is intended to maximize the number of languages which
exhibit these patterns, since my goal is not to test the frequency of these pat-
terns, but different properties of these patterns. On the other hand, I have tried
to find instances for all patterns in as many genetically diverse language families
as possible according to the classification of Ruhlen (1987).

A second problem is to differentiate subject agreement from similar gram-
matical markers such as cliticized pronouns, especially in so-called pronominal-
argument languages where agreement affixes seem to make genuine arguments
of the verb superfluous.7 In the sample, I have counted all those markers as
agreement that encode obligatorily person and/or number features of the sub-
ject and are bound to a verb. This excludes genuinely verbal plural markers
which express verbal categories such as iterative or intensity of action, but might
be taken as plural agreement in a superficial analysis (cf. Durie 1986). In cases
of ergative systems I included the marker agreeing with the absolutive argu-
ment. Finally, I did not consider languages where SAgr is fused to a high degree
with other categories like Tense and Aspect.8

4. THE ORDER OF PERSON AND NUMBER AGREEMENT

4.1. Methodology

Determining the relative order of subject person and number agreement faces
the problem that person and number markers are often fused, i.e., number
markers also specify person values or vice versa. I try to solve the problem by
including all cases into consideration where one agreement affix marks only one
category (person or number) while the other affix marks the other one,
and possibly also as in (10):

(10) a.
b.
c.
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Linear precedence between affixes is determined straightforwardly in cases
where the affixes cooccur Where they cannot, precedence is determined by the
relative position of the PER/NUM affixes with respect to a third unit. E.g. the
Georgian 3pl suffix -en ([+PER +NUM]) is said to follow the 1sg prefix v-
([+PER]) since the first follows the stem and the latter precedes it, even though
this never happens in the same form.

I try to remedy the problem of scarcity of the data by including different
patterns from single or closely related languages. Thus, Quechua is included
twice in the sample since there are varieties with the order P > N (P(erson)
precedes (N)umber) and others with N > P ((N)umber precedes P(erson)). Two
patterns are said to be different if they involve different orders or different sub-
cases of (10).

4.2. Results

In the language sample, there are 58 languages exhibiting splits in person/
number marking. These show 80 different ordering patterns. 10 of these patterns
include only prefixes, 30 only suffixes, and 40 are mixed (one is a prefix, and
one is a suffix):

(11) Ordering Patterns

10
30
40

both prefix 12.5%
both suffix 37.5%
mixed 50.0%

What is interesting here is that the mixed cases constitute one half of the
patterns. (12) contains the relative percentages of Person > Number (P > N),
and Number > Person (N > P) for all patterns. Note that P > N is the dominant
order, no matter which of both affixes is a prefix or a suffix.

(12) All Patterns

The same results hold if we look only at the affixes marking person or number,
but not both, i.e., if all patterns involving Person/Number markers (PN) are
excluded:
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(13) Only P,N (PN excluded)

A possible source of error are person and number affixes which are always
string-adjacent whenever they cooccur. A complex of such affixes could actually
be a simple affix. The following table counts only affixes which are in some
instances separated9

(14) Separated Affixes

Finally, the language sample contains a number of languages which have
number but no person markers. Here, from 6 languages, the number marker is
in 5 languages (83%) a suffix.

4.3. Analysis

The core of my account for the PER-NUM asymmetry (the fact that person
agreement tends to precede number agreement) are the two already familiar
alignment constraints in (15):

(15) a.
b.

(Person-Agreement is at the left edge.)
(Number-Agreement is at the right edge.)

Considering the possible orders of simple number and person affixes with
respect to a verbal stem (V), we get the possibilities in (16). The best candidate
under each ranking is P > V > N, which corresponds closely to the empirical
results, where this is the overall favored ordering of person and number. The
orders P > N > V and V > P > N each induce one constraint violation:
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(16) Syntagmatic patterns of P and N

The 4th column in the table states for each candidate by which candidates it is
harmonically bounded (Samek-Lodovici and Prince 1999: 2, and references
there), i.e., which candidates are more harmonic under all possible constraint
rankings. A candidate C harmonically bounds iff C does not induce more
constraint violations than on any constraint, and induces at least one more
constraint violation than C for at least one constraint. Thus, as far as the align-
ment constraints are involved, (16c) can never be more harmonic than (16a).
This imposes a natural fitness metric on the candidates which is indicated here
by the symbols, Interestingly, the order we get by this metric corres-
ponds closely to the empirical data from the language sample. The number of
corresponding patterns can be found in the fifth column. By the more other
candidates a candidate is harmonically bounded, by the less language patterns
it is represented in the sample. The most important result is that the pattern
P > V > N is the overall favored one, both in the sample and in the order
imposed by the constraints.

Taking a different perspective, we can look for the best order of PER/NUM
affixes if this order is already partially determined by other constraints. Assume
that P and N are necessarily prefixes because otherwise some highranked third
constraint would be violated. This means that we only have the options (16c)
and (16e), in which case c. always will be preferred:

(17) Syntagmatic patterns of P and N (prefixes)
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In a mirror fashion, if some high-ranked constraint forces both P and N to be
suffixal, we get (16b,d) as candidates, where the first always out-ranks the latter:

(18) Syntagmatic patterns of P and N (suffixes)

If no such restrictions are imposed on P and N, P > V > N is the optimal candi-
date. Similar results are obtained for the orders where P and N are partially
fused and for the case where orders are determined paradigmatically. See
Trommer (2002a) for details.

So far, the assumption of two alignment constraints makes two predictions,
namely that P > V > N is the overall favored pattern and that the PER-NUM
asymmetry should hold. The latter results from the fact that for all constellations
(P/N,PN/N,PN/P, paradigmatic or syntagmatic) the candidates conforming to
this generalization always harmonically bound the candidates violating it. The
account makes two further predictions: Languages with number agreement
should only have suffixal agreement markers since L PER is irrelevant here.
This is illustrated in (19) where the candidate b. is harmonically bounded by a.
Again, this conforms with the data presented in section 4.2.

(19) N only

The second prediction is that in languages with fused agreement, i.e., agreement
where NUM and PER agreement is always expressed by affixes marking both,
the affixes should occur consistently prefixally or suffixally. This is true because
the ranking in (20a) favors suffixes whereas the one in (20b) favors prefixes. No
candidate is harmonically bounded by the other.

(20) P and N fused
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Assuming that the ranking is essentially arbitrary for fused agreement marking,
prefixes and suffixes should be distributed rather evenly in the languages of the
world. This is confirmed empirically by Hawkins and Gilligans (1988: 225) who
find that certain order preferences for other categories (suffixing over prefixing
in certain contexts) do not hold for subject-person marking. In other words,
there is no preference for prefixing or suffixing. Since most instances of ‘person
marking’ in their corpus are person-number marking, this is what we expect.
Roughly, the same result is obtained from data presented in Julien (2000: 360):
In 93 genera she finds that subject agreement is suffixal while it is prefixal in
85.10 In my data, fused person/number is prefixal in 30 (42,3%) and suffixal in
41 (57,7%) of 71 patterns. However, my data are not completely representative
in this respect since certain types of agreement are over-represented in my
sample (cf. section 3).

4.4. Two Case Studies

4.4.1. Muna

In Muna, the number affix -amu [ + p1] follows the stem while the pure person
markers (o- [+2 –1], no- [+3]) precede it (van den Berg 1989:51):

(21) o-kala
S2-go
‘you (sg.) go’

o-kala-amu
S2-go-PL
‘you (pl.) go’

no-kala
S3-go
‘he goes’

do-kala
S3p-go
‘they go’

This follows from the assumed constraints under any ranking

(22) o-kala-amu, ‘you (pl.) go’

That the ranking is indeed L PER NUM R and not the other way around
can be seen from the fact that fused person/number markers (do-, [ + 3 +pl]),
which are subject to both constraints, share the position of person, not the
position of the number marker:
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(23) do-kala, ‘they go’

4.4.2. Georgian

Georgian shows the opposite ranking of L PER and NUM R as Muna.
While pure person (v-, 1st person) and pure number agreement (-t) also occur
at the left and right edge (24) under this ranking, the 3pl marker -en (25) is on
the right of the stem:

(24) v-xedav-t, ‘we see’

(25) xedav-en, ‘they see’

The case studies for Georgian and Muna show that the proposed alignment
constraints do not just state crosslinguistic preferences, but – by their different
rankings in single languages – result in complete accounts of particular gram-
mars. They also illustrate that the effect of alignment cannot be reduced to the
statement that person agreement precedes number agreement since this would
not account for the behavior of fused person/number markers, which are posi-
tioned differently in different languages, but systematically within single lan-
guages. For the theory of grammar, replacing subcategorization frames of single
affixes by general alignment constraints means eliminating a major source of
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language- and even morpheme-specific stipulation in favor of a formal device
which is independently motivated by its usefulness to account for such different
phenomena as infixation (Prince and Smolensky 1993), stress placement
(McCarthy and Prince 1993), clitic ordering (Grimshaw 2000) and the alignment
of syntactic and phonological phrases. According to the basic assumptions of
OT (Prince and Smolensky 1993: 3), the constraint inventory forms the invari-
able core of universal grammar. Consequently, the proposed alignment con-
straints and their possible rankings also constitute a substantial theory of
possible affix orderings making strong falsifiable predictions. The empirical
claim of this approach is hence much stronger than that of functional
approaches to affix order, which define only tendencies that cannot be vitiated
by negative evidence from single languages.11 To maintain this restrictive
account we must show that cases where person agreement apparently follows
number agreement do not form real counterevidence against the assumed con-
straints. This is what I will try to do in the next section.

4.5. Apparent Counterexamples

Although the PER-NUM asymmetry seems to hold for a wide range of lan-
guages, there are counterexamples. I will show that these can be adduced to
three factors: 1) Verbal plural markers that do not realize subject agreement
but are incorporated quantifiers. 2) Affixes that encode other features than
person and number, and 3) Affixes which are bound by their context-restrictions
to positions which violate alignment constraints. The first case is exemplified in
Jaqaru (Hardman 1966: 53), where the plural marker -rqay precedes person
marking:

(26) saynqu-rqay-k-i-wa ‘they all stand up’
V-PL-TNS-3-TNS

However, Hardman notes that in Jaqaru “plurality is not an inflectional cate-
gory” (p. 46). The plural marking both on nouns and verbs is ‘emphatic’ (ibd.)
and “the absence of the plural suffix does not imply singular” (p. 53). Since “the
usual translation is ‘all’ or ‘everyone’ ” (ibd.), it is plausible that -rqay is an
incorporated quantifier. Similar analyses seem to apply to apparent counter-
examples in Navajo (Young and Morgan 1998) and Walapai (Redden 1966).

A second source of the order NUM > PER is due to involvement of a third
feature apart from person and number. Thus in Isthmus Zapotec (Pickett 1955:
221), person markers follow number markers, but person is generally fused with
gender marking:

(27) ru-?unda-ka-beé ‘they (an.) sing’
HABIT-sing-PL-[ + 3 + an]
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While there are few cases of split gender agreement markers, in Semitic such
markers exist and are usually suffixal. This suggests that there is a constraint
GEND R. If this is on the right track, it is plausible that GEND R also can
induce violations of the PER-NUM asymmetry. Assuming that in Isthmus
Zapotec GEND R is ranked over NUM R, and that the prefix option for
subject agreement is not available, we get the observed order:

(28) Ranking of Isthmus Zapotec

A final source of counterexamples to the PER-NUM asymmetry are affixes that
are bound to a certain position by a context restriction on the vocabulary item.
One such case is the Ancash Quechua plural suffix -ya (Lakämper and
Wunderlich 1998) which precedes all person marking (29).

However there is strong evidence that the offending order N > P is induced
by an idiosyncratic context-specification of the number affix and is not represen-
tative for the general positioning of number agreement in this language. Note
first that N > P only occurs in Ancash Quechua while the unmarked (opposite)
order holds in Ayacucho Quechua. Even in Ancash, possessor agreement, which
is otherwise completely parallel to intransitive subject agreement, number
marking is taken over by another suffix (-kuna) which uniformly follows person
markers and thus restates the expected order:

(29) Quechua Nominal and Verbal Agreement

Finally, the 1st plural inclusive marker -ntsik [+PER +NUM] always occurs in
final position if it marks object agreement and vacuously if it marks subject
agreement. Again this shows the rightwards tendency of plural marking in this
language.
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In DO, the position of -ya can be accounted for by a context restriction such
as [ + V] _ on its vocabulary item, which restricts it to the immediate right of a
verbal item. Indeed, -ya seems always to occur right-adjacent to the stem or
derivational markers12 which can be analyzed as light verbs (cf. Parker 1976).
Lakämper and Wunderlich (1998) independently propose such a context restric-
tion13 to account for the fact that -ya cannot appear in nominal inflection (cf.
(29)). Hence, the context restriction is necessary for independent reasons. The
account with a context specification also explains the fact that other plural
affixes in Ancash such as the nominal plural marker -kuna obey the alignment
constraint on plural affixes. Under lexicon optimization (Prince and Smolensky
1993), such a context specification will lead to reanalysis whenever it is possible.
This is confirmed by the fact that in three of four Quechua dialects discussed by
Lakämper and Wunderlich (1998) -ya is abandoned in favor of a plural marker
in the canonical order.

5. THE ORDER OF SYNTACTIC HEADS

Under the assumptions of DM, split agreement affixes are a result of morpho-
logical operations, while interpretable affixes such as Tense and Aspect nor-
mally have unique correspondents in syntax. The order of these affixes should
therefore reflect syntactic principles, different from the ones regulating the
order of split agreement. In this section, I show that this is indeed the case,
following closely the analysis of Julien (2000).

Julien shows that Aspect affixes appear closer to the stem than Tense affixes
if both are suffixes or both are prefixes. However if the two types of markers
appear on different sides of the verb stem, there are clear examples of the order
Tense > Verb > Aspect while the reverse order, Aspect > Verb > Tense, is virtu-
ally non-existent. Schematically, we find the pattern in (30):14

(30)

Hence, we find again an ordering restriction ( Tense > Verb > Aspect but
* Aspect > Verb > Tense) that cannot be captured by standard generative
accounts of affix order which do not restrict the order of affixes on opposite
sides of the verb.

Julien’s account derives the restrictions depicted in (30) from the assump-
tion of a universal phrase structure for functional categories and the indepen-
dently motivated antisymmetric framework of Kayne (1994), where a
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universally uniform Specifier Head Complement structure and the restriction
of movement to leftwards movement is assumed. Under this approach, there
are four possible situations where Tense, Aspect, and Verb can become adja-
cent, and hence are analyzed as ‘words’: In the base-generated order, all affixes
stay in the positions where they are generated without movement. This gives
the order Tense > Aspect > Verb:

(31) The base-generated order

Tense Aspect Verb

If the verb head-moves up to the order Verb > Aspect > Tense results:

(32) Head-Movement to Aspect

Further movement of the complex [Verb Aspect] to leads to a standard
head-movement pattern:

(33) Further Movement to Tense

While these options suffice to derive the three occurring patterns, a fourth
scenario is necessary to account for the frequent appearance of suffixes in verb-
final languages, which can hardly be the result of moving the head to V, resulting
in a sentence-medial position of the verb. Julien (2000: chapter 4) shows con-
vincingly that in this language type the dominant pattern is movement of the
complements to the specifiers of functional heads. Thus, in (34) the VP – includ-
ing all complements – has moved to the specifier of Subsequently, the
Aspect Phrase has moved to the specifier of TP:

(34) Phrasal Movement

Note why it is not possible to extend this account to split agreement, where
affixes are ordered according to the pattern in (35a) while Tense and Aspect
reflect (35b):
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(35) a.

b.

This indicates strongly that agreement and syntactic heads as Tense and Aspect
are subject to different principles. However, the antisymmetric and the align-
ment-based account are complementary in the sense that together they obviate
the need for any idiosyncratic specifications whether a single affix is a prefix or
a suffix. While this follows from the alignment constraints in the first case, in
the latter it results directly from syntactic movement. Thus the fact that Tense is
a prefix in (31) and (32), but a suffix in (33) and (34), results from the movement
of the verb to the left of Tense in the latter but not in the former cases.

In the next two sections, I will investigate how a combination of the move-
ment and the alignment approach can account for restrictions on the relative
order of subject agreement and Tense affixes.

6. THE INTERACTION OF MOVEMENT AND ALIGNMENT

Up to this point, we have identified two grammar modules responsible for
different ordering patterns. The basic question is now whether and how these
modules interact. In this section, I will investigate this question on the basis of
ordering restrictions on subject agreement and Tense inflection. I will assume
that the interaction between morphology and syntax in this area is asymmetric:
Morphological constraints cannot change the order of elements such as Aspect
and Tense which is determined by syntax. However, the ordering of subject
agreement is partially determined by syntactic constraints. Since agreement
itself is not present in syntax, I attribute this to the fact that agreement is
attached to a syntactic category at Chain Interpretation and to a constraint
which requires that agreement ‘reflects’ the position of its host at head inter-
pretation. I will introduce several types of interaction between morphology and
syntax and show how they can be accounted for under the proposed assump-
tions. In section 7, it will be shown that the same assumptions allow to derive
the basic ordering generalizations for these markers that result from my lan-
guage sample.

The simplest conceivable type of interaction is no interaction at all. This can
be observed in the Nilo-Saharan language Turkana (Dimmendaal 1983: 122,
130), as evidenced in the following verb forms:

(36) a. -à-lòs-ì
3-Past-go-Asp
‘he went’

b. è-lòs-e-tè
3-go-Asp-PL
‘they will go’

c. kì-los-ì
S1pl-go-Asp
‘we will go’
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Tense (à- in (36a)) precedes the verb stem, while Aspect follows it (36a–c). This
follows straightforwardly from movement of the verb to the Aspect head as in
(32). The order of agreement affixes is completely parallel to the one for Muna
(see section 4.4): Pure person marking (36a,b)) and PER/NUM markers
(kì- in (36c)) precede all other markers, while the pure number marker (-tè in
(36b)) follows all other affixes. Thus no interaction can be detected, but crucially
Tense and Aspect seem to be part of the alignment domain for agreement. This
excludes any account which posits the application of the morphological con-
straints in a presyntactic component of the grammar.

A more interesting type of interaction can be observed in Amharic (Leslau
1995: 287, 301). In this language there are two basic verbal paradigms, the
perfect and the imperfect. In the latter, agreement is again split and the order
of affixes follows closely the one found in Muna and Turkana. Thus, Person and
person/number affixes such as të- [+2] or ënnë-:[+l +pl] precede the verb,
while the plural suffix -u follows it. However, in the perfect paradigm, all
agreement markers are suffixes no matter what features they encode:

(37)

Even if we assume that all perfect markers encode person and number, this
cannot be accounted for by invoking the introduced alignment constraints:
L PER favors prefixal agreement, and as is evidenced by the prefix
ënnë:[+1 +pl], L PER must be ranked above NUM R in Amharic. But
since there is a complete person differentiation in the perfect paradigm,
agreement affixes must be marked for person.

The analysis I propose is based on the observation that the perfect paradigm
is entirely determined by Tense/Aspect, while the position of Imperfect markers
can be accounted for entirely by person- and number features. Note first that
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while Leslau uses the aspectual labels Perfect and Imperfect for these para-
digms, his description of their uses (Leslau 1995: 291, 311) implies that the
‘imperfect’ rather conveys a present tense and the perfect a past tense inter-
pretation. Indeed, Cowley et al. (1976: 86) treat these paradigms as different
tenses. Now it is common for languages that present tense remains unexpressed
by affixes while past tense is expressed by separate affixes or portmanteau
affixes, as in the following examples from Georgian, where past tense is
expressed by the marker -n or the past/3sg affix -a while there are no special
affixes for present tense:

(38) a. xedavd-en
see-TENSE-S3p

‘they see’

b. xedavd-n-en
see-TENSE-S3p

‘they saw’

c. xedav-s
see-S3s

‘he sees’

d. xedavd-a
see-TENSE: S3s

‘he saw’

Since in Amharic there is no other affixal reflex of Aspect/Tense, it is plausible
that the perfect affixes are actually portmanteau markers which encode past
tense and agreement while the imperfective affixes are just agreement (the
unmarked Tense/Aspect is not overtly realized).15 Assuming that the verb
moves to Aspect/Tense, an affix realizing past should appear as a suffix.
Following the assumption that order restrictions established by the syntax
cannot be changed by morphological constraints, markers encoding agreement
and Tense must reflect the underlying position of the latter, and this is exactly
what we find in Amharic.

A third type of interaction can be found in Island Kiwai (Wurm 1975),
where we find again a split of ordering of agreement categories in different
tenses, but this time without fusion of Tense and subject agreement. In the
present and past paradigms, person markers are initial and number markers
(here: dual) final:16

(39) Present Near Past Definite Past

n-V-duru-do
1-V-Tns-Du

n-V-do
1-V-Du

n-V-ru-do
1-V-Tns-Du

However, in the future tenses, the dual marker is realized as a prefix following
a prefixal Tense marker:
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(40) IndefiniteFuture ImmediateFuture

ni-du-do-V-ri
1-Tns-Du-V-Tns

ni-do-V-ri
1-Du-V-Tns

If we make the plausible assumptions that all present and past forms have at
least one TAM head, and all future forms at least two,17 these forms can be
given the structures in (41) and (42):

(41) Kiwai 1st dual form: Present/Past

(42) Kiwai 1st dual forms: Future

In an intuitive sense, the dual marker simply follows a certain Tense marker. I
suggest to capture this intuition by the following constraint:

(43) REFLECT(AGR): An affix realizing an agreement category A should
reflect the position of its host H by

a.
b.

being right-adjacent to an affix realizing H, or by
occupying the position of H, if H is not realized

If we assume that agreement is attached in Island Kiwai to 18 this con-
straint will now interact with the already introduced alignment constraints to
give the correct order for all affixes:

(44) Input: [ +1 + du] (PRESENT)
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(45) Input: (INDEF.FUT)

Assume now a hypothetical language L, where syntactic constraints on the
positioning of Tense are out-ranked by morphological constraints, hence irrele-
vant. L contains a person marker P, a person/number marker PN and a Tense
marker T. For the ranking REFLECT(AGR NUM R L PER, we get
the following results. In a form where only P appears, P and T are prefixes due
to the irrelevance of NUM R:

(46) Influence of morphological constraints on Tense

However in a form with PN, NUM R becomes crucial and ‘drags’ T into the
suffixal positions where NUM R and REFLECT can be satisfied:

(47) Influence of morphological constraints on Tense
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L is thus the mirror image of Island Kiwai: While in Kiwai different Tense heads
with different positions induce different positions of one and the same
agreement affixes, in L different agreement affixes would enforce different
positions of one and the same Tense affix.

I hypothesize that such a language is impossible, but if this is true further
research has to reveal why exactly this is the case. Since affix order in DO as
well as in DM is determined after syntax, this does not directly follow from the
derivational priority of syntax. However the priority of syntax over morphology
seems also to hold in other domains such as verb movement (Bobaljik 2001)
and feature neutralization (Trommer 2002b).

7. THE RELATIVE ORDER OF SAgr AND TENSE

REFLECT(AGR) and the fact that subject agreement tends to adjoin syntacti-
cally to Tense (Halle and Marantz 1993:146)19 let us expect that there should be
a preference for Tense and agreement occurring on the same side of the stem
because there are more possible rankings that favor ‘conformity’ of Tense and
SAgr than rankings disfavoring it:

(48) Tense suffix

(49) Tense prefix

Indeed, in a majority of languages if Tense and agreement affixes cooccur, the
agreement affix has the same affixal status as the Tense affix. (50) and (51) show
the relevant results from my sample and from Julien (2000):
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(50) Affixal status of SAgr and Tense (my sample)

(51) Affixal status of SAgr and Tense (Julien 2000: 360)

In the following, I will discuss in more detail the possible positions of Tense and
SAgr and show that the assumed constraint set makes the correct predictions
for the found ordering preferences. Since my sample is somewhat biased for the
reasons discussed in section 3, I will use in addition the results from Julien
(2000). Note that the references to agreement in the following refer to all
instances of agreement in my sample (person, number, or person and number
fused).

7.1. SAgr and Tense as prefixes

Assume first that both SAgr and Tense are prefixes. In my sample, there is a
slight preference ( for the order Tense > Agreement) while in
Julien’s evaluation it is the other way around. Since in this constellation Julien’s
and my results differ, I have additionally evaluated the affix order data she gives
in the appendix of her thesis (third column). Here, there is a roughly even
distribution of both orders. Probably this divergence is due to the fact that her
criteria to set apart agreement markers from pronouns – which exclude many
cases of agreement in polysynthetic languages – are not reflected in her raw
data.
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(52) Order of SAgr and Tense as Prefixes

Taken together, I interpret these data as evidence that there is no crosslinguistic
evidence for an order preference for Tense/Agreement in prefixal position. This
is exactly what is expected given the assumed constraints. Since the order
Tense > Verb is given by syntax, there are three possible orders at Head
Interpretation: SAgr > Tense > Verb, Tense > SAgr > Verb and Tense > Verb
>SAgr. The last order results from a high ranked NUM R and will be
discussed in section 7.3. If REFLECT(AGR) is crucially undominated, SAgr
must appear rightadjacent to Tense; hence we get: Tense > SAgr > Verb.
SAgr > Tense > Verb emerges if L PER dominates all other crucial con-
straints since this is the only prefixal order where this constraint is unviolated.
Putting it in another way: Given Tense > V there are two relevant constraints
that favor prefixal Tense/SAgr. One favors the order Tense > SAgr and the
other SAgr > Tense. If ranking is assumed to be arbitrary, this should result in
an even crosslinguistic distribution of the two orders, and this is what is borne
out by the data.

7.2. SAgr and Tense as suffixes

While the ordering possibilities of SAgr and Tense as prefixes are rather sym-
metric, there is a clear asymmetry in suffixal position. Verb > Tense > SAgr
overwhelmingly outranks Verb > SAgr > Tense:

(53) Order of SAgr and Tense as Suffixes

This is again predicted by the assumed set of constraints. Assume that Tense is
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a suffix. High ranking of L PER will lead to prefixal agreement (see sec-
tion 7.3). But if either REFLECT(AGR) or NUM R are crucially undomi-
nated, this will result in Verb > Tense > SAgr since the rightmost position and
the position right-adjacent to Tense coincide. Crucially, there is no constraint
that would favor the order Verb > SAgr > Tense.

What remains problematic then is the fact that there are instances of the
order Verb > SAgr > Tense at all. Some of these cases – at least in my sample –
are due to special properties of single affixes. Thus, the Quechua plural affix
was argued to have the context restriction /[+V] in section 4.5 and therefore
always precedes Tense. A second class of exceptions are languages with the
order: Verb > SAgr1 > T > An example is Dumi:

(54)
get:up-[+1 +pl]-NPast-[-du] ‘we (exc.) get up’ (p. 96)

Note that the offending only appears together with a second number affix
that appears after the Tense marker. In Trommer (2002a) this is related to a
constraint that allows only one agreement affix in a post-tense position. If this
outranks REFLECT and NUM R L PER, this leads to the observed
order. Finally, there seem to be languages where SAgr is adjoined to a non-
tense head.20 in which case REFLECT(AGR) is predicted to reflect the position
of its ‘alternative’ host, not of Tense.

7.3. SAgr and Tense on different sides of the stem

Siewierska (1993: 68) makes the observation that

(55) if SAgr is a suffix so is the Tense marker.”

Siewierska finds that this is true for 91 % of the languages from a sample of 262
languages. These results are also replicated in other studies:

(56) Order of SAgr and Tense (Mixed cases)

This result seems to be problematic, since, according to the proposed con-
straints, SAgr > Verb > Tense given suffixal Tense and Tense > Verb > SAgr
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given prefixal Tense are equally probable. In each case, alignment constraints
can be said to outrank REFLECT.

The point however is that suffixal Tense is much more frequent than prefixal
one (Julien 2000: 51 ff.). Especially in the patterns involving Tense and SAgr,
suffixal Tense is far more frequent. This is true in my data for 75 of 107 patterns
(70%) and for Julien’s data in 127 out of 172 (79.6%)

(57) Affixal status of SAgr and Tense (Mixed)

The distribution of Tense and SAgr in the mixed cases thus seems to follow
crucially from the independent distribution of Tense alone.21

8. WORD ORDER AND THE POSITION OF AGREEMENT

An important part of the literature on affix order (e.g. Cutler et al. 1985, Bybee
et al. 1990, Siewierska and Bakker 1996) tries to relate the position of affixes
with respect to stems to the basic constituent order of the respective languages.
Certainly any account of affix order should be at least consistent with the basic
findings in this line of research. Siewierska and Bakker (1996: 144) give an
overview of the results of research on the relation between basic word order
types and the position of subject agreement markers in different language
samples (S&B = Siewierska and Bakker 1996, H&G = Hawkins and Gilligan,
B&P = Bybee and Perkins, the latter two samples and the Stassen sample are
documented in Hawkins and Gilligan 1988).22

(58) The form of SAgr affixes relative to basic order (Siewierska and Bakker
1996: 144)
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The results for V1 and V2 languages are rather contradictory. However, there
seems to be a robust trend for agreement affixes in V-final languages to be
suffixal.23 This trend is also corrobated by the data from Julien (2000):24

(59) Position of Agreement markers relative to word order (Julien 2000: 360)

In the proposed account there is clearly no direct connection between the
position of subject agreement and word order. However there is an indirect link
between the two since agreement is assumed to be attached to Tense, which in
turn is ordered by syntactic operations. Thus Tense should work as a type of
transmission belt, which mediates the relation of word order and subject
agreement. To test this hypothesis, we first have to look at the relation of the
position of Tense and basic word order (Julien 2000). (60) shows the percentages
of V-initial, V-medial and V-final languages which have prefixal (T > V) and
suffixal (V > T) Tense markers.25

(60) Position of Tense markers relative to word order (Julien 2000: 339)
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From these data it seems that there is a strong preference for suffixing in V-final
languages while both suffixes and prefixes are well-represented in verb-initial
and SVO languages. Again data from different samples show considerable
variation:

(61) The form of Tense affixes relative to basic order (Hawkins and Gilligan
1988)

While for SVO and VOS languages there is a rather diffuse picture, prefixation
being preferred in some and suffixation preferred in other samples, there is a
constant preference for suffixing in OV languages. This contrast between VO
and OV languages can be accounted for if we assume with Julien (2000) that
verb-final languages typically result from the movement of complements to
specifiers, as in (34), while VO languages result from a much wider variety of
syntactic configurations. Now let us assume in a simplifying manner that Tense
in (S)V(S)O languages is equally often prefixal and suffixal, while it is more
often suffixal in SOV languages. Recall that the alignment constraints for person
and number as a whole do not favor suffixes or prefixes since they act as
antagonists. However, REFLECT lets us expect that agreement should at least
tend to occur at the same side of the verb as Tense. This is clearly borne out for
agreement in SOV languages. In SVO/VSO languages we would expect no
preference at all for suffixing or prefixing since there is also no such preference
for Tense and the alignment constraints are neutral in this respect. Given the
contradictory tendencies for different samples, this also seems to be a
reasonable result.
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9. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

Standard generative accounts to affix order (e.g. Baker 1985, Halle and Marantz
1993, Wunderlich 1996) – while differing considerably in basic assumptions and
details – assume that generalizations on affix orders exhibit a mirror image, i.e.,
if we find the standard order Stem (where the indices
Typel and Type2 stand for affix types such as person agreement, Tense etc.) this
implies the standard order Stem Moreover, it is assumed
that the status of affixes as prefixes or suffixes is largely arbitrary, determined
by affix-specific stipulation in lexical entries. Thus we expect for person and
number something like (62):

But for person and number affixes, the data from my sample reveal a completely
different picture. First, the order of these categories tends to be Person
> Number, no matter whether both are prefixes or both are suffixes. And
second, the order of affixes on different sides of a verb is restricted ( PER V
NUM, but not *NUM V PER), and this seems to be even the strongest ordering
restriction that can be observed for person and number agreement. Thus we
find roughly the distribution in (63):

Moreover, standard generative accounts have no explanation why there should
be an ordering asymmetry for fused Person/Number with respect to simple
Person and Number markers.

The situation is slightly different for antisymmetric accounts of affix order
(Kayne 1994, Cinque 1999, Julien 2000) which do predict an asymmetry between
prefixes and suffixes. Such an account was argued to be correct for Tense and
Aspect affixes in section 5. But also for subject agreement this approach would
incorrectly predict that the ordering preferences for prefixes should mirror
those of suffixes.

(62)

(63)
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The ‘diachronic syntax hypothesis’ offers a completely different approach
to affixal status26 assuming that the position of affixes with respect to stems
shows “a preference for morphemes to be located in the positions of the sepa-
rate words which gave rise to them.” (Siewierska and Bakker 1996: 145). In
other words, agreement markers which develop from pronouns (or auxiliaries)
in post-verbal position tend to become suffixes, and pronouns/auxiliaries in
preverbal position tend to grammaticalize into prefixes. While the historical
development of agreement affixes might ultimately be an important factor in a
full understanding of the PER-NUM asymmetry, it offers no perspective on an
adequate synchronic representation of affix position. Moreover, we have only
few possibilities of historical reconstruction for languages which show such a
split in their agreement patterns. The only reconstructions for verbal number
agreement markers I am aware of are Mithun (1991) for some American Indian
languages, and Frajzyngier (1997) for Chadic.27 In both cases the plural markers
seem to have developed from demonstratives and/or personal pronouns (which
themselves often grammaticalize from demonstratives, cf. Lehmann 1995: 37).
However, tracing back markers of number agreement to pronouns teaches us
nothing about the asymmetry between person and number markers since person
markers also derive in the standard case from pronouns (Lehmann 1995:41). In
other words, if both types of markers derive from the same sources and their
position is determined by their syntactic origins, they should have the same
positional properties. However, there might be different historical sources for
number agreement markers, such as plural words (Dryer 1989), verbal pluracti-
onality markers (Durie 1986, Corbett 2000: chapter 8), distributivity and collec-
tive markers or numerals (especially in the case of dual markers).

Interestingly, distributivity and collective markers seem to have rather dif-
ferent positional properties than verbal agreement markers. Thus, Navajo has a
distributive prefix íi- which precedes person (and number) marking (Young and
Morgan 1998: 62). Similar facts can be observed for Walapai (Trommer 2002a:
151), and also the Jaqaru data discussed in section 4.5 show that quantificational
elements which are a potential historical source for number agreement markers
do not show the order with respect to person affixes which we expect for
number agreement. If ‘real’ number agreement has developed from such mark-
ers its positional properties must be the result of other factors than merely the
position of its grammaticalization source. But even if the preference of number
agreement for suffixal position could be traced back to its grammaticalization
sources without problems, this would not provide an account for the relative
position of person and number which appear on the same side of the verb.

Siewierska and Bakker (1996) also point to a more general problem with
this type of approach. They observe that object agreement markers tend to
follow subject agreement markers no matter on which side of the verbal stem
both occur. However, even though Siewierska and Bakker are generally sympa-
thetic to the diachronic syntax approach, they admit that it is not of much use in
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accounting for ordering patterns of this type since “in view of the fact that SAgr
and OAgr need not evolve simultaneously, one would not expect there to be
any evident parallels between the order of the subject and object at clause level
and the order of SAgr and OAgr affixes” (Siewierska and Bakker 1996: 149).
This argument also carries over to a putative diachronic account of the PER-
NUM asymmetry: There is no reason to believe that person and number
agreement markers have become affixal at the same time, hence no systematic
relation between their positions is to be expected.

While the work cited up to this point focuses on affixal status, Bybee (1985)
provides an account for the relative positions of affixes on the same side of the
stem. She argues that the proximity of affixes to the verbal stem is determined
by the relevance of the semantic information of the affix to the verbal semantics.
According to this account, number agreement should tend to appear closer to
the stem than person agreement. This leads to roughly the same empirical
predictions as for standard generative accounts which seem to be empirically
incorrect for agreement morphology.

Cutler et al. (1985) advocate a processing-based approach which also
addresses the question of affixal status. They assume that this is governed by a
general suffixing preference and the tendency of affixes to obey the Head
Ordering Principle (HOP), which requires that heads (e.g. the verb in a verb
phrase or an inflectional affix in a word) in a given language consistently follow
or precede their complements. This approach is problematic since subject
agreement does not seem to have a crosslinguistic preference for either suffixal
or prefixal status, and more generally, because different affix types (Tense,
Aspect, agreement, etc.) show different positional preferences (see also Julien
2000, Siewierska and Bakker 1996 for further critical discussion).

What is appealing about the accounts of Bybee (1985) and Cutler et al.
(1985) is that they try to give a functional motivation of affix ordering principles.
Could there be a similar argument for grounding the alignment constraints
proposed in this paper? Psycholinguistic evidence shows that the positions
which are targeted by these constraints are the two most prominent positions
for word recognition: the word initial position is the most crucial one while
“endings are more salient than middles” (Cutler et al. 1985: 743). That person
and number are aligned roughly to these positions could be seen as a strategy to
maximize the recoverability of agreement features in language comprehension.
In a different way, REFLECT also enhances recoverability, since it facilitates
the reconstruction of the underlying morphosyntactic process, i.e., of the attach-
ment of agreement, to Tense. That person is aligned to the more prominent
position could be related to a more general prominence of person over number.
Thus, Noyer (1992) finds that in different morphological processes (e.g. affix
choice for templatic positions) person features have priority over number fea-
tures and Corbett (2000: 278) states that in paradigms of pronouns and
agreement affixes “number usually depends on person, but person may depend
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on number”.28 Data from Siewierska and Bakker (1996: 122) show that for their
language sample pure person agreement markers are significantly more fre-
quent (21 = 11.7% of 180 markers) than pure number markers (12 = 6.7% of
180 markers) and also that languages with person agreement (93% of 237) are
slightly more frequent than those with number agreement (88% of 237).29 While
these remarks are highly speculative, it seems plausible that the account in
terms of alignment constraints is not only empirically superior to alternative
approaches, but can also be motivated on functional grounds.

10. SUMMARY

In this paper I have shown that the interaction of morphology and syntax in an
OT grammar accounts for a wide range of facts about the order of subject
agreement affixes, both crosslinguistically and in the grammar of single lan-
guages. It remains to be seen how this type of account extends to other affix
types. Trommer (2002a) shows that the ordering of fused subject/object
agreement also follows an alignment pattern and discusses some tentative
results on object agreement pointing in the same direction. Hyman (2001) shows
that affixes involved in Bantu grammatical-function changing processes (caus-
ative, passive, etc.) also show the interplay of syntactic/semantic constraints with
purely morphological factors.30 Interestingly, there is independent morphologi-
cal evidence that at least voice affixes form a natural class with agreement and
are inserted ‘late’ after syntax (Embick 1998). This gives further support to the
claim that the asymmetry between Tense/Aspect and Agreement is due to the
more principled difference between syntactic and morphological affixes.

APPENDIX: THE LANGUAGE SURVEY

The following table lists the languages from my language sample. The second
column contains the phyla according to Ruhlen (1987), the third column the
linguistic macro-area according to Dryer (1992), and the fourth column the
source of the data:31

Language

Acoma
Ainu
Akan
Albanian
Aleut
Amharic
Anywa

Phylum

Keresiouan
Korean-Japanese
Kwa
Indoeuropean
Eskimo-Aleut
Semitic
Nilotic

Macro-Areas

N.AMERICA
EURASIA
AFRICA
EURASIA
EURASIA
AFRICA
AFRICA

Source

Miller (1965)
Shibatani (1990)
Campbell (1991)
Buchholz and Fiedler (1987)
Bergsland (1994)
Leslau (1995)
Reh (1993)
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Apalai
Arabic
Axininca
Jaqaru
Azerbajianian
Basque
Beja
Berber
Brahui
Breton
Cayuvava
Chamorro
Chinook
Choktaw
Chukchi
Chuvash
Didinga
Dumi
Dyola
Elamite
Evenki
Fula
Fur
Gahuku
Georgian
German
Hixkaryana
Huave
Inuktitut
Jacaltec
Juang
Jyarong
Kalasala
Kalmyk
Kanuri
Ket
Khanty
Kilivila
Kiwai
Kobon
Lenakel
Lithuanian
Macushi
Mansi

Carib
Semitic
Equatorial
Aymaran
S. Turkic
Isolate
Cushitic
Berber
NW.Dravidian
Celtic
Equatorial
W.M.-Polynes.
Penutian
Penutian
Ch.-Kamchatkan
Bolgar
Saharan
Tibetic
NW.Atlantic
Elamo-Dravidian
Tungus
W.Atlantic
Fur
Indo-Pacific
S.Caucasian
Germanic
Carib
Penutian
Eskimo
Otomanguean
Austroasiatic
Tibetic
Nuristani
Mongolian
Saharan
Isolate
Ugric
CE.M.-Polynes.
Trans-Fly
Trans-NewGuinea
CE.M-Polynes.
Balto-Slavic
Carib
Ugric

S.AMERICA
AFRICA
S.AMERICA
S.AMERICA
EURASIA
EURASIA
AFRICA
AFRICA
EURASIA
EURASIA
S.AMERICA
SE.ASIA/OC.
N.AMERICA
N.AMERICA
EURASIA
EURASIA
AFRICA
SE.ASIA/OC.
AFRICA
EURASIA
EURASIA
AFRICA
AFRICA
AUSTR./NG.
EURASIA
EURASIA
S.AMERICA
N.AMERICA
EURASIA
N.AMERICA
SE.ASIA/OC.
SE.ASIA/OC.
EURASIA
EURASIA
AFRICA
EURASIA
EURASIA
SE.ASIA/OC.
AUSTR./NG.
AUSTR./NG.
SE.ASIA/OC.
EURASIA
S.AMERICA
EURASIA

Koehn and Koehn (1986)
Ouhalla (1991)
Payne (1981)
Hardman (2000)
Schonig (1998)
Arregi (1999)
Hudson (1976)
Noyer (1992)
Elfenbein (1998)
Press (1986)
Key (1967)
Chung (1982)
Andersen (1977)
Broadwell (2000)
Krause (1976)
Johanson and Csató (1998)
Bryan and Tucker (1966)
van Driem (1993)
Givón(1975)
Reiner (1969)
Nedyalkov (1994)
Arnott (1970)
Jakobi (1972)
Foley (1986)
Aronson (1982)

Derbyshire (1979)
Stairs and Hollenbach (1969)
Mallon (1991)
Day (1973)
Mahapatra (1976)
DeLancey (1985)
Degener (1998)
Campbell (1991)
Cyffer (1992)
Noyer (1992)
Abondolo (1998)
Senft (1986)
Wurm (1975)
Davies (1989)
Tryon (1973)
Eckert et al. (1994)
Abbott (1991)
Keresztes (1998)
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Mapudungun
Marathi
Maricopa
Maung
Mekeo
Menomini
Mohawk
Muna
Nahuatl
Nandi
Nenets
Nimboran
Nocte
Nungali
Nunggubuyu
Nyangumarda
Piro
Portuguese
Quechua

Quileute
Saamic
Sanskrit
Seri
Shinasha
Somali
Sora
Straits
Swahili
Tama
Tamil
Teda
Timucua
S.Tiwa
Turkana
Tzotzil
Ubykh
Udmurt
Urubu-Kaapor
Walapai
Wardaman
Warlpiri
WesternDesert
Winnebago

Andean
Indic
Hokan
Yiwaidjan
Mek
Algonquian
Keresiouan
W.M.-Polynes.
Uto-Aztecan
Nilotic
Samoyed
Nimboran
Tibetic
Djamindjungan
Australian
Pama-Nyungan
Equatorial
Italic
Quechuan

Chimakuan
Finnic
Indie
Hokan
Omotic
Cushitic
Austroasiatic
Salish
Bantu
Nilotic
S.Dravidian
Saharan
Paezan
Tanoan
Nilotic
Penutian
N.Caucasian
Finnic
Tupi-Guarani
Hokan
Gunwinyguan
Pama-Nyungan
Pama-Nyungan
Keresiouan

SE.ASIA/OC.
EURASIA
N.AMERICA
AUSTR./NG.
AUSTR./NG.
N.AMERICA
N.AMERICA
SE.ASIA/OC.
NAMERICA
AFRICA
EURASIA
AUSTR./NG.
SE.ASIA/OC.
AUSTRIA
AUSTR./NG.
AUSTR./NG.
S.AMERICA
EURASIA
S.AMERICA

N.AMERICA
EURASIA
EURASIA
N.AMERICA
AFRICA
AFRICA
EURASIA
N.AMERICA
AFRICA
AFRICA
EURASIA
AFRICA
S.AMERICA
N.AMERICA
SE.ASIA/OC.
N.AMERICA
EURASIA
EURASIA
S.AMERICA
N.AMERICA
AUSTR./NG.
AUSTR./NG.
AUSTR./NG.
N.AMERICA

Grimes (1985)
Pandharipande (1997)
Gordon (1986)
Donohue (1998)
Jones (1998)
Bloomfield (1962)
Bonvillain (1973)
van den Berg (1989)
Andrews (1975)
Creider and Creider (1989)
Salminen (1998)
Inkelas (1993)
Gupta (1971)
Hoddinott and Kofod (1976)
Heath (1984)
Hoard and O’Grady (1976)
Matteson (1965)
Iliescu and Mourin (1991)
Lakämper and

Wunderlich (1998)
Andrade (1922)
Sammallahti (1998)
Bucknell (1994)
Marlett (1990)
Rottland (1990)
El-Solami-Mewis (1987)
Baker (1985)
Jelinek and Demers (1994)
Vitale (1981)
Bryan and Tucker (1966)
Annamalai and Steever (1998)
Bryan and Tucker (1966)
Granberry (1993)
Rosen (1990)
Dimmendaal (1983)
Aissen (1987)
Campbell (1991)
Salminen (1998)
Kakumasu (1991)
Redden (1966)
Merlan (1994)
Hale (1973)
Noyer (1992)
Greenberg (1988)
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Yakut
Yimas
Yukaghir
Yurok
Zapotec

N.Turkic
Nor-Pondo
Uralic-Yukaghir
Ritwan
Otomanguean

EURASIA
AUSTR./NG.
EURASIA
N.AMERICA
N.AMERICA

Stachowski and Menz (1998)
Foley (1991)
Campbell (1991)
Robins (1958)
Pickett (1955)

NOTES

1 All Georgian data are from Carmack (1997: 315,321). Abbreviations used in the glosses
and the text: Aff = affix, A(gr) = agreement, Asp = Aspect, D = determiner, du = dual, exc. =
exclusive (plural), fem, = feminine gender, Fut = future tense, GEND = gender, Habit =
habitual aspect, IP = Inflectional Phrase, mas = masculine gender, Nom = nominative,
N(UM) = number agreement, NPast = non-past tense, P(ER) = person agreement, pl =
plural, PN = person-number agreement, S = Subject, S1s = Subject first person singular,
S1p = Subject first person plural, SAgr = subject agreement, T(ns) = Tense, TP = Tense
phrase, VP = verbal phrase.
2 See section 2.2 for more discussion of alignment constraints.
3 Wurm gives only schematic paradigms and does not discuss the meanings and uses of the
various tenses. Therefore, I do not attempt to gloss his data.
4 Note that this is not agreement but just the representation of a chain according to the
copy theory of movement (Chomsky 1995).
5 Split agreement corresponds closely to the notion of discontinuous bleeding from Noyer
(1992).
6 The alignment constraints that I use here are formally much simpler than ‘Generalized
Alignment’ (GA) as proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1993). This is partly due to expository
convenience, and partly to the assumption that affix order constraints require only a small
subset of the formal power embodied by GA. All of the following analyses can be straightfor-
wardly translated into the richer GA format.
7 Even in languages where NPs are arguably not arguments this does not mean that the
agreement affixes are pronouns. Thus Baker (1996) argues convincingly for Mohawk that in
such a case the agreement markers identify empty pronominals and are not themselves
incorporated pronouns.
8 But see the discussion of the Amharic perfect paradigm in section 6.
9 I also checked whether areal factors in uence the results. To this aim, I checked the
different ordering distribution in the six large geographical areas of the world according to
Dryer (1992). According to my data, the preference for the order P > N holds in all of these
areas. See Trommer (2002a) for the detailed results.
10  I considered only the cases where SAgr is an affix bound to the verb while Julien also
considers other realizations of SAgr. Taking the full range of data into consideration does not
change the results. See footnote 21 for a possible explanation for the slight preference of
suffixal SAgr.
11  See section 9 for discussion of functional and historical approaches to affix order.
12  E.g. causative affixes.
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13  With the difference that a context restriction under their premises does not imply
adjacency.
14  Julien’s claim seems to concern only syntactic heads, hence inflectional Aspect and Tense
and not cases where Aspect is – even though productively – derivational, such as Slavic
aspectual prefixes (Spencer 1991:195, Filip 2002).
15  An anonymous reviewer claims that all person/number markers are portmanteau affixes
expressing agreement and aspect. While this might be an inevitable analysis in a lexicalist
theory, it is not in Distributed Morphology, where vocabulary items are underspecified for the
syntactic features they realize. I also assume that the different stem shapes are due to morpho-
phonological rules, which is supported by the fact that they are largely governed by lexical
classes.
16  See footnote 3 on the presentation of the Kiwai data.
17  The first assumption reduces to the claim that finite sentences obligatorily contain Tense
(Chomsky 1995: ch. 4). While the semantics of the future forms is not clear from Wurm’s
description, we would expect that they differ on the value of a morphosyntactic feature F,
which is represented as the head du- in the indefinite future. That the corresponding value for
the immediate future is also projected in the same syntactic position is natural in a model
where the semantic content and scope of syntactic heads are reflected in universally fixed base
configurations (see section 5).
18  That Agreement adjoins to Tense is not an idiosyncratic assumption about Kiwai, but is
also reflected in the crosslinguistic positioning of Tense and Agreement. See section 7 for
discussion.
19  The structural proximity of Tense and subject agreement is also reflected by the fact that
these categories often fuse into portmanteau markers, as discussed for Georgian and Amharic
in section 6.
20  This conclusion is drawn for independent reasons in Julien (2000: 214).
21  The preference for suffixal Tense seems to be due to the fact that languages with basic
SOV order have a preference for suffixal Tense while SVO and verb-initial languages have no
clear preference with regard to affixal status. See section 8 for further discussion of this topic.
The preference for suffixal Tense is also a possible explanation for the slight preference for
suffixal SAgr in the data of Julien (cf. section 4), since REFLECT favors SAgr and Tense on
the same side of the verb.
22  A further extensive study on the position of agreement affixes is Bybee et al. (1990).
Bybee et al. (1990) investigate subject and object agreement as a whole without giving dif-
ferent figures for both types of agreement. Since my study is restricted to subject agreement,
and Siewierska and Bakker (1996) find significant differences between their ordering proper-
ties this study is not taken into account here.
23  This is roughly in line with the Head Ordering Principle (HOP) proposed by Cutler et al.
(1985) and Hawkins and Gilligan (1988). However the HOP is problematic for other types of
affixes. See Siewierska and Bakker (1996) for critical discussion.
24  No percentages are provided since Julien neither gives them nor the total number of
genera considered for each word order type, which would allow to compute them.
25 Note that the occurence of both, preposed and postposed markers in a single language
(genus), are possible. Therefore the rows add to more than 100%.
26  Bybee et al. (1990: 3) call the same assumption ‘fossilized syntax hypothesis’.
27  See Corbett (2000: 266–68) for an overview.
28  For example, he finds that “if number is not available for all persons, then it will be found
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first of all in the first person, then in the second, and in the third only if in both first and
second also” (Corbett 2000: 277).
29  Languages with person and number agreement fall under both categories.
30  In contrast to my approach, Hyman formulates morphological constraints by means of a
(violable) template.
31  CE. = Central-East, N. = North, NW. = North-West, S. = South, SE. = South-East, W. =
West, OC. = OCEANIA, AUSTR./NG. = Australia/New Guinea, M.-Polynes. = Malayo-
Polynesian, Ch.-Kamchatkan = Chukotko-Kamchatkan.
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